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Preface

Tutorial lectures given by world-renowned researchers have become one of the
important traditions of the first two days of the Nano and Giga Challenges
(NGC) conference series. Soon after preparations for the first forum in Moscow, Russia, had begun, the organizers realized that publication of the lectures
notes from NGC2002 would be a valuable legacy of the meeting and a significant educational resource and knowledge base for students, young researchers,
and experts alike. Our first book was published by Elsevier and received the
same title as the meeting itself – Nano and Giga Challenges in Microelectronics
[1]. Our second book, Nanotechnology for Electronic Materials and Devices [2]
based on the tutorial lectures at NGC2004 in Krakow, Poland, and the current
book from NGC2007 in Phoenix, Arizona, have been published in Springer’s
Nanostructure Science and Technology series.
Nanotechnology as the art (i.e., science and technique) of control, manipulation, and fabrication of devices with structural and functional attributes
smaller than 100 nm (0.1 mm) is perfectly suited to advanced CMOS technology.
This technology holds the capacity for massive production of high-quality
nanodevices with an enormous variety of applications from computers to
biosensors, from cell phone to space shuttles, and from large display screens
to small electronic toys.
Exponential growth of the number of transistors in commercial integrated
circuits (ICs) was first identified as a trend in 1965 by G. Moore, Intel’s co-founder.
Later recognized as Moore’s law,1 this trend has become an imperative and, until
recently, almost a religious prophecy as documented in the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS).2 However, scaling of transistors and
other devices to smaller and smaller sizes, which has provided the basis for this
exponential growth, has limits, physical (size of the atoms), technological (lithography) and economic (see articles of K. Likharev and S. Williams), which will be

1

The number of transistors that can be placed on a commercial integrated circuit is increasing
exponentially, doubling approximately every 2 years: G.E. Moore, Electronics, vol. 38, No. 8,
1965.
2
http://www.itrs.net/
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reached by CMOS technology in the next decade. The exponential growth will
converge into an S-curve, a well-known trend in biology and economics.
Will this pessimistic forecast result in decreasing interest in society (and in
funding!) for electronics research? Is any feasible alternative to CMOS technology available in the near future from photonics, molecular electronics, or
revolutionary engineering solutions, such as departure from two-dimensional
ICs on the surface of silicon wafers to three-dimensional structures? All these
gigantic challenges and potential nanotechnology solutions are actively debated
at Nano & Giga Forums. We invite you to google the date and location of our
next meeting and join us in learning, active discussion, information exchange,
and networking in the vibrant and dynamic atmosphere of next NGC forum!
The success of the NGC2007 conference in Arizona, which resulted in the
publication of this book and in other contributions making up special issues of
Nanotechnology3 and Solid State Electronics,4 would have not been possible
without generous support from many sponsors and research institutions. We
gratefully acknowledge the contributions and support of Arizona State University (conference host and co-organizer), International Science and Technology Center (ISTC), National Science Foundation (NSF), Defense Advanced
Research Agency (DARPA), Office of Naval Research, Army Research Office,
Computational Chemistry List (CCL), Springer, City of Tempe, STMicroelectronics, Quarles & Brady LLP, Oak Ridge National Lab, Canadian Consulate
in Phoenix, Salt River Project (SRP), and many other local, national and
international, and individual supporters.
Special thanks to Ms. Megha Chadha, graduate student from Singapore
University, for careful reading of the book chapters and other assistance with
NGC2007 publications.
Anatoli Korkin
Co-founder of Nano & Giga Forum
and president of Nano and Giga Solutions, Inc.
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Tutorial Lectures from Nano & Giga Forum 2007
Federico Rosei

It has been a great honor and pleasure for me to serve as one of the Guest
Editors for this volume of tutorial lectures from the latest edition of the ‘Nano
and Giga’ conference. Participating in the last two meetings (2004 in Poland
and more recently 2007 in Arizona), and in particular co-editing this tutorial
book, has been an exciting and rewarding experience and has significantly
broadened my scientific horizons.
This book contains useful chapters that can be used as reference and lecture
material for advanced undergraduate and graduate courses. Each tutorial is
a useful, self-contained lecture written for non-experts and the contents of
this volume cover a broad range of research topic at the forefront and state
of the art.
My personal fascination with ‘nanoscience’ relates to the new (i.e., different
from the bulk form) properties that a material may exhibit when at least one of
its dimensions is reduced below 100 nm. I have always been fascinated by the
Periodic Table of the Elements, and frustrated at the same time: why are there
only 92 stable elements? Nanoscience partly resolves this frustration: since each
element behaves differently (often in surprising ways) at the nanoscale, it gives
the opportunity to extend, so to speak, the Periodic Table introducing new
dimensions to it.
Today ‘Nano’, a prefix widely used in modern science (from the Greek word
for dwarf), is an intrinsically rich and multidisciplinary field of research, as it
represents a natural convergence of disciplines [1]. As such, it provides an
excellent opportunity for scientific education in a broad sense, going back to
Galileo and Newton, the founders and fathers of modern science. From a
fundamental point of view, ‘Nano’ has given us a new understanding of materials and their properties, namely how many characteristics may change dramatically at small scales due to an increased surface-to-volume ratio or to quantum
effects or to a combination of factors. Examples of this include the new allotropes of carbon (carbon nanotubes, fullerenes and more recently graphene), as

Professor, INRS-MT, University of Quebec Canada Research Chair in Nanostructured
Organic and Inorganic Materials
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well as the appearance of luminescence properties in nano-silicon [2], and finally
the different optical, chemical and electronic properties that gold exhibits at the
nanoscale [3].
In terms of harnessing such properties into useful applications, Nanotechnology holds the promise of addressing the great challenges of humanity in the
21st century, namely the access to clean and renewable energies, preserving and
protecting the environment and improving human health. It is my hope that
more and more time and resources will be devoted to developing ‘nanoresearch’
in these specific areas, as these are the ones that are more likely to have a
positive and beneficial impact on our society as a whole.
Nowadays fewer and fewer scientists are willing to take the time to write a
good book chapter. In today’s world, dominated by impact factors and citation
indices, service to the community (in the form of teaching or writing a chapter to
be used as lecture material) is unfortunately undervalued. Under these circumstances I am particularly grateful to all the authors of the chapters contained in
this volume for doing an overall excellent job and for honoring their initial
commitment.
We hope you enjoy these pages and find them useful to further your education or for your research. If you have suggestions for future Nano and Giga
tutorial series of specific topics not addressed here, please do not hesitate to let
us know as the readership’s feedback and advice is our only way to gauge how
we can improve.
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Part I

Perspectives

Chapter 1

Nanotechnology: A Scientific Melting Pot
Nicolaas Bloembergen

When a linear dimension of a device or a theoretical subject of investigation is
smaller than 1 mm, it may be said that a one-dimensional nanoregime has been
entered. In this sense the study of monomolecular and bimolecular layers and
surface physics in general is now said to belong to nanoscience. More recently
the study of surfaces has been enhanced by the techniques of nonlinear optical
spectroscopy, by scanning tunneling spectroscopy and by atomic force
microscopy.
The ancient use of submicron colloidal particles of gold and silver in glass to
obtain colored window materials is an early example of three-dimensional
nanotechnology. It is based on the range of plasmon-resonant frequencies in
small metallic particles.
A small number of atomic layers of GaAs and GaAlAs or other semiconducting compounds have led to light-emitting diodes and lasers over a wide
frequency range. Such layered structures have also created two-dimensional
plasmas of conduction electrons which exhibit quantum Hall effects. Small
semiconducting particles called quantum dots may function as versatile submicroscopic light sources.
Biological and medical investigations have also focused increasingly on
nanostructures during the past two decades. Genetics and neurophysiology
are concerned with the detailed structure of individual molecules, including
DNA, RNA and various enzymes and proteins on cell walls or other substrates.
Material scientists have found the structure of new carbon molecules, including the buckeyball C60 and other Buckminster fullerenes. Carbon fibers are very
strong and highly conducting nanomaterials. The drive in computer technology
to ever smaller dimensions, evidenced by Moore’s law, has led not only to
electronic transistors and switches with nanodimensions, but also to very
small optical devices, including lasers and nonlinear optical couplers.
Since 2001 the US federal budget has included the National Nanotechnology
Institute. This NNI has played a key role in fostering cross-disciplinary
N. Bloembergen
College of Optical Sciences, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ, USA
e-mail: nbloembergen@optics.arizona.edu
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networks and partnerships. Several universities have built new laboratories to
serve as Nanoscale Sciences and Engineering Centers. They provide a home for
faculty from many departments, including physics, chemistry, biology, material
science, computer science, neuroscience, genetics and others.
This interdisciplinary effort has an impact on the traditional academic
organization of strictly autonomous academic departments in separate scientific disciplines. It encourages the establishment of interdisciplinary formal
courses, both at the undergraduate and graduate levels. In industrial research
organizations this intermingling of disciplines has always been more common in
order to reach a well-defined technical goal.
My education was strictly as a physicist, but after my formal studies I have
always enjoyed my contracts with other disciplines. My research interests in
magnetic resonance, lasers and nonlinear optics have provided ample opportunities to interact with chemists, biologists and medical doctors. Because of
advancing age and medical doctors I have not actively participated in the recent
trend toward nanotechnology. Therefore my introductory lecture deals not
with nanometer spatial dimensions, but with very small temporal dimensions.
It is remarkable that the duration of laser pulses has been shortened by 15
orders of magnitudes in four decades. My lecture, entitled ‘‘From millisecond to
attosecond laser pulses,’’ reviews the historical developments toward ever smaller time scales. They are mostly based on diverse nonlinear optical phenomena.
The text of my remarks has been published in Progress in Optics 50, 1–12, 2007,
edited by E. Wolf since its inception in 1961.
I apologize for my tangential connection with nanotechnology. This field
will undoubtedly continue to contribute to further progress in optics, as well as
to many other disciplines, since it is truly a scientific melting pot.

Chapter 2

Integrated Circuits Beyond CMOS
Konstantin K. Likhareu

Semiconductor microelectronics, based on silicon CMOS circuits, is arguably
the most successful technology ever developed by mankind because it sustained
its fast, exponential (Moore’s Law) progress for several decades. As a result, this
technology has become the basis of all current information technology revolution. However, now scientists and engineers agree that this progress will run
into what is called the red brick wall of physical, technical, and economical
limitations some time during the next decade. Optimists believe this crisis may
be deferred until the 22-nm ITRS technology node, to be reached by 2015 or so,
while the pessimists like myself do not see any realistic way for the technology to
go beyond the 32-nm node, to be reached by 2013 or maybe even a year or two
earlier. In any case, the range of opinions (of well-informed professionals) is
rather narrow, and continues to shrink.
The negative impact of running into the red brick wall for the high-tech
economy may be hardly exaggerated. Sure, whatever happens after that point,
there will be more and more silicon chips fabricated each year. However, if the
exponential progress of the key metrics, most notably the circuit cost per unit
device, has been stopped or slowed down to a crawl, the integrated circuit
manufacturing, as virtually all mature manufacturing industries, will most
probably be outsourced to countries with cheaper labor. The current electronics
industry giants, which currently live on innovation, will face a survival challenge. This is why the extension of Moore’s Law into the sub-10-nm range is
such a vital task. As usual, there are both good and bad news from the current
battle on this nanoelectronic frontier.
On the positive side, both the federal government and electronic industry
leaders now recognize the necessity and urgency of research in this direction. On
the negative side, the efficiency of those efforts is very much questionable. Large
electronic companies, being extremely efficient at moving up an evolutionary
path such as semiconductor microelectronics, have serious problems with
adapting revolutionary (disruptive) technologies like nanoelectronics. As a
K.K. Likhareu
Stony Brook University, New York, USA
e-mail: klikhareu@notes.cc.sunysb.edu
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result, the substantial resources thrown onto the problem by the companies,
some states, and federal government (within the $1B/year-scale National Nanotechnology Initiative) are not, in my humble opinion, being spent effectively.
Most of this money goes to groups studying various nanoscale objects (carbon
nanotubes, semiconductor nanowires, DNA molecules, you name it) with little
or no attempt to understand how exactly these objects would work as electron
devices, and how these devices might be incorporated into an integrated circuit.
It comes without saying that at such approach the vital questions about the
possible fabrication cost and performance of future nanoelectronic circuits may
not be even asked, leave alone answered.
Fortunately, the past year evidenced the emergence of a more systematic
approach to nanoelectronics by a few (for now, just few) academic and industrial groups. Such approach naturally starts with the determination of the main
reasons for the anticipated crisis. In contrast to what some industry captains
declare, it is certainly the exponentially growing fabrication tool cost, dominated by that of circuit patterning equipment. Indeed, the workhorse device of
CMOS circuits, the silicon MOSFET, requires an accurate lithographic definition of several dimensions including the length and width of its conducting
channel. As these devices key are scaled down, arising quantum mechanical
effects require the definition to be much more precise, which in turn requires
much more expensive lithography tools. At some point, the scaling will start
bringing diminishing returns. (The reason why this situation is not evident to
everybody in the electronics industry is that the major chipmakers had outsourced the development of better patterning techniques to the fabrication
equipment producers long ago, and right now those companies are probably
not very interested in revealing the real, rather gloomy situation with tool
progress to their customers.)
Another necessary component of the systemic approach to the microelectronics is a candid estimate of nanoelectronic devices. Unfortunately, such evaluations show that the nanodevices comparable in their functionality to silicon
MOSFETs either run into similar fabrication problems, or cannot be assembled
into integrated circuits, or both. The much-heralded bottom-up approach (e.g.,
device self-assembly) also has not given any encouraging results yet.
Fortunately, among all this doom and gloom there is a glim of hope. During
the past several years, several groups, including our Stony Brook team, have
simplified the decade-old idea of hybrid CMOS/nanoelectronic circuits in
which the CMOS stack is augmented with a back-end nanoelectronic add-on.
Most recent work in this field is focused on nanowire crossbar add-ons, with
simple bistable two-terminal devices formed at each crosspoint, and areadistributed CMOS/nano interfaces – see, e.g., the detailed review article by D. B.
Strukov, and a brief write-up by R. S. Williams in this collection, and references
therein.
The basic idea of such hybrid circuits is to combine the advantages of CMOS
technology (including its flexibility and high fabrication yield) with the enormous density of simple (two-terminal) nanodevices which may be fabricated
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reproducibly, at reasonable cost, and naturally incorporated into the nanowire
crossbar fabric. However, the main motivation for the hybrid circuit concept is
that the nanowire crossbars, including the crosspoint devices, may be fabricated
using advanced patterning techniques (such as nanoimprint, EUV interference
lithography, block-copolymer lithography), while removing from these techniques the requirement of precise layer alignment. It is believed that the removal
of this burden may enable, within the next 15–20 years, an improvement of the
resolution of these techniques down to a few nanometers.
Recent detailed simulations have shown that the hybrid circuits with such
fine features (though employing much larger MOSFETs fabricated using the
ordinary photolithography) may provide at least a two-orders-of-magnitude
advantage over purely CMOS ICs in such basic metrics as memory density,
logic delay-by-area product, and image processing speed, at manageable power
density and high defect tolerance. This leading edge is equivalent to the extension of the Moore’s Law progress of microelectronics by approximately 10–15
years beyond the ‘‘red brick wall’’.
Simulations have also shown that the hybrid circuits may be used for operations in the mixed-signal mode as bio-inspired neuromorphic networks (‘‘CrossNets’’) which can be used for performing several important information
processing tasks (such as online recognition of a particular person in a large
crowd) much more efficiently than digital circuits implementing the same algorithm. Moreover, estimates show that in the long run, CMOL CrossNets may
challenge human cortical circuitry in density, far exceeding it in speed, at
realistic power. Of course, in order to map these advantages on performing
really intelligent information processing tasks, much work has to be carried out
by interdisciplinary teams of theoretical neurobiologists, computer scientists,
and electrical and computer engineers, but the possible technological and
societal impact of such development may hardly be overestimated.
Of course, it may happen that other approaches to nanoelectronics will prove
to be more fruitful than the hybrid circuit concept. However, I am confident
that only the systemic approach to the problem, taking into account all its
aspects, may lead us to success. Let me hope that this collection will be an
important step in this direction.

Chapter 3

Nano and Giga Challenges for Information
Technology
R. Stanley Williams

The primary technology driver for the integrated circuit industry and all of the
information technology supported by that industry has been Moore’s law, the
observation that the number of transistors on a chip has roughly doubled every
18 months over the past four decades. In concert with this exponential increase
in transistors has come the dramatic increase in performance of integrated
circuits while the cost of a single chip has remained fairly constant. This
astounding improvement in a basic technology over a many-decade-long period
is unprecedented and has led to a huge industry with a major economic footprint and enabled major increases in productivity and functionality for a wide
variety of other sectors of society.
There have been many eras in the past when pundits have predicted the end
of Moore’s scaling for a variety of excellent technical and engineering reasons.
In all those cases, motivated engineers have overcome the barriers foreseen by
the experts and kept the industry on the path to fulfilling the promise of more
transistors for less money. However, in the twenty-first century we are quickly
running up against a very fundamental obstacle, the granularity of matter. We
will not be able to build device components with sizes that are a fraction of a
single atom. Thus, we know that there is an end to ‘‘traditional’’ scaling of
transistor sizes, but we cannot predict exactly when that will occur. This is
because it is not just a physics or engineering issue, but also an economic
question. If we invest enough money in a system, we can eventually achieve
the ultimate performance that the laws of nature will allow, but the cost of doing
so may be much larger than any possible return on that investment. Thus, the
quest to continue functional scaling, e.g., the continued increase in performance
of integrated circuits at fixed cost per chip, is a scientific and engineering exercise
that is constrained by economics.
Perhaps the greatest challenges facing the integrated circuit industry as we
approach fundamental limits are manufacturability, reliability and resiliency.
R.S. Williams
Director, Information and Quantum Systems Laboratory, HP Labs, Hewlett-Packard
Company, 1501 Page Mill Road, MS 1123, Palo Alto, CA 94304
e-mail: stan.williams@hp.com
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Today’s logic chips are perfect and they operate for very long times without
experiencing an unplanned interruption. However, as the feature sizes of
devices scale down to the few nanometer scale, the properties of the devices
will vary more broadly because of the inevitable statistical fluctuations in the
number of atoms in a component of a transistor or a wire. Since the circuits will
be manufactured at a temperature above absolute zero, these fluctuations are
assured by the Second Law of Thermodynamics. If the fluctuations are severe
enough, the device will not work at all. We can thus see three major problems –
devices in a circuit that are nonfunctional because of manufacturing errors,
which we call defects; devices that yield incorrect results because of a fluctuation
in a property during operation of the circuit, which we call faults; and devices
that start out working properly but then experience a catastrophic event, which
we call device death. Today, devices with any mistakes made during manufacture must be discarded, which has a negative impact on the manufacturing yield
and increases the cost of the chips that are perfect. There are ways to handle
faults during operation today, but if a single device on a chip dies while it is in
service, the entire chip must be replaced. Thus, the nano and giga challenges for
integrated circuits are that the probability of a problem with an individual
component in a circuit is increasing dramatically with decreasing size and
even worse the probability of failure of the system is increasing with the number
of components on a circuit. With exponential scaling, we will very quickly cross
the threshold from high-yield circuits that perform reliably for long periods to
low-yield circuits that experience frequent interruptions and device deaths. The
brute force way of dealing with imperfections caused by atomic-scale statistical
fluctuations is to spend a lot of money improving the manufacturing processes.
However, this approach can rapidly spiral out of control to make chip manufacturing too expensive to improve.
A more useful approach is to look at the fundamental architecture of a chip
to see if it is possible to program in defect, fault and death tolerance. After all, it
is well known that a substantial number of brain cells die every day; yet rather
than fall over dead when the first brain cell dies, humans continue to operate for
many decades and in at least the best of cases experience only a gradual (or
hopefully graceful) degradation in capacity. In fact, this question of building
reliable machines out of unreliable parts was a significant area of research by
such giants of computer and information science as von Neumann [1] and
Shannon [2] in the 1950 s. Although these early researches were interesting
and informative, the entire area of thought was for the most part abandoned
in the 1960 s when high-yielding and reliable transistors in integrated circuits
came into being. It is only now that we are entering into the nano and giga age
that we need to reexamine the issues of how to build reliable machines given that
they will be manufactured with defects and experience faults and device deaths.
The major approaches to making a logic circuit reliable and resilient in the
presence of defects, faults and deaths deal with optimization of redundancy of
circuit elements. In some circuit architectures, one can plan to overprovision the
system with extra components and the wiring to connect them into a circuit to
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compensate for failed devices. This approach is known as reconfiguration [3]
and requires that the entire circuit be analyzed to locate and catalog all of the
defects. A computer program, for example a compiler, can then download a
program onto the system and route around the broken components. This
approach is extremely robust and can compensate for a significant percentage
(3%) of defective components in a system, but it has the disadvantage that it
does not work for faults and the entire search and avoid strategy, which may be
costly in terms of execution time, must be rerun periodically to deal with device
deaths. Recently, Strukov and Likharev have proposed a variant of this type of
scheme that combines CMOS components with nanoscale wires and switches to
create a hybrid circuit (CMOL) [4] that can significantly improve the performance and defect tolerance of a field-programmable gate array, a type of logic
circuit. Snider and Williams have proposed a variant of this architecture that
may be significantly easier to manufacture but can still offer significant performance advantages [5] over CMOS-only circuits.
Another approach to building more robust circuits is to use coding theory to
design and build redundant circuits that contain efficient automatic correction
for errors of various sorts. Such an approach is effective for defects, faults and
deaths, although it is limited in the types of functions that can be protected.
There is no requirement to find the defective components – the existing devices
will automatically compensate for any broken devices as long as the number of
broken devices does not exceed the maximum number allowed by the code used.
For example, a demultiplexer, the bridging unit that provides an interface
between some level of CMOS driving circuitry with just a few devices and any
explicitly nanoscale circuits with a large number of devices, can be made
significantly more robust by the appropriate inclusion of extra data lines and
devices [6]. A small amount of redundancy can provide an exponential increase
in the reliability of a circuit, which is excellent in terms of keeping the cost of the
error correction to a minimum. Given a particular known device failure rate
and the desired level of reliability for the entire circuit, it is a straightforward
(although certainly nontrivial) matter to identify a code, or geometric circuit
layout, that will satisfy the constraints of the problem for certain types of
operations (with a demultiplexer being the best example for efficiency). However, at this stage it does not appear possible to apply coding theory to general
types of logic circuits.
It is possible, although not at all certain, that by combining reconfiguration
and coding, one may be able to construct extremely resilient systems that defend
against all error types. This is an active field of research. The primary problem is
that by adding enough redundancy to fulfill both types of reliability enhancement, one may pay such a large circuit area penalty that it just makes more sense
to stop scaling to smaller feature sizes and stay with a larger and thus more
robust generation of CMOS. There are also other possibilities for new architectures, such as ‘‘neuromorphic computing,’’ which utilizes synthetic synapses
to perform a type of analog computation. There are certainly interesting times
ahead as the approaches described here and possibly many others that have
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not yet been invented are tried out and compared to strictly scaled CMOS
in terms of cost, performance and reliability. This architectural work greatly
complements materials and processing research, which seeks to improve the
functionality and reliability of individual devices. Indeed, there is no stable
ground, since there are continual new advances in both materials and information sciences that make it ever more likely that functional scaling of integrated
circuits will continue for many more decades into the future. The primary issue
is for both communities to keep in contact so that each can leverage the
advances of the other.
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Chapter 4

Hybrid Semiconductor-Molecular Integrated
Circuits for Digital Electronics: CMOL Approach
Dmitri B. Strukov

Abstract This chapter describes architectures of digital circuits including
memories, general-purpose, and application-specific reconfigurable Boolean
logic circuits for the prospective hybrid CMOS/nanowire/nanodevice
(‘‘CMOL’’) technology. The basic idea of CMOL circuits is to combine the
advantages of CMOS technology (including its flexibility and high fabrication
yield) with those of molecular-scale nanodevices. Two-terminal nanodevices
would be naturally incorporated into nanowire crossbar fabric, enabling very
high function density at acceptable fabrication costs. In order to overcome the
CMOS/nanodevice interface problem, in CMOL circuits the interface is provided
by sharp-tipped pins that are distributed all over the circuit area, on top of the
CMOS stack. We show that CMOL memories with a nano/CMOS pitch ratio
close to 10 may be far superior to the densest semiconductor memories by
providing, e.g., 1 Tbit/cm2 density even for the plausible defect fraction of 2%.
Even greater defect tolerance (more than 20% for 99% circuit yield) can be
achieved in both types of programmable Boolean logic CMOL circuits. In such
circuits, two-terminal nanodevices provide programmable diode functionality for
logic circuit operation, and allow circuit mapping and reconfiguration around
defective nanodevices, while CMOS subsystem is used for signal restoration and
latching. Using custom-developed design automation tools we have successfully
mapped on reconfigurable general-purpose logic fabric (‘‘CMOL FPGA’’) the
well-known Toronto 20 benchmark circuits and estimated their performance.
The results have shown that, in addition to high defect tolerance, CMOL FPGA
circuits may have extremely high density (more than two orders of magnitude
higher that that of usual CMOS FPGA with the same CMOS design rules) while
operating at higher speed at acceptable power consumption. Finally, our estimates indicate that reconfigurable application-specific (‘‘CMOL DSP’’) circuits
may increase the speed of low-level image processing tasks by more than two
orders of magnitude as compared to the fastest CMOS DSP chips implemented
with the same CMOS design rules at the same area and power consumption.
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4.1 Introduction
The prospects to continue the Moore Law with current VLSI paradigm, based
on a combination of lithographic patterning, CMOS circuits, and Boolean
logic, beyond the 10 nm frontier are uncertain [1, 2]. The main reason is that
at gate length beyond 10 nm, the sensitivity of parameters (most importantly,
the voltage threshold) of MOSFETs to inevitable fabrication spreads
grows exponentially. As a result, the gate length should be controlled with a
few-angstrom accuracy, far beyond even the long-term projections of the
semiconductor industry [3]. For example, for the most promising double gate
silicon-on-insulator (SOI) MOSFETs, the definition accuracy of 5 nm long
gate channel should be better than 0.2 nm in order to keep fluctuations of the
voltage threshold below a reasonable value of 50 mV [1], i.e., much smaller than
ITRS projected value of 0.5 nm [3]. Even if such accuracy could be technically
implemented using sophisticated patterning technologies, this would send the
fabrication facilities costs (growing exponentially even now) skyrocketing and
lead to the end of the Moore’s Law some time during the next decade.
Similar problems with scaling await existing memory technologies when
their feature sizes will approach the 10 nm scale regime. Indeed, the basic cell
(holding one bit of information) of today’s mainstream memories, like static
and dynamic random access memories, as well as those of relatively new but
already commercialized technologies like ferroelectric, magnetic, and structural
phase transition memories, needs at least one transistor and hence will run into
the aforementioned limitation in the future.
Needless to say that the stoppage of Moore Law will have biggest consequences not only for semiconductor industry but also for computing society.
Indeed, in addition to high-performance systems, e.g., supercomputers, which
directly profit from faster and denser memory and logic circuits, there are plenty
of emerging applications, such as image processing [4], which would greatly
benefit from CMOS technology scaling. For example, the first step in hyperspectral imaging [5] for a realistic 12-bit 10241024 pixel array with 200
spectral bands requires a processing throughput of 1014 operations per
second (100 Tops) and an aggregate data bandwidth of 1011 bits per second
(100 Gbps) [6]. Even aggressively scaled hypothetical 22 nm multi-core Cell
processor [7], which has been specifically designed for image processing tasks,
falls far short of the prospective needs [8].
The main alternative nanodevice concept, single electronics [1, 9], offers
some potential advantages over CMOS, including a broader choice of possible materials. Unfortunately, for room-temperature operation, the
minimum features of these devices (single-electron islands) should be below
1 nm [9]. Since the relative accuracy of their definition has to be between
10 and 20%, the absolute fabrication accuracy should be of the order of
0.1 nm, again far too small for the current and realistically envisioned lithographic techniques.
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Fortunately, critical dimensions of devices can be controlled much more
accurately via some other techniques, e.g., film deposition. Even more attractive
would be a ‘‘bottom-up’’ approach, with the smallest active devices formed in a
special way ensuring their fundamental reproducibility. The most straightforward example of such device is a specially designed and chemically synthesized
molecule, implementing single-electron transistor.
However, integrated circuits consisting of molecular devices alone are hardly
viable because of limited device functionality. Most importantly this is because
the voltage gain of a 1 nm scale transistor, based on any known physical effect,
can hardly exceed one,1 i.e., the level necessary for sustaining the operation of
virtually any active digital circuit. This is why the most plausible way toward
high-performance nanoelectronic circuits is to integrate nanodevices, and the
connecting nanowires, with CMOS circuits whose (relatively large) field-effect
transistors would provide the necessary additional functionality, in particular
high voltage gain.
The novel hybrid technology paradigm will certainly require rethinking of
the current circuit architectures, which is exactly the focus of this review. First,
we start with reviewing nanoscale devices suitable for such hybrid circuits
(Section 4.2). The main challenges in prospective hybrid circuits and the effective solution offered by ‘‘CMOL’’ concept and its cousins will be outlined next
(Section 4.3). In the rest of this chapter, we review our approach for CMOLbased digital memories (Section 4.4), general-purpose reconfigurable Boolean
logic circuits (Section 4.5), and application-specific reconfigurable Boolean
logic circuits (Section 4.6). Finally, in Section 4.7, we briefly summarize the
results of our discussion.

4.2 Devices
The first critical issue in the development of semiconductor/nanodevice hybrids
is making a proper choice in the trade-off between nanodevice simplicity and
functionality. On the one hand, simple molecule-based nanodevices (like the
octanedithiols [11]), which may provide nonlinear but monotonic I  V curves
with no hysteresis, are hardly sufficient for highly functional integrated circuits.
Indeed, bistability of nanodevices helps to deal with regularity and defect
tolerance of hybrid circuits – see Section 4.3. On the other hand, very complex
molecular devices (like a long DNA strand [12]) may have numerous configurations that can be, as a matter of principle, used for information storage.
However, such molecules are typically very ‘‘soft’’, so that thermal fluctuations
at room temperature (that is probably the only option for broad electronics
1
For example, for the most prospective ballistic field-effect transistors, this is mainly due to
leakage tunneling of thermally excited electrons. In single-electron transistors, the gain is
limited by island to gate capacitance ratio. The gain of interference transistors is also typically
small, see, e.g., Ref. [10].
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applications) may lead to uncontrollable switches between their internal states,
making reliable information storage and usage difficult, if not totally
impossible.
Moreover, so far there are only practical solutions for fabricating twoterminal devices because they may have just one critical dimension (distance
between the electrodes) which may be readily controlled by, e.g., film deposition
or oxidation rate. Equally, chemically directed self-assembly of two-terminal
devices would be immeasurably simpler than the multi-terminal ones. This is
why many realistic proposals of hybrid circuits are based on two-terminal
‘‘latching switches’’ or ‘‘programmable diodes’’ (see, e.g., Refs. [13, 14, 15, 16,
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25], as well as circuits described in this chapter
[8, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30], and also recent reviews [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37]).2 The
functionality of such devices is illustrated in Fig. 4.1a. At low applied voltages,
the device behaves as a usual diode, but a higher voltage may switch it between
low-resistive (ON) and high-resistive (OFF) states.
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Fig. 4.1 I  V curve of (a)
two-terminal latching switch
considered for this chapter
(schematically) and
(b) typical bipolar
Pt–TiO2 –Pt resistive switch
[46]
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As it will be shown later in this work, the diode-like characteristic is necessary for the
operation of the hybrid memory circuits and is helpful for the proposed logic circuits.
However, simple programmable resistance switches (Fig. 4.1b) could be enough for, e.g.,
nanoelectronic neuromorphic networks [38, 39, 40, 41], programmable interconnect hybrid
CMOS/nanodevice architectures [42, 43], as well as Goto-pair-based circuit architectures
[22, 44, 45]. The latter two concepts will be briefly discussed below.
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Interestingly, the devices with a similar functionality based on amorphous
oxides (typically Al, Si, Nb, and Ta) and chalcogenide glasses have been
demonstrated almost half century ago, see, e.g., a very comprehensive review
in Ref. [47]; however, neither of these device technologies was broadly accepted
by electronic industry in the context of (random access) memory and logic
circuit applications. Recently, bistable switching was demonstrated for much
broader choice of material systems which can be crudely organized in the
following categories3:

 Relatively thick organic films, both with [52, 53, 54, 55] and without [56, 57,





58, 59, 60] embedded metallic clusters
Self-assembled monolayers (SAM) of molecules [61, 62, 63, 64]
Thin chalcogenide glass layers [65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70]
Semiconductor films [71, 72]
Amorphous or polycrystalline (nonstoichiometric) oxides, e.g., SiO and AlO
[73], with most notable group involving transition metal oxides, such as TiO2
[46, 74, 75, 76, 77], Nb2 O5 [78], CuO [79], NiO [80, 81, 82], CoO [81, 83], VO2
[84, 85], and various perovskite oxides [86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93]

Despite tremendous surge of research activity in thin-film switches it is still
too early to claim success. The most common problems are reproducibility of
I–Vs from device to device, large variations of set/reset threshold voltage (or
current), and shifts of characteristics upon repeated cycling. In fact, even
probing whether there are any fundamental problems with scaling in such
devices is precluded by poor understanding of physics of the ON–OFF
switching.
Indeed, the microscopic nature of resistance switching and charge transport
is still under debate in both organic and inorganic structures [47, 49, 51, 87]. For
example, perovskite structures exhibit very diverse electrical properties, and
hence switching models based on ferroelectricity [93], magnetism [94], and
metal–insulator [84, 88, 91] transitions have been proposed. Alternatively,
bistability due to electron charge trapping for either defect-rich crystalline
or amorphous oxides which modulates the impurity band conduction was
speculated [82, 90]. Even though the electronic band gap is quite high for
most of the oxides, one cannot exclude transport trough conduction band
also. This is why several mechanisms based on Schottky barrier modulation
either, via trapping of electrons on the interface or due to band bending were
also investigated [89].
It is worth noting that many ingenious experiments have been devised to
elucidate the nature of switching – see, e.g., Refs. [77, 87, 95, 96, 97]. On the
other hand, understanding of experimental results is very often complicated by
the profusion of different behaviors observed in nanoscale switches (i.e., bipolar
vs. unipolar switching, ohmic vs. non linear I–Vs with or without negative
3

For more extensive review of thin-film devices, see, e.g., Refs. [47, 48, 49, 50, 51].
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differential slope, smooth or sharp threshold ON–OFF switching) which are
not always fully reported in literature.
The lack of good physical model precludes further optimizations of device
structure and most importantly screening less promising candidates and focusing on the most prospective ones. For example, in nonhomogeneous or filamentary conduction, the transport is due to some random active conducting
centers such as hopping percolation paths, separated by distances of the order
of a few nanometers. In order to be reproducible, the device should have a large
number of such centers. This is why the extension of the excellent reproducibility demonstrated for such statistical devices with a lateral size larger than
100 nm [79] to the most interesting range, i.e., below 10 nm, might present a
challenge. On the other hand, homogenous switching, e.g., due to drift of
oxygen vacancies inside the oxide film [98] would suffer less from such limitation of the law of large numbers. In fact, a few percent nonstochiometric oxide
may have hundreds of oxygen vacancies (dopants) in 100 nm3 volume.
Even better prospects might hold uniform self-assembled monolayers of
specially designed molecules [38] implementing binary single-electron latching
switches [99]. A major challenge for molecular devices is the reproducibility of
the interface between the monolayer and the second (top) metallic electrode,
because of the trend of the metallic atoms to diffuse inside the layer with
molecules during the electrode deposition [100], and the difficulty in ensuring
a unique position of the molecule relative to the electrodes, and hence a unique
structure and transport properties of molecular-to-electrode interfaces. Very
encouraging proposal toward solution of these problems is to include relatively
large ‘‘floating electrodes’’ as shown in Fig. 4.2 [32]. If the characteristic internal
resistance R0 of such a molecule is much higher than the range of possible values

(a)

(b)

Ri
“floating
electrodes”

functional
two-terminal
molecule

R0
Ri

Fig. 4.2 A molecule with ‘‘floating electrodes’’ (a) before and (b) after its self-assembly on
‘‘real electrodes’’, e.g., metallic nanowires (schematically) [32]
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of molecule/electrode resistances Ri , and the floating electrode capacitances are
much higher than those of the internal single-electron islands, then the transport through the system will be determined by R0 and hence be reproducible.
Another possible way toward high yield is to form a self-assembled monolayer
(SAM) on the surface of the lower nanowire level, and only then deposit and
pattern the top layer (with the option of inserting a conductive polymer interlayer between SAM and the metal electrode). Such approach has already given
rather reproducible results (in the nanopore geometry) for simple, short molecules [11, 101].
Finally, the potentially enormous density of nanodevices can hardly be used
without individual contacts to each of them. This is why the fabrication of wires
with nanometer-scale cross-section is another central problem of nanoelectronics. The currently available photolithography methods, and even their rationally
envisioned extensions, will hardly be able to provide such resolution. Several
alternative techniques, like the direct e-beam writing and scanning-probe manipulation, can provide a nanometer-scale resolution, but their throughput is forbiddingly low for VLSI fabrication. Self-growing nanometer-scale-wide structures
like carbon nanotubes or semiconductor nanowires can hardly be used to solve
the wiring problem, mostly because these structures (in contrast to the nanodevices that have been discussed above) do not have means for reliable placement
on the lower integrated circuit layers with the necessary (a few nm) accuracy.
Alternatively, in principle, vertically stacked semiconductor nanowires might be
used to build 5 nm5 nm area transistors [102, 103]. However, it is unclear
whether the yield of such epitaxially vertically grown nanowires can be high
enough for large-scale integration. Even more importantly, interconnecting
such dense array of vertically stacked nanowires presents a challenge unless
macroscale CMOS wires are used.
Fortunately, there are several new patterning methods, notably nanoimprint
[104, 105, 106], block-copolymer technology [107], and interference lithography
[108, 109], which may provide much higher resolution than the standard photolithography. Indeed, the layers of parallel nanowires with a nano half-pitch
Fnano ¼ 17 nm have already been demonstrated [110], and there are good prospects for the half-pitch reduction to 3 nm or so in the next decade [104, 105, 106].
(The scaling of the pitch below 3 nm value would be not practical because of the
quantum mechanical tunneling between nanowires.)

4.3 Circuits
The novel device and patterning technologies may allow to extend microelectronics into the few-nanometer range. However, they impose a number of
challenges and limitation for integrated circuit design.
 Defect tolerance – Perhaps, the main challenge faced by the hybrid circuits
might be the requirement of very high defect tolerance. Indeed, it is natural to
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expect that at the initial stage of development of all nanodevices, their fabrication
yield for Fnano < 30 nm will be considerably below 100%, and, for Fnano 3 nm,
will possibly never approach this limit closer than a few percent. This number can
be compared with at most 108 % of bad transistors for the mature CMOS
technology [3].
It is somewhat believed that the most numerous and hence the most significant types of ‘‘hard’’ (fabrication-induced) faults will be ‘‘stuck-on-open’’
defects in nanodevices. Such defects correspond to permanently disconnected
crosspoints. Typically, it is assumed that stuck-on-open defects are uniformly
distributed with probability q. (Note that any clustering of defects would be
much easier to cope with via reconfiguration – see, e.g., next section.) This
assumption is justified by recent experimental works [111]. It is important,
therefore, for an architecture to provide first of all the defect tolerance with
respect to these kind faults. This is why only these kinds of defects were taken
into account in most of the hybrid circuit papers [8, 27, 28, 30, 42, 112, 113].
Among other types of defects in hybrid circuits the most significant are broken/
shorten nanowires and ‘‘stuck-on-close’’ defects, corresponding to permanently
connected crosspoints. Typically, such defects are much harder to tolerate, e.g.,
see defect tolerance analysis in Refs. [18, 26, 26, 114]. This is because in the most
realistic scenario bad nanowires (for ‘‘stuck-on-close’’ defects it is those nanowires which are connected to a given defective crosspoint) together with all
potentially good nanodevices connected to these nanowires should be excluded.
 Circuit regularity – Nanoimprint and interference lithography cannot
be used for the fabrication of arbitrary integrated circuits, in particular because
they lack adequate layer alignment accuracy (‘‘overlay’’). This means that
the nanowire layers should not require precise alignment with each other. The
remedy to this problem can be a very regular ‘‘crossbar’’ nanowire structure
[115] with two layers of similar wires perpendicular to those of the other layers
(Fig. 4.3). On the one hand, such structures are ideal for the integration of twoterminal nanodevices which can be sandwiched, e.g., by self-assembly or film
deposition, in between two layers of nanowires. On the other hand, if all
nanodevices are functionally similar to each other, the relative position of one
nanowire layer with respect to the other is not important. Not surprisingly,

top
nanowire
level
similar
two-terminal
nanodevices
at each crosspoint

Fig. 4.3 Crossbar array
structure

bottom nanowire
level
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virtually all proposals for digital CMOS/nanodevice hybrids, most importantly
including memories [18, 19, 27, 30, 64, 111, 116, 117] and Boolean logic circuits
[8, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28, 29, 42, 44, 45, 113, 118, 119],
are based on crossbar structures (see also reviews of such circuits in Refs.
[31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37]).4
Naturally, it is the regularity of crossbar structures that necessitates bistability in nanodevices. The specific functionality of crossbar-based logic circuits
is achieved with configuration of nanodevices (essentially via disabling some
devices by programming them in the OFF state and leaving active devices in the
ON state – see more detailed discussion in Section 4.5).
 Micro-to-nano interface – The lack of alignment accuracy of novel patterning technologies also results in much harder problem of building CMOS-tonanowire interfaces. In fact, the interface should enable the CMOS subsystem,
with a relatively crude device pitch 2FCMOS (where   1 is the ratio of the
CMOS cell size to the wiring period and FCMOS is a CMOS half-pitch), to
address each wire separated from the next neighbors by a much smaller distance
Fnano .
Several solutions to this problem, which had been suggested earlier, seem to
be not very efficient. In particular, almost all of the proposed interfaces are
based on statistical formation of semiconductor-nanowire field-effect transistors gated by CMOS wires [120, 121, 122, 123] and can only provide a limited
(address decoding-type) connectivity, which might present a problem for sustaining sufficient data flow in and out of the nanoscale subsystem. Moreover,
such demux-based interfaces present architectural challenges since they are
both needed for configuration of the nanodevices, as well as for transferring
data between CMOS and nano subsystems. Also, the technology of ordering
chemically synthesized semiconductor nanowires into highly ordered parallel
arrays has not been developed, and there is probably no any promising idea that
may allow such assembly.
A more interesting approach was discussed in Ref. [16] (see also Refs. [33]
and [124]). It is based on a cut of the ends of nanowires of a parallel-wire array,
along a line that forms a small angle  ¼ arctanðFnano =FCMOS Þ with the wire
direction. As a result of the cut, the ends of adjacent nanowires stick out by
distances (along the wire direction) differing by 2FCMOS and may be contacted
individually by the similarly cut CMOS wires. Unfortunately, the latter
(CMOS) cut has to be precisely aligned with the former (nanowire) one, and
it is not clear from Ref. [16] how exactly such a feat might be accomplished using
available patterning techniques.
Figure 4.4 shows the so-called CMOL approach [1, 32, 125] to the interface
problem. The difference between this approach (based on earlier work on the
so-called InBar neuromorphic networks [38, 39]) and the suggestions discussed
4
Another, not less exciting, application of the crossbar nanoelectronic hybrids, neuromorphic networks [38, 39, 40, 41], is out of the scope of this work.
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Fig. 4.4 The generic CMOL
circuit: (a) a schematic side
view, (b) a schematic top
view showing the idea of
addressing a particular
nanodevice via a pair of
CMOS cells and interface
pins, and (c) a zoom-in top
view on the circuit near
several adjacent interface
pins. On panel (b), only the
activated CMOS lines and
nanowires are shown, while
panel (c) shows only two
devices. (In reality, similar
nanodevices are formed at
all nanowire crosspoints.)
Also disguised on panel
(c) are CMOS cells and wiring (See Color Insert)
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above is that in CMOL the CMOS-to-nanowire interface is provided by pins
distributed all over the circuit area. In the generic CMOL circuit (Fig. 4.4), pins
of each type (contacting the bottom and top nanowire levels) are located on a
square lattice of period 2FCMOS . Relative to these arrays, the nanowire crossbar is turned by a (typically, small) angle  which is found as (Fig. 4.4c)

1
Fnano
 ¼ arctan ¼ arcsin
 1;
FCMOS
a

(4:1)

where a is a (typically, large) integer. Such tilt ensures that a shift by one
nanowire (e.g., from the second wire from the left to the third one in
Fig. 4.4c) corresponds to the shift from one interface pin to the next one
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(in the next row of similar pins), while a shift by a nanowires leads to the next
pin in the same row. This trick enables individual addressing of each nanowire even at Fnano  FCMOS . For example, the selection of CMOS cells 1
and 2 (Fig. 4.4c) enables contacts to the nanowires leading to the left one of
the two nanodevices shown on that panel. (The simplest circuitry enabling
such selection would be CMOS pass transistor – see Section 4.4 for more
discussion of this point.) Now, if we keep selecting cell 1, and instead of cell 2
select cell 2’ (using the next CMOS wiring row), we contact the nanowires
going to the right nanodevice instead.
It is also clear that a shift of the nanowire/nanodevice subsystem by one
nanowiring pitch with respect to the CMOS base does not affect the circuit
properties. Moreover, a straightforward analysis of CMOL interface (Fig. 4.5)
shows that at an optimal shape of the interface pins (for example, when top
radius of both upper and lower level interface pins, the nanowire width, and
nanowire spacing are all equal) even a complete lack of alignment of these two
subsystems leads to a theoretical interface yield of 100%. (Note that the last
statement is only true for the latest version of CMOL [26, 29] in which pin,
going to the upper nanowire level, intentionally interrupts a lower layer wire –
see Fig. 4.4.) Even if the interface yield will be less than 100%, it may be
acceptable, taking into account that the cost of the nanosystem fabrication,
including the chemically directed assembly of molecular devices, may be rather
low, especially in the context of an unparalleled density of active devices in
CMOL circuits.
More recently, several approaches to the interface between CMOS and nano
subsystems, very similar to CMOL, have been proposed. In Ref. [126], interface
between nano and CMOS wires is supposed to be formed by exposing portions
of CMOS wires with precisely angled cut in the insulator layer (Fig. 4.6). The
key point in this proposal is that the interface yield can be up to 100% without
any overlay alignment between nano and CMOS layers if the vertical gap wgap
between CMOS openings and its height is exactly equal to nanowire width wnano
and nanowire spacing sspace , correspondingly. Clearly, the idea behind it is the
same as that of CMOL, if one replaces CMOS area openings with CMOS
pillars.
Shift along the top level:

fine

fine

bad?

bad!

fine

fine

fine
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Shift along the bottom level:

Fig. 4.5 The idea of 100%
CMOS-to-nano interface
yield without any overlay
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Fig. 4.6 Peripheral CMOS-to-nano interface [126]

The advantage over CMOL approach is that the cut is much easier to
implement than the pins. On the other hand, this approach has also rather
substantial disadvantages: (I) The interface density is more than twice lower
than that of the maximum possible one; (II) the proposed interface is peripheral
since the suggested technique is only feasible for interfacing one layer of
nanowires at a time. Hence, it may be used on the crossbar periphery rather
than distributed over all the area as CMOL. As a result, the implementation of
logic circuits in this technology is hardly feasible (cf. Section 4.5).
The area interface without nanometer-scale pins is suggested recently in
HP’s FPNI circuits [42]. According to the authors, such FPNI circuits are a
generalization of the CMOL FPGA approach, allowing for simpler fabrication and more conservative process parameters. More specifically, authors
indicate that the sharply pointed interface pins with nanometer-scale top
radii present a fabrication challenge and at the initial stage it is easier to
replace them with CMOS-scale pins. For such change, the nanowire crossbar
requires CMOS-scale alignment with respect to CMOS subsystem and will be
much sparser than the original used in CMOL (Fig. 4.7). Another feature
that simplifies fabrication of FPNI is the fact that nanodevices are used only
as programmable resistance switches. The downside of FPNI approach is
that more functionality is transferred in CMOS subsystem and together with
sparser nanowire crossbar the areal density of FPNI logic circuits is substantially lower than that of CMOL-based ones [42]. The performance
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Fig. 4.7 Comparison of
CMOL and HP’s FPNI
circuits (adapted from
Ref. [42]) (See Color Insert)
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degradation is expected to be much less in memories. For example, our
preliminary results indicate that density of FPNI-based memory is only
about 50% less than that of original CMOL ones [30].
Finally, very recently another promising concept based on CMOL idea
was suggested [25]. It is clear from Fig. 4.5 that the most challenging part in
the interface is connection to top-layer nanowires. (Actually, the bottomlayer interface can be even further simplified by choosing better pin geometry, e.g., prolonging pin shape along the nanowire direction, without
sacrificing the density of the interface.) The suggested modification of
CMOL removes this challenging part by placing top-layer interface pins on
the other side of crossbar array (Fig. 4.8). This requires stacking of two
separately prepared CMOS dies, one with a set of parallel nanowires and
device layer on top and another with perpendicular set of parallel nanowires.
Clearly, due to the additional CMOS active layer, the performance of such
CMOL circuits could be even further improved [24] as compared to the ones
based on the original CMOL concept.

nanodevices
CMOS stack
interface pins

die 2

nanowire crossbar
interface pins
CMOS stack

Fig. 4.8 3D CMOL circuits [25]
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4.4 CMOL Memories
The most straightforward application of crossbar CMOS/nanodevice hybrids is
in memory circuits – see, e.g., theoretical proposals [18, 27, 30, 127] and the first
experimental demonstrations [64, 111, 116]. Note that such circuits can be
thought of as an extension of more general ‘‘crossbar’’ or ‘‘resistive’’ memory
species. In particular, it includes very promising crossbar memories with
CMOS-scale wires [56, 65, 128, 129], which have a potential to be the densest
among memories based on the conventional photolithography-based technologies. This is why our discussion of these circuits is somewhat relevant for much
wider types of memories.
In crossbar memories, nanodevices are used as single-bit memory cells, while
the semiconductor transistor subsystem performs all the peripheral (input/output, coding/decoding, line driving, and sense amplification) functions that
require relatively smaller number of devices (scaling as N1=2 , where N is the
memory size in bits). If area overhead associated with periphery circuits is
negligible then the footprint of the crossbar memories can be as small as
ð2Fnano Þ2 , which might result in the unprecedented density in excess of 1 Tbit/
cm2 at the end of the hybrid technology roadmap (for Fnano ¼ 3 nm), i.e., three
orders of magnitude higher than that in existing semiconductor memory chips.5
The basic operation of crossbar memories can be explained using simplified
equivalent circuits shown in Fig. 4.9. In the low-resistive state presenting binary 1,
the nanodevice is essentially a diode, so that the application of voltage
(a)

(b)

+V WRITE

VREAD
A

A

V out

–V WRITE

Fig. 4.9 Equivalent circuits of the crossbar memory array showing (a) read and (b) write
operations for one of the cells (marked A). On panel (a), green arrow shows the useful readout
current, while red arrow shows the parasitic current to the wrong output wire, which is
prevented by the nonlinearity of the I  V curve of device A (if the output voltage is not too
high, Vout < Vt ) (See Color Insert)
5

Here, we do not include in our comparison the data storage systems (such as hard disk
drives) which cannot be used for bit-addressable memories because of their very large (millisecond-scale) access time.
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Vt < VREAD < Vþ to one (say, horizontal) nanowire leading to the memory cell
gives a substantial current injection into the second wire (Fig. 4.9a). This current
pulls up voltage Vout which can now be read out by a sense amplifier. The diode
property to have low current at voltages above Vt prevents parasitic currents
which might be induced in other state-1 cells by the output voltage – see the red
line in Fig. 4.9a. On the other hand, it is easy to show that memory arrays with
purely linear (resistive) nanodevices do not scale well and hardly practical [130].
In state 0 (which presents binary zero) the crosspoint current is very small,
giving a nominally negligible contribution to output signals at readout. In order
to switch the cell into state 1, the two nanowires leading to the device are fed by
voltages VWRITE (Fig. 4.9b), with VWRITE < Vþ < 2VWRITE . (The left inequality ensures that this operation does not disturb the state of ‘‘semiselected’’
devices contacting just one of the biased nanowires.) The write 0 operation is
performed similarly using the reciprocal switching with threshold V (Fig. 4.1).
It is evident from Fig. 4.9a,b that the read and write operations may be
performed simultaneously with all cells of one row.6
The main approach for fighting errors in semiconductor memory technology
is reconfiguration, i.e., the replacement of memory array lines (rows or columns) containing bad cells by spare lines [131, 132]. The effectiveness of the
replacement depends on how good its algorithm is [132, 133]. The Exhaustive
Search approach (trying all possible combinations) finds the best repair solution, though it is not practicable because of the exponentially large execution
time. A more acceptable choice is the ‘‘Repair Most’’ method that allows a
simple hardware implementation and an execution time scaling linearly with the
number of bits. In this approach, the number of defects in each line of a memory
block (matrix) is counted, and the lines having the largest number of defects are
replaced with spare lines.
For a larger fraction of bad bits, better results may be achieved [18, 112, 134]
by combining the bad line exclusion with ECC techniques. The simulation results
for application of such technique for crossbar hybrid memories [18, 112] have
shown that defect tolerance up to 10% may be achieved using very powerful
ECC, e.g., Reed–Solomon and Bose–Chaudhuri–Hocquenghem (BCH) codes
[135]. Unfortunately, in those works, the contributions of the circuits implementing these codes to the memory access time (which for some codes may be
extremely large) and the total memory area have not been estimated. Also the
account of the finite leakage current through nominally closed crosspoints
(which was neglected in Ref. [18]) may change the memory scaling rather substantially [117]. What follows is the review of our own approach to terabit-scale
defect-tolerant CMOL-based nanoelectronic memories, where we included all
relevant overheads in our estimations.
6
Actually, only one of the ‘‘write 0’’ and ‘‘write 1’’ operations can be performed simultaneously with all cells. Because of the opposite polarity of the necessary voltages across
nanodevices for these two operations, the complete write may be implemented in two steps,
e.g., first writing 0s and then writing 1s.
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Fig. 4.10 CMOL memory structure: (a) global and (b) block architectures (See Color Insert)

Figure 4.10a shows the assumed general structure of the CMOL memory.
Essentially, it is similar to that of the conventional memories, i.e., it is a
rectangular array of L crosspoint memory banks (‘‘blocks’’), so that during a
single operation, a particular row of CMOL blocks is accessed with the help
of block address decoders. In contrast, the block architecture (Fig. 4.10b) is
specific for the CMOL interface which allows the placement of CMOS
‘‘relay’’ cells under the nanowire crossbar. These cells are controlled by
CMOS-level decoders, four per each block (Fig. 4.10b). At each elementary
operation, one pair of block decoders (shown in magenta in Fig. 4.10b, as
well as in Figs. 4.11 and 4.12a) addresses one vertical and one horizontal
CMOS line, and thus selects a certain relay cell at their crosspoint. This cell
(Fig. 4.12a) applies the data signal to a ‘‘red’’ interface pin contacting a
bottom-layer nanowire. The other pair of decoders (shown in violet in
Figs. 4.10b, 4.11, and 4.12a) selects a set of different relay cells which provide
similar biasing of the corresponding top-level nanowires through ‘‘blue’’ pins.
These nanowires may now address all crosspoint nanodevices (memory cells)
of a particular nanowire segment. Thus, the four decoders of the block,
working together, can provide every memory cell of the segment with voltages necessary for the read and write operations.
The remaining circuitry shown in Fig. 4.10b, i.e., CMOS-based mapping table
and address control circuits, is needed to convert the logical (external) addresses,
which are fed to the CMOL blocks, into internal addresses of memory cells inside
the block. In particular, the mapping table converts the logical address of the
segment (which is the same for all selected blocks) into a pair of block-specific
physical addresses, Acol1 and Arow1 , and CMOS-implemented decoders activate
the corresponding CMOS-level lines.
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Fig. 4.11 CMOL block architecture: Addressing of an interior column of nanowire segments
(for a ¼ 4). The figure shows only one (selected) column of the segments, the crosspoint
nanodevices connected to one (selected) segment, and continuous top-level nanowires connected to these nanodevices. (In reality, the nanowires of both layers fill all the array plane,
with nanodevices at each crosspoint.) The block arrows indicate the location of CMOS lines
activated at addressing the shown nanodevices (See Color Insert)

Figure 4.11 shows the low-level structure of the CMOL memory for a
particular (unrealistically small) values of the block size and the main
topological parameter of CMOL, a ¼ 4. The top-level nanowires (here
shown quasi-horizontal) stretch over the whole block, but the low-level
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Fig. 4.12 Possible structure of CMOL cells: (a) memory relay cell; (b) the basic cell: (c) the
latch cell of CMOL FPGA; (d) control cell; (e, f) programmable latch cell of CMOL DSP.
Here red and blue points indicate the corresponding interface pins. For the sake of clarity
panels (a–e) shows only nanowires which are contacted by interface pins of the given cells.
Also for clarity, panel (e) shows only the configuration circuitry, while panel (f) shows the
programmable latch implementation (See Color Insert)
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(nearly vertical) nanowires are naturally cut into segments of equal length.
An elementary analysis of the CMOL geometry (Fig. 4.4) shows that each
nanowire segment stretches over a CMOS cells and contacts a2 (in
Fig. 4.11, sixteen) crosspoint nanodevices.
Signals Acol1 and Arow1 are applied to CMOS wires, feeding the ‘‘red’’ lines of the
corresponding CMOS-implemented relay cells (Fig. 4.12a). By opening all pass
transistors of the row, Arow1 selects a specific ‘‘red’’ pin of column Acol1 , so that the
data Acol1 are fed only to a specific nanowire segment contacting a2 crosspoint
nanodevices. In parallel, addresses Acol1 and Arow1 are sent to the CMOS-based
address control circuitry to generate another pair of physical addresses Arow2 and
Acol2 . Signal Arow2 opens the ‘‘blue’’-pin pass transistors in relay cells of a row, and
thus connects each of a2 quasi-horizontal nanowires of the top layer to specific
CMOS lines (shown purple), thus enabling a read or write operation.
Our defect tolerance is based on the synergetic approach where memory array
reconfiguration is combined with ECC [134].7 In order to implement this, memory cells are divided into fragments of certain size (‘‘granularity’’). Each of these
fragments is tested using ECC circuitry, and those of them which may not be
ECC corrected are excluded from operation. (For that, the addresses of good
fragments are written into the mapping table, see Fig. 4.10b.) If the fraction q of
bad bits is large, the large granularity of exclusion is impracticable, due to the
exponential growth of the number of necessary redundant resources. On the
other hand, fine granularity requires an unacceptably large mapping table. This
is why we have used a very flexible approach when the granularity of exclusion is
not related to the physical structure of the memory array. This means that the
data fragment length, equal to g nanowire segments (i.e., ga2 memory cells), may
be either smaller or larger than the one segment (which has a2 memory cells).
Requiring that the total yield Y is fixed at a certain level and using detailed
performance model [30] we have calculated the total chip area A necessary to
achieve a certain useful bit capacity N, and hence the area per useful bit, A=N.
The last number, normalized to the CMOS half-pitch area,
a

A
NðFCMOS Þ2

;

(4:2)

is a very convenient figure of merit that depends only on the ratio FCMOS =Fnano
rather than on the absolute parameters of the fabrication technology.
Figure 4.13 presents typical final results8 of our optimization procedure,
carried out for several values of the total access time. (For our parameters the
7

We have only considered ‘‘stuck-on-open’’ kind of defects in this work. It is worth mentioning that considered architecture is very efficient for tolerating all other types of defects
(e.g., broken or shorted nanowires), except for ‘‘stuck-on-close’’ (permanently shortened)
nanodevices.
8
Though formally the results depend on the total memory size N and yield Y, they are rather
insensitive to these parameters in the range of our interest (N 1012 bits, Y 90%).
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access time is dominated by the ECC decoding, while intrablock and interblock
latencies are negligible.) The cusps on the curves are due to sudden changes
of discrete parameters (ga2 , and the number of total and information bits in
ECC) for which the largest memory density is achieved. In particular, Fig. 4.13
shows that CMOL memories may become denser than purely CMOS ones at
the fraction of bad bit devices as high as 15 if the latency requirement is
not too small (i.e., >10 nm) for both considered cases of pitch ratio. On the
other hand, to reach 5 and 10 advantage in density such fraction of bad bits
should be below 5% and 2% for FCMOS =Fnano ¼ 3:3 and 10 pitch ratios,
correspondingly.
Note, however, that our optimistic results for the memory speed are based
on the fundamental physical limitations for the crosspoint nanodevice
As Fig. 4.13 shows, the required memory access time  also has a marginal effect on density,
provided  is not too small.
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parameters, in particular, RON , which was of the order of few k s. For the
currently implemented programmable diodes, the picture is somewhat different. For example, for the simple and reproducible CuOx devices [79], scaled
down to Fnano ¼ 3 nm, the effective value of RON would be 2 M , resulting
in intrablock latency of about 50 ns. This means that our results (Fig. 4.13)
would degrade only slightly. On the other hand, for the demonstrated reproducible molecular monolayers [101], typical RON of a similarly scaled crosspoint device would be in the G range, so that the memory latency would be
much larger. Nevertheless, a considerable improvement of programmable
nanoscale switches during the next decade may be readily anticipated.

4.5 CMOL FPGA Circuits
The practical techniques for high defect tolerance in digital (Boolean) logic are
less obvious. In the usual custom logic circuits, the location of a defective gate
from outside is hardly possible, while spreading around additional logic gates
(e.g., providing von Neumann’s majority multiplexing [136]) for error detection
and correction becomes very inefficient for fairly low fraction q of defective
devices. For example, even the recently improved von Neumann’s scheme
requires a 10-fold redundancy for q as low as 105 and a 100-fold redundancy
for q 3  103 [137].
This is why the most significant previously published proposals for the
implementation of logic circuits using CMOL-like hybrid structures had been
based on reconfigurable regular structures like the field-programmable gate
arrays (FPGA). Before this work, two FPGA varieties had been analyzed, one
based on look-up tables (LUT) and another one using programmable-logic
arrays (PLA).
In the former case, all possible values of an m-bit Boolean function of n
binary operands are kept in m memory arrays, of size 2n  1 each. (For m = 1,
and some representative applications, the best resource utilization is achieved
with n close to 4 [138], while the famous reconfigurable computer Teramac [115]
is using LUT blocks with n = 6 and m = 2.) The main problem with this
approach is that the memory arrays of the LUTs based on realistic molecular
devices cannot provide address decoding and output signal sensing (recovery).
This means that those functions should be implemented in the CMOS subsystem, and the corresponding overhead may be estimated using our results discussed in the previous section. Using the results from Section 4.4, one can show
that for the memory array with 26  2 bits, performing the function of a
Teramac’s LUT block, and for a realistic ratio FCMOS =Fnano ¼ 10 the area
overhead would be above four orders of magnitude (!), and would even loose
the density (and hence performance) competition to a purely CMOS circuit
performing the same function. On the other hand, increasing the memory array
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size to the optimum is not an option because the LUT performance scales
(approximately) only as a log of its capacity [138].
The PLA approach is based on the fact that an arbitrary Boolean function can
be re-written in the canonical form, i.e., in the two-level logical representation. As
a result, it may be implemented as a connection of two crossbar arrays, for
example, one performing the AND and another the OR function [33]. The first
problem with the application of this approach to the CMOS/nanodevice hybrids
is the same as in the case of LUT: the optimum size of the PLA crossbars is finite,
and typically small [139], so that the CMOS overhead is extremely large. Moreover, any PLA logic built with diode-like nanodevices faces an additional problem of high power consumption. In contrast to LUT arrays, where it is possible
to have current only through one nanodevice at a time, in PLA arrays the fraction
of open devices is of the order of one half [36]. Let us estimate the static power
dissipated by such an array. The specific capacitance of a wire in an integrated
circuit is always of the order of 2  1010 F/m [28]. With Fnano = 3 nm, this
number shows that in order to make the RC time constant of the nanowire below,
or of the order of the logic delay in modern CMOS circuits (1010 s), the ON
resistance RON of a molecular device has to be below 7  107 ohms. For reliable
operation of single-electron transistor (and apparently any other active electronic
nanodevice) at temperature T, the scale VON of voltage across it has to be at least
10kB T [1]. For room temperature this gives VON > 0:25 V, so that static power
dissipation per one open device, PON ¼ V2ON =RON , is close to 10 nW. With the
open device density of 0:5=ð2Fnano Þ2 1012 cm2 , this creates a power dissipation density of at least 10 kW/cm2 , much higher than the current and prospective
technologies allow to manage [3].
As a matter of principle, power consumption may be reduced by using
dynamic logic, but this approach requires more complex nanodevices. For
example, Refs. [17, 35] describe a dynamic-mode PLA-like structure (with
improved functional density via wrapped logic mapping) using several types
of molecular-scale devices, most importantly including field-effect transistors
which are formed at crosspoints of two nanowires. In such transistor, one
(semiconductor) nanowire would serve as a drain/channel/source structure,
while the perpendicular nanowire would play the role of the gate. Unfortunately, such circuits would fail because of the same fundamental physical reason
that provides the fundamental limitation to the Moore’s Law: any semiconductor MOSFET with a few nanometer long channel is irreproducible because of
exponential dependence of the threshold voltage on the transistor dimensions
[140].9 Similar problems are likely to prevent hybrid circuits described in Refs.
[15, 113] from scaling down beyond 10 nm range, since they are based on
nanoscale FETs.
9
In principle, this problem can be alleviated by making the width of nanowires in one
dimension comparable with that of lithographically defined wires [35]. However, that also
means that such hybrid circuits cannot take full advantage (only in one dimension) of
nanodevice nanometer-scale footprints.
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Finally, the last significant category of suggested crossbar hybrids includes
circuits based on Goto-pair logic [33]. In particular, Refs. [22, 44] describe an
architecture where Goto-pair logic is implemented with two-terminal resistive
crossbar latches [45]. The main architectural challenge of this approach is due to
the fact that nanodevice bistability is employed during Goto-pair operation.10
Since the assumed nanodevices have no third state and hence cannot be
enabled or disabled, it is unclear how to map a particular circuit on such
architectures. (Having a third state would be more challenging since multistate devices are not very reliable.)
Moreover, the use of bistability in the circuit operation is rather impractical
due to the relation between the retention time and the switching speed in
the crossbar latches. In order to be useful for most electronics applications,
the latches should be switched very fast (in a few picoseconds in order to
compete with advanced MOSFETs), but retain their internal state for the
time necessary to complete the calculation (ideally, for a few years, though
several hours may be acceptable in some cases). This means that the change of
the applied voltage by the factor of 2 (the difference between the fully selected
and semiselected crosspoints of a crossbar) should change the switching rate by
at least 16 orders of magnitude. However, even the most favorable physical
process we are aware of (the quantum-mechanical tunneling through highquality dielectric layers like the thermally grown SiO2 ) may only produce, at
these conditions, the rate changes below 10 orders of magnitude, even if
uncomfortably high voltages of the order of 12 V are used [141].
Let us now discuss an alternative approach to Boolean logic circuits
based on CMOL concept [26, 28, 29] that is closed to the so-called cellbased FPGA [142]. We have studied two varieties of CMOL FPGA
fabrics [26, 28, 29]. The architecture of the simplest variety, one-cell
fabric [28], is very convenient for elaborating the concept and basic
properties of CMOL FPGA, though it cannot be used for sequential
circuit design. On the other hand, a two-cell fabric [26, 29], which is a
generalization of the single-cell structure, can be used for mapping arbitrary circuits, and all simulation results in this section will be given for
such a variety of CMOL FPGAs.
Figure 4.14 shows a fragment of one-cell CMOL FPGA fabric. Essentially, it is a uniform structure which is built by replicating ‘‘basic’’ cells with
an area A ¼ ð2FCMOS Þ2 . In this case, the angle  is given by the generic
formula for CMOL, i.e., tan   1=a (Eq. 4.1), where a is an integer defining
the range of cell interaction (Fig. 4.14).11 For fixed fabrication technology
parameters FCMOS ,
10
As a reminder, in all discussed crossbar circuits above, as well as in our approach for
Boolean logic described in this section and Section 4.6, the state of nanodevices remains
unchanged during circuit operation.
11
Note that even though the nanowire crossbar in Ref. [28] was rotated by the additional 45
angle, which was convenient for manual mapping, it does not affect the performance results.
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Fig. 4.14 The fragment of one-cell CMOL FPGA fabric for the particular case a ¼ 4. In panel
(a), output pins of M ¼ a2  2 ¼ 14 cells (which form the so-called input cell connectivity
domain) painted light gray may be connected to the input pin of a specific cell (shown dark
gray) via a pin-nanowire-nanodevice-nanowire-pin links. Similarly, panel (b) shows cells
(painted light gray) whose inputs may be connected directly to the output pin of a specific
cell (called output connectivity domain) (See Color Insert)

Fnano , and min , the lower bound on a is given by inequality:
a2 > ðmin FCMOS =Fnano Þ2  1:

(4:3)

Each basic cell (Fig. 4.12b) consists of an inverter and two pass transistors
that serve two pins (one of each type) serving as the cell input and output,
respectively. During the configuration stage, all inverters are disabled by an
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appropriate choice of global voltages VDD and Vgnd (Fig. 4.12b), and testing
and setting of all nanodevices is carried out absolutely similarly to memory
read/write operation described in the previous section.
In contrast to CMOL memories, nanowires in upper layer are also fabricated
with small breaks repeated with period L ¼ 2ðFCMOS Þ2 =Fnano . With this
arrangement, each nanowire segment is connected to exactly one interface
pin.12 As a result, each input or output of a basic cell can be connected through
a pin-nanowire-nanodevice-nanowire-pin link to each of
M ¼ a2  2

(4:4)

other cells located within a square-shaped ‘‘cell connectivity domain’’ around
the initial cell – see Fig. 4.14. (For infinitesimal gaps, M would equal a2  1, but
for a more feasible gap width of the order of 2Fnano , the connectivity domain is
by one cell smaller.) Note that in reality both input and output cell connectivity
domains would be much larger than those shown in Fig. 4.14 for practical
values of a > 10 and have the same roughly square shape (with some protrusions of the cells on the perimeter of the domain). This fact simplifies the design
automation for CMOL FPGA circuits [26].
When the configuration stage has been completed, the pass transistors are
used as pull-down resistors, while the nanodevices set into ON (low-resistive)
state are used as pull-up resistors. Together with CMOS inverters, these components may be used to form the basic ‘‘wired-NOR’’ gates (Fig. 4.15). For
example, if only the two nanodevices shown in a Fig. 4.15b are in the ON state,
while all other latching switches connected to the input nanowire of cell H are in
the OFF (high resistance) state, then cell H calculates NOR function of signals
A and B. Clearly, the gates with high fan-in (Fig. 4.15c) and fan-out or broadcast (Fig. 4.15d) may be readily formed as well as by turning ON the corresponding latching switches. Having these primitives is sufficient to implement
any Boolean function, as well as to perform routing, provided the hardware
resources are sufficient.
A genuine optimization of CMOL FPGA circuit architectures would require
a completely new set of CAD tools, whose development is a challenging task. At
this preliminary stage, our choice was instead to get as much leverage as
possible from the existing ideas and algorithms used for mapping and architecture exploration of semiconductor logic, in particular, from the design
automation algorithms for island-type CMOS FPGAs [143].
12

The best performance is achieved if the pin contacts the wire fragment in its middle, and our
analysis has been carried out with this assumption. Since lower layer nanowire segments are
cut by upper layer pins, a connection exactly in a center is easily achievable, i.e., by locating
upper level pins correspondingly. For upper layer pins, a similar trick can be done, if upper
layer nanowire breaks are provided by features of the same lithographic mask that defines
interface pin positions. Also note that a modest misalignment of the pin and the breaks (by
FCMOS ) reduces the circuit performance only by a small factor of the order of 1=  1.
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Fig. 4.15 Logic and routing primitives in CMOL FPGA circuits: (a) equivalent circuit of
fan-in-two NOR gate, (b) its physical implementation in CMOL, (c) the example of 7-input
NOR gate, and (d) the example of fan-out of signal to four cells. Note that only several
(shown) nanodevices on the input nanowires in panels (b), (c), and output nanowire in
panel (d) of cell H are set to the ON state, while others (not shown) are set to the OFF state.
Also, for the sake of clarity, panels (b)–(d) show only the nanowires used for the gate and
the broadcast (See Color Insert)
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Fig. 4.16 A fragment of (a) two-cell CMOL FPGA fabric and (b) three-cell CMOL DSP
fabric for the particular case a ¼ 4 (See Color Insert)

In order to use such design automation algorithms, we have restricted our
design to a specific, simple two-cell-species CMOL fabric. The fabric is a
uniform mesh of square-shaped ‘‘tiles’’ (Fig. 4.16a). Each tile consists of a
shell of T basic cells (Fig. 4.12c) surrounding a single ‘‘latch’’ cell (Fig. 4.12d).
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The latter cell is just a level-sensitive latch implemented in the CMOS subsystem, connected to eight interface pins, plus two pass transistors used for
circuit configuration. Note that all four pins of each (either input or output)
group are always connected, so that the nanowires they contact always carry
the same signal. This means that at configuration, groups of four nanodevices sitting on these wires may be turned on or off only together. A simple
analysis shows that this does not impose any restrictions on the CMOL
FPGA fabric functionality.
The convenience of the proposed two-cell CMOL FPGA structure is that,
from the design point of view, the CMOL tile can be treated in the same way as
that of the island-type CMOS FPGA. To demonstrate that let us first introduce
a very useful concept of ‘‘tile connectivity domain’’ which makes routing of
CMOL FPGA circuits similar to CMOS FPGA ones. Similar to the cell
connectivity domain, the tile connectivity domain of a given tile is defined as
such fabric fragment that any cell within it can be connected to any cell of the
initial tile directly, i.e., via one pin-nanowire-nanodevice-nanowire-pin link
(Fig. 4.17). Just as for cell connectivity domains all tile connectivity domains

4 × 2βFCMOS

4 × A × 2 βFCMOS

O1

I

O2

R

Fig. 4.17 Tile connectivity domain: Any cell of the central tile (shown dark gray) can be
connected with any cell in the tile connectivity domain (shown light gray) via one pinnanowire-nanodevice-nanowire-pin link (e.g., cells I and O1 ). Cells outside of each other’s
tile connectivity domain (e.g., I and O2 ) can be connected with additional routing inverters
(e.g., R). Note that nanowire width and nanodevice size are boosted for clarity. For example,
for the considered CMOL parameters, 1600 crosspoint nanodevices may fit in one basic
cell area (See Color Insert)
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are similar and have square shape. (Note that we assume that input and output
tile connectivity domains are the same.) The linear size A of the tile connectivity
domain for the assumed tile size T ¼ 16 can be found as
A ¼ 2ba=8c  1:

(4:5)

For instance, Fig. 4.17 shows a tile connectivity domain for the case A ¼ 5:
(In more realistic cases a ¼ FCMOS =Fnano 40, i.e., A 9.)
The main idea of the proposed design flow for CMOL FPGAs (Fig. 4.18) is
to reserve some number of basic cells ðT  KÞ inside each tile for routing
purposes, while use the rest of the cells ðKÞ for logic during the placement
step. The placer tries to put gates into such locations (with maximum one
latch and K NOR gates per tile) so that their interconnect is local or, equivalently, is within tile connectivity domain of each other. At the global routing
step, idle cells inside each tile are used to interconnect global connections. If
there is a congestion after the global routing step, i.e., the number of requested
basic cells during routing countmax is larger than the actual number of idle cells
 (here 
 is parameter which allows to trade off the number of
TK
iterations with the mapping quality), then we decrease K and repeat the flow
again until there is no congestion.
We have applied our methods to analyze possible CMOL FPGA implementation of the Toronto 20 benchmark circuit set [144]. Using the completely
custom design automation flow [26, 29], we have first mapped the circuits on
the two-cell CMOL FPGA fabric. Then, assuming a plausible power supply

Input circuit

blif format

SIS: Technology (NOR gates and latch)
Defective
cells

Circuit
processing

Initial value
of K

Decrease K

Heuristic
placement

Increase K

K=0
count max > T–K

failed

Global router

count max < T–K–Δ
otherwise

Detail router
passed

Fig. 4.18 CMOL FPGA
design flow used in this work

Exit without
success

Exit with
success

Defective
nanodevice
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voltage VDD = 0.3 V [29], we find the smallest acceptable nanodevice resistances, and consequently the lowest delay of CMOL gates, such that the power
consumption density does not exceed the ITRS-specified value of 200 W/cm2
and the voltage swing on the input of CMOS inverters is sufficiently larger than
the corresponding shot and thermal noise of nanodevices [28, 29]. From such
optimization, the crosspoint resistance in the ON state is about 280 k , while
delay 0 of a NOR-1 gate is about 80 ps.
Table 4.1 summarizes the performance results for the benchmark circuits mapped on CMOL FPGA without any defects. Note that in contrast
to earlier nanoelectronics work, the results for different circuits are
obtained for the CMOL FPGA fabric with exactly the same operating
conditions and physical structure for all the circuits, thus enabling a fair
comparison with CMOS FPGA. For this comparison, the same benchmark
circuits have been synthesized into cluster-based island-type logic block
architecture [143] and scaled (using very optimistic assumptions) to get
CMOS FPGA performance for similar CMOS technology node [28]. Also,

Table 4.1 Performance results for Toronto 20 benchmark set mapped on two-cell CMOL
fabric with no defects
CMOL FPGA
(FCMOS = 45 nm,
CMOS FPGA
Fnano = 4.5 nm,
(FCMOS = 45 nm)
max fan-in = 7)
Comparison
Delay
Area
Delay
ACMOS /
AnanoPLA /
Area
Circuit
(ns)
(mm2 )
(ns)
ACMOL
ACMOL
(mm2 )
alu4
apex2
apex4
bigkey
clma
des
diffeq
dsip
elliptic
ex1010
ex5p
frisc
misex3
pdc
s298
s38417
s38584
seq
spla
tseng

137,700
166,050
414,619
193,388
623,194
148,331
100,238
148,331
213,638
391,331
100,238
230,850
124,538
369,056
166,050
462,713
438,413
151,369
326,025
78,469

5.1
6.0
5.5
3.1
13.1
4.2
6.0
3.2
8.6
9.0
5.1
11.3
5.3
9.6
10.7
7.3
4.8
5.4
7.3
6.3

1,004
914
672
829
9,308
1,097
1194
829
4,581
3,486
829
4,199
1,004
4,979
829
9,308
9,872
1,296
2,994
1,194

4.0
4.6
3.6
2.7
10.2
4.5
10.4
3.4
12.7
5.7
4.3
17.6
3.6
6.8
8.1
7.2
8.8
4.0
5.8
11.5

137
182
617
233
67
135
84
179
47
112
121
55
124
74
200
50
44
117
109
66

0.28
3.09
0.58
1.82
1.74
3.21
2.27
1.63
1.63
0.28
0.19
2.64
0.56
0.15
1.33
1.24
–
1.15
0.12
2.48
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Bad Nanodevice Fraction q
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Fig. 4.19 (a) A small fragment of the 32-bit Kogge-Stone adder mapped on one-cell CMOL
fabric after the reconfiguration as around 50% stuck-on-open nanodevices. Bad nanodevices
are shown black, good used devices green, unused devices are not shown, for clarity. Colored
circles are only a help for the eye, showing the location of interface pins (red and blue points)
and used nanodevices. Thin vertical and horizontal lines show CMOS cell borders. (b) The final
(post-reconfiguration) defect tolerance of 32-bit Kogge-Stone adder and the 64-bit full crossbar for several values of FCMOS =Fnano . For more details – see Ref. [28] (See Color Insert)
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for a comparison we show in Table 1 the simulation results for NanoPLA
concept presented in Ref. [118].
Finally, our simulations have shown that the CMOL FPGA is very resilient to various types of defects [26, 28]. For example, Fig. 4.19b shows that
at realistic parameter a ¼ 40 circuits may have a fabrication yield above 99%
with up to 20% of stuck-on-open nanodevices [28]. Such high defect tolerance should not be surprising because only a small percent of nanodevices
(about 0.1% of the total on average) is utilized. A huge redundancy can be
efficiently exploited by the detail routing algorithm, which allows to pick
completely deferent set of nanodevices by moving positions of the gates [28].
Indeed, in some cases, successful reconfiguration around as many as 50% of
bad nanodevices is possible (Fig. 4.19a). Also, our simulations have shown
that the CMOL FPGA is very resilient to defective CMOS cells [26]. In
particular, the average swelling of the circuit area is rather limited: only
about 20% and 80% for 10% and 30%, respectively, uniformly distributed
defective cells (see, e.g., Fig. 4.20). This means that faulty interface pins,
nanowires, and/or CMOS circuitry can be very effectively tolerated. On the
other hand, the tolerance to stuck-on-close crosspoint defects is rather low
(i.e., equivalent to about 0.02% of defective nanodevices for 30% defective
cells) so that some other defect tolerance mechanism should be used to reduce
the effects of such faults.

Fig. 4.20 Example of
mapping on two-cell CMOL
fabric with a presence of
defective cells: dsip.blif
circuit of the Toronto 20 set,
mapped on the
(21+2)(21+2) tile array
with 30% defective cells.
Here the additional layer of
tiles at the array periphery is
used exclusively for I/O
functions. The cells from
these peripheral tiles are
functionally similar to input
and output pads and cannot
be configured to NOR gates
(See Color Insert)

latch

NOR
gate

routing
inverter

primary
input

primary
output

defective
cell

idle
cell
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4.6 CMOL DSP Circuits
In general, any type of Boolean logic circuits can be mapped on CMOL FPGAs.
With several modifications, CMOL FPGA can be turned into a circuit architecture which is especially efficient for a very important class of applications –
low-level image processing tasks. (Such low-level tasks are performed frequently in spatial filtering, edge detection, feature extraction, etc., and typically
present a bottleneck in image processing systems.) More specifically, let us
discuss possible performance of such circuits on a simple but representative
example of 2D image convolution:
Tx;y ¼

F X
F
X

Sxþi; yþj ji; j ;

(4:6)

i¼1 j¼1

where S and T are input and output images, correspondingly, with NN pixels
each, and j is a FF pixel filter function. Though sometimes special rules for
calculating the edge pixels of image T are used [4], we will consider a simplified
version of the algorithm where the linear size of output image is smaller by
(F  1) pixels (Fig. 4.21), so that all output signals T are calculated according to
Eq. (4.6). Such simplification should not affect the performance results for more
general case since, typically, F  N. For example, the baseline parameters used
for estimates in this work are F ¼ 32, N ¼ 1024, with the similar accuracy
(nS ¼ nT ¼ nj ¼ n ¼ 12 bits) of the input, output, and filter data.
Figure 4.22 shows the top-level architecture of the proposed CMOL-based
DSP. Here we assume the most challenging I/O option when the data are fed to

S plane (input)

T plane (output)
pixel

F

F
N

N

N–F+1

Fig. 4.21 Scheme of the 2D image convolution for particular (impracticably small) sizes of the
initial image (N ¼ 16) and filter window (F ¼ 5)
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Fig. 4.22 The top-level structure of the CMOL DSP

and picked up from the array from the periphery, e.g., the right side on Fig. 4.22.
(If an area-distributed 2D I/O is available, the circuit performance would only be
better.) The key part of the architecture, the CMOL array, is similar for each
pixel. The pixel area is organized into a uniform mesh of square-shaped ‘‘tiles’’
(Fig. 4.16). The number of tiles per pixel depends on the data word length n; in
our case it is close to 1212. Each tile consists of 26 basic cells, one control cell of
the similar size, and one programmable latch cell of a larger area (Fig. 4.16b). Just
like in circuits discussed above, the CMOS circuitry of each cell type is different
(see Fig. 4.12b, d, e, f), but the interface and nanowire levels are the same for all
cell types: similarly located pins of each elementary cell contact nanowire fragments of the same length. The CMOS-implemented configuration circuitry,
comprised of a pair of signal lines (shown in blue and magenta in Fig. 4.12b,
d, e) and a pass transistor per pin, is also similar for each cell.
There are two new types of cells. The control cell (Fig. 4.12d) connects its
output nanowire to the CMOS control unit memory (outside the CMOL array)
via the designated CMOS control lines [8]. The programmable latch cell
(Fig. 4.12e, f) is designed to provide not only temporary data storage but also
a fast (CMOS-wire) interconnect between each tile and its four nearest neighbors – see inputs IS , IN , IW , IE and outputs OS , ON , OW , OE in Fig. 4.12f. The
latter feature may be used both for window operations and for a fast transfer of
data in and out the CMOL array. To implement these functions, each latch cell
has a CMOS latch with a programmable input. More specifically, depending on
the value of signal SEL, which may arrive from any of five input nanowires
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(Fig. 4.12e), the input of CMOS latch can be connected to either any of other
four input nanowires or one of the neighboring latch cells. The particular choice
of the neighbor is determined by the signals arriving via CMOSimplemented select lines CS , CN , CW , CE , which are common to all programmable latch cells. CMOS layout estimates have shown that control cells can be
fit into the 64(FCMOS )2 squares each, thus giving min ¼ 4. The programmable
latch readily fits into an area nine times larger.
It is obvious from Eq. (4.6) that the convolution can be effectively
parallelized. For example, the convolution process may be broken into F2
sequential steps, each corresponding to a specific pair of indices i, j, the same
for all pixels. At each step, every pixel with coordinates x, y of the CMOL
array is supplied with one component Sxþi;yþj of the input signal matrix, and
all pixels are supplied, in parallel, with the same component ji;j of the
window function. During the step, the pixel circuitry calculates the product
Sxþi;yþj ji;j and adds it to the partial sum of Tx;y , which is kept in that pixel
all the time. These add-and-multiply operations are done in all pixels in
parallel (Fig. 4.23), so that the whole convolution (of one input frame) is
accomplished in F2 steps.
One of the advantages of the considered parallelization algorithm is that
all pixels may have similar structure (Fig. 4.24). In this schematics, the two
most complex parts are the 12-bit multiplier (for the partial product generation and reduction) and the 32-bit adder. The adder is used both for the last
step in the multiplication and for the summation of the products in Eq. (4.6).
Such dual use of the adder requires additional multiplexers (whose CMOLDSP implementation is described in details in Ref. [8]) at the input of the
adder (i.e., cA and cB in Fig. 4.24) and latch M for keeping intermediate
values.
We have found [8] that the best performance for the convolution task with
the considered parameters can be achieved with a multiplier featuring straightforward partial product generation and the Wallace-tree-like reduction scheme
[145]. The summation is implemented with a parallel 32-bit Kogge-Stone adder,
designed in our previous work [28]. The remaining pixel hardware (not shown in
Fig. 4.24) includes bypass circuitry – see Ref. [8] for more discussion. Figure 4.25
shows the typical pixel mapping. Though the utilization is very high, i.e., about
80% of the whole area of the pixel, there is still some space to add more
functions to the pixel (e.g., a more sophisticated rounding scheme) if necessary,
without increasing its area.
We have estimated the performance of the 2D image convolution mapped on
CMOL DSP chip for a particular choice of parameters, Fnano = 4.5 nm and
FCMOS = 45 nm, which might be typical for the initial stage of the CMOL
technology development [146]. Using the cell area estimates made in previous
sections, the size of one pixel is about 2525 m2 , while the size of full CMOL
array with N ¼ 1024 pixels is 2525 mm2 .
Our latency calculations also followed those of previous works on digital
CMOL circuits [28, 29]. Because of slightly higher nanodevice utilization as
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Fig. 4.23 Three sequential time steps of the convolution in the left top corner of the CMOL
DSP array for F ¼ 3. Colored terms in the formulas below each panel show the calculated
partial sums in the pixel 2,2. For the (uncharacteristically small) filter size, it takes just F2 ¼ 9
steps to complete the processing of one frame (See Color Insert)
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Fig. 4.24 Pixel schematics for the 2D convolution with considered parameters. Note that this
picture only shows connections which are implemented with nanowires. In reality there are
also connections (between neighbor programmable latches) implemented with CMOS-scale
lines

compared to circuits in the previous section in CMOL DSP the delay 0 of a
NOR-1 gate is about 100 ps. Including the delay of shifting data in and out of
the array the full delay for our parameters may be estimated as 25 ms. Also, our
simulation has shown that a similar defect tolerance to that of previous section
is plausible for CMOL DSP circuits [8].
Even assuming a very optimistic (linear) delay scaling and possible increase
in the number of cores (from 8 to 32), the corresponding latency of a hypothetical 45 nm 6.4 GHz Cell processor would be about 3.5 ms [8]. This number is
at least 100 times larger than that of proposed CMOL DSP. This is not
surprising since the CMOL DSP has a much higher peak performance. For
example, it can theoretically perform 2501012 32-bit additions per second or
about 1001012 12-bit multiply–add operations per second, i.e., above two
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Fig. 4.25 The mapping of the pixel on CMOL DSP (for FCMOS =Fnano ¼ 10) after its successful
reconfiguration of the circuit around as many as 40% of bad nanodevices with random
locations. Programmable latches A and B are used for bypass circuitry during the data up
and down shift operations (See Color Insert)

orders of magnitude higher than Cell. Moreover, the theoretical data bandwidth of a CMOL DSP could be as high as 10 Tbit/s, which should be enough
for even very demanding applications.13
13
It is worth noting that a major advantage of the Cell-type processors for the low-level image
processing tasks is a very fast (nanosecond-scale) time necessary for changing the running task
(e.g., the filter size). CMOL DSP can almost certainly have a sub-100 ms time of switching
from one task to another.
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4.7 Conclusions
Simulation results presented in this work clearly show that CMOL-based
digital circuits may continue the performance scaling of microelectronics
well beyond the limits of currently dominating CMOS technology. We believe
that these prospects more than justify large-scale research and development
efforts in the synthesis of functional molecular devices, their chemically directed self-assembly, nanowire patterning, and CMOL circuit architectures. In
particular, the range of urgent hardware development tasks includes the
following [146]

 The design, fabrication, and characterization of programmable diodes
 Scaling of reproducible crosspoint nanodevices below 10 nm (which may
require the transfer from the metal oxide-based programmable diodes to
single-electron-based SAM junctions [1, 32])
 Experimental demonstration of an area-distributed CMOL interface, which
may radically change the industrial perception of the hybrid CMOS/nanodevice circuits
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Chapter 5

Fundamentals of Spintronics in Metal
and Semiconductor Systems
Roland K. Kawakami, Kathleen McCreary, and Yan Li

5.1 Introduction
Spintronics is a new paradigm for electronics which utilizes the electron’s
spin in addition to its charge for device functionality [1, 2]. The primary areas
for applications or potential applications are information storage, computing, and quantum information. In terms of materials, the study of spin in
solids now includes metallic multilayers [1], inorganic semiconductors [2, 3],
transition metal oxides [4, 5], organic semiconductors [6, 7, 8, 9, 10], and
carbon nanostructures [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22]. The diversity
of materials studied for spintronics is a testament to the advances in synthesis, measurement, and interface control that lie at the heart of nano-electronics. In terms of technology, the discoveries of giant magnetoresistance
(GMR) [23], tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) [24], and spin torque [25]
in metallic multilayers have led to significant advances in high-density hard
drives and non-volatile random access memory. Advances in semiconductor
spintronics [3] including the observation of long spin coherence times and the
demonstration of spin manipulation point toward potential applications in
advanced computation such as reconfigurable logic and quantum information processing.
This tutorial is intended for graduate students just starting in the field of
spintronics and for experts in other fields. Our goal is to cover some of the
key ideas in spintronics and to present the material in an intuitive and
pedagogical manner. We provide ‘‘back of the envelope’’ calculations whenever possible. Due to the quantum mechanical nature of spin, some of the
calculations require a working knowledge of quantum mechanics, so a short
appendix is provided to review some of the quantum mechanical properties
of spin.
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After a brief introduction to some important properties of spin, the
remainder of the chapter is organized on the following lines of research:

 Metallic magnetic multilayers
 Semiconductor spintronics
 Lateral spin transport devices
The selection of topics represents areas in which the authors have had firsthand experience and areas closely related to those.
While the ultimate technological impacts of spintronics cannot be predicted,
it is a subject worth learning due to its current technological successes and the
potential for revolutionary technologies in the future. It is hoped that some
readers will be motivated to learn more about spintronics and perhaps contribute to this rapidly evolving enterprise.

5.1.1 Why Spin?
We begin with the question, ‘‘What is special about electron spin?’’ From a
scientific and technological point of view, there are four important points. First
is the connection between spin and magnetism, which is useful for information
storage. Second is an intrinsic connection between spin and quantum
mechanics, which may be useful for quantum information. Third is the short
range of spin-dependent exchange interactions, which implies that the role of
spin will continue to grow as the size of nanostructures continues to shrink.
Fourth are the issues of speed and power dissipation, which are becoming
increasingly important for electronics at the nanoscale.
First, spin is connected to ferromagnetic materials because the spontaneous
magnetization breaks time-reversal symmetry, which allows the electronic states
within the material to become spin dependent. This contrasts with non-magnetic
materials where time-reversal symmetry forces the electronic states to come in
pairs with the same energy but opposite spin (Kramer’s degeneracy), thus leading
to a density of states that must be independent of spin. Figure 5.1 shows a
schematic diagram of the density of states for a ferromagnetic metal and a
non-magnetic metal. In the ferromagnetic metal, the density of states is different
for the two spin states. It is conventional to refer to the majority spin as ‘‘spin up’’
while the minority spin is ‘‘spin down.’’ In the transition metal ferromagnets
Non-magnetic metal

Ferromagnetic metal

E

Fig. 5.1 Schematic
spin-dependent density of
states (DOS) for
non-magnetic and
ferromagnetic metals
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Fe, Co, and Ni (3d-band ferromagnets), the orbital magnetic moment is
quenched so that the magnetic moment is mostly from spin. The magnetization
in Fig. 5.1 is drawn in the downward direction because the magnetic moment m is
usually antiparallel to the spin (m ¼ gB S=h, where the g-factor is usually
positive and B is the Bohr magneton). Because most transport properties
depend on the density of states near the Fermi level, the spin asymmetry in the
density of states allows ferromagnets to generate, manipulate, and detect spin.
Ferromagnetic materials also possess the property of hysteresis (Fig. 5.2),
where the magnetization can have two (or more) different stable states in zero
magnetic field. The bistability is due to a property called magnetic anisotropy,
where the energy of a system depends on the direction of the magnetization. As
shown in Fig. 5.2, there is a preferred axis (‘‘easy axis’’) with stable states for
magnetization direction along  = 908 and  = 2708. When a large magnetic
field (H) is applied along an easy axis, the magnetization (M) will align with this
field in order to lower the Zeeman energy, EZeeman = –MH. When the
magnetic field is turned off, the magnetization will ideally maintain all of its
high-field magnetization. A magnetic field applied in the opposite direction will
cause the magnetization to reverse after the field crosses a value known as the
‘‘coercivity’’ or ‘‘coercive field,’’ which depends on the height of the magnetic
anisotropy energy barrier (Fig. 5.2, right). This magnetic anisotropy generally
depends on both the material and its shape. In terms of information storage
applications, the two stable magnetic states in zero magnetic field (Fig. 5.2)
correspond to the logical ‘‘0’’ and ‘‘1’’ of a data bit. The data can be written by
applying a magnetic field larger than the coercivity to align the magnetization
along the field. Due to the anisotropy energy barriers, this state is stable even
when the magnetic field is turned off. This property makes ferromagnets
natural candidates for information storage. Thus, the connection between
spin and ferromagnetism establishes a natural connection between spintronics
and information storage applications.
Second, spin is connected to quantum mechanics. In classical mechanics, the
angular momentum (i.e., rotational motion) can be divided into two parts, an
‘‘orbital’’ angular momentum and a ‘‘spin’’ angular momentum. If one considers
the motion of the earth, the elliptical motion of the earth around the sun
generates orbital angular momentum, while the rotation of the earth about its
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Fig. 5.2 Hysteresis loop of a ferromagnet and its origin in the magnetic anisotropy
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axis generates spin angular momentum. For elementary particles such as the
electron, the physics is governed by quantum mechanics. In an atom, the
motion of the electron around the nucleus generates orbital angular momentum. The electron also has spin angular momentum, but it is NOT due to a
‘‘spinning’’ motion of the electron. (OK, in a dinner conversation you can
describe spin as the spinning motion of an object, but technically this is
wrong.) Instead, spin comes out of quantum mechanics when you try to
combine it with special relativity, as Dirac did in the 1920s [26]. In solving the
Dirac equation, one of the consequences is the requirement of an internal
property that is now known as spin. Because of its intrinsically quantum
mechanical origin, it should be of little surprise that the electron spin has very
unusual properties (see Appendix). For example, its value along any particular
axis (say, the z-axis) can only take on two values: Sz ¼ þh=2 and h=2. In other
notations, these are called ‘‘spin up’’ and ‘‘spin down,’’ j"i and j#i, or
jms ¼ þ1=2i and jms ¼ 1=2i. It also obeys a Heisenberg uncertainty principle
where the three components of spin (Sx, Sy, Sz) cannot be measured simultaneously. Most importantly from the point of view of computing applications,
the spin can be in a quantum superposition state, such as Aj"i þ Bj#i where the
coefficients A and B are complex numbers. If you think about digital electronics
as being built on bits that can have two states ‘‘0’’ or ‘‘1,’’ you can think about
spin as a ‘‘quantum bit’’ which can be in states j"i, j#i, or in a superposition state
Aj"i þ Bj#i, where jAj2 is the probability of finding the spin in the j"i state and
jBj2 is the probability of finding the spin in the j#i state. The quantum bit, or
‘‘qubit,’’ lies at the heart of a new type of proposed computer known as a
quantum computer which could in principle perform some tasks such as factorizing numbers or performing searches much more efficiently than normal digital
computers [27, 28, 29, 30]. There are many schemes proposed for quantum
computing (with most of them being unrelated to electron spin) but there is a
debate about whether a scalable quantum computer will ever be realized. Nonetheless, it is a worthy pursuit that pushes the boundaries of our knowledge and
technical capabilities. Electron spin in semiconductors is a candidate for quantum information due to the long electron spin coherence times (i.e., the time
over which the quantum superposition state remains well defined) observed in
GaAs (100 ns at 5 K) [31], II–VI quantum wells (1 ns at room temperature)
[32], and ZnO (200 ps at room temperature) [33]. Furthermore, spin coherence
times in materials composed of lighter elements such as silicon or carbon should
be even longer due to lower spin–orbit coupling. This is several orders of
magnitude larger than coherence times associated with orbital motion
(i.e., phase relaxation times), so electron spin presents the opportunity to
exploit quantum mechanical behavior in solids in a manner that is generally
inaccessible in purely charge-based electronics. It is this special relation between
spin and quantum mechanics which forms a natural connection between spintronics and advanced computing, whether the goal is a full-blown quantum
computer or a more modest form of quantum information processing that has
yet to be devised.
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Third, the length scale of spin-dependent exchange interactions is on the
order of a few atomic spacings. Because of this, the spin-dependent properties in
solids are very sensitive to the atomic scale structure. With the ability to
engineer interfaces at the atomic level by growth techniques such as molecular
beam epitaxy (MBE) and with the ongoing improvements in the fabrication of
smaller and smaller structures in the lateral dimensions, the role of spin is likely
to become even more important as nanoscale science continues to advance.
Understanding how spin and magnetism depend on the atomic scale interface
and material structure will be an important area of investigation for the development of spintronics.
Finally, spintronics has the possibility to deliver high-speed performance and
low power consumption, although one should be cautious about making such
blanket statements. As electronic devices continue to shrink in size, one of the
biggest problems is power dissipation and thermal management of circuits. Spin
does have some potential benefits in terms of power. In terms of memory, a
ferromagnetic bit can store information without any power consumption to
maintain the data due to the anisotropy energy barrier (in contrast to some
semiconductor memories such as SRAM or DRAM). In terms of switching,
while power is required to generate electrical currents to produce magnetic
fields or spin torque (Section 5.2.3), precessional dynamics can ideally proceed
without dissipation (although in practice there is always at least a small amount
of damping). In the case of magnetization switching by spin torque, this creates
a counter-intuitive situation where the critical current required for switching a
bit can be lowered by decreasing the damping parameter (e.g., through materials engineering) without decreasing the anisotropy energy barrier which stabilizes the bit [34]. More generally, novel spintronic memory or logic architectures
developed in the future may be able to take advantage of precessional dynamics
(of magnetization or non-equilibrium spin populations) for low-power operation. These are in principle quite advantageous, but in reality a full power
analysis needs to be performed because these energy savings could be more
than offset by other required operations (e.g., generating magnetic field pulses,
charging up gates, etc.). Spin also has some potential benefits for speed. In
charge-based electronics, the speed is set by the RC time constants. In utilizing
spin, it may be possible to circumvent this general rule. For example, the
precession of spin or magnetism (which can be at high GHz frequencies) is
not governed by RC time constants. To sum up, there is potential for highspeed, low-power applications, but novel circuit architectures need to be developed to bring this to fruition.

5.1.2 Timeline
Before proceeding, it is instructive to display a timeline of some of the key
advances to see how various lines of research have developed. Historically,
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activity in the field now known as spintronics ramped up after the discovery of
giant magnetoresistance (GMR) in magnetic multilayers in 1988 [23]. The
research activity in these and related systems is known as ‘‘metal spintronics.’’
Meanwhile in the mid-1990s, the development of dilute ferromagnetic semiconductors and the discovery of long spin coherence times in semiconductors
have spawned the field of semiconductor spintronics [31, 32]. More recently,
there has been increased activity in lateral spin transport devices, not only in
metals [35, 36] and semiconductors [37, 38] but also in newer materials such as
carbon nanotubes [11, 14] and graphene [19]. In this tutorial we attempt to
highlight these developments and provide an intuitive picture of the key ideas.

5.2 Metallic Magnetic Multilayers
5.2.1 Interlayer Exchange Coupling and Giant Magnetoresistance
The discoveries of interlayer exchange coupling (IEC) in Fe/Cr/Fe in 1986 [39]
and giant magnetoresistance (GMR) in the same system in 1988 [23] launched
the field of spintronics. For this work, Peter Grünberg and Albert Fert were
awarded the 2007 Nobel Prize in Physics. While there was notable work on spinpolarized transport prior to these discoveries [35, 40, 41], GMR and IEC
stimulated intense research activity not only because of the interesting physics
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but also because the effects were sizeable at room temperature. Ultimately,
GMR led to revolutionary advances in magnetic hard drives within 10 years of
its initial discovery [42].
5.2.1.1 Interlayer Exchange Coupling
The most familiar property of ferromagnets is the magnetic force. We know
that bar magnets can pick up certain metals. We also know that if you have two
bar magnets, the forces can be attractive or repulsive. A ‘‘north’’ pole of one
magnet will repel the ‘‘north’’ pole of another magnet, but it will be attracted to
its ‘‘south’’ pole. These magnetic forces are due to the magnetic fields generated
by the ferromagnets and these effects are known as ‘‘magnetic dipolar
coupling.’’
In metallic multilayers consisting of alternating ferromagnetic (FM) and
non-ferromagnetic (NM) layers, there is a magnetic dipolar coupling between
pairs of FM layers. However, when the distance between neighboring FM
layers gets small enough (i.e., less than the electron mean free path), a new
type of coupling emerges that results from quantum mechanical exchange
interactions. This was discovered in 1986 [39] and is known as interlayer
exchange coupling (IEC).
The basic picture of IEC dates back to theoretical work in the 1950s by
Ruderman and Kittel [43], Kasuya [44], and Yosida [45] (RKKY). Given two
magnetic moments, m1 and m2, inside a non-magnetic metal, they considered
what happens when a conduction electron sequentially scatters off of m1 and
then propagates and scatters off of m2. If the scattering depends on the spin of
the electron, then it was found that the energy (E) of the system depends on the
orientations of the magnetic moments as E = –JRKKY m1 m2. This magnetic
coupling implies that the moments want to be parallel for JRKKY > 0 (‘‘ferromagnetic coupling’’) and antiparallel for JRKKY < 0 (‘‘antiferromagnetic coupling’’). Interestingly, the functional form of the magnetic coupling coefficient is
JRKKY  (1/r3)cos(2kFr), where kF is the Fermi wavevector (kF = 2p/lF) of the
conduction electrons and r is the distance between the two magnetic moments.
This stunning theoretical result implies that the preferred magnetic orientation
alternates between parallel and antiparallel as a function of their separation due
to the wave nature of the electron. One way to think about this result is in terms
of screening and Friedel oscillations. Due to the spin-dependent electron scattering by the magnetic moment, a cloud of spin polarization will attempt to
screen the magnetic moment. Specifically, screening of the magnetic moment by
an electron produces spin-polarized standing waves with the wavelength of the
electron. Because there are many different electron wavelengths available, the
longer wavelength oscillations from lower energy electrons get screened out by
shorter wavelength oscillations from higher energy electrons. This trend continues until one reaches the Fermi energy, which is the highest energy and
shortest wavelength of electrons in the metal. Because there are no electrons
with shorter wavelength available to screen out the oscillations of the Fermi
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level electrons, the screening cloud will oscillate according to the Fermi wavelength lF as shown in Fig. 5.3 (lower left). If one next considers a second
magnetic moment interacting with this electron cloud, it is clear that the
coupling will oscillate with separation.
Although the RKKY theory had been useful for understanding interactions
in dilute magnetic alloys such as spin glasses, the oscillatory nature of the
RKKY interaction was not clearly observed until the advent of the magnetic
multilayer systems in the late 1980s. Due to the very short Fermi wavelengths
(approximately few angstroms), thickness control approaching atomic layer
precision was needed. This was accomplished by using either sputter deposition
or molecular beam epitaxy (MBE).
The IEC with antiferromagnetic coupling (J < 0) was first observed in 1988
in the Fe/Cr/Fe system [39]. Subsequently, the oscillatory nature of the IEC was
established through systematic investigations on FM/NM/FM systems with
many different NM spacer materials and thicknesses [46]. As a function of NM
thickness, the magnetization of the FM layers was observed to oscillate between
parallel and antiparallel alignments. In this study the IEC was observed across
many different NM metal spacers, and the coupling strength oscillated as a
function of spacer thickness with a period corresponding to the Fermi wavelength of the material, as predicted by the RKKY theory. In order to apply the
original RKKY theory (which couples two isolated magnetic moments) to the
case of a FM/NM/FM trilayer, one must sum the interaction over all pairs of
magnetic moments in neighboring FM/NM interfaces, yielding a result of
JRKKY  (1/d)cos(2kFd), where d is the NM layer thickness (solid curve in
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Fig. 5.3) [47, 48]. The experimental data, however, follows the dashed curve
given by JRKKY  (1/d)cos(2(kBZ–kF)d), where kBZ = p/a is the wavevector of
the Brillouin zone edge and a is the lattice constant (typically 1–2 Å). This is
due to the fact that the NM film thickness is not truly a continuous quantity
because it is composed of discrete entities, namely atoms, which have a spacing
given by the lattice constant a. The film thickness is often expressed in units of
atomic layers (AL) and it is typical to represent this as a continuous quantity,
for example 4.0, 4.5, or 5.0 AL. A fractional thickness of ‘‘0.5 AL’’ represents a
half-filled atomic layer, so that a film with 4 AL thickness over 50% of its area
and 5 AL thickness over the remaining areas is designated a ‘‘4.5 AL film.’’ In
this case, the coupling is an average of JRKKY(d = 4 AL) and JRKKY(d = 5 AL),
which approximately lies on the dashed line in Fig. 5.3 given by JRKKY 
(1/d)cos(2(kBZ–kF)d). Note that although the two expressions for JRKKY have
noticeably different periods of oscillation, they exhibit the same values at
integer multiples of atomic spacing. The key difference in the two expressions
is that in deriving JRKKY  (1/d)cos(2(kBZ–kF)d) the discrete atomic spacing,
the short Fermi wavelengths, and the aliasing of the two quantities have been
correctly taken into account, while in JRKKY  (1/d)cos(2kFd) no such considerations were included.
More detailed studies of the oscillatory IEC were performed using wedged
NM films, which were created by translating the sample behind a shutter during
deposition to yield a continuous variation in film thickness across the sample
(Fig. 5.4). When used in conjunction with local magnetization probes such as
spin-polarized scanning electron microscopy with polarization analysis
(SEMPA) or magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE), the systematic dependence
of IEC on NM thickness was obtained [49, 50]. The main results of such studies
were the systematic analysis of IEC and the identification of so-called ‘‘short
period oscillations’’ resulting from the non-spherical nature of the Fermi surface.
While the RKKY model was highly successful in describing the dependence
of IEC on the NM spacer thickness, it did not explain observations of IEC
oscillations as a function of FM thickness [51]. Coupling models based on
quantum well states incorporate electron wave propagation in both the NM
and FM layers to account for these data, thus forming a more complete picture

source

M
Uniform translation of substrate
behind a shutter

Fig. 5.4 Deposition of wedged film and systematic studies of IEC using wedges
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of IEC than the RKKY model [52, 53]. Photoemission experiments have
confirmed the role of quantum wells in the IEC [54, 55].

5.2.1.2 Giant Magnetoresistance
In 1988, the phenomenon of giant magnetoresistance (GMR) was discovered in
Fe/Cr superlattices where the thickness of the Cr layers is such that the IEC is
antiferromagnetic (Fig. 5.5) [23]. The antiparallel magnetization alignment was
changed to a parallel magnetization alignment by the application of an external
magnetic field (with sufficiently strong fields, the magnetizations align because
the lowering of Zeeman energy overcomes the increase in IEC energy). When
the in-plane resistance was measured, a change in resistance of 50% was
observed as a function of magnetic field. Given that magnetoresistance in
bulk materials is typically less than a few percent, this effect was named
‘‘giant’’ magnetoresistance. GMR was immediately recognized for potential
applications in magnetic field sensing and information storage, which are
discussed in Section 5.2.4.
While sophisticated theories of GMR have been developed [56, 57, 58], the
behavior can be understood qualitatively through a simple resistor model. We
first point out that GMR is not due to the interaction between the conduction
electrons and the magnetic field. Rather, it is due to the interaction between the
conduction electrons and the FM layers via spin-dependent scattering. As such,
the only role of the magnetic field is to change the relative magnetization
alignment of neighboring FM layers between parallel and antiparallel.

Fig. 5.5 Giant
magnetoresistance in Fe/Cr
superlattices. Reprinted
with permission from Ref.
[23]. Copyright 1988 by the
American Physical Society
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To model the GMR, we compare the resistance for the cases of parallel and
antiparallel magnetization alignments, and for simplicity we consider just a
FM/NM/FM trilayer. The current is assumed to be carried by two independent
channels: a spin-up channel and a spin-down channel. We also assume that
there is a spin-dependent scattering in the FM layer; for concreteness we
suppose that the scattering is much stronger when the electron spin is parallel
to the magnetization and much weaker when antiparallel. Finally, we assume
that the layers are thinner than the mean free path of the electrons. This is
important to ensure that a significant portion of the electrons will traverse both
FM layers despite the fact that the average current flow is in the plane of the
layers.
For the case of antiparallel magnetization alignment shown in Fig. 5.6, we
first consider the spin-up channel and keep in mind that the scattering is
stronger when the spin is parallel to magnetization. As shown, the spin-up
electron will exhibit strong scattering in the left FM and weak scattering in
the right FM (and for simplicity we ignore scattering in the NM layer). This
scattering is the source of resistance and the contribution from the left FM is a
large resistance, Rlarge, and the contribution from the right FM is a small
resistance, Rsmall. Because electrons sample both FM layers (assuming the
thicknesses are much less than the mean free path), the total resistance for the
spin-up channel is obtained by adding these contributions in series:
R"AP ¼ Rlarge þ Rsmall Similarly, for the spin-down channel the left FM contributes a small resistance, Rsmall, and the right FM contributes a large resistance,
Rlarge, yielding a total resistance for the spin-down channel of
R#AP ¼ Rsmall þ Rlarge . The total resistance of the antiparallel configuration is
Antiparallel Magnetizations

Spin down
channel

Spin up
channel

Rsmall

Rlarge

Rlarge

Rsmall

Parallel Magnetizations

Rsmall

Rsmall
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Fig. 5.6 Two channel resistance models for giant magnetoresistance
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obtained by adding the resistances of the two conduction channels, which is
done by adding the resistances in parallel: RAP ¼ ðRsmall þ Rlarge Þ=2.
For the case of parallel magnetization alignment shown in Fig. 5.6, the spinup electron exhibits strong scattering in both the left and right FM, yielding a
resistance of R"P ¼ Rlarge þ Rlarge . In this case, the two FM layers have ‘‘double
teamed’’ to strongly scatter the spin-up electron. On the other hand, the spindown electron experiences weak scattering in both FM layers, yielding a resistance of R#P ¼ Rsmall þ Rsmall . The total resistance of the parallel configuration
is then obtained by adding the two resistances in parallel to yield
RP ¼ 2Rlarge Rsmall =ðRlarge þ Rsmall Þ.
By considering an extreme limit where Rsmall ! 0, from the previous equations one immediately finds RP ! 0, while RAP remains large at Rlarge/2. In this
case, the magnetoresistance (MR) defined as R/RP goes to infinity. Conceptually, the resistance of the parallel configuration (RP) goes to zero for the
following reason. Because the resistance of the two spin channels (R#P and R"P )
add in parallel, as the resistance of the spin-down channel (R#P ¼ 2Rsmall ) goes to
zero due to the reduced scattering, it dominates the overall resistance to make
RP ! 0 (which, in turn, generates the high MR)—this behavior is often called
the ‘‘short circuit effect.’’
If one calculates the MR without taking Rsmall to be zero, it is readily found
that MR = R/RP = (RAP–RP)/RP = (Rlarge–Rsmall)2/4RlargeRsmall. We note
that without asymmetric spin scattering (i.e., if Rlarge = Rsmall) the MR would
be zero as expected. We also note that the expression for MR is always positive,
meaning that RAP > RP. It is possible, however, to have inverted MR if two
different FM materials are chosen with opposite asymmetry of the spin-dependent scattering [59, 60].
In the above discussion, the key property for GMR is the spin-dependent
asymmetry in the electron scattering. Further studies identified the critical
factor as spin-dependent interfacial scattering, as opposed to the bulk scattering
[61]. This was determined by ‘‘dusting’’ the interfaces in a controlled manner.
For example, a few atomic layers of Co were inserted into NiFe/Cu/NiFe
trilayers at different positions in the NiFe layers. If bulk scattering were most
important, the MR value should not depend on the Co position within the NiFe
layer. However, strong variations in MR were observed as a function of Co
position, thus confirming the importance of interfacial scattering on GMR.
From an engineering point of view, this is advantageous because it becomes
possible to independently tune the coercivity and MR value since the former
relies primarily on the bulk while the latter relies primarily on the interface.
5.2.1.3 Spin Valves
The term ‘‘spin valve’’ was coined to describe a FM/NM/FM trilayer device
operating on the GMR principle. In subsequent years, it has become a more
general term to describe a spin transport device with two FM electrodes that
exhibits different resistances for parallel and antiparallel magnetization
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alignments. To date, the spin valve effect has been observed in metallic multilayers, magnetic tunnel junctions, carbon nanotubes, ultrathin graphite, inorganic semiconductors, and organic semiconductors. While the detailed
mechanism for the resistance change is not the same in all cases, they all
originate from the spin of the electron.
To heuristically describe the spin valve effect, it is often useful to employ an
analogy with optics. It is well known that light can be linearly polarized using a
polarizer. By sending light through two polarizers in series, the final intensity
depends on the relative alignment of the two polarizers. As shown in Fig. 5.7, if
the two polarizers are parallel, then the light output is maximized. If the two
polarizers are perpendicular, then the light output goes to zero. The reason is
that the first polarizer will allow only the vertical polarization to pass, while the
second will allow only the horizontal polarization to pass. The two polarizers
work together to block all the light. The spin valve is similar, with spin polarization playing the role of light polarization and ferromagnets playing the role
of the optical polarizers.
In the case of GMR, the general idea of the optical analogy still holds, but the
details do not agree. For example, the current does not flow from one FM layer
to the other, but instead flows parallel to the films. In addition, no net spin
polarization is accumulated between the two FM layers, in contrast to the
optical experiment which has linearly polarized light in between the two polarizers. The optical analogy holds more strongly for vertical transport, where the
current flows perpendicular to the layers. Such a geometry is called ‘‘currentperpendicular-to-the-plane’’ and has been realized experimentally and studied
theoretically [62, 63]. Vertical transport is also employed in magnetic tunnel
junctions, which are discussed next.

5.2.2 Magnetic Tunnel Junctions
A device very similar to the optical analogy of a spin valve in Fig. 5.7 is the
magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ), which consists of two ferromagnetic layers
(F1, F2) separated by an insulating tunnel barrier. Due to the spin-polarized
density of states, there is a high conductance when the magnetizations are
parallel and a low conductance when the magnetizations are antiparallel.
Figure 5.8 illustrates the effect, where for simplicity we assume 100% spin
polarization at the Fermi level (later, we calculate Julliere’s formula which
does not assume this). In the parallel configuration, the spin-up electrons
from F1 tunnel into the spin-up states in F2, so there is a high conductance. In
Light
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the antiparallel configuration, the spin-up electrons from F1 cannot tunnel
efficiently because there are no spin-up states in F2, so there is a low conductance. The difference in resistance between the two configurations is known as
tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR).
TMR was first observed at low temperatures in Fe/oxidized Ge/Co tunnel
junctions by Julliere in 1974 [41]. Subsequently, very little work was performed
on the subject until the mid-1990s when Moodera [24] and Miyazaki [64]
independently observed room temperature TMR in MTJ consisting of an
Al2O3 tunnel barrier. Optimization of the MTJ increased the values of TMR
from initial values of 10% up to values of 70% by the late 1990s.
A schematic hysteresis loop of TMR for a Co/Al2O3/CoFe tunnel junction is
shown in Fig. 5.9. Unlike the case of GMR, there is little IEC to help achieve an
antiparallel alignment. Typically, two different FM materials with different
coercivities are used to achieve the antiparallel alignment. Beginning at negative
field, both magnetizations are along the negative direction. As the field is swept
up (solid lines) the Co magnetization switches first to achieve an antiparallel
alignment. At this point the resistance increases by the spin-dependent
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Fig. 5.9 Schematic hysteresis loop of a magnetic tunnel junction
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tunneling effect discussed in Fig. 5.8. At a higher field, the CoFe magnetization
switches to achieve a parallel alignment again, and the resistance switches back
down to a lower value. A down-sweep of the field (dashed line) will have similar
features except that the switching occurs at the negative fields.

5.2.2.1 Julliere Model for TMR
A simple expression for TMR was derived by Julliere [41] (Fig. 5.10). We perform
this derivation here. The two ferromagnetic layers with magnetizations M1 and
M2 can be made of different materials. The assumptions in the calculation are
that there is no spin-dependent scattering and the tunneling rate is proportional
to the product of the initial and final density of states at the Fermi level (valid for
low bias voltages). We define Di and di as the Fermi level density of states of the
majority and minority electrons, respectively, of the ith FM layer (i = 1, 2). The
i di
Fermi level spin polarization of the ith ferromagnet is then defined as Pi ¼ D
Di þdi .
Taking i = Di þ di as the total density of states, one can write
Di ¼

i
i
ð1 þ Pi Þ and di ¼
ð1  Pi Þ
2
2

(5:1)

Now we calculate the TMR given by
TMR 

R RAP  RP RAP
GP
¼
¼
1¼
1
RP
RP
GAP
RP

(5:2)

where RAP (GAP) is the resistance (conductance) of the antiparallel magnetization configuration and RP (GP) is the resistance (conductance) of the parallel
magnetization configuration.
For the parallel configuration, the total conductance is the sum of the
conductances of the two spin channels: GP ¼ G"P þ G#P . The conductance
of each channel is proportional to the tunneling rate which is assumed to
be proportional to the product of the initial and final density of states:
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G"P = A D1D2 and G#P = A d1d2, where A is the common proportionality
constant. For the antiparallel configuration, we similarly obtain G"AP =
A D1d2 and G#AP = A d1D2. Putting this together, we get
TMR ¼

GP
G" þ G#P
D 1 D 2 þ d1 d2
1 ¼ "P
1¼
1
#
GAP
D 1 d2 þ d1 D 2
GAP þ GAP

(5:3)

Using Equation 5.1 to substitute for D1, D2, d1, and d2 and performing some
algebra, one obtains the well-known expression for TMR:
TMR ¼

2P1 P2
1  P1 P2

(5:4)

The Julliere model serves as a starting point for analyzing MTJs, but there
are some important limitations of this model. First, the TMR depends only on
properties of the ferromagnetic layers and incorporates none of the properties
of the tunnel barrier (e.g., barrier height, thickness). Second, there is no distinction between the different types of electrons within the ferromagnet, such as
s-band electrons and d-band electrons, which can have different polarizations
and different effective masses.

5.2.2.2 MgO-Based Magnetic Tunnel Junctions
A fantastic failure of the Julliere model is for the case of MgO-based MTJs, which
were developed beginning in the early 2000s [65, 66, 67, 68] with most of the early
work on Fe/MgO/Fe(001). The observed TMR values were found to far exceed
those predicted by the Julliere model. Currently, the record for room temperature
TMR is 410% in MBE-grown Fe/Co/MgO/Co/Fe MTJs [69]. The origin of
enhanced TMR is a novel spin-filtering effect based on wavefunction symmetry
[70, 71, 72], which applies to Fe/MgO(001) and bcc Co/MgO(001) junctions.
The main difference between the Al2O3 and the MgO tunnel barrier is that
the former is polycrystalline while the latter is single crystalline or highly
textured along (001). This single crystal nature of MgO, combined with some
special properties of Fe (001), leads to an enhancement of spin polarization of
the tunneling electrons. The limitation of Julliere’s model is that the tunneling
rates of all electrons are assumed to be equal, but this is not true for MgO. In the
bandgap of single crystal MgO, tunneling is governed by transport through
evanescent states which are characterized by the symmetry of their Bloch states
(i.e., electron wavefunction). If the atomic orbitals making up the Bloch states
are spherically symmetric (i.e., originating from s-orbitals), then the tunneling
rates are significantly higher than for other states. These special states with high
tunneling rates are said to have ‘‘1 symmetry.’’ For Fe along the (001) direction, the majority spin possesses states with 1 symmetry at the Fermi level, as
well as states with other symmetries. However, the minority spin does not have
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states of 1 symmetry at the Fermi level. This is a very fortunate situation that
is summed up in Fig. 5.11. We take the initial spin polarization in the FM to be
given by P = (N"–N#)/(N" þ N#), where N" and N# are the total number of spinup and spin-down electrons at the Fermi level, respectively. As they tunnel
across the MgO barrier, only electrons from the 1 bands of Fe can couple to
the 1 bands of the MgO for a high tunneling rate. All other electrons have a
low tunneling rate, as indicated by the  in Fig. 5.11. Thus, a larger fraction of
the spin-up electrons get across the barrier, and the spin polarization of the
tunneling electrons is significantly larger than the spin polarization of the FM
material itself. This enhancement of spin polarization is the origin of the high
TMR values that have been observed.
This 1 spin filtering also applies to the case of bcc Co ferromagnets because
the band structure along (001) is similar to Fe (bcc) in terms of the 1 bands.
Because Co is usually hexagonal, the bcc phase is stabilized by growth on either
Fe or MgO. The highest TMR of 410% is observed in Fe/Co/MgO/Co/Fe
MTJs [69], while the highest value for Fe/MgO/Fe is 180% [68]. The difference
may be due to differences in the ideal band structures of the junctions or due to
the fact that Co is more resistant to oxidation than Fe. Further studies are
needed to determine the cause of higher TMR in Co. Finally, we note that
theory predicts TMR values in thousands of percent [71, 73], so further significant improvements may be possible.

5.2.3 Spin Torque
Both the GMR and TMR effects discussed above have a similar character,
namely that the electron transport properties are strongly affected by the
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magnetic configuration of a device. An interesting question to ask is whether an
inverse process can occur: can the magnetic configuration be affected by electron transport? In 1996, Berger [74] and Slonczewski [75] studied this question
theoretically and predicted the presence of a ‘‘spin torque’’ resulting from spindependent reflection/transmission at FM/NM interfaces and angular momentum conservation.
The spin torque was later observed experimentally in two different types of
studies. In one experiment, a GMR multilayer was contacted by a point contact
and peaks in dI/dV as a function of applied magnetic field were attributed to the
excitation of spin waves by spin torque [76]. In another experiment, a GMR
trilayer was contacted by a metal through a nanopore (Fig. 5.12) [25]. In
measuring the current–voltage characteristic of the device, sharp changes in
resistance corresponding to magnetization switching were observed. We follow
the sign convention of Ref. [25], where a positive current corresponds to
electron flow from the thinner FM layer (free layer) to the thicker FM layer
(fixed reference layer). If the two FM layers are composed of the same material,
the thicker layer resists switching because it has a larger magnetic anisotropy
energy barrier (which scales with volume). As shown in Fig. 5.12, when a large
enough positive current is applied, the resistance jumps into a high state. When
a large enough negative current is applied, the resistance jumps into a low state.
From our knowledge of GMR, we know that the high resistance corresponds to
the antiparallel magnetization alignment whereas the low resistance corresponds to the parallel alignment. Thus, a positive current generates antiparallel
alignment while a negative current generates parallel alignment. The key feature
of both of these studies is the high current density generated by the nanocontacts.
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Fig. 5.12 Magnetization reversal by spin torque
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To understand the origin of spin torque and the role of precessional
dynamics, we first develop a simplified picture of spin torque ignoring the
magnetization dynamics given by the Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert (LLG) equation. Then we incorporate the LLG equation to understand the role of precessional dynamics.

5.2.3.1 Origin of Spin Torque
The primary source of spin torque is a spin-filtering effect whose origin is rooted
in quantum mechanics [74, 75]. While other mechanisms contributing to spin
torque have been identified [77], we will not discuss them here.
Figure 5.13 shows the device geometry for our calculation. S1 and S2 are the
net spin angular momenta of the localized magnetic moments in the two
ferromagnetic layers F1 (fixed reference layer) and F2 (free layer). Here, we
discuss the magnetization in terms of its angular momentum S (which is
typically antiparallel to the magnetization) because the mechanism for spin
torque is based on angular momentum conservation. S1 is fixed along the þz 0
axis of the lab frame (x 0 y 0 z 0 ), while S2 initially lies in the x 0 –z 0 plane with an
angle  away from the z0 axis. A second set of coordinates (xyz) is defined such
that the z-axis is parallel to S2. The vectors ^
i; ^j; k^ are the unit vectors for the xyz
0 ^0 ^0
^
frame, while i ; j ; k are the unit vectors for the x 0 y 0 z 0 frame. The spin of the free
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Fig. 5.13 Derivation of spin torque based on spin-dependent reflection/transmission and
conservation of angular momentum. Negative bias favors parallel alignment, while positive
bias favors antiparallel alignment
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electrons is given by s (lowercase) and must be treated quantum mechanically
(the spin operator ~
s is written with a tilde and the expectation values are written
without a tilde). For simplicity, we assume that the electron transmission and
reflection coefficients exhibit complete spin asymmetry: electrons with spin
parallel to Si (i = 1, 2) are completely transmitted, while electrons with spin
antiparallel to Si are completely reflected. In real systems where complete spin
asymmetry is not achieved, the final result is reduced by a spin-transfer efficiency parameter (  1), which includes the effects of incident spin polarization
and scattering efficiency.
We first consider the case where electrons flow from the reference layer (F1)
to the free layer (F2) (i.e., negative bias). The spin of the electrons transmitted
from the reference layer is aligned with the þz0 direction: init ¼ j"iz0 , where
the subscript z0 indicates the quantization axis. When the electrons encounter the free layer, the electron transmission and reflection must be
calculated using the S2 direction (i.e., z-axis) as the quantization axis:
init ¼ j"iz0 ¼ cosð=2Þj"iz þ sinð=2Þj#iz (see Equations 5.26 and 5.27 with
 = 08). For perfect spin asymmetry of the transmission and reflection
coefficients, the first term is fully transmitted and the second term is fully
reflected: T ¼ cosð=2Þj"iz and R ¼ sinð=2Þj#iz . The expectation values
jþ~
sz k^ ¼ s~x0 ^i 0 þ ~sy0 ^j 0 þ s~0z k^0 for these states
for the spin operator s~ ¼ ~
sx ^
iþ~
sy ^
are given by
h

h

h
sj"iz0 ¼ k^0 ¼ ðcos Þk^ þ ðsin Þ^i
sinit ¼ z0 h"j~
2
2
2

(5:5)

h
sT ¼ z h"j cosð=2Þ ~
s cosð=2Þj"iz ¼ ðcos2 ð=2ÞÞk^
2

(5:6)

h
sR ¼ z h#j sinð=2Þ ~s sinð=2Þj#iz ¼  ðsin2 ð=2ÞÞk^
2

(5:7)

^
The final spin is sfinal = sT þ sR = h2 ðcos2 ð=2Þ  sin2 ð=2ÞÞk^ = h2 ðcos Þk,
h
and the change in spin is thus s = sfinal–sinit =  2 ðsin Þ^i. We note that this
difference is due to the presence of cross terms, hR j~sjT i and hT j~sjR i, in the
initial state expectation value (if one calculates in the xyz frame). Because the
total angular momentum (s þ S2) must be conserved during this process, s þ
S2 = 0, or equivalently S2 = – s = þ h2 ðsin Þ^i. This is the angular
momentum change of F2 per incident electron, assuming perfect spin-transfer
efficiency (=1). The analysis is summarized by the vector diagrams in the lower
part of Fig. 5.13. A first conclusion is that under negative bias, the spin torque on
S2 will cause the free layer magnetization to align parallel with the fixed reference
layer magnetization. A second conclusion is that the spin torque is maximized for
2
 = 908. When there is a current of electrons, the spin torque on F2 is N2 ¼ dS
dt ¼
 
(# electrons per unit time)(S2 per electron) ¼ jIj h ðsin Þi^ where I is the
e

2
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current, e is the magnitude of electron charge, and  is the spin-transfer efficiency
(which depends on the incident spin polarization, scattering efficiency, etc.) If
one defines ^
s1 and s^2 as unit vectors along S1 and S2, then the spin torque on F2
 
can be written as N2 =  jIje h2 ^
s2  ð^
s2  s^1 Þ.
We next consider the case where electrons flow from the free layer to the
reference layer (i.e., positive bias). The analysis is similar to the previous case
with one important difference. With electrons flowing toward the fixed reference layer, the spin of reflected electrons will point along the –z direction (under
our assumption of perfect spin asymmetry). We take this as the initial spin:
init ¼ j#iz0 . These reflected electrons will subsequently interact with the free
layer. The analysis follows as before, but the opposite sign of sinit leads to an
opposite sign for the spin torque. The situation is summarized by the vector
diagrams in the lower part of Fig. 5.13. Thus, under positive bias, the spin
torque on S2 will cause the free layer magnetization to align antiparallel with
the fixed reference layer magnetization. In this case, the spin torque on F2 is
 
N2 = jIje h2 ^
s2  ð^
s2  s^1 Þ. Combining the expressions for positive and negaI h
2
tive bias, the spin torque is N2 = dS
s2  ðs^2  s^1 Þ, where the sign of I
dt ¼ e 2 ^
indicates the bias.
The key result of the spin torque analysis is simply that positive bias favors
antiparallel alignment and negative bias favors parallel alignment. In the next
section, we will consider the role of magnetization dynamics, where it is customary to discuss the ferromagnetic layers in terms of their magnetizations M1
and M2 instead of S1 and S2: M1 ¼ gB S1 =
hV1 , M2 ¼ gB S2 =hV2 , where V1
and V2 are the volumes of the layers. (More properly, we should also include the
orbital magnetic moment as well.) Although it is usually cumbersome to keep
track of the negative sign between M and S, the key result for spin torque is the
same for the Ms: positive bias favors antiparallel magnetization alignment and
negative bias favors parallel magnetization alignment of M1 and M2 (assuming
the same sign for the g-factors).

5.2.3.2 Excitation of Precessional Dynamics
As mentioned earlier, it was found that the spin torque could excite the precessional magnetization dynamics [76, 78]. With precession frequencies in the
microwave regime, this potentially enables new types of microwave sources
and detectors. To understand how this occurs, we first need to understand
standard magnetization dynamics, which is governed by the Landau–Lifshitz–
Gilbert (LLG) equation. In general, the dynamics of the magnetization M is
described by the LLG equation as


dM

dM
M
¼  M  Htot þ
dt
MS
dt

(5:8)
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where  is the gyromagnetic ratio,  is the Gilbert damping parameter, MS is the
magnitude of M, and Htot is the total magnetic field which includes the external
field and internal fields (these include the demagnetization and anisotropy
fields). For magnetic films, the demagnetization field is perpendicular to the
film and has a value of 4p M? , but for simplicity we shall ignore the internal
fields and take Htot = H. An equivalent second form of the LLG equation is
dM
0 
¼  0 M  Htot 
M  ðM  Htot Þ
dt
MS

(5:9)

where  0 = /(1 þ 2). Typically  << 1, so that  0 . The first term describes
the precessional motion, while the second term describes the damping.
To gain intuition about the LLG equation, one should consider a situation in
which a large magnetic field H is turned on instantaneously in a direction
perpendicular to M, as shown in Fig. 5.14. In order to lower the Zeeman energy
(EZeeman ¼ M  H), the magnetization will want to align with H. However, M
will not follow a direct path. Instead, it follows a spiraling path that eventually
ends up aligning with H (Fig. 5.14). This motion can be understood by looking at
the vectorial directions of the two terms on the right-hand side of the LLG
equation. The precession term  0 M  H is always perpendicular to M and H
so the resulting dynamics is a circular precession. The damping
0 
term  M
M  ðM  HÞ generates a short vector that points toward H, which
S
is responsible for the spiraling behavior and the ultimate alignment of M with H.
We now discuss the impact of spin torque on the LLG equation. The interplay of spin torque and precessional dynamics can be investigated by adding the
spin torque term to the LLG equation for the free layer magnetization M2:
dM2
0 
¼   0 M2  Htot 
M2  ðM2  Htot Þ
dt
j M2 j
 
g2 B J g1
^ 2  ðm
^2  m
^ 1Þ
m
þ
2ed2
j g1 j
H

H

H

H

−

γ 'α
M × (M × H)
MS

M

M
M

M

− γ 'M × H
t=0

(5:10)
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Fig. 5.14 Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert magnetization dynamics
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where g1 and g2 are the g-factors of the two FM layers, d2 is the thickness of F2, J
M1
M2
^ 2 ¼ jM
^ 1 ¼ jM
and m
.
is the current density, and m
1j
2j
We consider a situation in which M1 (fixed layer) and H lie along the z-axis.
In this case, the last two terms—the damping and spin torque terms—have the
same functional form. Thus, if the current density J is positive (i.e., positive
bias), then the spin torque can counteract the effects of damping and pull M2
away from the z-axis. Figure 5.15 shows the situation where the damping and
spin torque cancel to yield a steady-state precession of the magnetization. This
accounts for the steady precession in an applied magnetic field. When one
includes the internal fields (anisotropy and demagnetization fields) the motion
is more complex, but the general idea still holds.
In zero magnetic field, the spin torque just generates a magnetization switching. However, the magnetization does not follow a direct path, as suggested in
Fig. 5.12. Due to the presence of internal anisotropy fields and demagnetization
fields (4p M? for thin films), even in zero external field the magnetization
switching follows a spiral path instead of a direct path [33].
Further studies on spin torque have addressed the roles of magnetic domain
structure and time-resolved dynamics [79, 80]. Phase-locked coupled oscillations driven by spin torque have also been observed [81, 82]. Spin torque is now
a rather widespread phenomenon observed in a variety of contexts. In addition
to metallic magnetic multilayers, spin torque has been observed in MTJs
[83, 84], FM nanowires [85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90], and lateral spin valves with
non-local spin injection [91].

5.2.4 Applications
Magnetic multilayer devices have become very important for information
storage technologies. In order to understand the use of magnetic multilayers
and MTJs for storage applications, it is important to understand the phenomenon of exchange bias, discovered in 1956 [92, 93]. We consider the magnetic
properties of a ferromagnet/antiferromagnet bilayer, shown in Fig. 5.16. An
antiferromagnet is a material with magnetic ordering, but with a net magnetization of zero. The antiferromagnet shown in Fig. 5.16 consists of magnetic
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Fig. 5.16 The exchange bias effect in ferromagnet/antiferromagnet bilayers with exchange
field on the ferromagnetic layer, Hex , originating from the interface

moments which alternate direction with each atomic plane. Because the magnetization is zero, the antiferromagnet is relatively insensitive to an applied
magnetic field. Technically speaking, there is some response to magnetic fields
since the moments are able to tilt laterally, but we will ignore such effects for this
discussion. The topmost atomic layer of the antiferromagnet provides an
exchange coupling which biases the magnetic switching properties of the adjacent FM layer. Usually the interfacial energy prefers that the magnetic moments
at the FM/AF interface are antiparallel, so the topmost AF layer can be
modeled as providing an internal ‘‘exchange field’’ Hex on the FM layer pointing
to the right. The presence of this additional field causes the magnetic hysteresis
loop of the FM layer to shift to the left, as shown in Fig. 5.16, and this
phenomenon is known as exchange bias. The key point is that in the operating
magnetic field range of this device, the FM magnetization is always positive (to
the right). Thus, the effect of the AF layer is to ‘‘pin’’ the FM layer to always
point to the right. This could be used, for example, to pin the reference layer in
the spin torque structures discussed in the previous section. We note that this
discussion of exchange bias is highly simplified and more detailed discussions
are available in recent review articles [94, 95].

5.2.4.1 Magnetic Hard Drives
The GMR effect has been utilized as magnetic field sensors in the read heads of
magnetic hard disk drives (Fig. 5.17). Within 10 years of the initial discovery of
GMR, the first GMR hard drives were developed [42]. GMR is largely responsible for the great increases in hard drive capacity from the late 1990s to the
present. This has played an important role in the emergence of the Internet and
digital video. The GMR technology has become the dominant technology for
hard drives, and a natural evolution is to take advantage of the high TMR
values in MTJs.
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Fig. 5.17 Key elements of a
magnetic hard drive
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Magnetic hard drives store information on a magnetic disk, which spins at
high speed. Each data bit corresponds to the magnetization of one region of the
disk, and the data are written using a small electromagnet that produces a
magnetic field larger than the coercivity of the magnetic material on the disk.
Once written, these magnetic regions produce ‘‘fringing’’ magnetic fields. The
reading process involves detecting the direction of these fringing magnetic
fields. While many elements are needed for a complete disk drive system
(e.g., control system, lubrication, etc.), our discussion completely centers on
the magnetic field sensor of the read head, which has proven to be one of the
most important elements for high-density storage.
For the read head, the GMR effect is used as a magnetic field sensor. The
basic metallic multilayer structure is shown in Fig. 5.18. The top three layers are
a FM/NM/FM trilayer which exhibits MR due to the GMR effect. An antiferromagnetic layer is adjacent to the bottom FM layer. Through the exchange
bias effect the bottom FM layer is pinned to always point to the right. For a
sensitive magnetic field sensor, a material having a low coercivity is chosen for
the top FM layer (‘‘free layer’’). This ensures that the magnetization direction
will track the applied magnetic field. A typical candidate for the free layer is
permalloy (Ni81Fe19), which has a very low coercivity of about 1 Oersted
(similar to the Earth’s magnetic field). When the magnetic field points to the
right, the top FM layer magnetization will point to the right as well, resulting in
a low resistance due to the parallel magnetization alignment of the two FM
layers. When the magnetic field points to the left, the top FM layer magnetization will also point to the left, resulting in an antiparallel magnetization alignment and a high resistance.
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5.2.4.2 Magnetic Random Access Memory (MRAM)
MTJs are being utilized for non-volatile solid-state memory known as magnetic
random access memory (MRAM) [96, 97, 98, 99]. While it is still unclear
whether MRAM will become a dominant technology for non-volatile memory,
two key advantages are the high speed and durability. The write speed is limited
by magnetization precession dynamics, and write times of a few ns have been
demonstrated (compared to ms writing times for Flash). The durability comes
from the fact that changing memory states does not require high voltages and
does not involve the motion of atoms.
MRAM is based on an array of MTJs as shown in Fig. 5.19. Each MTJ
stores one bit of data, and the data are addressed by a unique pair of electrodes
(bit line, word line). Of the two FM layers in the MTJ, the bottom FM layer in
Fig. 5.19 is adjacent to an antiferromagnetic layer and is pinned to always point
to the right. The top FM electrode is free to switch. The magnetization of this
layer is what stores the data. For concreteness, we say that the logical ‘‘0’’
corresponds to the free layer magnetization pointing to the right, while logical
‘‘1’’ corresponds to the free layer magnetization pointing to the left.
Reading a bit is performed by measuring the resistance. Due to the TMR
effect, the ‘‘0’’ state will have a low resistance and the ‘‘1’’ state will have a high
resistance. Writing the bit is more difficult. Commercial MRAM chips perform
the writing by using localized magnetic fields, while the next generation technology is expected to use spin torque to write the data.
The first method to write an MRAM bit is to use localized magnetic field
pulses generated by current pulses in a ‘‘half-select’’ approach. To address a
particular bit, one must choose a particular horizontal wire and vertical wire as
shown in Fig. 5.20. Along each of these two wires, a current pulse is applied to
generate a magnetic field along the wire (via Biot–Savart law). The value of this

“0”

“1”
Free FM layer (stores data)
Tunnel barrier
Pinned FM layer
Antiferromagnet

Low resistance

High resistance

Fig. 5.19 MRAM array based on MTJ memory elements
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Fig. 5.20 Half-select approach to writing bits in MRAM

magnetic field is critical. A serious problem is encountered if the magnetic field
from a single wire is larger than the coercivity. All the bits along the wire will
switch—a horrible result. Therefore the magnetic field must be less than the
coercivity of a magnetic bit, so that the bits along the wire are not switched. At
the intersection of two wires the magnetic field is the sum of the fields generated
by each wire. This allows the bit at the intersection to be switched without
affecting other bits. Because each wire only provides half of the required field
for switching, this method is called ‘‘half-select.’’
In this half-select approach, a ‘‘0’’ is written by applying current pulses to
generate a magnetic field in the ‘‘right’’ direction, as shown in Fig. 5.19, and a
‘‘1’’ is written by applying current pulses in the opposite direction. While this
method is straightforward, the selectivity is not good enough. Due to the
difficulty in confining the localized magnetic fields, neighboring bits can be
accidentally switched. Furthermore, this crosstalk problem becomes worse if
the bit density is increased by bringing the MTJs closer together. A clever
solution to this problem is ‘‘toggle-MRAM,’’ which is used in commercial
MRAM today [97]. The basic idea is that the free FM layer is replaced by an
antiferromagnetically coupled FM/NM/FM metallic trilayer. The ‘‘0’’ and ‘‘1’’
states are shown in Fig. 5.21. High or low resistance values are obtained because
the TMR effect is sensitive only to the FM layers adjacent to the tunnel barrier.
In this scheme, a current pulse induces a canting of the FM layers of the AFcoupled trilayer and causes magnetizations to flip. If the initial state is ‘‘0,’’ then
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a current pulse will switch it to ‘‘1.’’ If the initial state is ‘‘1,’’ then the current
pulse will switch it to ‘‘0.’’ This toggling action of the current pulse means that to
write a bit, one must first read the bit and then send a current pulse only if
necessary. While this writing scheme is more complicated, the big advantage of
toggle-MRAM is that the sensitivity of the AF-coupled trilayer to stray magnetic fields drops rapidly with distance. This dramatically suppresses the crosstalk problems mentioned earlier and has made it possible to commercialize
MRAM.
An alternative method for writing MRAM bits is spin torque. By applying a
large enough current density, the ‘‘0’’ and ‘‘1’’ states can be written using the
proper polarity of the current. Because spin torque switching has been observed
in MTJs, this method is viable for MRAM [83, 84]. The main advantage is the
suppression of crosstalk because the switching mechanism is confined to the bit
that is being addressed. However, a number of technical challenges need to be
addressed, such as reducing the critical current density for switching and
developing MTJs that combine high TMR with low resistance-area product.
Nonetheless, the use of spin torque provides a promising avenue to increase the
MRAM bit density.

5.3 Semiconductor Spintronics
Semiconductors form the backbone of electronics and computing as a result of
their highly tunable transport properties. By changing the impurity doping
level, the carrier density can be tuned over several orders of magnitude, and
the charge of the carriers can be either negative (electrons) or positive (holes). In
addition, electrostatic gates can significantly adjust the carrier density in real
time. These properties are utilized in bipolar junction transistors and field effect
transistors which are used to amplify analog signals or perform digital logic
operations. Semiconductor heterostructures routinely employ bandgap engineering (using the dependence of bandgap on composition or strain) to tailor
the potential energy landscape experienced by the carriers. Finally, some semiconductors have excellent optoelectronic properties for generating or detecting
light.
Due to such capabilities of semiconductors, there has been great interest in
coupling to the spin degree of freedom. Progress has been made in a number of
areas. Incorporating ferromagnetism into a semiconductor via dilute magnetic
doping has yielded new, tunable magnetic behavior [100, 101, 102, 103]. Optical
studies have demonstrated extremely long spin coherence times [31], opening up
new possibilities for quantum information processing in the solid state. Finally,
the generation of spin polarization in semiconductors from ferromagnets has
been achieved using spin injection [104, 105] and spin reflection [106, 107].
These establish building blocks for lateral semiconductor spin devices, which
are discussed more in Section 5.4.
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5.3.1 Ferromagnetic Semiconductors
A dilute magnetic semiconductor (DMS) is a semiconductor alloy in which a
small concentration of magnetic ions (typically less than 10%) is introduced
into a non-magnetic semiconductor material [100]. Ferromagnetism was first
demonstrated in the III–V DMS (In,Mn)As [108] and (Ga,Mn)As [109]. These
systems exhibit ferromagnetism only at temperatures below 200 K. Before any
technological applications can be realized, an increase in the ferromagnetic
ordering temperature (TC) is necessary. To this end, there are many efforts to
explore ferromagnetism in other DMS systems, including (but not limited to)
magnetically doped Ge [110, 111] and magnetically doped ZnO and GaN [112].
However, because the III–V DMSs are currently the most well-studied and
characterized ferromagnetic semiconductors, we will limit our discussion to
these systems.
(Ga,Mn)As is synthesized by low temperature (100–3008C) MBE with a Mn
concentration typically between 0 and 10% for a homogeneous alloy [100]. At
high Mn concentration and/or high growth temperature, secondary phases such
as ferromagnetic MnAs or GaMn clusters begin to form. For homogeneous
alloys, the magnetic ordering temperature (TC) depends on Mn concentration
and on the growth procedures. As grown, TC is typically below 100 K but can
increase to 150 K upon low-temperature annealing [113, 114].
The origin of ferromagnetism in semiconductors is a topic of active interest.
Similar to the RKKY coupling discussed earlier, two Mn magnetic moments
can be coupled indirectly through a free carrier—in this case a hole. The
important role of holes in mediating the magnetic coupling between spatially
separated Mn moments was first seen experimentally through two different
observations: (1) the correlation of TC with the hole concentration in
(Ga,Mn)As [115] and (2) the photoinduced ferromagnetism in (In,Mn)As
[103]. Because the spacing between Mn atoms is shorter than the Fermi wavelength (due to low hole density compared to metals), the oscillations in the
RKKY coupling are not realized and the earlier Zener model [116] is sufficient.
Dietl et al. applied the Zener model and calculated several properties of
(Ga,Mn)As including TC, magnetic anisotropy, and magnetic circular dichroism [117, 118]. In addition, this model predicted high TC in magnetically doped
GaN and ZnO, which stimulated a large search for high-TC ferromagnetism in
DMS. In a heuristic description of this model, the holes are coupled antiferromagnetically to the Mn. When two Mn moments interact with the same hole,
the Mn moments will both prefer to align antiparallel to the hole’s moment, so
they will prefer to align parallel with each other. Thus, the lowest energy is
achieved when all the Mn moments are parallel with each other and antiparallel
with the holes, as shown in Fig. 5.22.
Further studies have identified some important factors for ferromagnetism
in (Ga,Mn)As. Studies of low-temperature annealing found that TC is increased
substantially (150 K) when the sample is annealed near the growth
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Fig. 5.22 Carrier-mediated ferromagnetism in dilute magnetic semiconductors. Interactions
between localized Mn moments and extended hole wavefunctions lead to parallel alignment
of Mn

temperature (100–3008C) for up to several hours [113, 114]. Rutherford backscattering measurements find that this TC enhancement occurs because Mn
moves from an interstitial site to a Ga-site [119]. This implies that Mn on Gasites is actively participating in the ferromagnetism, while interstitial Mn does
not. To understand the role of interstitial Mn, theoretical studies have been
performed [120]. Optical magnetic circular dichroism studies also find a coupling between the Mn moments and the valence band edge spectra (i.e., holes)
[121]. Recent optical spectroscopy measurements have identified the formation
of a Mn impurity band, which may play a very important role in the formation
of ferromagnetic ordering [122]. Alternative methods for introducing Mn
includes delta-doping, which in some cases has led to high TC (170 K)
[123, 124].
While the carrier-mediated ferromagnetism is still not completely understood, some interesting devices have already been realized. Specifically, the
electric field control of ferromagnetism was first demonstrated in (In,Mn)As
[101]. Using a field effect transistor structure shown in Fig. 5.23a, the ferromagnetism was turned on and off reversibly by applying a gate voltage. This can
be understood through Fig. 5.23b. The effect of the gate voltage is to change the
hole concentration at fixed temperature (dashed arrow), which in turn increases
the TC. This allows the system to reversibly change from a disordered state
(paramagnetic) to an ordered state (ferromagnetic), and vice versa, by controlling the gate voltage. This effect has been observed in (In,Mn)As (20 K) [101],
(Ga,Mn)As (60 K) [125], II–VI DMS (< 10 K) [102], and Mn delta-doping in
GaAs (110 K) [126]. Tunable ferromagnetism may become useful for applications if the operating temperatures are increased.

5.3.2 Optical Studies of Spin Coherence
Ultrafast optical techniques for investigating electron spin dynamics in semiconductors were developed in the 1990s [127]. This effort led to the discovery of
long spin coherence times in semiconductors (150 ns in GaAs [31]) and the
ability to transport spin over macroscopic distances (100 mm) [128]. These
techniques also enabled studies on the manipulation of spin by a variety of
means including spin–orbit effects [129], g-factor engineering [130], optical
fields [131], and ferromagnets [106, 107].
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Fig. 5.23 Electric field control of carrier-mediated
ferromagnetism
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The primary techniques for measuring spin dynamics in semiconductors are
time-resolved Faraday rotation (TRFR) and time-resolved Kerr rotation
(TRKR), where the former is a transmission measurement while the latter is a
reflection measurement. In the Faraday (Kerr) effect, a linearly polarized
optical beam is transmitted through (reflected from) a spin population, causing
the polarization axis to rotate by an angle proportional to the spin-polarization
component along the beam path.
The TRFR measurement of spin dynamics in a direct gap semiconductor
such as GaAs relies on short (150 fs) pulses generated from a Ti:sapphire laser.
The pulses are generated at a high repetition rate (76 MHz) but for the moment
let us consider just a single pulse. The beamsplitter (BS) in Fig. 5.24b splits this
pulse into two separate pulses. One pulse acts as a ‘‘pump’’ while the other acts
as a ‘‘probe.’’ The TRFR measurement sequence is shown in Fig. 5.24a. The
pump pulse is circularly polarized and arrives at the GaAs sample first. The
wavelength of this pulse is tuned to the bandgap of GaAs and the absorption of
circularly polarized light leads to the generation of spin-polarized electrons with
spin oriented perpendicular to the sample [132]. After a time delay t, a linearly
polarized probe pulse arrives at the GaAs sample to measure the spin polarization via Faraday rotation (i.e., rotation of polarization axis). The rotation angle
(F) is proportional to the component of spin polarization along the beam path
(Sx). The spin dynamics are obtained by performing this measurement for
different values of t (t is usually stepped through a range of values).
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Fig. 5.24 (a) A filmstrip of time-resolved Faraday rotation: a circularly polarized pump
pulse generates spin in the semiconductor, and a time-delayed, linearly polarized probe
pulse measures the spin after a time t. (b) Adjustment of the time delay (t) by a
mechanical delay line. (c) Decay of spin polarization in zero magnetic field as a function
of t

An interesting part of this measurement is that the time delay t is controlled
by a mechanical delay line (DL). Because the speed of light is c = 3.0  108 m/s,
moving the mirrors in the DL by a distance of 1 mm changes t by 2 
1 mm/c = 6.7 ps. Thus, by rather modest position control of the DL, very
good temporal resolution can be achieved (ultimately limited by the duration
of the laser pulse). To measure the dynamics of the spin excited by the pump
beam, the DL is stepped through a range of positions corresponding to a range
of t values and the Faraday rotation is collected at each position. Figure 5.24c
shows data of Faraday rotation vs. t, for spin excitation and decay in zero
magnetic field.
In practice, the measurement is usually not based on a single pulse, but a
train of pulses repeated at 13 ns interval (76 MHz). The measured signal is
therefore the result of 76 million experiments per second, leading to a high
signal-to-noise ratio. If the spin lifetime is shorter than 13 ns, then the spin
excitations are independent and the measured signal represents the average
dynamics from a single excitation. On the other hand, if the spin lifetime exceeds
13 ns, subsequent pulses interfere and the more complex behavior of resonant
spin amplification is observed [31].
To investigate the dephasing of the photoexcited spin population, the same
measurement is performed with a magnetic field applied along the z-axis in
Fig. 5.24a. As we will show, the spins will precess about the magnetic field
(similar to the magnetization precession discussed in Section 5.2.3). The magnetic field defines the quantization axis for the spin. Quantum mechanically, the
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initial spin along the x-axis is equal to a superposition of the spin-up and spinj"i þj#i
down states along the z-axis: j"ix ¼ zpﬃﬃ2 z (see Equation 5.28). In the presence
of a magnetic field, the energy levels of the spin states will split according to the
Zeeman effect: E= E"–E# = gBH, where g is the g-factor, B is the Bohr
magneton, and H is the magnetic field along the z-axis. From the Schrödinger
equation, the time evolution of a quantum eigenstate is known to be
ðtÞ ¼ expðiE t=
hÞð0Þ. Taking the initial state of the spins as
"i þ #i
ð0Þ ¼ j"ix ¼ j zpﬃﬃ2j z , the Schrödinger time evolution yields
ðtÞ ¼

expðiE" t=
hÞj"iz þ expðiE# t=hÞj#iz
pﬃﬃﬃ
2

hÞ
¼ expðiE" t=

j"iz þ expðiEt=hÞj#iz
pﬃﬃﬃ
2

hÞ
¼ expðiE" t=

j"iz þ expðigB Ht=hÞj#iz
pﬃﬃﬃ
2

(5:11)

Due to the energy splitting of the states, a relative phase accumulates
between the two states leading to a quantum beating of the states. The physical
interpretation of this beating is obtained by calculating the expectation value of
the spin operator (see Equation 5.27 with  ¼ 90 ;  ¼ gB Ht=h):
Sx ðtÞ ¼ S~x ¼

ðtÞ

S~þ þ S~
ðtÞ
2



h
gB Ht
¼ cos
2
h

(5:12)

Sy ðtÞ ¼ S~y ¼

S~þ  S~
ðtÞ
ðtÞ
2i



h
gB Ht
¼ sin
2
h

(5:13)

Sz ðtÞ ¼ S~z ¼ hðtÞjS~z jðtÞi ¼ 0

(5:14)

The expectation value of spin is a vector which precesses about the z-axis
with frequency !L ¼ gB H=
h:
Experimental measurement of the spin dynamics in a transverse magnetic
field indeed shows oscillations in Sx (Fig. 5.25) [31]. In addition, the amplitude
exhibits an exponential decay which is associated with dephasing and decoherence of the spin population. The data are fit by the curve:




t
gB Ht
Sx ðtÞ ¼ S0 exp 
cos
T2
h

(5:15)

where T2* is the transverse spin lifetime. This provides a lower bound on the
spin coherence time, which represents the loss of fidelity of the quantum spin
state.
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Fig. 5.25 (Left) Ultrafast optical measurement of electron spin precession in GaAs for
different levels of n-type doping concentrations. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [31].
Copyright 1998 by the American Physical Society. (Right) A schematic time sequence to
achieve the pure spin excitation needed for long spin lifetimes

Experiments performed on bulk n-type GaAs wafers produced surprising
results. The transverse spin lifetime exhibited strong dependence on bulk
doping density, with an optimal doping in the 1016 cm–3 range. Near this
excitation density, the transverse spin lifetime was found to be as high as
100 ns at 5 K. The doping dependence of spin lifetime is understood as
follows. For undoped samples, the spin lifetime is limited by the exciton
recombination time because when all electrons finish recombining with
holes, there are no carriers left. Without carriers, there can be no spin
polarization. For doped systems, electrons are present in equilibrium. Therefore, spin excitations can persist even after electron–hole recombination has
been completed. For low doping (1016 cm–3), this leads to a very long spin
lifetime. As shown schematically in Fig. 5.25, circularly polarized light
generates a population of spin-polarized excitons. The spin polarization of
photoexcited carriers is actually 50% due to optical selection rules [132], but
drawn as 100% for simplicity. This is followed by rapid depolarization of
the hole spins. The subsequent electron–hole recombination leaves a spin
polarization in the conduction band while the valence band is absent of
holes. Now there is a spin excitation without charge excitation, so the spin
lifetime is limited only by spin-dependent interactions. At higher doping, the
spin lifetime is reduced due to spin–orbit coupling, which is discussed below.
This type of long spin lifetime has been observed at room temperature in
II–VI quantum wells [32], GaN [133], and ZnO [33].
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5.3.2.1 Role of Spin–Orbit Coupling
The role of spin–orbit coupling is extremely important for spins in semiconductors, providing both desirable and undesirable properties. For one, the spin
lifetime in bulk semiconductors is limited by the spin–orbit coupling, so lower
spin–orbit coupling is desired. On the other hand, spin–orbit coupling is needed
to optically generate and detect spins. Furthermore, spin–orbit coupling could
be used to generate or manipulate spins. We will discuss the physical idea of
spin–orbit coupling and some of its effects on spin.
Spin–orbit coupling is a relativistic effect that arises when you consider the
same situation from two different reference frames. In the lab frame (Fig. 5.26,
left), consider an electron flying past a positively charged nucleus at rest. The
nucleus creates an electric field but no magnetic field (hence no coupling to spin)
because it is not moving. On the other hand, in the electron’s frame (Fig. 5.26,
right) the nucleus is moving. This motion of positive charge generates a current
which produces a magnetic field by the usual Biot–Savart law. This field, which
we denote HSO, interacts with the spin’s magnetic moment (m) via a standard
Zeeman energy term (EZeeman ¼ m  HSO ). Because of its relativistic origin, the
internal magnetic field HSO increases with the velocity of the electron.
More generally, when an electric field E is present in the lab frame, an
internal magnetic field HSO is generated in the electron’s reference frame. The
form of this field is known as the Rashba spin–orbit coupling and is described
by HSO  E  k, where k is the wavevector (i.e., momentum) of the electron
[134]. In a zinc-blende solid, which does not possess inversion symmetry, there is
another type of internal spin–orbit field known as the Dresselhaus spin–orbit
field. Based on a symmetry
it is foundthat the form of this internal
 analysis,
 2

2
2 ^
field is HSO  kx k  k i þ ky k  k2 ^j þ kz k2  k2 k^ [132, 135]. A key
y

z

z

x

x

y

feature apparent in both types of spin–orbit coupling is that the effective field
HSO depends on the momentum of the electron. Given a population of spinpolarized electrons, there is a distribution of momenta and therefore a distribution of HSO. Thus each electron will experience precession along a different
internal field axis, causing the net spin polarization of the population to decay.
This dephasing mechanism is known as Elliot–Yafet when the spin–orbit
coupling originates from impurities and Dyakonov–Perel when the spin–orbit
coupling is generated intrinsically from the ideal band structure of the
material [132].
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In the experiment shown in Fig. 5.25, spin lifetime decreases with increased
doping (above 1016 cm–3) due to the spin–orbit coupling. At higher doping
levels, more of the conduction band is filled and the wavevectors of the electrons
get bigger. This leads to stronger spin–orbit effects, and consequently an
increased dephasing rate and shorter spin lifetimes.
Although the dephasing introduced by spin–orbit coupling is not desired, an
attractive aspect of spin–orbit coupling is that it could be used to manipulate
spins. If a population of spins is moving with some average drift velocity, there is
a non-zero average wavevector hki. Considering the Rashba coupling, this
generates a non-zero average internal field hHSO i  E  hki when an electric
field is present. The Zeeman splitting and spin precession resulting from this
internal field is known as the ‘‘Rashba effect’’ [134]. In 1990, Datta and Das
proposed a spin transistor based on the Rashba effect [136]. The Datta–Das spin
transistor consists of ferromagnetic source and drain electrodes which inject and
detect spin in a two-dimensional electron gas (2 DEG) channel (Fig. 5.27). This
idea is similar to the spin valves discussed earlier. The main difference, however,
is the presence of an electrostatic gate which can generate an electric field
perpendicular to the 2 DEG (E along the z-axis). As the electrons flow from
the source to the drain (hki along the x-axis), the Rashba effect generates an
average internal field hHSO ioriented along the y-axis. Because the spin orientation is perpendicular to hHSO i, it will experience a precession about the y-axis,
with a frequency that depends on the electric field controlled by the gate voltage
as !L ¼ gB jhHSO ij=
h  gB jhkijjEj=h. When the spins reach the drain electrode, the relative orientation of the spin with the drain magnetization will
determine the source–drain current, with maximum current for parallel and
minimum current for antiparallel alignment. Because the final orientation of
the spin depends on the precession frequency, which in turn depends on the gate
voltage, the dependence of source–drain current on the gate voltage should look
something like the curve shown in Fig. 5.27. Interesting aspects of this device are
that small changes in gate voltage could lead to sharp changes in source–drain
current, and a negative differential transconductance can be achieved.
The proposal of the Datta–Das spin transistor provided motivation to
develop semiconductor spintronic devices and was far ahead of its time. At
present, this type of spin transistor has yet to be realized, and it has taken
many years to demonstrate the basic building blocks required for this device.
The process of spin injection into a semiconductor was not convincingly

Fig. 5.27 (Left) Schematic
drawing of the Datta-Das
spin transistor. (Right) The
oscillatory behavior of
source-drain current with
gate voltage due to spin
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demonstrated until 1999 [104, 105] and is discussed further in the next section.
The Rashba effect was observed through optical experiments in 2004 [129] and
is described next. Finally, all-electrical injection and detection of spin in semiconductors was achieved only recently [37, 38]. With these various ingredients
coming together, there is a chance to develop novel lateral spin transport
devices, which will be the topic of Section 5.4.
Returning to the Rashba effect, an ultrafast optical measurement provided
the first direct demonstration of this effect [129]. Instead of using ferromagnets
to inject and detect the spin, this experiment used optical pulses to inject spin
(circularly polarized pump) and to detect spin (Faraday rotation of linearly
polarized probe). In this experiment, a lateral bias was applied to a GaAs film,
while the pump and probe spots were located at different points of the film, as
shown in Fig. 5.28. Instead of utilizing an electric field normal to the plane of
the film, a strain gradient was applied. This was achieved by two methods:
(1) using the natural bend of a free-standing GaAs membrane and (2) employing strained InGaAs films on GaAs substrates. The resulting strain effectively
changes the bandgap, so a strain gradient along the z-direction produces a
potential energy gradient (rV) for the conduction electrons along the z-direction. This potential energy gradient (rV) plays the role of the electric field and
produces an internal magnetic field given by hHSO i  rV  hki. We note that
the standard relations among the electric field (E), electrical potential (), and
potential energy (V) for electrons are: E ¼ r, V ¼ ðeÞ, E ¼ ð1=eÞrV.
With electron flow, hki, along the x-axis, the internal field is along the y-axis
(Fig. 5.25). A circularly polarized pump pulse generates spin polarization along
the z-axis. As the spins are dragged laterally along the x-axis, they precess about
the internal field hHSO i, as shown in Fig. 5.28. A linearly polarized probe pulse
then detects the z-component of spin polarization. By scanning the probe
position to measure the spin polarization as a function of position and time,
the spin precession due to the Rashba effect was clearly observed. We note that
a similar spin-orbit-induced spin precession was achieved by applying a uniaxial
stress to GaAs [137].
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Fig. 5.28 Optical measurement of the Rashba effect in n-GaAs produced by strain gradients
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5.3.3 Ferromagnet/Semiconductor Structures: Spin Injection
and Accumulation
5.3.3.1 Spin Injection: The Spin-LED
The basic process of injecting spin-polarized electrons from a ferromagnet into
a non-magnetic semiconductor proved to be a major challenge. While currentperpendicular-to-the-plane (CPP) GMR studies clearly demonstrated spin
injection from a ferromagnet into a non-magnetic metal in all-metal structures
[62], a clear demonstration of spin injection into semiconductors proved to be
much more difficult. In hindsight, the main difficulty was the conductivity
mismatch between the metallic ferromagnet and the semiconductor, which
was not well appreciated until after spin injection was achieved in all-semiconductor structures.
Spin-dependent light-emitting diode (spin-LED) experiments provided the
first definitive demonstration of electrical spin injection into semiconductors.
Instead of using a ferromagnetic metal as the spin injector, these studies
utilized either a ferromagnetic semiconductor (GaMnAs) or a paramagnetic
semiconductor (BeMnZnSe) as the spin injector [104, 105]. An integrated
p–i–n LED structure provided a means for detecting the spin polarization
optically. Describing the (Ga,Mn)As experiment, a voltage bias is applied to
inject spin-polarized holes from the (Ga,Mn)As (p-type) into the GaAs
(intrinsic). These holes then recombine in an InGaAs quantum well with
unpolarized electrons from an n-type GaAs injector. As shown in Fig. 5.29,
the helicity of the emitted light depends on the spin polarization of the
injected spin-polarized holes. By measuring the circular polarization of the
emitted light as a function of magnetic field and temperature, it is found that
the light polarization exactly corresponds to the magnetization of the
(Ga,Mn)As layer. After performing the required control measurements, this
clearly demonstrated spin injection from the (Ga,Mn)As ferromagnetic layer
into the non-magnetic GaAs layer.
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Fig. 5.29 Dependence of the light helicity on the spin injection in a spin-LED
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Following the demonstration of electric spin injection in all-semiconductor
structures, Schmidt et al. [138] provided an explanation for the success of these
structures. In a model which assumes diffusive transport and Ohm’s law
(including ohmic contacts), the spin polarization of the injected carriers is
found to be ( N/ F)(lF/lN), where is the spin polarization of the ferromagnet, F and N are the conductivities of the ferromagnet and non-magnet,
respectively, and lF and lN are the spin-diffusion lengths of the ferromagnet
and non-magnet, respectively. The problem encountered for spin injection from
a ferromagnetic metal into a non-magnetic semiconductor is that the conductance ratio N/ F is very small, on the order of 0.001. Thus a ferromagnet with
 30% will generate a spin polarization of only about 0.03% in the semiconductor. The success of the all-semiconductor structures is due to the fact
that there is no serious conductivity mismatch. It is interesting to note that the
conductivity mismatch term is present in earlier work related to all-metal
structures, but was never emphasized because it was never a source of problems
in those structures [63].
Soon afterward, one solution to the conductivity mismatch problem was
provided by Rashba [139] and by Fert and Jaffres [140]. By introducing a
tunnel barrier between the ferromagnetic metal and the non-magnetic semiconductor, high spin injection efficiency can be achieved if the barrier’s
resistance is larger than the semiconductor’s. In some metal/semiconductor
systems, there exists a potential barrier on the semiconductor side of the
interface known as the Schottky barrier. Its height and width depend on
many factors including the work functions of the metal and semiconductor,
interface states, the bandgap of the semiconductor, and the doping type and
concentration. In Fe/GaAs, the presence of a Schottky barrier makes spin
injection from Fe into GaAs possible without introducing an oxide tunnel
barrier, as was demonstrated through spin-LED experiments [141, 142, 143].
It was later shown that using doping gradients to adjust the Schottky barrier
width could enhance the spin injection efficiency [144]. Finally, AlOx and
MgO tunnel barriers were introduced [145, 146], and the highest efficiency
for spin injection was achieved in Fe/MgO/GaAs structures where the tunneling across the MgO leads to enhanced spin polarization due to the 1 spinfiltering property discussed in Section 5.2.2.
5.3.3.2 Spin Extraction and Ferromagnetic Proximity Polarization
In a traditional spin valve such as CPP-GMR, spins are injected from a FM
layer, transported across a NM layer, and detected by a second FM. In such
devices, the spin polarization in the NM layer is generated through spin injection. An alternative method for generating spins in a NM layer is to utilize spin
reflection or spin ‘‘extraction’’ [147]. Instead of adding spins to generate a spin
polarization in the NM layer, the idea of extraction is to remove unwanted spins
from the NM layer. A schematic drawing of this process is shown in Fig. 5.30a.
The microscopic picture is based on the spin-dependent reflection at the
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Fig. 5.30 (a) Spin extraction, (b) ferromagnetic proximity polarization, (c) proposed reconfigurable logic gate

NM/FM interface, which generates spin polarization in the NM. Such polarization is present in theoretical calculations of CPP-GMR [63] and contributes
to the ultimate values of GMR in such systems. However, using this effect as a
spin source was not explored at that time.
Experimentally, the direct measurement of spin polarization generated by
reflection from a NM/FM interface was achieved through ultrafast optical
measurements on MnAs/GaAs and Fe/GaAs systems [106, 107, 148]. Using a
linearly polarized optical pump to generate unpolarized electrons in the GaAs
layer, subsequent reflection of these electrons from the FM/GaAs interface
generates a spin polarization in the GaAs layer that is parallel to the magnetization of the FM layer (Fig. 5.30b). These spins are detected by applying a
magnetic field that lies slightly out of the GaAs plane and measuring the spin
dynamics using TRFR. The FM magnetization remains in-plane due to the
magnetic shape anisotropy, so the induced spin polarization in the GaAs is inplane. Due to the angle between the spin and the applied field, the spins precess
about the applied field in a cone shape. The time delay scan in Fig. 5.30b
exhibits Faraday rotation which begins at zero (indicating that the spin is
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in-plane), increases to a maxima (indicating that the spin has an out-of-plane
component), returns to zero, and continues to oscillate. The presence of these
oscillations is direct proof that the electrons in the GaAs are spin polarized,
even though the photoexcitation is unpolarized. This optically driven process is
known as ferromagnetic proximity polarization (FPP).
Subsequent optical experiments investigated lateral FM/GaAs devices under
bias and directly measured the spin accumulation in the GaAs when the
electrons flow from the GaAs into the FM [149, 150]. Under this ‘‘forward
bias’’ condition, an unusual sign reversal of polarization as a function of bias
was observed in FM/GaAs [38] and FM/Al2O3/Al [151].
Utilization of these phenomena in spintronic devices has been advocated
in a number of device proposals [152, 153] and in a theory of spin extraction
[147]. In particular, a reconfigurable logic circuit based on spin extraction
and spin injection was recently proposed [153]. The reconfigurable logic gate
consists of five ferromagnetic electrodes on top of a semiconducting channel
(Fig. 5.30c). The outer two electrodes are the two inputs, the next two
electrodes define the gate operation, and the center electrode is the output.
Spins are injected from the two input electrodes and these spins flow to the
center. The next two inner electrodes operate on the injected spins through
spin extraction, and the resulting spin polarizations from the two branches
add together at the center electrode, where it is read out. The logic operation can be reconfigured by changing the magnetization of the two inner
FM electrodes either with magnetic field pulses or spin torque (like in
MRAM). For an understanding of the logic operation, the reader is encouraged to read the original paper [153]. While it is unclear whether such a
circuit will become a successful technology, this proposal illustrates the
point that a computer based on spin can utilize physical principles that
are inaccessible to purely charge-based electronics.

5.4 Lateral Spin Transport Devices
5.4.1 Lateral Spin Valves and Non-local Measurements
While much of the past technological successes of spintronics are related to
the multilayered structures discussed in Section 5.2, there is significant interest in developing lateral spintronic devices. In a lateral geometry, multiterminal devices are readily fabricated and the manipulation of spin via
electrostatic gating becomes possible. The reconfigurable logic gate described
in Fig. 5.30c and the Datta–Das spin transistor are some examples. Accompanying these potential advantages are new challenges which must be overcome. Primarily, spins must remain polarized for longer distances in lateral
devices (over hundreds of nanometers) as compared to the multilayered
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devices (a few nanometers). Therefore, alternative materials and more sensitive detection methods are desirable.
5.4.1.1 Lateral Spin Valve
The lateral spin valve (Fig. 5.31) is directly analogous to vertical spin valve
devices such as the magnetic tunnel junction and the CPP-GMR. For both
lateral and vertical orientations the current flows from one FM electrode to a
second FM electrode. In lateral devices, spin-polarized electrons are injected
from one FM electrode (injector), transported through a NM material, and
flow into the second FM electrode (detector), as seen in Fig. 5.31. The characteristic signature of spin-polarized transport is the change in resistance
between parallel and antiparallel magnetization alignments (i.e., magnetoresistance, MR). Modulations in the resistance of lateral devices are possible (in
principle) via manipulation of spin by electrostatic gates in the Rashba effect
[136], quantum interference effects [14, 15, 154], g-factor engineering [130], or
other possible mechanisms.
Spin transport in carbon nanotube lateral spin valves exhibits an interesting
dependence on gate voltage [14, 15, 154]. In one study, the MR has been found
to oscillate between values of –7 and þ17% as a function of gate voltage [14].
Such behavior is believed to originate from spin-dependent quantum interference effects caused by multiple reflections between the two FM contacts [154]. It
is important to point out that the gate dependence of spin transport is a unique
property for lateral devices which could not be realized in the multilayered
devices discussed in Section 5.2.
(Local) spin valve geometry
Ωmeter
FM1

Non-local geometry
Isource

Top view

H

FM2

NM1

FM1

+_

FM2

Vmeter
NM2

Nonmagnetic
channel
electron flow

electron flow

R

V

Spin diffusion without
charge current

H
H
Fig. 5.31 Top view of lateral spin valves in a local and non-local measurement geometry, with
schematic data for each geometry
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5.4.1.2 Non-local Geometry
A more sensitive measurement of spin injection is the so-called ‘‘non-local’’
geometry, or the ‘‘Johnson–Silsbee’’ geometry [35, 155], which is commonly
employed to identify spin injection and spin diffusion in lateral structures.
Unlike the typical spin valve device, there is no current flow between the two
FM electrodes. Instead, after the spins are injected from FM1 into the nonmagnetic channel, the electrons are directed away from the FM2. However,
through the phenomenon of spin diffusion, the spin polarization will spread and
make its way to FM2 even though there is no electrical current between FM1
and FM2.
The idea of spin diffusion is not mysterious and is analogous to the diffusion
of gas particles. Suppose you start with a box containing a gas of molecules A
on the left and molecules B on the right, separated by a divider and having the
same initial concentrations. When the divider is removed, the molecules move
randomly and eventually the A and B species are uniformly distributed
throughout the box. Even though there is no net particle flow, on average, A
moves to the right and B moves to the left. This eventually leads to a uniform
mixture of A and B. For the case of spin, consider a left region that has 100%
spin-up polarization and a right region that is unpolarized. Due to standard
electron diffusion, the left and right regions will exchange electrons so that there
is no net electrical current. However, the electrons moving from left to right are
100% spin up, while the electrons moving from right to left are 50% spin up and
50% spin down. At the end of this process, the net effect is that spin has diffused
to the right, even through there is no electrical current (Fig. 5.32).
In the non-local measurement, spins diffuse through the NM channel from
FM1 to FM2. The spin polarization in the NM under the FM2 contact is
detected by measuring the voltage between the NM and the FM2. A voltage
is present because the spin polarization in the NM produces a spin-dependent
chemical potential and the FM2 couples asymmetrically to this chemical potential. The net effect is that the voltage is positive or negative, depending on
the relative orientation between the spin polarization in the NM and the
magnetization of FM2 (Fig. 5.31). The non-local measurement was developed
Increasing time

S

Fig. 5.32 A microscopic
picture of spin diffusion with
no overall charge current

S

position

position
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in 1985 by Johnson and Silsbee to investigate spin injection into aluminum [35].
Many years later, with the advent of improved fabrication methods and new
materials, the non-local measurements were performed in mesoscopic metal
spin valves [36, 156, 157], semiconductors [38], carbon nanotubes [16], and
graphene [19].
There are a couple of advantages of using the non-local detection method as
compared to the conventional spin valve measurement. First, because this is not
a resistance measurement, series resistance artifacts such as anisotropic magnetoresistance of the FM electrodes are eliminated. Second, non-local detection
methods ideally exhibit no background level, greatly improving the signal-tonoise ratio and providing more sensitive spin detection.

5.4.1.3 Hanle Effect
The Hanle effect provides the clearest demonstration that the observed signals
originate from spin injection. By applying an out-of-plane magnetic field (H?),
spin precession is induced in the injected electrons (Fig. 5.33a). In the non-local
geometry, the spins reach FM2 through diffusion, so there is a large distribution
of transit times, which leads to a distribution of spin orientations. The final spin
polarization under FM2 depends on the spin precession, spin diffusion, and
spin relaxation, and the dependence of this polarization is shown in the data and
curve fits in Fig. 5.33b, taken from Ref. [36]. Qualitatively, the polarization
is largest in zero field because all spins remain aligned. When H? is increased
two effects occur. First, the spins precess at frequency !L ¼ gB H? =h (see
Equation 5.15), which promotes oscillations in the spin polarization at FM2
as a function of H?. Second, because the transit times are broadly distributed
for diffusion, the oscillatory behavior is washed out.

(a)

Top view

Isource
NM1

FM1

+
FM2

_ Vmeter

(b)

NM2

H⊥

electron flow

x=0

Spin diffusion
x

x=L

Fig. 5.33 (a) The Hanle effect: electrical detection of spin diffusion with precession. (b) Hanle
data in all-metal lateral devices. Reprinted with permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd:
Nature, Ref. [36], copyright 2002
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To understand the Hanle effect quantitatively, we need a quantitative understanding of diffusion. Diffusion is based on the random motion of particles.
Mathematically, this is described by the diffusion equation:
@
¼ Dr2 ðr; tÞ
@t

(5:16)

where (r,t) is the density of the substance that is diffusing and D is the diffusion
coefficient. In a one-dimensional problem, suppose a total of N particles are
concentrated at the origin at t = 0: (x,t = 0) = Nd(x), where d(x) is the delta
function. The solution for later times is given by


N
x2
p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
ðx; tÞ ¼
(5:17)
exp 
4Dt
4pDt
This solution is shown graphically in Fig. 5.34, where we take D = 1 and
treat all quantities as dimensionless for clarity. In Fig. 5.34a, the density (x,t)
spreads in position as time increases, as is expected intuitively for diffusion. In
Fig. 5.34b, we consider the density at a fixed position (x = 3) as a function of
time t. This curve represents the distribution of transit times for a particle
starting at the origin and ending up at x = 3 at time t. The key point is that
there is a broad distribution of transit times.
For the case of spin density, everything is the same except that there is spin
relaxation due to spin flips. Unlike particle number, there is no conservation
law for spin density. The diffusion equation for spin density ( S) is
@ S
¼ Dr2 S ðr; tÞ 
@t

S

(5:18)

where the last term is due to spin flip scattering and is the characteristic time
for spin flip (i.e., spin lifetime). Alternatively, one could write the diffusion
t = 0.3

(b)

ρ (arb. units)

ρ (arb. units)
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Fig. 5.34 (a) Solution to the diffusion equation at different times. The diffusion constant D is
set to 1 for clarity. (b) The distribution of transit times of a particle starting at the origin and
arriving at x = 3
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equation in terms of spin-dependent chemical potentials, where S   =
" – #, but we keep with our current notation. In a one-dimensional problem,
suppose that the spin density is concentrated at the origin at t = 0: S(x,t = 0) =
d(x), where d(x) is the delta function. The solution for later times is


 t
1
x2
p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
exp 
exp

ðx;
tÞ
¼
S
4Dt
4pDt

(5:19)

This relation takes into account both the spin diffusion and the spin relaxation. The last remaining ingredient for the Hanle effect is the spin precession.
For concreteness, let us assume that FM1 (x = 0) injects a spin-up electron,
which precesses at a frequency of !L ¼ gB H? =h. The component of spin along
the original axis (up) is given by cosðgB H? t=hÞ. Clearly, the contribution of
this electron to the overall spin polarization beneath FM2 (x = L) depends on
its transit time. Thus, to calculate the total spin polarization beneath FM2, we
need to sum over all contributions for all transit times from FM1 (x = 0) to
FM2 (x = L). This is given by

SPðx ¼ LÞ 

Z1

hÞdt
S ðL; tÞ cosðgB H? t=

0

¼

Z1
0



 t
1
L2
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ exp 
exp  cosðgB H? t=hÞdt
4Dt
4pDt

(5:20)

The three factors for spin diffusion, relaxation, and precession are evident in
the final expression. This equation is used to fit the Hanle data and is the solid
line in Fig. 5.33b.
The Hanle curve in Fig. 5.33b has a strong peak at zero field, but at higher
H? the oscillations due to spin precession are washed out due to the wide range
of transit times associated with spin diffusion (Fig. 5.34). To achieve oscillatory
electrical signals, such as those needed for a Datta–Das spin transistor
(Fig. 5.27), the spins should be driven by an electrical bias (e.g., local spin
valve geometry) so that the transit time between FM1 and FM2 is more uniform. In this mode, the spins are transported by electron drift. For spintronic
device applications, spin precession under drift conditions can produce the
desired oscillatory signals. Such behavior has recently been observed in spin
precession in silicon under drift conditions [158].

5.4.2 Spin Hall Effect
The spin Hall effect is a manifestation of spin–orbit coupling and has recently
been observed in both semiconductor and metallic systems [159, 160, 161,
162,163]. The basic behavior of the spin Hall effect is shown in Fig. 5.35.
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Fig. 5.35 (Left) General
behavior of the spin Hall
effect, where an unpolarized
charge current generates a
transverse spin current.
(Right) Magneto-optical
imaging of the spin Hall
effect in n-type GaAs, from
Ref. [159]. Reprinted with
permission from AAAS
(See Color Insert)
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A charge current along the x-direction generates a pure spin current along the
transverse direction (y-axis), leading to the accumulation of spin-up and spindown electrons (with respect to the z-axis) at the edges of the film. A ‘‘pure spin
current’’ implies that spin up is moving to the left while an equal amount of spin
down is moving to the right, resulting in a spin current without a charge current.
In both metals and semiconductors, such behavior can be generated by scattering from impurities with high atomic numbers (due to their strong spin–orbit
coupling). When the spin Hall effect is generated by scattering from impurities,
it is said to be ‘‘extrinsic’’ [164, 165, 166, 167]. For the case of p-type semiconductors, the spin Hall effect could be generated by the spin–orbit coupling
present in the ideal band structure of the valence band [168, 169]. This effect
is said to be ‘‘intrinsic’’ due to the fact that it is not related to the presence of
defects or impurities. In our discussion, we will focus on the extrinsic spin Hall
effect because it could be observed in many systems and its strength should be
adjustable by controlled doping. In addition, in this qualitative discussion, we
will not be careful about the overall sign of the spin Hall effect (for example, it
depends on the g-factor which has opposite signs for GaAs and Al).
The spin Hall effect was first discovered in semiconductor systems using
Kerr microscopy on a strip of n-type GaAs (Fig. 5.35) [159]. In a second
experiment, the spin accumulation at the edges of a semiconductor was detected
by analyzing the circular polarization of electroluminescence intensity (i.e.,
spin-LED method) [160]. It was shown that at opposite edges, the circular
polarization is of opposite sign and also depends on the sign of the current.
This behavior is characteristic of the spin Hall effect.
In metallic systems where the optical detection methods are less sensitive, the
spin Hall effect was detected by electrical measurements [161, 162, 163]. If one
begins with a spin-polarized current along the x-axis, the asymmetric deflection
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Fig. 5.36 (Left) General behavior of the inverse spin Hall effect, where a spin current
generates a transverse voltage. (Center and Right) Experimental geometry and measurement
of the inverse spin Hall effect in aluminum. Reprinted with permission from Macmillan
Publishers Ltd: Nature, Ref. [161], copyright 2006

of spin-up and spin-down electrons will generate a lateral voltage, as shown in
Fig. 5.36. This effect has been called the ‘‘inverse spin Hall effect’’ because a spin
current generates a transverse voltage, while in the normal spin Hall effect a
charge current generates a transverse spin accumulation. However, both effects
have the same origin in asymmetric spin scattering from heavy impurities. The
measurement in Fig. 5.36 is rather clever in that there is no charge current
between the injection point and the lateral voltage electrodes. The current is
actually directed away from the lateral voltage electrodes, causing the spin
polarization to move toward the lateral electrode only by spin diffusion (like
a non-local measurement). This is important because a charge current would
generate a normal Hall voltage, which would complicate the analysis. As the
magnetic field is ramped along the out-of-plane direction, the lateral voltage is
found to trace the out-of-plane magnetization of the FM spin injector, which is
the direct measurement of inverse spin Hall effect.
The explanation of the extrinsic spin Hall effect can be seen by considering the
scattering from an impurity (Fig. 5.37). If the electron passes to the right of the
impurity, it will be deflected toward the left due to the attractive interaction
between the electron and the impurity atom. During this ‘‘fly-by,’’ the potential
energy gradient (represented by the contour lines) results in an internal
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Fig. 5.37 Spin-orbit
mechanism for extrinsic spin
Hall effect due to impurity
scattering. (Top)
Spin-dependent trajectories
of electrons around
impurities. (Bottom)
Spin-dependent potential
energy for spin up (solid
black line), spin down
(dotted line). The gray curve
is the Coulomb potential
without the effect of
spin-orbit coupling
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spin–orbit magnetic field HSO  rV  k, which points out of the plane of the
paper. HSO generates a spin-splitting between spin-up and spin-down states. The
difference in the energies is given by E = E"–E# = gBHSO. The total scattering potential including spin–orbit effects is shown at the bottom of Fig. 5.37. The
scattering potential and the final trajectories of the two spin states will depend on
the sign of the spin and the side on which they fly by the impurity. In the
following analysis, we assume that g < 0 (as in GaAs). When the electron passes
to the right of the impurity we find E < 0, or equivalently E" < E#. This means
that the spin-up electron experiences a deeper scattering potential than the spindown electron (Fig. 5.37, bottom), so that there is a greater deflection for a spinup electron than the spin-down electron (Fig. 5.37, top). If instead the electron
passes to the left of the impurity, the gradient rV is in the opposite direction of
the previous case, so that the HSO is also of opposite sign, resulting in a E > 0,
or E# < E". In this case, the spin-down electron experiences a deeper scattering
potential and thus makes a sharper turn. In Fig. 5.37 (bottom) the potential
energy of spin up is indicated by solid black lines and spin down is indicated by
dashed lines, with the Coulomb potential energy in gray. The right half of
the figure corresponds to when the electron flies by to the right of the impurity,
while the left half represents when the electron flies by to the left. In either case,
the spin-up electron goes more to the left, while the spin-down electron goes
more to the right. Thus, in a sample such as the one shown in Fig. 5.35 where
there is an average electron flow in the þx-direction, the difference in the
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trajectories due to HSO causes spin-up electrons to be deflected more toward the
left compared to spin-down, and spin-down electrons are deflected more to the
right compared to spin-up. This results in a net spin current in the transverse
direction without any associated charge current. The spin Hall effect represents a
method of using the spin–orbit coupling to generate pure spin currents and spin
polarization without the use of ferromagnets.

5.5 Concluding Remarks
We conclude by mentioning that this tutorial is not an exhaustive review of the
field of spintronics and many important topics were not covered. For example,
the leading candidate for quantum computing using spins—spins on localized
states such as quantum dots or point defects—was not discussed. We have
focused on the topics of spin transport, spin dynamics, and the roles of ferromagnets and spin–orbit coupling.
Acknowledgments RKK thanks his former research advisors—Z. Q. Qiu, D. D. Awschalom,
and A. C. Gossard—for providing him with the opportunity to pursue research in these areas.

5.6 Appendix: Quantum Mechanics of Spin-1/2
We will review some key properties of quantum spin operators for the case of
spin-1/2 particles. Operators are denoted by a tilde and real-space vectors are
denoted by boldface lettering. The spin operators S~x ; S~y ; S~z obey the commutation relations:
hS~z ; ½S~y ; S~z ¼ i
hS~x ; ½S~z ; S~x ¼ ihS~y
½S~x ; S~y ¼ i

(5:21)

~ B~  A~B~  B~A.
~
where the commutator is defined in general as ½A;
While all the properties can be derived from these relations, we will only cite
the key results that will be useful and refer readers interested in the detailed
derivations to textbooks.
~ 2 ¼ S~2 þ S~2 þ S~2 . Using relations
The spin magnitude operator is given by S
x
y
z
2
2
~ ; S~y ¼ ½S
~ 2 ; S~z ¼ 0, which implies that
~ ; S~x ¼ ½S
(5.21), one can derive that ½S
~ projected along one axis can be defined simulta~ 2 and S
quantum numbers for S
neously (the projected axis is traditionally chosen as the z-axis). Thus, the
quantum spin states are js; ms i, where s is the spin magnitude quantum number
and ms is the z-component quantum number, and the eigenvalue relations are
~ 2 js; ms i ¼ h2 sðs þ 1Þjs; ms iS~z js; ms i ¼ hms js; ms i
S

(5:22)

For spin angular momentum, s can take on positive half-integer values, and
ms can take on half-integer values between –s and s. For electrons, s = ½ and
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ms can be þ½ or –½. A conventional notation is j"i  js ¼ ½; ms ¼ ½i and
j#i  js ¼½; ms ¼ ½i.
For performing calculations, it is useful to define raising (S~þ ) and lowering
~
(S ) operators: S~þ ¼ S~x þ iS~y and S~ ¼ S~x  iS~y . The inverse relations are
~ ~
~ S~
S~x ¼ Sþ þ2 S and S~y ¼ Sþ 
2i . The raising and lowering operators have the property that they increase or decrease the ms quantum number by one, according to
the relations:
S~ js; ms i ¼ h

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sðs þ 1Þ  ms ðms 1Þjs; ms

1i

(5:23)

For electrons, this is summarized by
S~þ j#i ¼ hj"i; S~þ j"i ¼ 0; S~ j"i ¼ hj#i; S~ j#i ¼ 0

(5:24)

In order to develop a classical interpretation of the spin states, it is useful to
~ Let us consider the j"i state:
calculate expectation values of the spin operator S.

h
"
h"jS~z j"i ¼ "
2

¼


h
2

S~þ þ S~
"
h"jS~x j"i ¼ "
2

¼

"

S~
"
2

S~þ  S~
"
h"jS~y j"i ¼ "
2i

¼

"

S~
"
2i

h
¼ h"j#i ¼ 0
2
¼

(5:25)

h
h"j#i ¼ 0
2i

^ j;
^ k^ along the x,y,z-axes, the expectation
Written in terms of unit vectors i;
h ^
^
~
~
~
^
^
value is h"jSx i þ Sy j þ Sz kj"i ¼ 2 k. Thus, the j"i state can be interpreted classically as a spin vector along the z-axis.
A more complicated situation is to consider a spin oriented along an arbitrary
direction. Consider an arbitrary axis labeled z0 , which has polar and azimuthal
angles of  and  with respect to the x,y,z-axes, as shown in Fig. 5.38. We
z
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φ

Fig. 5.38 Polar and
azimuthal angles
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propose without justification that the spin-up eigenstate along the z0 axis is
given by
j"iz0 ¼ cosð=2Þ expði=2Þj"iz þ sinð=2Þ expði=2Þj#iz

(5:26)

where the subscripts z and z0 identify the quantization axis. To be convinced
that this represents a spin along the z0 axis, we just calculate the expectation
~
value of S:

h
h
h
cos2 ð=2Þ  sin2 ð=2Þ ¼ cosðÞ
2
2
2
~
~
h

Sþ þ S
~
"
¼ cosð=2Þ sinð=2Þ expðiÞ
z0 h"jSx j"iz0 ¼ z0 "
2
2
0
z
~

z0 h"jSz j"iz0

¼

h

h
þ cosð=2Þ sinð=2Þ expðiÞ ¼ sinðÞ cosðÞ
2
2
~
~
h
Sþ  S
~
"
¼ cosð=2Þ sinð=2Þ expðiÞ
z0 h"jSy j"iz0 ¼ z0 "
2i
2i
0
z



h
h
cosð=2Þ sinð=2Þ expðiÞ ¼ sinðÞ sinðÞ
2i
2

Thus, the expectation value of the spin operator is
h

^
~ ^þ S~y ^
j þ S~z k^j"iz0 ¼ ðsinðÞ cosðÞ^
i þ sinðÞ sinðÞ^j þ cosðÞkÞ
2

z0 h"jSx i

(5:27)

which is a vector oriented along the z0 axis. Thus, the state in Equation 5.26 is a
spin vector along the z0 direction.
Finally, note that for the special case of z0 being the x-axis ( = 908, = 08),
we get
j "i x ¼

j "i z þ j #i z
pﬃﬃﬃ
2

(5:28)
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Chapter 6

Transport in Nanostructures
Stephen M. Goodnick

6.1 Introduction
The past decade has witnessed an enormous growth of a quite diverse set of
multidisciplinary science and engineering disciplines broadly falling under an
umbrella called ‘nanotechnology’. Nanotechnology literally implies technology
at nanometer scale dimensions (10–9 m). From that standpoint, nanotechnology
is not a recent phenomenon; nanostructured materials have been used for
centuries to enhance the properties of tools, ceramics, building materials, etc.
(tempered steel used for sword making is a good example). However, the
historical applications of nanotechnology were purely empirical, with no underlying knowledge of the nanoscale material structure. In contrast, the current
nanotechnology revolution is driven by and large by our ability to probe,
analyze, and manipulate matter at this size scale. The transition from the
‘macro’ to ‘micro’ to ‘nano’ is not abrupt, but occurs smoothly over multiple
length scales. As a result, there is quite a bit of ambiguity, in what is truly
‘nanotechnology’ as opposed to microelectronics, micromachining, cellular
biology, etc. Somewhat arbitrarily, we define nanometer scale to characteristic
feature sizes on the order of 100 nm, or less in terms of the separation of the
micro- and nano-worlds.
Nanoelectronics generally refers to nanometer scale devices, circuits, and
architectures impacting continued scaling of information processing systems,
including communication and sensor systems, as well as providing an interface
between the electronic and biological worlds. The present attention on nanotechnology and nanoelectronics has been driven from the top down by the continued
scaling of semiconductor device dimensions into the nanometer scale regime, as
discussed in more detail below. It is predicted that the scaling down of dimensions
in present semiconductor technologies will continue for the next 8–10 years, until
a hard limit of Moore’s Law is finally reached due to manufacturability, or
S.M. Goodnick
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Fig. 6.1 Scaling of semiconductor device dimensions as a function of time. The upper curve is
the so-called technology node, while the lower curve (triangles) represents the present and
projected physical gate length of the corresponding transistor technology. Reprinted with
permission from R. Chau, presented at the 2005 IEEE VLSI-TSA International Symposium
on VLSI Technology, Hsinchu, Taiwan, April, 2005

finally due to reaching atomic dimensions themselves. Figure 6.1 illustrates the
decrease in feature size for complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS)
transistors (the gate length of a transistor being the critical dimension), with time
corresponding to the scaling of semiconductor technology.
At the end of the roadmap for CMOS technology (10–15 nm gate lengths
based on present projections), it will be necessary for radical new technologies
to be introduced if continued progress in reducing device dimensions and
increasing chip density is to be maintained. This ‘end of the roadmap’ implies
that industry faces an enormous challenge of developing commercially viable
nanoscale chip technologies within the next 10 years. Fundamental advances
are needed in new switching mechanisms, new computing paradigms realized
from locally connected architectures such as cellular non-linear networks
(CNN), new ways to design for fault tolerance, new methods to achieve low
power circuit design, and new methods for testing very dense and highly
integrated nanoscale systems-on-a-chip.
From the molecular scale side or ‘bottom up’, the nanotechnology ‘revolution’ has been enabled by remarkable advances in atomic scale probes and
nanofabrication tools. Structures and images at the atomic scale have been
made possible by the invention of the scanning tunneling microscope (STM)
and the associated atomic force microscope (AFM) [1]. Such scanning probe
microscopy (SPM) techniques allow atomic scale resolution imaging of atomic
positions, spectroscopic features, and positioning of atoms on a surface. Concurrently, there have been significant advances in the synthesis and control of
self-assembled systems, semiconductor nanowires, molecular wires, and novel
states of carbon such as fullerenes and carbon nanotubes. These advances have
led to an explosion of scientific breakthroughs in studying the properties of
individual molecular structures with potential application as components of
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molecular electronic (moletronic) devices and circuits. As discussed later, such
bottom up technology for novel materials growth and potential device fabrication is more closely akin to the self-assembly and complex templated structure
formation found in biological systems, i.e., biomimetic structures.

6.1.1 Issues in Semiconductor Device Scaling
As the density of integrated circuits continues to increase, there is a resulting
need to shrink the dimensions of the individual devices of which they are
comprised. Smaller circuit dimensions reduce the overall die area, thus allowing
for more transistors on a single die without negatively impacting the cost of
manufacturing. As semiconductor feature sizes shrink into the nanometer scale
regime, device behavior becomes increasingly complicated as new physical
phenomena at short dimensions occur, and limitations in material properties
are reached. In addition to the problems related to the actual operation of
ultrasmall devices, the reduced feature sizes require more complicated and timeconsuming manufacturing processes.
For silicon MOSFETs, in conventional device scaling, the device size is
scaled in all dimensions, resulting in smaller oxide thickness, junction depth,
channel length, channel width, and isolation spacing. Figure 6.2 shows the
scaling of planar MOS transistor technology from a series of electron micrographs of successive sub-100 nm gate length devices. Advances in lithography

Fig. 6.2 Scaling of successive generations of MOSFETs into the nanoscale regime and
emerging nanoelectronic devices. Reprinted with permission from R. Chau, presented at
INFOS 2005
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have driven device dimensions to the deep-submicrometer range, where gate
lengths are drawn at 0.1 mm and below. The Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA) projects that by the end of 2009, leading edge production devices will
employ 25 nm gate lengths and have oxide thickness of 1.5 nm, or less [2]. In
fact, laboratory MOSFET devices with gate lengths down to 15 nm have been
reported, which exhibit excellent I–V characteristics [3]. Beyond that, there has
been extensive work over the past decade related to nanoelectronic or quantum
scale devices which operate on very different principles from conventional
MOSFET devices, but may allow the continued scaling beyond the end of the
current scaling roadmap [4]. This trend has been motivated by the fact that the
performance of the scaled device in the 25 nm regime is itself problematic, as
discussed below.
For example, to enhance device performance, the gate oxide thickness has to
be aggressively scaled. However, as the gate oxide thickness approaches 1 nm
through scaling, tunneling through the gate oxide results in unacceptably large
off-state currents, dramatically increasing quiescent power consumption [5],
and rendering the device impractical for analog applications due to unacceptable noise levels. Another consequence of scaling is that the stack of layered
materials that comprise electronic devices is becoming more like a continuum of
interfaces rather than a stack of bulk thin films. Therefore, topology effects
arising from surface(interface)-to-surface(interface) interactions now dominate
the formation of potential barriers at interfaces. The interface inhomogeneity
effects include morphological and compositional inhomogeneities. Morphological inhomogeneities, typically manifested as atomic scale roughness, are often
responsible for increased leakage currents in MOSFET gates. Fluctuations in
the elemental distribution are expressions of compositional inhomogeneities.
For finite dimensions and number of atoms, interface domains cannot be
represented as superpositions of a few homogeneous thin film regions. Instead,
the challenge of characterizing this complex system requires accurate atomic
level information about the three-dimensional (3D) structure, geometry, and
composition of atomic scale interfaces.
Yet another issue that will pose serious problems on the operation of future
ultrasmall devices is related to the substrate doping used to gain control of the
electrophysical properties of the semiconductor and the operational parameters
of electronic devices by control of the type, concentration, and distribution of
impurities. The distribution of dopants is traditionally treated as continuum in
semiconductor physics, which implies the following: (a) the number of impurity
atoms is small as compared to the total number of atoms in the semiconductor
matrix and (b) the impurity atoms distribution is statistically uniform, while the
position of an individual atom in the lattice is not defined, e.g., is random. The
assumption of statistical uniformity requires large number of atoms, which is
not the case in, for example, a 25 nm MOSFET device in which one has less than
100 dopant atoms in the junction region. In these future ultrasmall devices, the
number and location of each dopant atom will play an important role in
determining the overall device behavior. The challenge of precisely placing
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small number of dopants may represent an insurmountable barrier, which
could end conventional MOSFET scaling.
Quantum mechanical effects due to spatial quantization in the device channel
region may play an important role in the operation of nanoscale devices. Quantization affects both the charge distribution in the channel (and hence the
capacitance) and transport. Quantum confinement results in a setback of charge
from the oxide–semiconductor interface, which adds to the effective thickness of
the gate oxide, which for a 25 nm MOSFET device is already on the order of
1 nm. This leads to a decrease of effective gate capacitance and a shift in the
threshold voltage. Another issue affecting device performance is carrier transport along the channel. Because of the two-dimensional (2D) confinement of
carriers in the channel, the carrier mobility is different from the 3D case, as
discussed in Section 6.3. Theoretically speaking, the 2D mobility should be larger
than its 3D counterpart due to reduced density of states function, i.e., reduced
number of final states the carriers can scatter into, although surface scattering in
turn may reduce the mobility. In the limit of very short gate length devices,
carriers should be almost ballistic, which makes the issue of scattering less
relevant, but still an important parameter in device performance.

6.1.2 Non-classical and Quantum Effect Devices
To fabricate devices beyond current scaling limits, CMOS technology is rapidly
moving toward quasi-3D structures such as dual-gate, tri-gate, and Fin-FET
structures [6], in which the active channel is increasingly a nanowire or nanotube rather than bulk region. Figure 6.3 illustrates a schematic of a Fin-FET
device, and the corresponding electron micrograph of a multi-gate Fin-FET

Fig. 6.3 Non-classical device structures. Left: a schematic of a FinFET; right: an SEM photo
of multileg NMOS and PMOS FinFET structures forming part of an SRAM. Reprinted with
permission from R. Chau
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architecture. Here the heavily doped Si substrate is replaced by a Si on insulator
(SOI) substrate, with a buried oxide layer (BOX) supporting the thin Si channel.
The fin gate wraps around the side of the channel. Such 3D gate structures are
needed to maintain charge control in the channel, as channel lengths scale
toward nanometer dimensions.
Beyond field effect transistors, there have been numerous studies over the
past two decades of alternatives to classical CMOS at the nanoscale. As discussed in more detail in Section 6.2, when the critical dimensions become
shorter than the phase coherence length of electrons, the quantum mechanical
wave nature of electrons becomes increasingly apparent, leading to phenomena
such as interference, tunneling, and quantization of energy and momentum as
discussed earlier. Indeed, for a one-dimensional (1D) wire, the system may be
considered a waveguide with ‘modes’, each with a conductance less than or
equal to a fundamental constant 2e2 =h, discussed in detail in Section 6.4.2. Such
quantization of conductance was first measured in split-gate field effect transistors at low temperatures [7, 8], but manifestations of quantized conductance
appear in many transport phenomena such as universal conductance fluctuations [9] and the quantum Hall effect [10]. While various early schemes were
proposed for quantum interference devices based on analogies to passive microwave structures (see, for example, [11, 12, 13]), most suffer from difficulty in
control of the desired waveguide behavior in the presence of unintentional
disorder. This disorder can arise from the discrete impurity effects discussed
earlier, as well as the necessity for process control at true nanometer scale
dimensions. More recently, promising results have been obtained on ballistic
Y-branch structures [14], where non-linear switching behavior has been demonstrated even at room temperature [15].
In the previous section, we discussed the role of discrete impurities as an
undesirable element in the performance of nanoscale FETs. However, the
discrete nature of charge in individual electrons, and control of charge motion
of single electrons, has in fact been the basis of a great deal of research in single
electron devices and circuits (see, for example, [16]), as discussed in more detail
in Section 6.5. The understanding of single electron behavior is most easily
provided in terms of the capacitance, C, of a small tunnel junction, and the
corresponding change in electrostatic energy, E ¼ e2 =2C, when an electron
tunnels from one side to the other. When physical dimensions are sufficiently
small, the corresponding capacitance (which is a geometrical quantity in
general) is correspondingly small, so that the change in energy is greater than
the thermal energy, resulting in the possibility of a ‘Coulomb blockade’, or
suppression of tunnel conductance due to the necessity to overcome this electrostatic energy. This Coulomb blockade effect allows the experimental control
of electrons to tunnel one by one across a junction in response to a control gate
bias (see, for example, [4, 17]). Single electron transistors [18], turnstiles [19, 20],
and pumps [21] have been demonstrated, even at room temperature [22].
Computer-aided modeling tools have even been developed based on Monte
Carlo simulation of charge tunneling across arrays of junctions, to facilitate the
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design of single electron circuits [23]. As in the case of quantum interference
devices, the present-day difficulties arise from fluctuations due to random
charges and other inhomogenieties, as well as the difficulty in realizing lithographically defined structures with sufficiently small dimensions to have charging energies approaching kT and above.
There has been rapid progress in realizing functional nanoscale electronic
devices based on self-assembled structures such as semiconductor nanowires
(NWs) [24] and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [25]. Semiconductor nanowires have
been studied over the past decade in terms of their transport properties [4], and
for nanodevice applications such as resonant tunneling diodes [26], single
electron transistors [27, 28], and field effect structures [24]. Recently, there has
been a dramatic increase in interest in NWs due to the demonstration of
directed self-assembly of NWs via in situ epitaxial growth [29, 30]. Such semiconductor NWs can be elemental (Si,Ge) or III–V semiconductors, where it has
been demonstrated that such wires may be controllably doped during growth
[31], and abrupt compositional changes forming high-quality 1D heterojunctions can be achieved [32, 33]. A variety of different device technologies have
been achieved with self-assembled nanowire growth, as discussed later.
Likewise, CNTs have received considerable attention due to the ability to
synthesize NTs with metallic, semiconducting, and insulating behavior,
depending primarily on the chirality (i.e., how the graphite sheets forming the
structure of the CNT wrap around and join themselves) [34]. Semiconducting
CNTs may be doped to realize n-type and p-type semiconducting wires, which
are the basis of a number of demonstrations of transistors, logic circuits, and
sensors.
Summarizing the above discussion, there are a variety of new phenomena
that become important as device dimensions scale to the nanoscale and beyond.
These include the following:

 Quantum confinement – small dimensions lead to quantum confinement
and associated quantization of motion leading to discrete energy levels.

 Quantum interference – at dimensions smaller than the phase coherence
length, the wave-like behavior of particles manifests itself, leading to reflection, refraction, tunneling, and other non-classical wave-like behavior.
 Phase coherent transport – at dimensions smaller than the mean free path
for scattering, transport is ballistic rather than diffusive.
 Single electron effects – for small structures, the discrete nature of charge
itself is important, and the associate energy for transfer of charge is nonnegligible compared to the total energy of the system.
The rest of this review addresses these topics individually. Section 6.2
addresses the role of length scale in the transition from the behavior of ‘classical’
devices to quantum effect devices. Section 6.3 looks at the role of quantum
confinement on transport in reduced dimensionality systems, particularly in
quantum wells and quantum wires. Section 6.4 then addresses the transition
from diffusive to ballistic transport, and phenomena associated with the
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transmission and reflection of electrons as wave-like objects rather than particles. Finally, Section 6.5 looks at the formation of artificial molecular structures
and the effect on transport of single electron tunneling.

6.2 Overview of Electronic Transport in Nanoscale Systems
6.2.1 Electronic Transport in Semiconductors
The subject of electronic transport in semiconductors and in solids in general
is a very old problem, which has been well studied over the past 75 years.
A general overview is given elsewhere (see, for example, [35]). Transport is an
inherently non-equilibrium phenomena, where the role of dissipation and the
coupling to the environment play a crucial role. External forces which drive the
system out of equilibrium may be electromagnetic in origin, such as the electric
fields associated with an applied DC bias, or the excitations of electrons from
their ground to excited states due to high-frequency optical excitation. Alternately, electrochemical potentials, thermal gradients, etc., may also provide the
drive for electronic transport and its external manifestation in terms of macroscopic currents and voltages.
Electronic transport at its most fundamental level requires a full many-body
quantum mechanical description going beyond the usual ground state descriptions of solids used in ab initio calculations of the electronic states. Clearly, a
full many particle description of transport including the real number of particles
in both the device, its contact to the external environment, and the external
environment itself, is beyond the ability of any computational platform in the
foreseeable future. Hence, successive levels of approximation that sacrifice
information about the system and the exact nature of transport are necessary
in any sort of realistic description of transport. Figure 6.4 illustrates the hierarchy of transport approaches used in describing electronic transport in semiconductors, metals, and molecular systems. At the bottom is the exact solution
of the N-body quantum mechanical problem which is computationally intractable except for small numbers of particles (less than 100). To treat the manybody problem, some sort of mean-field approximation is necessary which
transforms the problem into an effective one-electron problem. Non-equilibrium Green function methods are currently popular at the next level of
approximation as they contain retain important correlations in space and
time, which are believed to be important at the nanoscale. Above this are
quantum kinetic approaches in terms of the Liouville–von Neumann equation
of motion for the density matrix, or Wigner distribution approaches that
contain quantum correlations but retain the form of semi-classical approaches
in terms of the distribution function. In going from the quantum to the classical
description of charge transport, information concerning the phase of the electron and its non-local behavior is lost, and electronic transport is treated in
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Fig. 6.4 Hierarchy of transport approaches used in the description of electronic transport
in semiconductors [36]

terms of a purely particle framework. This is the level of the Boltzmann transport equation (BTE), which represents a kinetic equation describing the time
evolution of the distribution function describing both the position and the
momentum of the particle, and has been the primary framework for describing
transport in semiconductors and semiconductor devices with microscale and
above dimensions. There are then approximations to the BTE, given by
moment expansions of the BTE which lead to the hydrodynamic, the driftdiffusion, and relaxation time approximation approaches to transport (the
latter given the Drude form of conductivity). Finally, at an empirical level are
non-linear circuit models for device behavior suitable for circuit simulation in
the so-called compact models.
One interesting aspect of transport in nanostructure systems is that the characteristic length scales span the transition from classical to quantum transport.
Hence a single description in the hierarchy of Fig. 6.1 may not be sufficient, or
may be overly cumbersome for providing the correct physics of device operation.
Depending on certain critical length scales, discussed in the next section, transport may be semi-classical or purely quantum, or even more difficult, a mixture of
the two in which the effects of decoherence and dissipation play important roles,
while at the same time, quantum effects still dominant.
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6.2.2 Transport in Nanoscale Systems
As mentioned above, transport in nanoscale systems is often a function of the
characteristic length scale associated with the motion of carriers. To understand
this notion better, consider a prototypical nanodevice illustrated in Fig. 6.5. The
‘device’ is coupled to two contacts, left and right, which serve as a source and sink
(drain) for electrons. Here the contacts are drawn as metallic-like reservoirs,
characterized by chemical potentials s and D, and are separated by an external
bias, qVA ¼ s  D . The current flowing through the device is then a property
of the chemical potential difference and the transmission properties of the active
region itself. A separate gate electrode serves to change the transmission properties of the active region, and hence modulates the current. This separation of a
nanodevice into ideal injecting and extracting contacts, and an active region
which limits the transport of charge, is a common way of visualizing the transport
properties of nanoscale systems. However, it clearly has limitations, the contacts
themselves are really part of the active system, and are driven out of equilibrium
due to current flow, as well as coupling strongly to the active region through the
long-range Coulomb interaction of charge carriers.
The nature of transport in a nanodevice such as that illustrated in Fig. 6.5
depends on the characteristic length scales of the active region of the device, L.
Figure 6.6 illustrates the active region of this nanodevice in terms of a conductor
of length L, and width W. The mean free path between collisions is designated l,
while the length scale over which quantum coherence is preserved (the phase
breaking length) is designated lj. The latter is often associated with the inelastic
mean free path, or the distance between dissipative scattering events where the
inelastic coupling to the environment is associated with quantum mechanical
phase breaking. Figure 6.6a corresponds to the case in which both L and W are
much larger than both the elastic and inelastic mean free paths. Here transport
is purely diffusive, and the system behaves essentially as a semi-classical metal
or semiconductor governed by the BTE in the hierarchy of Fig. 6.4. In Fig. 6.6b,
Environment
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Fig. 6.5 Schematic of a
generic nanoelectronic
device consisting of sources
and sinks for charge carriers
(the source and drain
contacts), and a ‘gate’ which
controls the transfer
characteristics of the active
region
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Fig. 6.6 Illustration of the
effect of length scale on
transport in nanoscale
systems. L and W represent
the length and width of a
nanoscale conductor. The
elastic mean free path is
designated l, and the phase
coherence length is lj

the width, W, is smaller than the characteristic mean free path, while the length,
L, is still much longer. This regime corresponds to the case of a quantum
confined system, in which the motion of carriers is quantized in one dimension,
but essentially behaves as a diffusive conductor in the other directions. Quasi2D and quasi-1D systems such as those discussed in Section 6.3 correspond to
this case. Finally, when both L and W are shorter than the elastic and inelastic
mean free paths, the system is purely ballistic, and the motion of charge is
governed by the wave-like behavior of the particle and its reflection and
transmission properties through the structure.

6.3 Diffusive Transport in Quantum Confined Systems
6.3.1 Semi-classical Boltzmann Transport Equation
As mentioned above, the classical description of charge transport is given by the
BTE in the hierarchy of Fig. 6.4. The BTE is an integral–differential kinetic
equation of motion for the probability distribution function for particles in the
6D phase space of position and (crystal) momentum:

@fðr; k; tÞ 1
F
@fðr; k; tÞ
;
þ rk EðkÞ  rr fðr; k; tÞ þ  rk fðr; k; tÞ ¼
@t
h

h

@t Coll

(6:1)
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where fðr; k; tÞ is the one-particle distribution function. The right hand side is
the rate of change of the distribution function due to randomizing collisions and
is an integral over the in-scattering and the out-scattering terms in momentum
(wavevector) space. Once fðr; k; tÞ is known, physical observables, such as
average velocity or current, are found from averages of f. Equation (6.1) is
semi-classical in the sense that particles are treated as having distinct position
and momentum in violation of the quantum uncertainty relations, yet their
dynamics and scattering processes are treated quantum mechanically through
the electronic band structure (and the use of time-dependent perturbation
theory.
The BTE itself is an approximation to the underlying many-body classical
Liouville equation, and quantum mechanically by the Liouville–von Neumann
equation of motion for the density matrix. The main approximations inherent
in the BTE are the assumption of instantaneous scattering processes in space
and time, the Markov nature of scattering processes (i.e., that they are uncorrelated with the prior scattering events), and the neglect of multi-particle
correlations (i.e., that the system may be characterized by a single particle
distribution function). The inclusion of quantum effects such as particle interference, tunneling which take one further down the hierarchy of Fig. 6.4 is more
problematic in the semi-classical Ansatz, and is an active area of research today
as device dimensions approach the quantum regime.
Free carriers (electrons and holes) interact with the crystal and with each
other through a variety of scattering processes which relax the energy and
momentum of the particle. Based on first-order, time-dependent perturbation
theory, the transition rate from an initial state k in band n to a final state k0 in
band m for the jth scattering mechanism is given by Fermi’s Golden rule [37]:
j ½n; k; m; k0  ¼

2p
j < m; k0 jVj ðrÞjn; k > j2 ðEk0  Ek  h!Þ;
h


(6:2)

where Vj(r) is the scattering potential of this process and Ek and Ek´ are the initial
and final state energies of the particle. The delta function results in conservation
of energy for long times after the collision is over, with h! the energy absorbed
(upper sign) or emitted (lower sign) during the process. Scattering rates calculated by Fermi’s Golden rule above are typically used in Monte Carlo device
simulation as well as in simulation of ultrafast processes. The total rate used
to generate the free flight in Eq. (6.2), discussed in the previous section, is then
given by
j ½n; k ¼

2p X
j < m; k0 jVj ðrÞjn; k > j2 ðEk0  Ek  h!Þ:
h m;k0


(6:3)

There are major limitations to the use of the Golden rule due to effects such
as collision broadening and finite collision duration time. The energy-conserving
delta function is only valid asymptotically for times long after the collision is
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complete. The broadening in the final state energy is given roughly by
E  
h=, where  is the time after the collision, which implies that the normal
E(k) relation is only recovered at long times. Beyond this, there is still the
problem of dealing with the quantum mechanical phase coherence of carriers,
which are important in nanodevices, as discussed in Section 6.4.
Figure 6.7 shows a taxonomy of various scattering mechanisms occurring in
a typical semiconductor system. These are roughly device in terms of elastic
processes (defect scattering), dissipative processes (lattice scattering), and
ineleastic intercarrier scattering processes. Defect scattering occurs due to static
defects in the otherwise perfect crystal lattice, the strongest of which is usually
ionized impurity scattering due to the long-range Coulomb interaction. Other
defects such as vacancies and dislocations can be effects scattering processes
depending whether they are charged or not. Alloy scattering occurs in semiconductor alloys such as SiGe or ternary alloys such as InGaAs, due to the
random occurrence of the component species on a particular lattice site. Lattice
scattering is associated with the electron–phonon interaction, which is usually
described with a deformation potential approach, with either acoustic or optical
modes of the crystal. In polar semiconductors (all III–V and II–VI compounds
for example), the polar optical interaction due to the fluctuating dipole moment
of the charged cation–anion pair (the Fröhlich interaction), is quite effective
and limits the mobility of intrinsic materials at room temperature. Similarly,
piezoelectric coupling with acoustic modes in polar materials can be an effective
scattering process as well. The various types of deformation scattering are often
categorized as intravalley versus intervalley, to distinguish scattering process
that take carriers from the minimum of one conduction band in k-space to the
minimum of a different conduction band.
There are various methods for solving the BTE under certain simplifying
assumptions such as the relaxation time approximation (leading to the Drude

Fig. 6.7 Scattering processes in a typical semiconductor
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conductivity at low temperatures), or moment expansions of the BTE.
A popular method of solution is the Ensemble Monte Carlo technique [38], in
which the motion in time of an ensemble of pseudo-particles is simulated
according to their deterministic free flights, and random scattering events
generated using a random number generator and the appropriate transition
rates calculated from Eqs. (6.2) and (6.3). Such simulations can include the full
bandstructure and phonon dynamics of the semiconductor, as shown in
Fig. 6.8, which shows the calculated bandstructure for wurzite GaN, the corresponding scattering rates for various processes as a function of energy, and the
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Fig. 6.8 Calculated bandstructure (a), rigid-ion scattering rates (b), and calculated velocityfield characteristics (c) from the CMC simulator for Wurzite GaN at 300 K. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [39], Copyright 2004, Institute of Physics Publishing (See Color Insert)
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calculated velocity-field characteristics assuming different scattering processes
in comparison to experiment [39].

6.3.2 Effects of Quantum Confinement on Transport
As discussed earlier, as the characteristic length scales decrease, quantum
mechanical effects become more important, as illustrated in Fig. 6.6. One
important effect is quantum confinement due to heterostructure barriers, free
surfaces, electrostatic potential confinement, etc., resulting in reduced dimensionality of the system. Confinement in one direction only creates a quantum
well, typically in the growth direction of a heterostructure or oxide– semiconductor system. Each of the bound state solutions of the Schrödinger equation in
the confinement direction corresponds to the formation of a subband, with a
localized envelope function in the confined direction and free electrons in the
unconfined directions. The unconfined electrons in the lateral direction form a
quasi-2D gas, where particles behave as free particles within each of the
subbands.
If further confinement is imposed, for example, by laterally etching a heterostructure quantum well structure to from a nanowire, motion is confined in two
directions, and free in the longitudinal axis of the nanowire. Again, one has a
series of subbands formed by the bound state solutions in the confined directions, and the free electrons comprise a quasi-1D electron gas. Finally, if the
system is confined in all three dimensions, through either artificial patterning or
self-assembly, then the energy spectrum is completely discrete, and we form a
quantum dot, or nanocrystal structure.
In terms of transport, we can distinguish between transport parallel or
perpendicular to the confining potentials in the system. In the latter case,
transport is dominated by quantum mechanical reflection and transmission
and associated non-classical phenomena such as tunneling. We discuss this
case in more detail in Section 6.4. In terms of transport along one of the
unconfined directions of a reduced dimensional system, over long distances
(longer than the elastic mean free path), transport is diffusive, and similar to the
bulk case discussed in Section 6.3.1, but modified by the reduced dimensionality
and scattering between subbands.
One of the main differences between transport in varying dimensionality
systems is the density states, which plays a critical role in scattering theory in
terms of the availability of final states to scattering into. Generally speaking, the
energy dependence of the density of states for spherical, parabolic, constant
energy surfaces can be written as
gðEÞ ¼ AðE  Ei Þn ;

(6:4)
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where g(E) is the density of states and n=1/2 for 3D, n=1 for 2D, and n = –1/2
for a 1D system, where A is a constant depending on the effective mass. More
generally, including the bound state subband energies,
gðEÞ ¼ A

X

ðE  Ei Þn YðE  Ei Þ;

(6:5)

i¼1

where YðE  Ei Þ is the unit step function, i denotes the subband index, and n
has the same meaning as above.
A schematic of the density of states in reduced dimensionality systems is
shown if Fig. 6.9. The upper plot corresponds to the density of states for a
quantum well system, which is constant within each subband, corresponding to
the density of states of a 2D system. The density of states for a quantum wire
structure is shown in the middle figure, which has a singularity at the subband
edge due to the 1D density of states associated with each subband. Finally, for a
quantum dot (or quasi-2D system with a magnetic field intensity corresponding
to 
h!c ), the density of states is discrete.
Scattering between subbands, or intersubband scattering, is another nonbulk-like phenomena occurring in quantum confined systems. Figure 6.10
illustrates this process for a two-subband system. 1 and 2 label the first and
second subbands of the system, whose dispersion is characteristic of the free
motion in the unconfined direction. Transitions between 2 and 1 are intersubband transitions, while transitions 2 to 2 or 1 to 1 are intrasubband transitions.
Intersubband transitions are critical for the relaxation of exited carriers (for
example, through photoexcitation, or pumped in the cavity of a laser structure)
from upper states to the ground subband of the system. Since energy and
momentum generally should be conserved during intersubband transitions,
some types of intersubband scattering may be suppressed, for example, when

Fig. 6.9 Density of states for a quasi-2D system (a), quasi-1D system (b), and a zero-dimensional system (c)
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the phonon energy is larger than the intersubband energy spacing, leading to
potential bottlenecks in carriers reaching the lowest subband.
In addition to the modification of the density of states, and intersubband
scattering processes, there are several non-bulk scattering processes occurring
in quantum confined systems which can severely limit transport, and which are
primarily associated with the surfaces and interfaces associated with confinement itself: These include the following:

 Remote impurity scattering – through the process of modulation doping,
the ionized impurities responsible for free carriers in a quantum well or
nanowire are spatially separated from the conducting channel itself where
free carriers reside. Hence scattering is due to ionized dopants and is
greatly suppressed due to the spatial separation, allowing for very high
mobilities.
 Surface roughness scattering – scattering due to fluctuations of the surface
or interface associated with carrier confinement. Such random fluctuations
may be a strong source of scattering, particularly when carriers are localized
close to the interface, and may limit the mobility.
 Surface states and impurities – dangling bonds and impurity atoms may
be present at the surface or interface which strongly couple to electrons
there.
 Confined phonons – the phonon spectra itself may be modified by the
presence of dielectric discontinuities in quantum confined structure, giving
rise to waveguide modes and localized surface modes, whose interaction
with electrons may be weaker or stronger depending on the degree of
confinement.

6.3.2.1 Quasi-2D Systems
Transport in quasi-2D systems was extensively studied during the late 1960s
and 1970s in connection with the observation of quantization at the Si/SiO2
interface (see [40] for a detailed review) in metal oxide semiconductor field
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Fig. 6.11 Quasi-2D system formed at the Si/SiO2 interface in a MOSET (metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor) device. (a) Cross-section of the device. (b) Effect of the multivalley conduction band structure on quantization for [100] Si (with permission from
D. Vasileska, private communication)

effect transistor (MOSFET) structures. Figure 6.11a shows a cross-section of
a typical MOSFET structure. With a positive potential applied to the gate,
electrons are drawn to the surface forming a conducting channel between the
source and drain. The electric field at the interface may be on the order of
MV/cm, which forms a strong potential well, and quantum confinement, as
illustrated in Fig. 6.11b. Silicon is an indirect bandgap semiconductor, with
six degenerate conduction band minima close to the X point in the first
Brillouin zone. Due to the symmetry breaking of the surface, this degeneracy
is broken, and for the (100) Si surface shown below, two of the valleys project
with one mass perpendicular to the surface, where the other four project with
a small mass. Hence the two valleys with the heavier mass form the lowest
state of the quantum confined system, and the lowest state of fourfold
degenerate valleys begins at a higher energy.
The simplest description of the electronic states at the surface is within the
single-band effective mass picture, where one may solve the separable envelope
function equation:


2 @ 2
h
h2

þ
r2 þ Veff ðzÞ
2
2mz @z
2m== r


ðr; zÞ ¼ E ðr; zÞ;

(6:6)

where m// and mz and are the effective masses, and r and z are the position
coordinates, parallel and perpendicular to the surface. Veff is the potential
energy which includes the electrostatic potential due to band bending at the
surface, the variation of the conduction band edge with position across the Si/
SiO2 interface, and many-body contributions to the one-electron energy in
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terms of the other electrons in the system, i.e., the Hartree, exchange, and
correlation terms. Since the potential is only in the z direction, the solution is
separable, with free electron motion in the plane parallel to the interface and
quantized motion perpendicular, such that the total energy relative to the Si
conduction band minima is written as
En;k ¼ En þ

2 k 2
h
;
2m==

(6:7)

where En is the nth subband level, found from solution of the 1D envelope
function equation coming from Eq. (6.6).
By the early 1980s, considerable advance had been achieved in the atomic
layer growth of semiconductors using techniques such as molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE), which allowed control of heterostructure layers within a single
atomic layer. Hence, high-quality heterostructure systems could be grown,
in which quantum confinement was provided by the band offsets between
nearly lattice matched semiconductor systems, such as GaAs and AlxGa1–xAs.
Figure 6.12 illustrates a quantum well structure formed by layering a narrower
gap material (material B, e.g., GaAs) by wider bandgap materials (A, e.g.,
AlGaAs). The bandgap difference between the two materials occurs partly in
the valence band and partly in the conduction band. For the GaAs/AlxGa1–xAs
system, the band offset in the conduction band has been found empirically to be
approximately 65% of the total bandgap difference between the two materials.
For other material systems, this ratio is of course different. The system shown in
Fig. 6.12 is referred to as a Type I system in that both the valence band and
conduction band in the wider gap material form a barrier to carriers (electrons
and holes) localized in the quantum well. The solution of the single-band
envelope function equation leads to a finite set of independent subbands for
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Fig. 6.12 Type I quantum well (QW) structure in a typical III–V compound heterostructure.
The left side is the conduction band (CB) and valence band (VB) minima and maxima,
respectively, with the corresponding subband structure and density of states for the CB,
light hole (LH), and heavy hole (HH) VBs
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the CB electrons, and the light hole and heavy hole valence band holes. In
reality, for holes, single band theory is insufficient due to strong mixing of the
light hole and heavy hole states by the confining potential, and a multi-band or
more ab initio approach must be taken to calculate the electronic states [41].
The simple QW system illustrated in Fig. 6.12 corresponds to the case of low
doping and carrier concentration in the well. In order to provide free carriers for
transport without degrading the carrier mobility due to ionized impurity scattering due to dopants, the concept of modulation doping was introduced [42], as
illustrated by the inset in Fig. 6.13a. In this scheme, doping is only introduced
into the wider bandgap barrier material (e.g., AlGaAs), with a spacer layer of
undoped barrier material between the doped region and the QW. The free
electrons excited to the CB edge of the barrier material from ionized donors
there fall into the lower energy states of the well and are confined there. The
special separation of the ionized dopants from the free carriers in the well
greatly reduces the cross-section for scattering due to the decay of the screened
Coulomb potential with distance. Clearly the greater the spacer layer thickness,
the less influence scattering due to remote impurities is, but at the cost of reduced
transfer efficiency from the barrier to the well of free carriers.
Figure 6.13b shows the measured mobility versus temperature in bulk GaAs,
and by various groups for modulation doped structures in different years [43],
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Fig. 6.13 Mobility in a modulation doped AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure: (a) the contribution of individual scattering mechanisms as a function of temperature. Reproduced with
permission from Ref. [44], Copyright 1984, American Institute of Physics); (b) different results
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Institute of Physics
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while Fig. 6.13a shows the calculated 2D scattering rates due to individual
mechanisms versus temperature, fit to a particular set of data [44]. The different
scattering mechanisms shown in Fig. 16.3a correspond to longitudinal optical
phonons (LO), acoustic and piezoelectric phonon mode scattering, and remote
impurity (RI) scattering. One difference that can be observed between bulk and
quasi-2D scattering is that RI scattering basically remains flat with temperature
below a certain value, as opposed to decreasing monotonically, which is partly
associated with the 2D nature of scattering. The increases with mobility versus
time in the right hand figure, reflects the increased purity of as-grown material
as well as increasing optimization of the modulation doping itself, as epitaxial
growth processes improved with time.

6.3.2.2 Transport in Quasi-1D Systems
Quasi-1D systems may be realized experimentally through top-down fabrication
using high-resolution lithographic processes (e.g., electron-beam lithography), to
pattern a heterostructure or oxide–semiconductor structure as illustrated in
Fig. 6.14a. A modulation doped AlGaAs/GaAs structure, for example, may be
etched in various ways to define a nanowire structure as shown, or metallic
electrodes may be patterned, and negatively biased to pinch off the 2D electron
gas everywhere except between the electrodes, forming a quasi-1D system. Many
of the early studies of 1D transport rely on such laterally patterned structures.
More recently, a great deal of interest has been generated by demonstration
of directed self-assembly of NWs via in situ epitaxial growth [45, 46], illustrated
in Fig. 6.14b. As discussed in the introduction, such semiconductor NWs can be
elemental (Si,Ge) or III–V semiconductors, may be controllably doped during
growth [31], and high-quality 1D heterojunctions can be achieved. Nanowire
FETs, bipolar devices, and complementary inverters have been synthesized

Doped AlGaAs
IDEG
GaAs Substrate
GaAS cap layer
Doped AlGaAs

IDEG
GaAs Substrate

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6.14 Different experimental realizations of quasi-1D systems. (a) Different structures
realized through lateral etching or confinement of a 2D quantum well structure. (b) A selfassembled Si nanowire structure grown using vapour–liquid–solid epitaxy. (c) A carbon
nanotube (See Color Insert)
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using such techniques [24, 47, 48]. The ability to controllably fabricate heterostructure nanowires has led to demonstration of nanoelectronic devices such
as resonant tunneling diodes (RTDs) [49] and single electron transistors
(SETs) [50]. The scalability of arrays of such nanowires to circuits and architectures has also started to be addressed [51].
Likewise, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have received considerable attention
due to the ability to synthesize NTs with metallic, semiconducting, and insulating behavior, depending primarily on the chirality (i.e., how the graphite sheets
forming the structure of the CNT wrap around and join themselves) [34].
Figure 6.14c illustrates a typical CNT structure. Complementary n- and pchannel transistors have been fabricated from CNTs, and basic logic functions
demonstrated [52]. The primary difficulty faced today is the directed growth of
CNTs with the desired chirality, and positioning on a semiconductor surface,
suitable for large-scale production.
Transport in quasi-1D systems such as those discussed above, differs from
2D and bulk in terms of the further reduction in dimensionality, with the
corresponding density of states shown in Fig. 6.9b, which is singular at the
subband edge. Intrasubband scattering can only have two possible final states,
forward or backward along the axis of the wire. The reduced phase space for
scattering has often been used as an argument for predicting high mobilities in
such systems. However, in lithographically defined systems, the disorder
induced by the fabrication process itself usually results in the opposite effect.
Self-assembled structures such as the CNTs and semiconductor NWs help
avoid process-induced disorder, and in fact very long mean free paths have
been observed in CNTs. In addition to the confinement imposed on the electron
system in such structures, the vibrational modes of the system are also greatly
modified, which in turn affects the transport properties as well.
Transport in Si Nanowires
As an example of transport in a quasi-1D system, we consider the theoretical
transport through a top-down fabricated Si nanowire (SiNW) structure [53], as
illustrated in Fig. 6.15a, corresponding to the structure originally proposed by
Majima et al. [54]. This structure is fabricated from a Si on insulator (SOI)
structure, in which a thin SOI layer on a thick buried oxide (BOX) is patterned
laterally to form a SiNW as shown. A cutline of the potential perpendicular to
the surface through the SiNW is shown in Fig. 6.15b, showing the vertical
potential confinement seen by electrons confined to the Si channel region.
The potential and electronic structures are found by solving the coupled 2D
Poisson–Schrödinger equations along slices in the AB direction as indicated in
Fig. 6.15a. A semi-classical ensemble Monte Carlo simulation was used to
simulate particle transport along the wire, assuming the wire is long enough
that the diffusive regime of transport is appropriate. Phonon scattering due to
bulk acoustic and optical intervalley phonons was included, and surface roughness scattering (SRS) associated with the side walls and the Si–SiO2 interface
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Fig. 6.15 The left panel (a) shows the schematic of a simulated SiNW on ultrathin SOI. The
conduction band profile on the right side (b) is taken along the red cutline CC from the top
panel. The width of the channel is 30 nm [53] (See Color Insert)

Fig. 6.16 Variation of the
field-dependent mobility
with varying SiNW width.
The wire thickness is kept
constant at 8 nm [53] (See
Color Insert)

Effective Mobility[cm2/Vs]

[40], modified for a quasi-1D system. Full intrasubband and intersubbband
scattering was included as well.
Figure 6.16 shows the calculated variation of the mobility with the gate
potential as measured by the effective field at the Si–SiO2 interface, for three
different wire widths. For effective fields less than 0.1 MV/cm, scattering is
dominated by acoustic and intervalley phonons, and the mobility shows a sizedependent reduction of the mobility with decreasing wire size, due to the effects
of confinement. At higher effective fields, the mobility actually increases with
decreasing wire width, due to the influence of confinement on surface roughness
scattering.
One can understand this mobility enhancement effect at high effective
fields, by considering the calculated charge distribution from the coupled
2D Schrödinger–Poisson equation shown in Fig. 6.17. For wider wires,
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Fig. 6.17 Electron distribution across the nanowire, for the wire width of 30 nm (left panel)
and 8 nm (right panel). In both panels, the transverse field is 1 MV/cm, the wire thickness is
8 nm, and the color scale is in 1019 cm–3 [53] (See Color Insert)

electrons are localized close to the Si sidewalls, where surface roughness
scattering is effective. However, for narrower wires, there is the onset of
volume inversion, the electron wavefunction is localized in the center rather
than the edge of the wire, decreasing the effect of roughness scattering and
increasing the mobility.
As mentioned earlier, in nanostructures, the phonon dispersion can be
affected as well as the electronic structure, leading, e.g., to a modification
of scattering and hence transport. Figure 6.18a shows the calculated
acoustic phonon dispersion in the presence of confinement using a dielectic
continuum model [55]. As can be seen, the simple acoustic dispersion
(which goes to zero as the wavevector goes to zero), now shows a number
of non-zero branches due to the effect of zone-folding of the dispersion,
and the presence of confined phonon modes, similar to an acoustic waveguide. As a result, there are many more channels for scattering, which is
reflected in the calculated phonon scattering rates shown in Fig. 6.18b in
comparison to the bulk phonon scattering rate. There are many more
peaks in the scattering rate due to the contributions of individual modes,
superimposed on the quasi-1D scattering rates.
Transport in Self-Assembled Semiconductor Nanowires
Vapor–liquid–solid (VLS) nanowires (NW) may be grown directly on Si substrates using nanoscale liquid metal seeds. A gas-phase precursor, such a silane
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Fig. 6.18 Effect of confinement on the phonon dispersion in a SiNW (a), and the corresponding effect on the quasi-1D scattering rate (b) (See Color Insert)

or germane, transports the material of interest to the seed particle where it
dissolves, forming a liquid metal eutectic, as shown in the top panel of Fig. 6.19.
The size of this eutectic seed fixes the NW diameter. As the NW crystallizes at
the liquid/solid interface, the seed particle ‘floats’ at its tip. VLS growth produces high-quality, single crystal NWs and heterostructures that are electrically
contacted to the substrate. As illustrated in the bottom panel of Fig. 6.19, a
variety of structures may be grown, starting with a homogeneous single crystal
wire on the left, a vertical heterostructure in the next sketched, followed by the
so-called core-shell heterostructures consisting of different materials at different
radial distances.
Nanowire field effect transistors (FETs) have been synthesized using the
above growth techniques by Cui et al. [47] by dispersing the nanowires on a
substrate and patterning contacts to two ends of the nanowire. An illustration of a Si nanowire (SiNW) FET structure is shown on the left hand side of
Fig. 6.20. SiNWs are dispersed on an oxidized conducting semiconductor
substrate, where the substrate itself is used as a gate as shown. TiAu contacts

precursors

Fig. 6.19 Schematic of
growth of a semiconductor
nanowires using vapor–
liquid– solid (VLS) phase
growth. The bottom panel
illustrates several different
heterostructures realizable
using this technique (See
Color Insert)
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Fig. 6.20 Si Nanowire field effect transistor structure. The left panel shows a schematic and
electron micrograph of the transistor structure. The right panel shows the measured mobility
before (left side) and after (right side) surface modification. Reprinted with permission from
Ref [47], Copyright 2003 (See Color Insert)

are deposited for the source and drain ohmic contacts. A high-resolution
transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) micrograph of an approximately 5 nm diameter wire is shown as well. As can be seen, the wire crosssection shows a high degree of crystallinity, with an amorphous surface layer
evident. A certain degree of surface roughness is present as well, although
significantly less than that found from top-down patterning, particularly at
such narrow dimensions.
Transport in semiconductor nanowires is quasi-1D, depending on the
diameter of the wire. For Si wires greater than 20 nm, it is expected that
transport will be more bulk-like due to many occupied subbands, whereas
smaller diameters should exhibit significant quantization of motion. Due to
the small diameter in self-assembled structures, transport is very sensitive to the
structure of the surface, the degree of roughness, the presence of traps or
interface charges due to dangling bonds, etc. Contacts and contact resistance
are another issue which has to be separated from transport in the nanowire
itself. Cui et al. studied a number of different passivation techniques to improve
the mobiliy; the left side of Fig. 6.20 shows the measured mobility before (left set
of data) and after modification with 4-nitrophenyl octadecanoate. Clearly
an enormous improvement in mobility is observed, suggestive of the strong
role played by the surface in transport.

Transport in Carbon Nanotubes
Single-walled (SW) carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are a tubular form of carbon
with diameters as small as 1 nm and lengths of a few nanometers to microns [34,
56]. Typically, CNTs are grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD), laser
ablation, or arc discharge processes. A CNT is configurationally equivalent to
a 2D graphene sheet rolled into a tube, as shown in Fig. 6.21. In rolling the tube,
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Fig. 6.21 Molecular structure of a single-wall CNT, formed by rolling a sheet of graphene,
illustrating different chiralities (See Color Insert)

the direction along which the tube is rolled to form a closed structure defines its
chirality, defined by a pair of indices (n,m) called the chiral vector. The integers
n and m represent the number of unit cells along the 2D hexagonal forming the
graphene lattice. If m=0, the nanotubes are referred to as ‘zigzag’, while n=m,
corresponds to the so-called ‘armchair’ structure.
The electronic and transport properties are strongly dependent on the
chirality and diameter of the CNT. If for a given chiral vector, n–m is a
multiple of 3, then the nanotube is metallic, which includes the armchair
(n=m) structure shown in Fig. 6.21. The conductivity of metallic CNTs is
quite high due to the high mobility and density. Other chiral structures not
satisfying this equality behave as semiconductors. The bandgap is roughly
proportional to 1/diameter, with Eg=0.5 eV for a diameter of 1.4 nm. Besides
their unique electronic properties, CNTs exhibit extraordinary mechanical
properties, with a Young’s modulus over 1 TPa, as stiff as diamond, and
tensile strength 200 GPa.
Due to their remarkable electronic and mechanical properties, CNTs are
currently being developed for a number of applications including interconnects, CNT-based molecular electronics, AFM-based imaging, nanomanipulation, nanotube sensors for force, pressure, and chemical, nanotube
biosensors, molecular motors, nanoelectromehanical systems (NEMS),
hydrogen and lithium storage, and field emitters for instrumentation including flat panel displays.
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In terms of transport, measurements have demonstrated very high mobilities
and nearly ballistic transport [57, 58]. In this context, a diffusive picture of
transport in CNTs is not appropriate, rather a treatment in terms of quantum
fluxes as discussed in Section 6.4. However, dopants and defects can lead to
scattering. CNTs are inherently p-type, but by annealing in vacuum or doping
with electropositive element (e.g., K), they can be doped n-type. Electron–
electron can contribute to scattering. While normally conserving the net momentum of the two particles, and hence not relaxing the net momentum, Umkapp
processes are possible within the reduced zone of the CNT bandstructure, which
do lead to a net backscattering [59]. There are various other mechanisms that limit
transport, particularly at high fields when electrons are accelerated above the
threshold for various types of phonon scattering. In particular, because of the
unique hollow structures of CNTs, there are torsional modes of vibration, similar
to molecular chains, such as twistons, which are essentially long wavelength
acoustic phonon modes [60]. Optical modes associated with the in-plane modes
of graphene and zone boundary phonons coupling different Fermi wavevectors
are also believed to be important [61]. Studies of high field transport in metallic
SW CNTs with low contact resistance show that the saturation of current at high
bias is associated with optical and zone boundary phonon emission [61].
Summary of Diffusive Transport in Nanowires and Nanotubes
Summarizing this section on transport in nanowires and nanotubes, some of the
observations that one can make are the following:

 Predictions that transport should be improved in nanowires due to reduction of phase space for scattering, and reduced coupling to phonons (bottleneck effects).
 Measured mobilities in lithographically defined nanowires are less than the
bulk due to process-induced roughness and other inhomogeneities.
 Semiconductor nanowires show higher effective mobilities than etched
structures, but limits occur due to surface states and surface morphology,
as well as contact issues.
 CNTs show high conductivity, effective mean free paths of several microns
at room temperature inferred. Difficulty in extracting CNT resistance from
contact resistance.

6.4 Transmission and Transport in Nanoscale Systems
As discussed earlier, when length scales become sufficiently short that the quantum
mechanical phase becomes important, the nature of transport changes dramatically from one derived from a semi-classical, particle-based picture of scattering to
one where transport is determined by the quantum mechanical flux through the
system, and the reflection and transmission of carriers injected into the system. We
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start first with the case of 1D quantum transport through potential barriers,
followed by a discussion of transport in the technologically important resonant
tunneling diode in Section 6.4.1. We then proceed to discuss transport in quantum
point contacts and quantum waveguide structures within the context of the
Landauer–Büttiker model for conductance in Sections 6.4.2 and 6.4.3.

6.4.1 Vertical Transport Through Heterostructures
As a prototype system to consider in terms of coherent transport, consider the
tunneling of an electron through a planar barrier structure as shown in
Fig. 6.22. The applied bias separates the Fermi energies on the left and right
by an amount eV. The Hamiltonian on either side of the barrier is assumed
separable into perpendicular (z-direction) and transverse components. If we
choose the zero-reference of the potential energy in the system to be the conduction band minimum on the left, Ec,l = 0, the energy of a particle before and
after tunneling may be written as
E ¼ Ez þ Et ¼

2 k2z;l
h
2m

þ

h2 k2t;l

(6:8)

2m

on the left side, and
E ¼ Ez þ Et ¼

2 k2z;r 
h
h2 k2t;r
þ
þ Ec;r
2m
2m

(6:9)

on the right side, where Ec,r is the conduction band minimum on the right side
and kz and kt are the longitudinal and transverse components of the wavevector
relative to the barrier. Assuming the transverse momentum is conserved during
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the tunneling process, kt,l = kt,r, and the transverse energy Et,l = Et,r is the same
on both sides for the tunneling electron. Therefore, the z-component of the
energy on the left and right sides of the barrier is
Ez ¼

2 k2z;l 
h
h2 k2z;r
¼
þ Ec;r :
2m
2m

(6:10)

The incident current density from the left may be written in terms of the flux of
carriers arising from an infinitesimal volume of momentum space dk, around k,
jl ¼ eðkl Þfl ðkl Þvz ðkl Þdkl ; ðkl Þ ¼

2
ð2pÞ3

;

(6:11)

where fl is the distribution function on the left side of the barrier, (k) is the
density of states in k-space, and the velocity perpendicular to the barrier from
the left is (assuming parabolic bands)
z ðkl Þ ¼

1 @Eðkl Þ hkz;l
¼
:
m
h @kz;l


(6:12)

The transmitted current density from the left to right is simply Eq. (6.4)
weighted by the transmission coefficient
jl ¼ 

2eh
ð2pÞ3 m

Tðkz;l Þ fl ðkt ; kz;l Þkz;l dkz;l dkt ;

(6:13)

where T(kz,l) is the transmission coefficient from the left. Similarly, the transmitted current from the right to left is
jr ¼ 

2e
h
ð2pÞ3 m

Tðkz;r Þ fr ðkt ; kz;r Þkz;r dkz;r dkt :

(6:14)

Integrating over all k, and assuming that the distribution functions in the
contacts on the left and right are given by their equilibrium Fermi–Dirac
distributions corresponding to the Fermi energies in the respective regions,
one can integrate over the transverse energies analytically to obtain the socalled Tsu-Esakt formula, where the particular form was popularized [62] in
connection with resonant tunneling diodes (discussed below):
Z
JT ¼ dkz dkðjl  jr Þ
em kB T
¼
h3
2p2 

Z1
0




1 þ exp½ðEF;l  Ez Þ=kB T
:
dEz TðEz Þ ln
1 þ exp½ðEF;l  eV  Ez Þ=kB T

(6:15)
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The derivation of this equation invokes several assumptions common to the
general description of coherent transport in nanostructures; first, we can
describe the current in terms of the net difference in flux of transmitted carriers
through the structure; second, we have ‘ideal’ contacts or reservoirs (as was
shown schematically earlier in Fig. 6.5) that are near equilibrium (since the
reservoir is assumed large) and inject carriers into the system according to some
prescribed or known distribution function.
A particularly interesting and technologically important planar barrier
structure is the double barrier resonant tunneling diode (RTD, which was
predicted theoretically by Tsu and Esaki [62, 63] at IBM, and demonstrated
definitely by Sollner et al. [64]. The conduction band diagram of a generic
RTD structure is shown in Fig. 6.23 under different bias conditions, along
with the associated current–voltage (I–V) characteristics at each point. The
device is a two-terminal structure consisting of two narrow barriers (e.g.,
AlxGa1–xAs) with heavily doped emitter and collector materials (e.g., GaAs)
and a narrow well of narrower gap material separating the two barriers.
Resonant tunneling occurs when an electron incident on the left is coincident
in energy with the quasi-bound state formed in the well, resulting in a sharp
maxima in the transmission coefficient through a structure. The thickness of
the barriers (approximately 1–5 nm) is sufficiently thin that tunneling
through the barriers is significant. Depending on the well width and barrier
heights, there may exist several such quasi-bound states in the system. As
shown in this figure, with a positive bias applied to the right contact relative
to the left, the Fermi energy on the left is pulled through the resonant level.
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Fig. 6.23 Upper panel represents the band diagram of a resonant tunneling diode at various
bias points on and off resonance, while the bottom panel is the corresponding current
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As the Fermi energy passes through the resonant state, a large current flows
due to the increased transmission from left to right. At the same time, the
backflow of carriers from right to left is suppressed as electrons at the Fermi
energy on the right see only a large potential barrier. Further bias pulls the
bottom of the conduction band on the left side through the resonant energy,
which cuts off the supply of electrons available at the resonant energy for
tunneling. The result is a marked decrease in current with increasing voltage,
giving rise to a region of negative differential resistance (NDR) as shown
schematically by the I–V characteristics in Fig. 6.23. A figure of merit for the
performance of an RTD is the peak to valley ratio (PVR), which is the ratio
of the peak current to the valley current shown below. For AlAs/GaAs/AlAs
RTD structures, ratios of 4:1 or more may be realized at room temperature,
and much larger at lower temperature since thermal processes tend to
increase the off-resonant portion of the current and decrease the resonant
portion as discussed below.
The purely coherent picture of transport in RTDs above is of course an
idealization, and one of the fundamental issues of transport in nanostructure
systems, that is the loss of coherence through interaction with the environment and dissipative processes in the structure itself. Figure 6.24 shows a
more realistic band diagram of the RTD under bias illustrating various
possible contributions to the current. A process of sequential tunneling is
possible [65], in which an electron is injected above the resonant energy, and
then relaxes down to the ground state of the well, before tunneling out into
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the collector. This process may actually give DC I–V characteristics similar
to those for purely coherent tunneling. However, inelastic tunneling processes are possible as well, where electrons may emit or absorb a phonon to
complete the tunneling process through the double barrier structure. Elastic
scattering processes such as impurities or interface roughness also relax the
assumption of parallel momentum conservation, leading to a broadening of
the resonance. Thermoionic emission over the top of the barrier is possible as
well. All these contributions lead to increased non-resonant current and
decreased on-resonant current, leading to a degradation of the peak to valley
ratio.

6.4.2 Quantized Conductance
We now consider the general barrier problem of phase coherent transport
through a 1D conductor as shown in Fig. 6.25, which, for example, may
correspond to the quasi-1D systems discussed in Section 6.3.2.2 in the limit
that inelastic (phase breaking) scattering processes are negligible except in
the contacts . Ideal (i.e., no scattering) conducting leads connect the scattering region to reservoirs on the left and right characterized by quasi-Fermi
energies 1 and 2, respectively, corresponding to the electron densities there.
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Fig. 6.25 Schematic
illustration of the
conductance of a 1D system.
(a) Conceptualization of ideal
1D conductors connecting the
‘sample’ to infinite reservoirs.
(b) Redistribution of charge
injected by the reservoirs due
to scattering from the sample,
resulting in new Fermi
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These reservoirs or contacts are assumed to randomize the phase of the
injected and absorbed electrons through inelastic processes such that there
is no phase relation between particles. As for the planar barrier structures in
the previous section, the current injected from the left and right may be
written as an integral over the flux in 1D:
21
3
1
ð
ð
2e 4
I¼
dkðkÞf1 ðkÞTðEÞ  dk0 ðk0 Þf2 ðk0 ÞTðE0 Þ5;
2p
0

(6:16)

0

where the prefactor corresponds to the 1D density of states in k-space times
e, v(k) is the velocity, T(E) is the transmission coefficient, and f1 and f2 are
the reservoir distribution functions characterized by their respective Fermi
energies introduced above. The integrations are only over positive k and k0
relative to the direction of the injected charge. If we now assume low temperatures, electrons are injected up to an energy 1, into the left lead, and
injected up to 2 into the right one. Converting to integrals over energy, the
current becomes
2 1
3

 
ð2  0 
ð
e4
dk
dk
ðk0 Þf2 ðk0 ÞTðEÞ5:
dE
ðkÞf1 ðkÞTðEÞ  dE
I¼
dE
p
dE
0

(6:17)

0

Since the electron velocity itself is defined as the derivative of E with respect
to k (group velocity), this equation reduces to
ð1
e
e
e2
(6:18)
dETðEÞ ¼ Tð1  2 Þ ¼ TV;
I¼
h
p
h
h
2

where it has been assumed that T is a weak function of energy between the
Fermi energies on the right and left, which is asymptotically true in the linear
response regime where the two converge. Defining the conductance as I/V, the
so-called two-terminal Landauer formula results in [66, 67]
G¼

2e2
T;
h

(6:19)

which states that the conductance of a pure 1D system is simply a universal
constant, Go=2e2/h (or the inverse of the so-called fundamental resistance,
equal to 12.9 k) times the transmission coefficient through the system. Note
that the Fermi levels in the leads are different from the reservoir Fermi energies
due to the buildup and depletion of charge due to scattering from sample, giving
rise to the so-called Landauer resistivity dipole. If in fact one could measure the
potential drop across the sample itself, then Eq. (6.19) would be modified by a
factor of R=(1–T) in the denominator, which diverges as R goes to 0. However,
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in the limit of unity transmission, the two-terminal conductance measured
between the two reservoirs does not diverge, but reaches a finite value, which
represents the contact resistance to inject charge in and out of the 1D system.By
extending the above discussion to N occupied subbands (channels), the general
two-terminal multi-channel Landauer–Büttiker [68] formula results in
G¼

N
2e2 X
Tn ;
h n¼1

(6:20)

where Tn is the total transmission through channel n to all other channels. In the
limit of Tn going to unity, the conductance simply becomes NGo.
The first demonstrations of this conductance quantization were provided by
studies of split-gate quantum point contacts, which were implemented in the
high-mobility 2D electron gas of GaAs/AlGaAs heterojunctions [7, 8], as
shown in Fig. 6.26. Here, metal gates are patterned on the top of the heterojunction, and are used to define the constriction in the 2D electron gas underneath, by the application of a negative depleting voltage. The size of the
constriction that forms in the electron gas is determined by the range of the
fringing fields that develop around the gate edges, and may be tuned continuously in experiment by variation of the gate voltage. As the width of the
constriction is reduced in this manner, successive subbands are depopulated
and the conductance of the point contact decreases in integer steps of 2e2/h.
Figure 6.27 shows the measured conductance on an exceptionally wellresolved sample [69]. The split-gate structure in the inset is used to pinch off
and open the channel. The low temperature conductance shows a series of
plateaus with conductance given by NGo. As the sample temperature increases,
the distribution functions appearing in Eqs. (6.16) and (6.17) broaden, and the
corresponding plateau is washed out. Similarly, if tunneling through the QPC is
too strong (i.e., the constriction too narrow), the conductance plateaus are less
well resolved.
The presence of disorder has a detrimental effect on the observation of
quantized conductance, due to the effect of backscattering, which degrades
gates on top of
heterostructure
if Vg < 0
electrons are
depleted from
beneath gates

z

Fig. 6.26 Schematic of a
split-gate quantum
waveguide or quantum
point contact structure for
measuring ballistic
conductance in quasi-1D
systems
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2
potential:
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Fig. 6.27 Conductance
quantization in the quantum
point contact. The upper
inset shows a schematic of
the device geometry.
Reprinted with the
permission from Ref. [69],
Copyright 1998 by the
American Physical Society

the transmission below unity, hence degrading the conductance. Figure 6.28
shows a comparison of two different quantum point contacts grown fabricated
on the same material, but with different lengths [70]. For the short length QPC
shown in Fig. 6.28a, well-resolved conductance plateaus are observed. For
longer constrictions (>500 nm), the conductance plateaus are washed out, and
resonant-like structures appear which are related to unique signature of individual scatters associated with impurities and roughness of the QPC itself. As the
constriction becomes longer, the probability that an electron is transmitted

Fig. 6.28 Measured conductance in a quantum point contact structure comparing narrow
(left) and wide (right) constrictions. Reprinted with permission from Timp et al. in Nanostructure Physics and Fabrication, edited by W. P. Kirk and M. Reed., Academic Press, New
York, 1989, pp. 331–346. Copyright 1989, Academic Press
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Fig. 6.29 Illustration of an ideal quantum waveguide structure (left), and one with a disorder
region. Reprinted with permission from R. Akis, private communication)

ballistically without scattering with an unintentional defect is decreased, leading
to the transition from ballistic to diffusive behavior.
To illustrate this transition from ballistic to diffusive behavior mathematically, consider the ideal and disordered 1D conductors shown in Fig. 6.29. The
resistance, R, through the disordered system, can be approximated by assuming
each conducting channel has the same transmission coefficient, Tpc:


1
h 1
h 1
h 1 1  Tpc
1
1
R¼
¼ 2
þ
¼
þ
;
¼
Tpc
G
2e NTpc 2e2 N 2e2 N
GC GD

(6:21)

which can be factored into one term which is the pure ballistic conductance, Gc,
and a second which is the conductance determined by the transmission and
reflection through the disordered region itself. As Tpc goes to zero (meaning
strong disorder), the second term dominates, and the conductance is due entirely to GD. As Tpc approaches unity, the disorder term vanishes, and we are left
with the quantized conductance associated with coherent transport.

6.4.3 Quantum Waveguides
The coherent transport of electrons through quasi-1D channels is quite analogous to the transmission of electromagnetic radiation through waveguides in
terms of transmission and reflection at different wavelengths. Hence one may
think of more complicated structures that behave as quantum waveguides. As an
example of a quantum waveguide, consider the device structure shown in
Fig. 6.30, which consists of split-gate structure which has been patterned to
create double-bend discontinuity. In Fig. 6.30a, we show a micrograph of the
structure, and the measured variation of the waveguide conductance as a
function of the gate voltage [71]. Rather than exhibiting quantized plateaus,
there appear to be a series of resonances below the fundamental conductance,
superimposed on a background conductance. In Fig. 6.30b, the computed [73]
variation of the conductance using a scattering matrix approach as function of
the width of an ideal, hard-walled waveguide structure is shown. The conductance here is calculated by first calculating the transmission coefficients as a
function of energy, Tn(E), from scattering theory, and then applying the Landauer–Büttiker formula at the appropriate Fermi energy. As can be seen, strong
resonances are calculated due to the standing wave interference patterns
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Fig. 6.30 (a) Experimentally
measured conductance
characteristic of an electron
waveguide featuring a
double-bend structure. The
device structure is shown in
the inset, in which the
lithographic width of the
waveguide is 100 nm.
(b) Numerically calculated
conductance variation for a
hard-walled waveguide
structure

established by the cavity in the double bend. The computed resonances are much
sharper than those seen in experiment, but this difference can be attributed to the
finite temperature at which the latter is performed, and the soft-walled nature of
the confining profile in real devices [73].
A technological important example of a 1D electron waveguides is the threeterminal ballistic junction (TBJ), or Y-branch switch [72, 73, 74], shown in the
inset of Fig. 6.31. As a switch, electrons incident on the junction through the
center terminal, C, may be deflected either into the right or left branch by
application of an electric field. Since switching occurs simply by deflecting a
current either left or right, considerable interest has arisen in the potential
application of the Y-branch as a fast switch with low power consumption.
According to recent theoretical studies [75, 76], the Y-branch may also be
used to generate rectifier and transistor behavior, to provide a means of second-harmonic generation and to serve as an oscillator in the THz regime.
An interesting demonstration of the non-classical, coherent transport behavior of TBJs is observed when the voltage or current in the center terminal is
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Fig. 6.31 Measured center
potential in a three-terminal
ballistic junction (TBJ) as a
function of the push–pull
potential, Vo=VL=–VR,
for various top gate bias
voltages. The inset shows a
micrograph and schematic
of the bias configuration of
the structure. Reproduced
with permission from Ref.
[79], Copyright 2001, American Institute of Physics [81]

measured in the non-linear in a push–pull sort of bias configuration applied to
the left and right contacts, VR = VL = Vo [76, 77]. For perfectly symmetric
waveguides, the classical prediction is that the center potential should be zero.
However, in the quantum mechanical picture, carriers are injected from the left
and right terminals into the center terminal, resulting in the development of a
negative potential there. Figure 6.31 shows the measured center potential, VC,
as a function of the push–pull potential, Vo. A top gold gate deposited over a
dielectric covering the structure is used to vary the Fermi potential, with less
positive potentials corresponding to lower Fermi energies in the structure. As
the Fermi energy is reduced, one can observe that the center potential becomes
increasingly negative with increasing magnitude of Vo. Using an extension of
the Landauer–Büttiker formula to multi-terminals, Xu [77] has shown that the
center potential may be written as
1
Vc ¼  V2o þ OðV4 Þ;
2

¼e

@GC ð:TÞ=@
;
GC ð:TÞ

(6:22)

where GC ¼ Go ½TCL ð; TÞ þ TCR ð; TÞ is the conductance seen from the center
terminal. Basically, as the Fermi energy is reduced with decreasing top gate
potential, the center conductance, GC, is reduced, increasing , and hence
the enhanced downward curvature as observed in Fig. 6.31 for gate biases of
9 and 6 V. Such downward parabolic variation of the center voltage with
push–pull voltage has been observed in a number of experiments [77, 78, 79].
The only assumption made in deriving Eq. (6.22) is that the center cavity should
be ballistic, and therefore clear evidence of the non-classical voltage variation
has been reported at room temperature [79, 81]. Ballistic TBJs have also
been predicted [77, 78] to show rectification and basic transistor action,
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second-harmonic generation, and logic operation. In particular, with biases
applied to left and right reservoirs, the output voltage of the center waveguide
will only be positive when a positive voltage is applied to both the left and right
reservoirs, indicating that the Y-branch may be used as a compact AND gate.
Based on such concepts, there has been considerable interest in the development
of novel circuit architectures, based upon the properties of the TBJs [80].

6.5 Single Electron Tunneling
In the previous sections, we discussed phenomena at the nanoscale associated
with quantum mechanical effects such as phase coherent transport and size
quantization. Another consideration in ultrasmall structures is the granularity
of charge itself in terms of the finite number and charge of electrons. Single
electron tunneling is a term used to describe the correlated tunneling of electrons one at a time, due to the effect itself on the energy of the system of the
motion of a single charge into and out of a nanostructure system. Such single
electron effects have been the basis for a number of device and architectural
proposals and demonstrations such as single electron memories, single electron
transistors, quantum cellular automata, as well as many others. The interested
reader is referred to detailed reviews of single electron phenomenon and devices
(see, for example, [4, 81, 82]). In the following, we briefly review single electron
phenomena in semiconductor systems including some recent results in selfassembled systems.

6.5.1 Single Electron Phenomena
Single electron phenomena can be understood classically in terms of the capacitance, C, which relates the charge to the potential difference between two
conductors, and the corresponding electrostatic energy, E, stored in the twoconductor system:
Q ¼ CV;

E¼

Q2
:
2C

(6:23)

Capacitance is reduced as physical dimensions decrease, and for sufficiently
small capacitance, a change in charge, Q=e, corresponding to the transfer of a
single electron, can result in a sizeable change in the electrostatic energy. As an
example, the capacitance of a conducting sphere of radius a above a ground
plane is approximately C ¼ 4p" a. For a 5 nm radius nanocluster (for example,
Au forms stable cluster shells of even smaller dimensions), the change of energy
associated with removing an electron from an initially charge neutral cluster
corresponds to approximately 145 meV, which is much larger than the thermal
energy, even at room temperature.
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Fig. 6.32 Equivalent circuit
for a single electron transistor
(SET)

The basic building block of single electron devices and circuits is the tunnel
junction, illustrated by the circuit elements shown in Fig. 6.32, which illustrates
the schematic of a single electron tunneling transistor (SET). A tunnel junction
is characterized by its capacitance, C, and tunnel resistance, R, the latter of
which corresponds in the usual generic way to the height and width of the
potential barrier between electrodes. Tunnel junctions are actually representative of a broad range of permeable device technologies including ultrasmall
metal–oxide–metal junctions (oxidized Al for example), the quantum point
contact structure discussed in Section 6.4.2, sidewall constrictions in an etched
Si on insulator or GaAs/AlGaAs structure, and even the contacts to carbon
nanotubes as discussed later.
The SET transistor, first realized experimentally by Fulton and Dolan [83]
and Kuz’min and Likharev [84], consists of a pair of tunnel junction separated
by an island with an applied source–drain bias as shown in Fig. 6.32. The island
itself (which represents an isolated conducting region) is capacitively coupled
through Cg to a gate bias, making a three-terminal structure. To understand the
behavior, we consider the energy change when electrons tunnel back and forth
across the two tunnel junctions. Here we let n1 be the net number of electrons
that tunneled through the first junction onto the island, n2 the number of
electrons that tunneled through the second junction exiting the island, and
n ¼ n1  n2 the net number of excess electrons on the island.
With a bias voltage applied across the two junctions, the charges on the
junctions and island can be written as
Q1 ¼ C1 V1 ;

Q2 ¼ C2 V2 )

Q ¼ Q2  Q1 þ Q0 þ Cg ðVg  V2 Þ ¼ ne þ Q0 þ Cg ðVg  V2 Þ;

(6:24)

where Q is the net charge on the island, Q0 is the background charge induced by
stray capacitances associated with material imperfections and fabricationinduced defects, and the effect of the gate electrode is to contribute an additional controllable polarization charge on the island.
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In terms of the applied bias, Va ¼ V1 þ V2 , we can rewrite the junction
potentials as
V1 ¼

ðC2 þ Cg ÞVa  Cg Vg þ ne  Q0
C1 Va þ Cg Vg  ne  Q0
; V2 ¼
; (6:25)
C
C

where C= C1 þ C2 þ Cg. The electrostatic energy stored in the two junctions is
Ec ¼

Cg C1 ðVa  Vg Þ2 þ C1 C2 V2a þ Cg C2 V2g þ Q2
:
2C

(6:26)

The free energy corresponds to the difference of the electrostatic energy and
the work done in delivering charges from the source to the SET system,
Fðn1 ; n2 Þ ¼ Ec  W. The work done in delivering charge to the system is given
by the time integral of the power delivered to the SET from the external sources as
W¼

X

IðtÞVðtÞdt ¼ Va Qa þ Vg Qg ;

(6:27)

all sources

where Qa;g is the total charge transferred from the drain or gate voltage
sources, including the integer number of electrons that tunnel into and out of
the island, as well as the continuous polarization charge that builds up in
response to the change in electrostatic potential on the island. We can now
look at the change in free energy of the entire circuit due to electrons tunneling
across junctions 1 and 2 separately by considering the total free energy before
and after tunnel events which decrease or increase the net number of electrons
tunneling across junctions 1 and 2 as
F1 ¼ Fðn1 1; n2 Þ  Fðn1 ; n2 Þ

(6:28)
e e
½ðC2 þ Cg ÞVa  Cg Vg þ ne  Q0  ;
¼
C 2

e e
F2 ¼ Fðn1 ; n2 1Þ  Fðn1 ; n2 Þ ¼
½C1 Va þ Cg Vg  ne þ Q0  : (6:29)
C 2
We can now argue that the only high likelihood tunneling events are those
that result in transitions to final states of lower energy, i.e., negative change in
the free energy above.

6.5.2 Coulomb Blockade
Assume for simplicity that we have a double junction system without an
external gate, i.e., Cg ¼ 0 and that the stray polarization charge is zero.
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Furthermore, assume that the two tunnel junctions are identical, i.e.,
C1=C2=C. If we start from a condition in which the island is initially charge
neutral, i.e., n=0, then it is clear from Eqs. (6.27) and (6.28) that there is a
minimum applied drain voltage, Va, necessary in either direction before the
change in free energy is negative, i.e., for e=C < Va e=C , tunneling cannot
occur. This phenomena is referred to as Coulomb blockade (CB), or the
suppression of tunneling due to the effective charging energy barrier to adding
or removing an electron from the island. An illustration of this phenomenon in
terms of the energy band diagram of the system and the expected I–V characteristics are shown in Fig. 6.33.
Essentially, the Coulomb charging energy opens a gap in the continuous
spectrum of energy states associated with the island, which forbids tunneling
until this barrier is surmounted with an applied bias. Once an electron enters
the dot (i.e., n=1), a new Coulomb blockade exists until the electron tunnels
out the other side. Hence, tunneling in this idealized situation also corresponds to the correlated tunneling of one electron at a time for biases just
above this threshold. Higher thresholds exist in which it is energetically
favorable for two electrons, three electrons, etc., to be injected, which for
asymmetric barriers results in a Coulomb staircase corresponding to a series of

Fig. 6.33 Energy band diagram for a double junction systems illustrating the band diagram in
the (a) Coulomb blockade regime and (b) tunneling regime. (c) Coulomb gap in the
current–voltage characteristic for –e=2C <V < e=2C
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current plateaus of successively high integer numbers of electrons tunneling
across the double junction.
6.5.2.1 Coulomb Oscillations and the Single Electron Transistor
If we now consider the effect of the gate capacitance and bias in Eqs. (6.27) and
(6.28), we see that the CB may be lifted with appropriate combination of
positive or negative gate bias and number of excess electrons on the dot, n.
Therefore, as a function of gate and source–drain bias, there are going to be
regions where the free energy change is positive, corresponding to little current
flow, and regions where tunneling is allowed energetically. This may be conveniently represented by a stability diagram as shown in Fig. 6.34. There the
shaded regions correspond to combinations of the two biases where CB occurs,
which forms the diamond pattern shown for integral values of the electron
number on the dot. For successive changes of the effective gate charge,
CgVg=e, the source–drain conductance goes through successive oscillations
or resonances where CB is lifted.
This oscillatory behavior can be better understood looking at the energy
band diagram on and off resonance as shown in Fig. 6.35, and the corresponding current–voltage characteristics. The effect of the gate is to tune the Coulomb
gap in the density of states through the Fermi energies on the left and right
(which are nearly coincident for small source–drain bias). As the gap is pulled
below the Fermi energies, electron tunneling onto the island can occur, increasing the number n by one, and resulting in a new CB regime, hence the successive
diamonds along the Vg axis. The corresponding conductance then exhibits a
series of peaks spaced periodically in Vg=e/Cg, which are sometimes referred
to as Coulomb oscillations.
Figure 6.35 is relevant for the idealized case of a perfectly conducting
metallic island consisting of many electrons with quasi-continuous energy
spectrum. In the case that the island is a semiconductor dot formed by artificial

Fig. 6.34 Stability diagram
for the single electron
transistor of Fig. 6.33
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Fig. 6.35 Energy band diagram and I–V characteristics as a function of gate bias of a SET
transistor under small source–drain bias (a) in the Coulomb blockade regime and (b) in
resonance

confinement, the quantized energy of the dot states can be appreciable compared to the Coulomb energy and must be accounted for in the description. If
we label the energy levels in the dot as En, then successive oscillations in the
conductance with gate bias include both the Coulomb contribution and the
energy spacing of successive quantized levels:
Vg ¼



C Enþ1  En
e
þ
:
Cg
e
Cg

(6:30)

Since in general the energy spacing of the quantized levels of an artificial
molecule are non-uniform, the overall spacing of the Coulomb oscillations with
gate bias will no longer be strictly uniform.
Within the picture presented above of Coulomb blockade and Coulomb
oscillations, we have implicitly assumed that the electrons are well localized
on the dot, i.e., that we can talk about the electron as residing inside or
outside the dot. Hence, the probability of tunneling in and out of the dot
should be sufficiently large that the electron is localized on the dot, which is
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usually satisfied if the tunneling resistance itself is much larger than the
fundamental resistance corresponding to a single conducting channel, i.e.,
R >> h=e2 .

6.5.3 SET Modeling and Simulation
To actually formulate the current–voltage characteristics of SET structures, a
kinetic equation approach was generalized by Averin and Likharev [85] now
referred to as the ‘orthodox’ theory of single electron tunneling. Within a kinetic
equation approach, tunneling processes are considered as random scattering
events that instantaneously change the energy of the system. Using time-dependent perturbation theory, the usual theory of tunneling via the tunneling
Hamiltonian approach (which treats tunneling via perturbation theory) can
be generalized to include the change in free energy discussed above before and
after tunneling. Hence the tunneling rate for the jth tunnel junction in an N
junction system is given by
0
1
Fj =e
1 @

A;
j ðnÞ ¼
Rj e 1  exp F =kB T
j

(6:31)

where Fj is the change in free energy, which as defined for the two junction
SET system by Eqs. (6.27) and (6.28). Within the kinetic equation framework,
we can define the distribution function for the island occupancy,
fðn1 ; n2 ; n3 ; . . . ; nN1 Þ, which is the probability of the system having n1 electrons
on island 1, n2 electrons on island 2, etc. A kinetic or master equation can then
be derived which represents an equation of motion for f through a detailed
balance of tunneling events onto and off each island:
@fðn1 ; n2 ; . . . ; tÞ X n þ
j ðn1 ; . . . ; nj  1Þfðn1 ; . . . ; nj  1 . . . tÞ
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where here j refers to the net tunneling onto each island from all possible
junctions using the junction rate defined in Eq. (6.30). Once f is calculated,
averages may be calculated for quantities of interest such as the total energy, or
current flow through a particular junction. Direct solution of this master equation has been successfully used to model the I–V characteristics of the single
electron transistor discussed in the previous section (see, for example, [18]).
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The derivation of Eq. (6.31) is based on first-order time-dependent perturbation theory (i.e., Fermi’s golden rule); however, higher order tunneling processes may in fact be important, particularly when the tunnel resistance
approaches that of the fundamental conductance, h=e2 .Higher order processes,
or co-tunneling, represent tunneling processes that occur through multiple
junctions, such as, for example, resonant tunneling in a double barrier resonant
tunneling diode. The theory of co-tunneling has been developed by Averin and
Nazarov [86], which gives corrections to second order in the inverse tunnel
resistance, and gives rise to additional power law dependencies on voltage and
temperature. The tunnel resistance dependence has been studied in detail
experimentally using quantum point contact structures (where the tunnel resistance can be tuned) [87].
While direct solution of the master equation (6.31) is feasible, for arbitrary
large SET circuits, it has become increasingly popular to utilize Monte Carlo
techniques for the simulation of single electron tunneling [84, 88, 89, 23]. In
Monte Carlo simulation, basically the stochastic tunneling events across all
possible junctions based on Eq. (6.30) (and extensions to higher order and nonlinear tunneling resistances) are simulated in time using the computer random
number generator to generate the time between tunneling events. Commercial
simulators are available such as SIMON [90] which provide schematic capture
for design and simulation of single electron circuits.

6.5.4 Recent Experimental Studies
An exhaustive review of experimental work on single electron phenomena is
beyond the scope of this chapter. Basically, Coulomb blockade and associated
single electron behavior such as the Coulomb staircase were first observed in
metal–oxide tunnel junction systems in the 1980s (see [83] and references
therein). As mentioned earlier, Fulton and Dolan [85] fabricated the first
successful single electron transistor, in which the CB regime and Coulomb
staircase could be controllably modified by a gate. Following this, researchers
were able to realize single electron turnstiles and pumps [91, 21] in which single
electrons could be systematically clocked through an array of tunnel junctions
by periodic modulation of the gate potential at rf frequencies, and the resulting
current is given quite accurately by I=ef, where f is the ac frequency. Such
turnstile devices are still an active area of investigation for accurate metrological standards.
The first definitive demonstration of Coulomb blockade in semiconductor
structures was reported by Meirev et al. using a pair quantum point contact
structures to form a double tunnel junction system over a high-mobility
2 DEG GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure to form a quantum dot as the island,
and using substrate bias as the gate potential [92]. Clear periodic oscillations
of the source–drain conductance with gate bias were observed. Subsequent
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demonstration of the Coulomb staircase and turnstile behavior in more elaborate gate geometry QPC quantum dots in high-mobility 2 DEG material
were reported by the Delft group [93]. The flexibility of the QPC structure has
led to increasingly more complicated geometries to investigate single electron
tunneling through multiple dots, where molecular ‘hybridization’ of the states
in coupled dots is observed when the dots are allowed to interact (see, for
example, [94]).
6.5.4.1 Si Nanoelectronic Devices
More recently, interest has been focused on the development of single electron
devices in Si that are compatible with Si CMOS processing for potential
realization of Si nanoelectronic circuits. The advantages of such Si-based
nanoelectronic systems is that Si process technology is more mature, and the
high quality of the native oxide as well as improvements in Si on insulator (SOI)
technology provides more flexibility in design of single electron devices than
III–V compound technologies. The main disadvantage is the higher effective
mass, lower mobility, and generally higher density of defects in Si compared to
high-purity epitaxial growth techniques used for the 2 DEG structures discussed earlier, which tend to mask quantum and single electron behavior.
High-resolution nanofabrication techniques such as STM/AFM lithography
have led to considerable reduction in single electron devices. Sub-10 nm tunnel
junctions have been realized using in situ anodization of Ti films with an AFM
tip [95]. Similar technology was used by Matsumoto to fabricate ultrasmall
double barrier SET structures of anodized Ti on an oxidized Si substrate, which
exhibited strong evidence of Coulomb staircase with 150 mV period at room
temperature [96].
Conventional CMOS technology has been used to realize single electron
structures as well [97, 98, 99]. Figure 6.36 shows the schematic of a split-gate
quantum point contact structure similar to those discussed already, but fabricated in a double oxide, Si MOS transistor structure [98]. As shown in
Fig. 6.36b, distinct Coulomb oscillations are observed at 4 K as a function of
the top inversion gate bias, superimposed on a background of rising conductance as the channel forming the QPCs opens up with increasing gate bias.
A third terminal or plunger adjacent to the dot acts like the gate of a SET, while
at the same time changing the shape of the dot itself. A plot of the location of the
peak conductance as a function of both plunger is shown in Fig. 6.37 as well. As
can be seen, there are several sets of peaks that evolve with different slope, and
which exhibit anti-crossing behavior which appears somewhat analogous to
that of atomic levels. In fact, it appears that in these dots, conductance oscillations are dominated by the energy spectrum of the dot itself as much as by the
Coulomb charging energy as given by Eq. (6.29).
Silicon on insulator technology (SOI) has gained increasing acceptance in
recent years as a technology for scaling conventional CMOS technology below
the 10 nm gate length node. SOI technology has also proved promising in
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Fig. 6.36 MOS single electron transistor. (a) Illustration of the double oxide split-gate
structure and (b) associated conductance–voltage characteristics with inversion layer bias [98]

realizing SET structures with potential for room temperature operation.
Zhuang et al. first demonstrated a quantum dot structure fabricated on an
SOI wafer [100], in which the SOI layer is etched down forming a corrugated Si
wire over which a poly-Si gate is deposited.

Fig. 6.37 Conductance peak
positions as function of both
inversion gate and plunger
gate bias exhibiting crossing
and anti-crossing behaviors
of apparent level structure of
dot [103] (See Color Insert)
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6.5.4.2 Coulomb Blockade in Self-Assembled Systems
Self-assembled structures such as CNTs and NWs are natural candidates for
observing single electron phenomena due to their inherently small diameters,
and correspondingly small capacitances. For the case of CNTs, the high conductivity of the CNT itself serves to form a Coulomb island, with tunnel
barriers into and out of the island formed from Schottky contacts to either
end of the nanotube. Tan and co-workers [101] observed clear evidence of
Coulomb oscillations and Coulomb staircase behavior in transport studies of
single-wall CNTs.
Single electron transistors may be fabricated in semiconductor nanowires by growing thin tunnel barriers epitaxially [50]. Figure 6.38 shows
the growth and electron micrograph of a double barrier structure grown
using chemical beam epitaxy (CBE), where thin InP barriers of various
spacings are grown in a smaller bandgap InAs wire [102]. The wires are

Fig. 6.38 Characterization
and processing of nanowires. (a) Scanning electron
micrograph of homogeneous InAs nanowires
grown on an InAs substrate
from lithographically
defined arrays of Au particles. The image demonstrates the ability of the CBE
to produce identical nanowire devices. The scale bar
corresponds to 1 mm. (b)
Dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy
image of a nanowire with a
100 nm long InAs quantum
dot between two very thin
InP barriers. Scale bar
depicts 20 nm. (c) Corresponding image of a 10 nm
long InAs dot. The InP barrier thickness is 3 and
3.7 nm, respectively. (d) The
heterostructured wires are
deposited on a SiO2-capped
Si substrate and source and
drain contacts are fabricated
by lithography. Reprinted
with permission from Ref.
[102], Copyright 2004,
American Chemical Society
(See Color Insert)
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dispersed on a Si substrate with an oxide to form a backgate as shown
schematically in Fig. 6.38c.
Figure 6.39 illustrates nicely the dependence of the observed oscillations on
the size of the Coulomb island defined by the distance between the two
barriers. For large distances (Fig. 6.39a), the oscillations are periodic, and
the device behaves like a metallic SET. For spacings less than 30 nm, the
Coulomb charging energy is comparable to the level separation due to

Fig. 6.39 Effect of reduced quantum dot length. (a) Gate characteristics of a SET with a
100 nm long dot. The oscillations are perfectly periodic and are visible up to 12 K. (b) When
the dot length is 30 nm, the level spacing at the Fermi energy is comparable to the charging
energy and the Coulomb oscillations are no longer completely periodic. (c) A 10 nm dot results
in a device depleted of electrons at zero gate voltage. By increasing the electrostatic potential
electrons are added one by one. For some electron configurations, the addition energy is larger
corresponding to filled electron shells. All data in this figure were recorded at 4.2 K. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. [102], Copyright 2004, American Chemical Society
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confinement by the barriers, and period of oscillations is a combination of
level spacing and Coulomb charging energy as described by Eq. (6.29). At the
narrowest spacing, the energy spacing is dominated by the molecular states of
the dot, leading to a non-periodic structure.

6.6 Summary
In this review, we have discussed some of the basic transport phenomena
occurring in structures at the nanoscale. As mentioned in the introduction,
the current drive toward nanoelectronic technologies is driven both by topdown scaling of dimensions in semiconductor transistors and by bottom-up
self-assembly of structures such as carbon nanotubes, semiconductor, and
metallic nanowires and nanocrystals. We discussed the transition from semiclassical diffusive transport at mesoscopic to macroscopic scales, to fully coherent quantum transport as characteristic dimensions are reduced below the mean
free paths for scattering in the system. Effects such as quantum confinement
and reduced dimensionality of carriers, quantum mechanical transmission and
reflection, and single electron effects such as Coulomb blockade, all become
manifest as dimensions reduce, giving rise to new paradigms of charge transport, and interesting new ideas for functional devices and architectures which
may provide alternatives for current technology as fundamental limits are
reached.
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Chapter 7

Density Functional Theory of High-k Dielectric
Gate Stacks
Alexander A. Demkov

Abstract Density functional theory has proved to be a useful tool in device
engineering, particularly at nanoscale and when novel materials are involved.
In this chapter we briefly introduce the theoretical background necessary for
understanding the modern theory of solid state and review recent theoretical
results in the area of advanced gate stack materials engineering.

7.1 Introduction
As scaling of the complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology takes us below 65 nm many new materials, traditionally not associated
with the semiconductor process, are being introduced into manufacturing.
Notably, transition metal (TM) oxides or more generally dielectrics with a
high dielectric constant or high-k dielectrics are being considered for the gate
stack applications instead of SiO2. The gate stack is a multilayer structure in
place of the metal oxide semiconductor capacitor (see Fig. 7.1). Its capacitance
controls the saturation current and has been traditionally maintained by
reducing its thickness in accord with the gate length reduction (the so-called
scaling at the heart of Moor’s law). However, after reaching the oxide thickness
of 12 Å the scaling has more or less stopped due to the prohibitively large gate
leakage current caused by direct tunneling across the gate oxide. Thus a new
dielectric with a larger dielectric constant has to be introduced. After the
introduction of Cu this is arguably the most drastic departure from the traditional CMOS process. The physics and chemistry of these materials is much
more complicated than that of Si3N4 or SiO2, and theoretical calculations of
their properties have proven to be extremely useful in both process development and device engineering. The work horse of the modern computational
materials science is density functional theory (DFT) within the local density
approximation (LDA) and pseudopotential (PP) approximation. In this
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Fig. 7.1 Schematic of a
field-effect transistor. The
metal oxide semiconductor
(MOS) capacitor is a
multilayer structure known
as the gate stack

chapter we shall review the basic concepts of this theoretical approach and give
a brief overview of the recent results in the area of the theory of high-k
dielectrics. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 7.2 the
DFT-LDA-PP scheme is briefly outlined. In Section 7.3 we discuss recent
theoretical work on dielectric properties, defects, interfaces, band alignment
and transport characteristics of gate stacks containing TM oxides. In Section 7.4
we briefly summarize our own results on the band alignment at Si/SiO2, Si/HfO2,
SiO2/HfO2 and HfO2/Mo interfaces.

7.2 Theoretical Background
7.2.1 Electrons and Phonons
Before discussing the density functional formalism used in most modern solidstate calculations I would like to outline the global landscape of the problem to
put it into perspective. This discussion is intended for graduate students and can
be omitted by the experts. The problem of describing solid state theoretically is
its enormous complexity. A solid is comprised of electrons and nuclei interacting via Coulomb forces, so one has to describe correlated behavior of about 1023
particles! Clearly, this is an impossible problem unless some simplifications are
made. The first step is to separate light and fast electrons from slow and heavy
nuclei. The original idea belongs to Max Born and Robert Oppenheimer (Max
Born was born in Breslau, Germany, in 1882; Robert Oppenheimer was born in
New York in 1904) and was published in 1927 [1]. Note that Oppenheimer was
only 23 years old when the paper came out. They suggested first to solve the

electronic problem for some fixed configuration of nuclei R:
 ¼ E el ðRÞj
 i ð~

^ el ji ð~
r1 ;~
r2 ; . . . ; RÞ
r1 ;~
r2 ; . . . ; RÞ
H
i

(7:1)

It is customary to include the nucleus–nucleus (proton–proton) repulsion
^ el is given by
into the electronic Hamiltonian, so H
^ el ¼ T^e þ U
^ee þ U
^ep þ U
^pp
H

(7:2)
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Once we solve this problem we have a complete set of functions to expand the
total (electrons and nuclei) wave function of the system:
~1 ; R
~2 . . .Þ ¼
r1 ;~
r2 ; . . . ; R
s ð~

X

 i ð~

i ðRÞj
r1 ;~
r2 ; . . . ; RÞ

(7:3)

i

Of course, the complete set we are using is changing all the time as the nuclei
move, and in each particular case one needs to specify which configuration is
used. This wave function is the Born–Oppenheimer ansatz. You insert this
expression into Schrödinger equation for the entire system and average out
fast electronic coordinates. This is achieved by multiplying the whole expression
by the conjugate of the electronic wave function and integrating over all
electronic coordinates. If we now neglect all terms involving derivatives with
respect to nuclear positions with the exception of the nuclear kinetic energy,
we end up having an effective Schrödinger-like equation for the coefficients
 which play the role of the nuclear wave functions:



 js ðRÞ
 ¼ Es js ðRÞ

T^p þ Ej ðRÞ

(7:4)

The significance of this expression is that the potential energy of the nuclear
motion is nothing more than the total electronic energy. We should not get
carried way, however, for we still do not know how to solve the many-electron
Schrödinger equation. In principle, the problem can be solved directly using
the so-called quantum Monte Carlo methods, but in practice approximations
are needed. Hartree–Fock theory is the simplest many-electron theory which
essentially treats electrons as independent (the dynamic electron–electron
interaction is handled in electrostatic approximation), but takes into account
the Pauli principle. Unfortunately, this approximation does not describe
solids very well. Density functional theory which we will now describe appears
to do a better job.

7.2.2 Many-Electron Problem and Density Functional Theory
The modern electronic structure theory of materials is based on density functional theory introduced by Walter Kohn and co-workers in mid-1960s [2, 3]. The
theory formulates the many-body problem of interacting electrons and ions
in terms of a single variable, namely the electron density. The Hohenberg–
Kohn theorem states that the electron density alone is necessary to find the
ground state energy of a system of N electrons, and that the energy is a unique
functional of the density [2]. Unfortunately, the precise form of that functional
is presently not known. However, we do have reasonably good approximations,
although the Hohenberg–Kohn theorem does not offer a specific method to
compute the electron density. The solution for a slow varying density is given by
the Kohn–Sham formalism [3], where an auxiliary system of non-interacting
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electrons in the effective potential is introduced, and the potential is chosen in
such a way that the non-interacting system has exactly the same density as the
system of interacting electrons in the ground state.
The Kohn–Sham (KS) equations below need to be solved iteratively until the
self-consistent charge density is found:


1
 r2 þ veff ðrÞ ji ðrÞ ¼ "i ji ðrÞ
2

(7:5)

with the effective potential given by
veff ðrÞ ¼ vðrÞ þ

ð

nðr0 Þ
Exc ½n
dr0 þ
0
nðrÞ
jr  r j

(7:6)

where vðrÞ is the external potential (e.g., due to ions) and Exc ½n is the exchange–
correlation energy functional. The exact form of this functional is not known and
has to be approximated. The density is given by
nðrÞ ¼

X

jji ðrÞj2

(7:7)

occ

where the sum is over the N lowest occupied eigenstates. For the slowly
varying density Kohn and Sham introduced the local density approximation (LDA):
ð
Exc ½n ¼ "xc ðnðrÞÞnðrÞdr

(7:8)

where "xc ½n is the exchange–correlation energy per particle of a uniform electron gas of density n. It is important to keep in mind that it is the electron
density that is the ‘‘output’’ of the KS equations. Strictly speaking, the eigenvalues of the KS equations f"i g have no direct physical meaning; nevertheless
they are often very useful when the single particle electronic spectra (band
structures) are discussed. The reasons behind the tremendous success of the
Kohn–Sham theory are easy to identify. By solving essentially a single electron
equation not much different from that due to Hartree, but including the effects
of exchange and correlation, one gets an upper estimate of the ground state
energy of a many-body system! The theory is variational, and thus forces acting
on the atoms can be calculated. The equation, however, is non-linear and an
iterative solution is needed.
Typically, the KS equations are projected onto a particular functional basis
set, and the resulting matrix problem is solved. In terms of the basis, when solving
KS equations one has two options. It is possible to discretize the equations in real
space (this amounts to using d-functions as a basis set) and solve them directly;
these are so-called real space techniques [4]. Alternatively, one can choose a
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complete set of conventional functions. There are two major functional basis set
types presently employed. For periodic systems plane waves offer an excellent
expansion set which along with the fast Fourier transformations affords an
easy-to-program computational scheme, the accuracy of which can be systematically improved by increasing the number of plane waves [5]. For systems with
strong, localized potentials such as those of the first row elements, a large
number of plane waves are necessary in the expansion, and calculations require
the use of ultra-soft pseudopotentials (see below) to be feasible. The second
choice is to use local orbitals such as atomic orbitals or any other spatially
localized functions. Among the advantages of a localized basis set are a smaller
number of basis functions and sparsity of the resulting matrix due to the
orbital’s short range. The disadvantages are the complexity of multi-center
integrals one needs and the absence of the systematic succession of approximations, since the set is typically either under-complete or over-complete. In both
cases calculations are computer intensive.

7.2.3 Pseudopotential
Most likely the DFT-LDA approach would have been limited to small
molecules if it were not for a pseudopotential method. Since only the
valence electrons are involved in bonding and these electrons see a weaker
potential due to screening by the core electrons, one can substitute the full
Coulomb potential due to ions vðrÞ with a smooth pseudopotential. This
effectively reduces the number of electrons one needs to consider to the
valence electrons only. For example, only 4 and not 14 electrons are
needed for Si! The practical importance of this approximation should not
be overlooked, a typical diagonalization algorithm scaled as N3 with the
size of the matrix, thus for silicon we get a factor of 42 for the speed-up!
The most straightforward way to introduce a pseudopotential is due to
Philips and Kleinman [6]. Today pseudopotentials used in electronic structure calculations may be broadly divided into three classes: the hard normconserving pseudopotentials [7], soft pseudopotentials [8] and Vanderbilttype ultra-soft pseudopotentials [9]. The ‘‘softness’’ refers to how rapidly
the potential changes in real space. The analogy comes from expanding a
step function in a Fourier series; it takes a large number of plane waves to
eliminate spurious oscillations at the step edge. On the other hand a
‘‘softer’’ function such as hyperbolic tangent can be expanded with greater
ease. In general, hard pseudopotentials are more transferable. The choice
of pseudopotential is in part dictated by the choice of a basis set used in
the calculation. The use of local orbitals allows for a much harder pseudopotential. We will return to this point when discussing supercells.
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7.2.4 Energy Minimization and Molecular Dynamics
Once the solution of KS equations is found, the total energy in the LDA is given by
Etotal 

X
i

"i 

1
2

ðð

ð
nðrÞnðr0 Þ
0
dr
dr
þ
nðrÞf"xc ðnðrÞÞ  xc ðnðrÞÞgdr
jr  r0 j
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d
f"xc ðnðrÞÞnðrÞg. Now
where the exchange–correlation potential is given by xc  dn
all ground state properties of the system can in principle be calculated. In particular,
since we are using the Born–Oppenheimer approximation, the total energy of the
~i ; . . . ; R
~N g,
~1 ; . . . ; R
electronic system, which is a function of the ionic positions fR
can be used as an inter-atomic potential. Note that unlike potential functions
used in classical molecular dynamics or molecular mechanics methods, the
~1 ; . . . ; R
~N Þ is not a sum of pair-wise interactions
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mechanically! One can easily calculate a force acting on any
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 using the so-called Hellman–Feynman theorem @E
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is a rediscovery of the Ehrenfest result:
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At this point one can either find the lowest-energy atomic configuration by
employing an energy minimization technique such as damped molecular dynamics
or a conjugate gradient method. Alternatively, a real molecular dynamics (MD)
simulation can be launched. One has to keep in mind, however, that electronic
E E
frequencies i h j are much higher than a typical phonon frequency ! and for a
stable simulation the time step needs to be a small fraction of the characteristic
atomic period. The calculation then proceeds as follows. The KS energy is first
calculated in a self-consistent manner for the initial atomic configuration, the
Hellman–Feynman forces are evaluated and atoms are moved to the next time
step via some MD algorithm (Verlet, Gear, etc. [10]). At the new configuration the
KS equations are solved again, and the procedure is repeated. Needless to say, these
are very expensive calculations. They offer a significant advantage if a temperature
dependence of a particular quantity is sought, since MD can be performed at finite
temperature. For example, the Fourier transform of the velocity auto-correlation
function gives the vibration spectrum, thus calculations performed at different
temperatures would give the temperature dependence of the phonon frequency.

7.2.5 Supercell/Slab Technique
As we have mentioned before the plane wave method is particularly well suited
for studying periodic systems. However, many systems of interest, and particularly interfaces and surfaces, are manifestly non-periodic! Thus an artificial
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system with periodicity is created to simulate them. The geometry is often referred
to as slab or supercell. We shall illustrate the idea for the case of a surface. Here
one clearly deals with a system in which the periodicity in one direction (that
perpendicular to the surface) is broken. To perform surface calculations with a
plane wave basis set a large simulation cell or a supercell is introduced in order to
maintain artificial periodicity. A supercell contains a slab of bulk material (with
many unit cells of the corresponding crystal) and vacuum slab in the direction
perpendicular to the surface as illustrated in Fig. 7.2 for the (101) surface of PtSi.
Si (Pt) atoms are represented with yellow (blue) color. The [101] direction is along
the long side of the supercell. In the two directions parallel to the surface the
supercell has the usual bulk dimensions, and the periodic boundary conditions
are used without any change. The periodic boundary condition in the direction
normal to the surface is applied for the supercell dimension, rather than the
physical crystal cell side. Thus the ‘‘universe’’ is filled with infinite parallel slabs of
PtSi of certain thickness, separated by infinite parallel slabs of vacuum. It is
crucial that the length of a supercell in the direction normal to the surface is large
enough to eliminate any spurious interactions between the cells across the
vacuum region. The thickness of a slab should be sufficient for bulk properties
to be restored in the middle of it. The supercell obviously creates two surfaces,
and it is advisable to use a symmetric termination of the slab.
In principle, the larger the supercell is chosen the better it approximates true
surface (or rather a set of two identical surfaces). However, the calculation
also becomes more demanding, as we shall now demonstrate. In the case of a
periodic system we write the eigenfunctions n ;k ðrÞ of the KS equations as
Bloch functions:
n ;k

ðrÞ ¼ un ;k ðrÞeikr

(7:11)

where un,k(r) is a lattice periodic function, n is the band index and a wave vector
k belongs to the first Brillouin zone (BZ). Since unk(r) is periodic, it can be
expanded over the reciprocal lattice:
X
~0
jn;k ðG0 ÞeiG ~r
(7:12)
un;k ðrÞ ¼
G0

where G0 are the reciprocal lattice vectors. This expansion goes to infinity! Note
that we actually deal with two types of infinities here. One is due to the infinite

Fig. 7.2 Supercell used to simulate the (101) surface of PtSi. Si (Pt) atoms are represented with
yellow (blue) color. The [101] direction is along the long side of the supercell (See Color Insert)
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periodic nature of the crystal and is captured by the wave vector k; the other
comes from this expansion. For practical purposes the sum over G0 is restricted
to plane waves with kinetic energy below a given cutoff energy Ecut. Thus,
defining the set (G)
h2 ~ ~ 2
k þ G  Ecut
2m

ðGÞ :¼

(7:13)

we obtain the following expansion of the Kohn–Sham wave functions:
n;k~ðrÞ

¼

X

~ ~

jn;k ðGÞeiðGþkÞ~r

(7:14)

G2ðGÞ

The cutoff energy Ecut controls the numerical convergence and depends
strongly on the elements which are present in the system under investigation.
For example, first row elements with strong potentials require higher cutoff
energy. Here we immediately see the weakness of the supercell method. In the
~? j are very short
direction normal to the surface, the reciprocal cell vectors jG
due to a large length of the direct space cell (often many multiples of the physical
cell lattice constant). Thus a very large number of plane waves are needed to
reach the convergence. This is the price one has to pay for the artificial periodicity. The introduction of ultra-soft pseudopotentials made these calculations
practical. The localized basis set would still have the advantage of being
insensitive to the simulation cell size; however, the range of the orbitals should
be sufficient to describe the vacuum decay.

7.2.6 Calculating Band Alignment and Dielectric Constants
Among the most useful applications of the DFT-LDA scheme, from the gate
dielectric development point of view, are calculations of the band discontinuity at
the interface and of the dielectric constant. The discontinuity can be estimated
using the reference potential method originally introduced by Kleinman [11]. Van
de Walle and Matin proposed using the macroscopically averaged electrostatic
potential as reference energy [12]. The method requires calculating a heterojunction AB in either slab (in this case you would have free surfaces) or supercell
geometry to compute the average reference potential across the interface and two
additional bulk calculations to locate the valence band top (VBT) in materials A
and B with respect to the average potential. For a supercell (or a slab) containing
the interface one calculates the average potential using the formula:
 ¼ 1
VðzÞ
d 1 d2

zþd
ð1 =2

zd1 =2

dz0

z0 þd
ð2 =2
z0 d

2 =2

dz00 Vðz00 Þ :

(7:15)
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where VðzÞ is obtained by the xy-plane averaging (a simple
integration) of the electrostatic potential:
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The parameters d1 and d2 are the inter-planar distances along the z direction
(normal to the interface) in materials A and B, respectively. This produces a
smooth reference potential. Assuming that far away from the interface the
potential reaches its bulk value one can place corresponding VBTs with respect
to the average potential on both sides of the interface using the bulk reference,
and thus determine the VBO. The conduction band offset has to be inferred
using the experimental values of the band gaps, since those are seriously underestimated in the DFT-LDA calculations.
Calculating the dielectric constant is less straightforward due to the periodic
boundary conditions used in most first principles codes. In brief, it is the
absence of the surface in an infinite periodic solid that causes the problem.
Vanderbilt has shown that the change in electronic polarization can be calculated using the geometric or Berry phase of electrons [13]:
Pel

iX
@
uki
¼
uki
 ki
@k
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where  is the unit cell volume, k is the Bloch vector and uki is the cell periodic
part of the Bloch wave function. Once the change in polarization with respect
to a reference state of the system is determined, Born effective charges ZM
ia can
be evaluated, and the dielectric constant is given by


" ¼

"1




4 X ZiM ZiM
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p i !2i  !2

(7:18)

The electronic contribution "1
 can be computed using the linear response
theory. The values thus computed typically overestimate the experiment by
about 20%, mainly due to the error in the band gap. A semi-empirical ‘‘scissor’’
correction is then used in which the conduction bands are moved up in energy
by hand to match the experimental spectrum.

7.2.7 Ab Initio Packages
Today many first principles codes are available. An example of a real space
code is PARSEC [4]. VASP [14] and CASTEP [15] are plane wave codes.
FIREBALL [16], SIESTA [17] and DMol [18] are local atomic orbital codes.
The work horse of computational chemistry GAUSSIAN is a local orbital code
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using atomic orbitals expanded in terms of Gaussians to simplify multi-center
integrations [19]. Linear response calculations can be performed with PWSCF
[20] and Abinit [21]. Overall, DFT-LDA calculations give very accurate ground
state properties such as structural parameters, elastic constants and relative
energies of different phases. The most serious drawback of the theory is its
inability to describe the excited states, and thus to predict a band gap. Several
methods have been developed to address this problem, such as the exact
exchange method [22], GW method [23] and Bethe–Salpeter method [24].
Unfortunately, all of these techniques require a significant increase in computational time. To learn more about the applications of the DFT-LDA formalism
to high-k dielectrics we refer the reader to reference [25].

7.2.8 Beyond the DFT-LDA
Despite its astounding success in materials theory, the failures of the DFT-LDA
scheme are numerous, systematic and well documented [26]. Many of these
failures occur in transition metal oxides where the LDA, being a mean field
theory, fails to properly account for electron correlations (strictly speaking, it
is not possible to separate exchange and correlation in the LDA-DFT formalism). The physical reason for this failure is a relatively high degree of electron
localization in the TM d-shells. Perdew and Zunger have shown that the selfinteractions result in significant errors in single particle energy levels [27].
Self-interaction corrections (SIC) have been successfully implemented and
used for calculations of TM oxides [28]. Most recently, a very attractive
scheme avoiding orbital-depending potentials was suggested by Filippetti
and Spaldin [29]. Another way to at least partially account for the electron
correlation is the so-called LDAþU method [30]. Lee and Picket have successfully
used it to describe magnetic ordering in Sr2CoO4 [31].

7.3 A Brief Overview of Recent Theoretical Results
Many of the high-k dielectrics also happen to be important ceramic-forming
materials. Hafnia and zirconia are no exception, and as such they are relatively
well studied. However, the type of questions one would ask about electronic
materials is very different from that commonly asked about ceramics. Thus the
electronic properties of hafnia are not as well characterized. One of the first
theoretical studies of the structural and electronic properties of different phases
of high-k materials in general has been by Medvedeva and co-workers who
systematically studied the subgroup IVa transition metal dioxides using the
linear muffin-tin orbitals in the atomic sphere approximation (LMTO-ASA)
method [32]. In particular, for the cubic fluorite phase of HfO2 they found the
lattice constant and cohesive energy in good agreement with experiment. More
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recently, the structural properties of HfO2 and ZrO2 were investigated by Lowther et al. using the ab initio pseudopotential plane wave method [33]. They
reported elastic constants and relative stability of the high-pressure phases and
showed similarities between ZrO2 and HfO2. Other first principles studies of
electronic, structural and vibrational properties of zirconia and hafnia, including
the high-temperature phases, have been reported [34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39]. In particular, Vanderbilt’s group reported the first theoretical study of bulk amorphous
zirconia [39]. Overall theoretical results show reasonable agreement with each
other and with experiment.
The static dielectric constants of hafnia and zirconia have also been computed
and found to be highly dependent on the crystal phase [36]. They are also highly
anisotropic for low-symmetry phases, with an especially large dielectric response
in the basal plane of the tetragonal structure. The large dielectric constants arise
from (i) the presence of relatively low-frequency polar phonon modes and
(ii) anomalously large Born effective charges that result from the hybridization
between the O p- and metal d-states. Rignanese found that the tetragonal phase
has the largest and most anisotropic dielectric constant [38], in qualitative agreement with the earlier result by Vanderbilt [36].
First principles methods can also be used to study phase transitions. A powerful technique is to combine a model Hamiltonian based on first principles
calculations with Monte Carlo simulations [40, 41, 42, 43]. In the case of purely
displacive phase transitions, a soft mode (a phonon mode with a frequency that
falls to zero at the transition temperature) can be identified using first principles
lattice dynamics simulations [44, 45, 46, 47, 48]. The cubic-to-tetragonal transition in zirconia has recently been studied using ab initio molecular dynamics [49].
Electrically active point defects in hafnia can act as electron or hole traps
and are believed to play a significant role in the negative bias temperature
instability (NBTI) [50, 51, 52]. It is generally believed these are oxygen-related
defects, in other words oxygen vacancies or oxygen interstitials. A comprehensive
theoretical study of both types of defects was done by Foster and co-workers
using DFT [52]. They considered oxygen incorporation into hafnia from molecular and atomic oxygen and found that atomic incorporation is energetically
most favorable. They also studied charged defects including charge transfer
reactions between the defects. Whether a defect is a charge trap depends on the
position of the defect-related states with respect to the valence band top of hafnia
as well as the band alignment with silicon/silica and metal. The local density
approximation to DFT employed by Foster typically underestimates the band
gap, and the authors ‘‘corrected’’ the defect energy levels using experimental value
for the band gap. More recently, Xiong and Robertson have calculated defect
levels using the screened exchange method which gives a reasonably good value
of 5.75 eV for the band gap of monoclinic hafnia [53]. In addition, oxygen
vacancy levels in ZrO2 were calculated using the GW approximation (essentially the first-order many-body correction to the self-energy operator starting
from the LDA result, G stands for Green’s function and W for the screened
Coulomb potential) by Kralik et al. [54]. An interfacial SiO2 layer is always
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present between silicon and hafnia, and substitutional defects such as silicon in
hafnia or hafnium in silicon or silica are of interest. The comparative analysis of
substitutional defects was performed by Scopel et al. [55]. They found that the
defect formation energy strongly depends on the chemical environment. Under
oxygen-rich conditions substitutional silicon in hafnia is the most likely defect.
On the other hand, the formation of substitutional Hf defects in SiO2 is less
likely under oxygen-rich conditions than under hafnia-rich conditions.
Theoretical calculations of ZrO2 surfaces have been first reported by Christensen and Carter [56]. They investigated many surface orientations for all three
zirconia polymorphs. Recently, Mukhopadhyay and co-authors have reported
a density functional study of monoclinic hafnia surfaces [57]. They
 have considered only stoichiometric terminations and identified (111) and 111 surfaces
as most stable.
After the early work on Si/SiO2 interfaces [58, 59], several authors reported
DFT-LDA calculations of interfaces of high-k dielectrics with metals and
semiconductors [60, 61, 62, 63, 64]. Puthenkovilakam et al. considered the
interfaces between the (001) surfaces of tetragonal zirconia (t-ZrO2) or zircon
(ZrSiO4) and a silicon (100) substrate within the local density approximation
[62]. They find that ZrO2/Si interfaces exhibit partial occupation of zirconium
dangling bonds (Zr d-states at the Fermi level) when the zirconium coordination is reduced from its bulk coordination. Hydrogen passivation of zirconium
atoms, as well as oxygen bridging at the interface, can remove the partial
occupancy of d-orbitals at the Fermi level. The calculated band offsets of
these interfaces show asymmetric band alignments, with conduction band offsets between 0.64 and 1.02 eV and valence band offsets between 3.51 and
3.89 eV. By contrast, the ZrSiO4/Si interface provides a more symmetric band
alignment, with a much higher conduction band offset of 2.10 eV and a valence
band offset of 2.78 eV. These results suggest that ZrSiO4 may form an excellent
interface with silicon in terms of its electronic properties and therefore maybe a
suitable candidate for replacing SiO2 as a gate insulator in silicon-based fieldeffect transistors. Recently Dong and co-authors reported on the theory of the
Schottky barrier formation at the Ni/ZrO2(001) interface [63]. Their suggestion
of using a heterovalent metal interlayer to tune the barrier, though appearing to
be impractical, illustrates the power of theory in investigating hypothetical
systems before doing experiments.
Several density functional studies of electron transport in oxides have been
reported. Fonseca and co-authors used a combination of first principles density
functional theory and non-perturbative scattering theory to investigate the
effect of point defects on the hole leakage current through ultra-thin hafnia
films [64]. They found that the neutral bulk vacancies and an interface vacancy
along the Si–O–Si bond have little impact on the leakage current. On the
contrary, an interface vacancy along the Hf–O–Si bridge and an interstitial B
atom in the HfO2 region introduce states in the Si band gap, thus strongly
enhancing the leakage current at a low bias. Recently, Evans and co-workers
reported a transport study of the Si–SiO2 system at the level of Boltzmann
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equation using first principles derived potentials when calculating the collision
integral [65]. This approach seems particularly useful, since the perturbing
potential being a ground state property is well reproduced within the DFTLDA formalism, while semi-classical transport equations allow consideration
of macroscopic device structures.

7.4 Band Alignment at the Si/SiO2, Si/HfO2, SiO2/HfO2
and HfO2/Mo Interfaces
When studying the gate stack of the MOS capacitor, one of the most intriguing
questions is the overall line-up of electronic bands in various materials of which
the stack is built. Since the processed gate stack has multiple interfaces (see
Fig. 7.3) it seems natural to estimate the band alignment at each interface
first and then build up the band diagram across the stack by adding the corresponding shifts. However, it is still not clear if the overall alignment of the stack can
be reproduced from this piecewise approach. The question is currently under
intense investigation. We start our discussion with the band alignment at the
Si–SiO2 interface. A simple estimate of the conduction band offset using the
metal-induced gap state (MIGS) model is given by [66]
 ¼ ða  a Þ  ðb  b Þ þ Sða  b Þ

(7:19)

Here  is the electron affinity, i is the charge neutrality level of material i
measured from the vacuum level, S is an empirical dielectric pinning parameter
describing the screening by the interfacial states and subscripts a and b refer to
Si and dielectric, respectively. If S=1 the offset is given by a difference in
electron affinities as was originally proposed by Schottky [67]. Alternatively,

Fig. 7.3 Schematic of a
multilayer gate stack based
on HfO2. A plausible band
alignment across the stack is
also shown (See Color
Insert)
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for S=0 we get the strong pinning or the Bardeen limit [68]. The pinning
parameter can be estimated by the empirical formula [66]
S¼

1
1 þ 0:1ð"1  1Þ2

(7:20)

where "1 is the high-frequency component of the dielectric constant. Electron
affinities are typically known experimentally. Tersoff proposed a simple way to
estimate the charge neutrality level position associating it with the branch point
of the complex band structure of the dielectric [69]. For b-crystobalite the
complex band structure gives charge neutrality level 5.1 eV (the value is actually
rescaled using the ratio of the experimental and calculated band gaps) above the
valence band maximum [70], thus placing it 4.8 eV below the vacuum if we
assume an electron affinity  of 0.9 eV. The imaginary wave vector along
the c-axis of the tetragonal cell has a length of 1.3 Å–1 at the branch point.
The electron affinity and charge neutrality level of Si with respect to vacuum are
4.0 and 4.9 eV, respectively. The pinning parameter S of SiO2 is 0.9, thus the
conduction band offset comes out as 3.1 eV in rather good agreement with
experiment.
Insofar as the ab initio calculations are concerned, we have investigated the
band alignment at the Si–SiO2 interface using a local orbital variation of the
reference potential method and found good agreement with experiment [58].
The salient feature of that work was building of the theoretical interface
structure by explicitly modeling the oxidation reaction. Thus the interface
showed both structural and chemical disorders and contained a very thin
layer of sub-oxide. On the other hand, Tang et al. used a plane wave method
for crystalline Si–SiO2 interfaces and reported the valence band offset much
smaller than experiment [71]. More recently, Tuttle et al. have also reported
small valence band offsets computed with a plane wave method and approach
similar to that of Tang and co-authors [72].

7.4.1 Si/HfO2 Interface
The ab initio calculation of the valence band discontinuity VBO at the Si–HfO2
interface using the reference potential method is illustrated in Fig. 7.4. Here we
follow the discussion of reference 64. The planar averaged reference potential
for the Si–HfO2–Si slab is plotted along the direction normal to the interface.
The average values in the HfO2 and Si regions of the slab are –18.9 and –17.0 eV,
respectively. From the corresponding bulk calculations we know that the distances from the reference potential to the valence band maximum RV are 12.0
and 13.0 eV in HfO2 and Si, respectively. The resulting valence band discontinuity VBO=2.9 eV, which is roughly between the value of 3.2 eV estimated by
Robertson [73] and the experimental value of 2.2 eV [74].
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Fig. 7.4 The valence band
offset between Si and HfO2
is calculated using the
reference potential method.
The average reference
potential is indicated with
red lines, and the valence
band maxima with blue lines.
The discontinuity is
estimated to be 2.9 eV
(See Color Insert)

In Fig. 7.5 we show the complex band structure calculated for monoclinic
HfO2 [70]. The complex band structure is calculated by posing the following
question: given the Hamiltonian what are the solutions corresponding to certain energy (a real number). Unlike the case of the usual band structure
calculations when one finds the set of eigenvalues corresponding to a real
wave vector, here one does not require the wave vector to be real. For an infinite
periodic solid even a well-behaved exponentially decaying solution would be
inconsistent with the boundary conditions. However, in the case of the surface
or, for that matter, for any kind of a symmetry-breaking defect these are
perfectly legitimate solutions. For HfO2 the LDA band gap is calculated to be
3.5 eV, therefore a rescaled value of the charge neutrality level is estimated to be

Fig. 7.5 The complex band
structure of m–HfO2 in the
near gap region. The charge
neutrality level is 2.3 eV above
the band valence band top as
calculated. The band gap is
calculated to be 3.5 eV,
therefore the rescaled value
of the charge neutrality level
is estimated to be 3.8 eV
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3.8 eV using an experimental band gap for m–HfO2 of 5.8 eV. Assuming the
commonly used value of electron affinity of 2.5 eV, the charge neutrality level is
4.5 eV with respect to vacuum. The length of the imaginary wave vector at the
branch point along the (001) direction is 0.3 Å–1. It is interesting to note that
evanescent states penetrate much deeper in m–HfO2 (about 3.3 Å) than in SiO2
(about 1.5 Å). This together with a higher "1 makes m–HfO2 a strongly pinning
material (indeed, S=0.53). The complex band is relatively flat in the vicinity of
the branch point. This suggests a relative ‘‘insensitivity’’ of the result. The
conduction band offset calculated using MIGS equation (7.19) above is only
1.4 eV! The estimate can be improved by assuming that highly doped n-type Si
behaves almost as a metal, and using the metal/insulator formula for a Schottky
barrier,
 ¼ Sðm  b Þ þ ðb  Þ

(7:21)

Here m is the work function of Si. The resulting conduction offset is 1.8 eV
which is in much better agreement with the DFT result and experiment.

7.4.2 SiO2/HfO2 Interface
Hafnia can be deposited on a Si wafer by several techniques: atomic layer
deposition (ALD), metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) or physical vapor deposition (PVD), using various precursors [75]. However, in all
cases, a thin SiO2 layer, grown either intentionally or spontaneously, is present
at the interface between the high-k film and Si substrate after the standard
fabrication processing is completed. The band offset between SiO2 and HfO2 is
unknown but clearly determines the overall alignment of the gate stack. It is
possible that our failure to correctly include the dipole layer at the oxide–oxide
interface contributes to our inability to explain many experimental results in these
advanced gate stacks [76]. We have constructed several atomistic SiO2/HfO2
models which differ by the interfacial oxygen coordination, HfO2 phases and
strain and studied the interface using density functional theory [77]. In every
structure the transition from one oxide to another is achieved via a Si–O–Hf
bridge bond. This ensures a clear band gap free of defect states. We use these
models to calculate the band discontinuity, thus relating the microscopic structure of the stack to its electric properties. The analysis of trends thus computed
allows us to put forward the following description of the band alignment. The
valence band offset is found to vary between –2.0 and 1.0 eV depending on the
microscopic structure of the interface and to depend strongly on the average
coordination of the interface oxygen. The Schottky limit value of 1.6 eV is
recovered for the fully oxidized interface. We suggest that the final band offset
value is mostly determined by the interface layer polarizability, which in turn is
directly related to the average coordination of the interface oxygen.
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7.4.3 HfO2/Mo Interface
One of the most significant challenges to using hafnia as a gate dielectric in
CMOS technology is the absence of a suitable p-type gate metal [76]. That is a
metal with such a Schottky barrier to HfO2 that aligns its Fermi level with the
top of the valence band of Si on the other side of the metal oxide semiconductor
(MOS) capacitor. The misalignment of these two energies results in a larger
threshold voltage and thus reduces the drive current available at a given bias
which is the principal measure of the device performance [78]. Even in the case
of a ‘‘simple’’ poly-Si gate, Si-metal bonds at the metal/oxide interface and the
ensuing Fermi level pinning have been suggested as a possible explanation of
the band misalignment [79]. Another possible reason could be point defects
such as oxygen vacancies. We have shown that the failure to find an appropriate
metal is rooted in our failure to understand the fundamental physics of the
transition metal oxide/metal interface formation [80]. It is the Schottky barrier
that is the critical parameter here. However, the work function is a crucial
component of the band alignment and has to be about 5.0 eV with respect to
vacuum to be close in energy to the valence band of Si. There are only a handful
of pure metals with work functions that large, i.e., W, Mo, Pd, Pt, Os, Re, Ru,
Rh, Au, Co and Ni [81]. Co and Ni are fast diffusers and would not be the first
choice, Au is difficult to etch, but W, Mo, Pd, Os, Re, Ru, Rh and Pt are
potential contenders. Using density functional theory to build an atomistic
model of the Mo/HfO2 interface we calculate the Schottky barrier of 2.8 eV in
near-perfect p-type band alignment. The plane average electrostatic potential
across the Mo/HfO2 interface is shown in Fig. 7.6. The valence band of the
oxide is 3 eV below the Fermi level, which translates into a perfect p-type
alignment with Si. However, when we investigate the thermodynamic stability
of the interface and the corresponding alignment with respect to a metal–
dielectric oxygen exchange reaction, we find that both are unstable! We discover
a low-energy interfacial defect, which we call the extended Frenkel pair. It forms
via transfer of oxygen across the interface resulting in a vacancy in the oxide and
an interstitial in the metal. This defect causes an almost half a volt change in the
Schottky barrier height! This behavior is expected of most large work function
metals in contact with a transitional metal oxide, with the exception of Ru, Rh
and Os. The vacancy formation energy is lowered dramatically due to the large
oxidation enthalpy of the metal and the availability of the electronic reservoir
(the Fermi sea of the metal) to accommodate electrons associated with a neutral
vacancy. The presence of a high work function metal with a large oxide formation enthalpy significantly alters the defect chemistry at the metal/high-k interface. It effectively lowers the oxygen vacancy formation energy which results in
the intrinsic instability of the interface dipole. This understanding helps us to
identify better gate metal candidates. For a p-type alignment among the eight
pure metals the best choices would be Ru (RuO2 H=–75.1 kcal/mol or
–1.02 eV per oxygen), Rh (RhO2 H=–45.17 kcal/mol or –0.98 eV per oxygen)
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Fig. 7.6 The average
reference potential
across the Mo–HfO2
heterojunction. The vacuum
level, conduction and
valence band of HfO2 and
the Fermi level are indicated
(See Color Insert)

and Os (OsO4 H=–90.5 kcal/mol or –0.98 eV per oxygen) with work functions of 4.71, 4.98 and 4.83 eV, respectively.

7.5 Conclusions
Density functional theory is being rather successfully used to support materials development for high-k dielectric gate stacks in advanced CMOS technology despite its limitations with respect to the excited states and computational
expense associated with a large number of atoms in these systems. Many
properties of bulk structures and thin films such as the atomic and electronic
structure or linear dielectric response can be reliably calculated from first
principles. However, the accuracy of many important parameters such as
the band offset is still not sufficient for a direct engineering support. Nevertheless, the qualitative picture and trends predicted by first principles calculations are of great value and can be used to guide the experimental effort.
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Chapter 8

Trapping Phenomena in Nanocrystalline
Semiconductors
Magdalena Lidia Ciurea

Abstract In this chapter, trapping phenomena in nanocrystalline semiconductors (materials and devices) are presented and analyzed. The small number of
atoms in a nanocrystalline semiconductor makes the contributions of the traps
to different phenomena much more important as compared to a bulk semiconductor. The conventional (experimental) methods most frequently used for the
investigation of traps are described. I also discuss which methods are suitable to
be used for the trap investigation in nanocrystalline semiconductors and what
are the trap parameters that can thus be obtained. The application of these
methods, together with different non-conventional methods, to the study of the
traps in nanocrystalline semiconductors, is presented. The role of the traps in
possible applications as well as functioning problems of different devices is
outlined.

8.1 Introduction
It is important to study the trapping phenomena in semiconductor materials
and devices because these phenomena contribute to different properties of
the materials and can modify some parameters of the devices. In nanocrystalline
semiconductors, the traps play an even more important role. Indeed, a single
trap in a nanocrystal of 1000 atoms represents a trap concentration much
greater than any value attained in bulk semiconductors.
In the following, the definitions of a trap center and of the related parameters
are presented. The differences between trapping and recombination centers are
discussed. Next, the particularities of the traps in nanocrystalline semiconductors are described, together with the special phenomena that take place at the
nanometer scale.
In Section 8.2, the main investigation methods of the traps are briefly
presented. I focus on how to use these methods, rather than on giving full
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mathematical analyses on how these methods work. Because some of these
methods raise difficulties when they are applied to nanocrystalline semiconductors, different non-conventional methods to investigate the traps in particular
structures and devices were developed. Usually such non-conventional methods
cannot give all the parameters that can completely characterize the traps, so
they must be coupled among themselves or with some ‘‘classical’’ method
whenever possible.
Section 8.3 contains the experimental results and possible applications
obtained on the most used nanocrystalline materials by either conventional or
non-conventional methods. The non-conventional methods are briefly described,
to arouse the reader’s interest. Section 8.4 summarizes the chapter.
It is well known that non-equilibrium free carriers (electrons and holes) can
be generated in bulk semiconductor materials by various processes, such as light
absorption, high electric field, carrier injection through a barrier, irradiation
with high-energy particles. The non-equilibrium free carriers participate in the
electrical transport. For instance, in the case of the excitation by light absorption, the supplementary current due to the non-equilibrium carriers is called
photocurrent. An injection current is generated when carriers are injected over a
Schottky barrier or a p–n junction. After the process which has generated the
non-equilibrium carriers has ceased, the system returns to equilibrium due to
the annihilation of the electron–hole pairs by recombination. The relaxation in
time of the system toward thermodynamic equilibrium follows an exponential
law [1]. If the carriers that recombine are both free (the electron in the conduction band and the hole in the valence band), their annihilation process is called
band-to-band recombination. If one of the carriers is captured on a localized
state (i.e., it has a fixed position in the semiconductor) and the other one is free,
this is called recombination on localized states. By the recombination process,
an amount of energy is released by the emission of either a photon (radiative
recombination), or a phonon (non-radiative recombination), or a secondary
electron (Auger recombination), etc.
Non-equilibrium carriers are strongly influenced by localized states (point
defects, impurities, surface states, etc.). A neutral localized state can capture a
non-equilibrium electron or hole and then the capture center becomes charged. In
other words, a capture center is charged when it has a carrier localized on it. On the
contrary, a dopant is neutral with the carrier localized on it, e.g., a phosphorus
atom with 4 þ 1 valence electrons, or a boron atom with 4 – 1 valence electrons, in a
silicon crystal (four valence electrons per atom). The rate Rn of the capture process
of electrons (with concentration n) on localized states (with concentration Nt) is
given by the expression Rn ¼ cn nNt , where cn ¼ &n v~e is the capture coefficient, & n is
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
the capture cross-section, and v~e ¼ 3kB T=me is the thermal velocity of the
electrons [1,2]. A similar expression can be written for the holes (Rp ¼ cp pPt ).
The capture process releases (thermal) energy to the lattice.
A carrier captured on a localized state can recombine with an opposite sign
carrier, if this opposite sign carrier is subsequently captured on the same localized
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state, or it can be released in the corresponding band (conduction band for
electrons and valence band for holes). The capture of a second carrier with an
opposite sign on the same localized state leads to the annihilation of the pair and
it is called recombination on a localized state. The lifetime of a free non-equilibrium carrier, n ¼ 1=cn Nt for electrons and p ¼ 1=cp Pt for holes, is by definition the mean time during which the carrier is free before recombination.
If the captured carrier is released in the band, the capture center is called a
trap. Then the capture process is called trapping and the release process is called
detrapping. The detrapping rate is defined by analogy with the trapping rate,
namely R0n ¼ cn nt Nct for electrons, where




 

Etn
me kB T 3=2
Ec  Etn
2
;
exp

Nct ðTÞ ¼ Nc ðTÞ exp 
kB T
kB T
2ph2
Nc being the effective density of states in the conduction band and Etn the
depth of the trapping level into the band gap measured from the edge of the
conduction band (the trap activation energy). A similar expression can be
written for holes. If R0n > Rn , the capture center acts as a trap and if Rn > R0n ,
the capture center acts as a recombination center.
Figure 8.1 presents the transitions in bulk semiconductors. In case (a), the
intrinsic absorption (transition 1) and the band-to-band recombination (transition 2) are illustrated. Case (b) shows the recombination processes on localized
states as follows: on level LR1, one electron is first captured and then it is
annihilated by a hole capture, while on level LR2, one hole is first captured
and then it is annihilated by an electron capture. In case (c), the trapping and
detrapping processes are presented for two kinds of traps, traps for electrons
and traps for holes, respectively. The trapping of either an electron or a hole is

Fig. 8.1 Transitions in bulk semiconductors: (a) intrinsic absorption and band-to-band recombination; (b) recombination levels; (c) trapping levels
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quoted 1 and the detrapping is quoted 2. A trapping level is characterized by the
following parameters: the activation energy (Etn = Ec–Etn for electron traps
and Etp = Etp–Ev for hole traps), the capture cross-section (& n for electrons
and & p for holes), the trapping center concentration (Nt and Pt for electrons and
holes, respectively), and the trapped electron (hole) concentration (nt  Nt and
pt  Pt). In other words, the trapped carrier concentration represents the
concentration of the trapping centers occupied by electrons (holes).
The traps can be classified based on different criteria. Following the trapped
charge, there are two kinds of traps: traps for electrons and traps for holes. Following the location, there are also two kinds of traps: bulk traps and surface/interface
traps. The impurities, point defects, surface states, dangling bonds, and also localized
stresses can act as trapping centers. The trapping levels are usually located in the
band gap, but they can also exist in the conduction or in the valence band.
Let us discuss an example of each kind of trapping centers. A carbon atom
that substitutes a silicon atom in a silicon crystal is an impurity. Both elements
have the same valence and they crystallize in the same lattice. However, the
carbon atom has a smaller effective radius and therefore it attracts electrons
more strongly. This means that it can easily trap an electron. An arsenic
vacancy in a gallium arsenide crystal is a point defect. This vacancy can trap
electrons because the missing arsenic is pentavalent, while its nearest neighbors
are trivalent gallium atoms. The nitrogen dioxide can be adsorbed at the silicon
surface and is bonded there through Van der Waals forces. Then, it forms a
surface state that can trap an electron (the nitrogen dioxide being an oxidant).
Similar examples can be given for hole traps. A silicon atom located at the
surface of a (111) silicon wafer is bounded to three other atoms, but the fourth
orbital (oriented toward the exterior) is not bonded (dangling bond) and it
can trap an electron to form a stable electronic configuration. A local stress
can appear for instance at the (111) silicon–calcium fluoride interface. At room
temperature (RT), the two lattices match very well. However, as their dilatation
coefficients are different, local stresses will appear when the system is cooled
down. Such a stress displaces the neighboring atoms and thus it creates a local
potential that now acts as a trapping center.
In bulk semiconductors, trapping phenomena are dominated by the traps
located in the volume of the crystals, such as point defects, impurities, and local
stresses. At the same time, in nanocrystals these phenomena are dominated by
the traps located at the surface/interface. The latter is due to the very large
surface/volume ratio (of the order of 108 m–1). Indeed, if we estimate the ratio of
the number of atoms located at the surface toward the total number of atoms
for a spherical nanodot (0D system), it is NS/N = 6a/d, where a is the mean
interatomic distance and d the nanodot diameter. For instance, a silicon nanodot (a  0.27 nm) of about 3 nm diameter has practically half of the atoms
located at the surface. For a cylindrical nanowire (1D system), the ratio
becomes NS/N = 4a/d (again d is the nanowire diameter), while for a nanolayer
(2D system), it becomes NS/N = 2a/d (d being the nanolayer thickness). Therefore, the number of atoms located at the surface/interface is of the same order of
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magnitude as the total number of atoms. Any such atom can act like a trap or
recombination center, so that the surface/interface of a nanosystem plays a
major role in the non-equilibrium processes. Most of the surface/interface traps
are adsorbed atoms/molecules, dangling bonds, or misfit-induced internal
stresses [3,4].
In nanowires and nanolayers, one finds the same kinds of traps as in bulk
semiconductors. In nanodots, a supplementary capture phenomenon appears
on the quantum confinement (QC) levels [5]. The carriers captured this way are
not localized at atomic scale, like the ‘‘classical’’ traps, but at nanodot scale (i.e.,
they can move inside the nanodot only). Thus, for ‘‘large’’ nanodots, with
diameters much greater than 10 interatomic distances, this localization
is weak. For ‘‘small’’ nanodots (hereafter called ‘‘quantum dots’’), with diameters less than the order of magnitude of 10 interatomic distances, this
localization is strong enough to play a significant role in the trapping–
detrapping processes and/or the recombination on localized states. A specific
characteristic of a quantum dot is that it has no real energy bands and no
momentum conservation [6]. This is due to the small number of atoms that can
be found in any direction.
For instance, if the nanodot diameter equals 10 interatomic distances, the
maximum number of atoms that can be found in any direction is 11, i.e., 11
doubly degenerate states for each set of atomic quantum numbers (n, l, m), as it
can be seen from Fig. 8.2. Such a set of distinct states does not form a proper
band, due to the finite differences in energy (a proper band would need infinitely
small differences). This means that the energy levels group themselves in sets
(quasibands), separated by gaps much larger than the differences between the
levels from the same quasiband. At the same time, the finite differences in
momentum do not allow momentum conservation.
At the same time, the QC effects introduce supplementary levels, as the
quantum dot surface acts like the wall of a quantum well. These levels are
located over the last occupied level at absolute zero temperature (i.e., between

Fig. 8.2a Energy versus
wavevector in (1) bulk
semiconductor (continuous
bands) and (2) quantum dot
(discrete states, marked by
x, separated by forbidden
intervals)
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Fig. 8.2b Energy versus
position in (1) bulk
semiconductor (continuous
bands) and (2) quantum dot
(discrete states)

the quasi-valence and the quasi-conduction bands). There are two ways to make
such levels act like traps. One way is to inject a carrier into a quantum dot by
tunneling (there is no other way to make a carrier enter or leave a quantum dot,
as its surface acts like a barrier). This supplementary carrier cannot recombine
with an opposite sign carrier, as there are no real energy bands in a quantum dot
to act like carrier reservoirs [7]. The carrier remains trapped until it leaves the
quantum dot or recombines with an opposite sign carrier subsequently injected
in the quantum dot. Another way to produce a non-equilibrium carrier is to
excite an electron from a lower state into a higher one (producing at the same
time a hole in the initial state). If the tunneling probabilities of the electron and
hole are different, one of them leaves the quantum dot and then both will act
like non-equilibrium carriers trapped in different dots [6].
The behavior of carriers in quantum dots also depends on their Coulomb
interactions. The Coulomb repulsion between two equal charges inside a quantum dot becomes so important that it does not allow the simultaneous presence
of more than one non-compensated charge in the quantum dot. This phenomenon is called ‘‘Coulomb blockade’’. Therefore, if several trapping centers for
the same sign carriers are located in the same quantum dot, only one of them
could be occupied. If traps of both signs are located in the same quantum dot,
special complications could arise. Let us discuss the case of three trapping
centers located in the same quantum dot, with the activation energies Et1,
Et2, and Et3 (by convention, Et1  Et2  Et3). What happens if we try
to charge all of them? If the first two centers (Et1 and Et2) are traps for the
same sign carriers, they cannot be simultaneously charged, whatever charge
could be trapped on the third center. If the first two centers trap opposite sign
carriers, all three centers can be charged simultaneously.
The discharge of the traps is also dependent on the charge signs. If the first
and third centers trap charges with the same sign, the discharge of the three
levels will happen in normal order, i.e., one by one, starting with the lowest
energy. If the second and third centers trap charges with the same sign (opposite
to the first center, see Fig. 8.3a), the discharge of the first level would imply the
double charging of the quantum dot, which is forbidden by the Coulomb
blockade (Fig. 8.3b). Consequently, the second level will be discharged
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Fig. 8.3 The trapping–detrapping process in a quantum dot with three centers. (a) All traps
are charged; (b) the lowest energy level cannot be discharged solely, due to the Coulomb
blockade effect; (c) simultaneous discharge of the lowest two energy levels

simultaneously with the first one (Fig. 8.3c). This means that the experimental
measurements will lead to the observation of a single experimental maximum
corresponding to the first two levels, with the apparent activation energy Et 
(Et1 þ Et2)/2 [8]. Meanwhile, the discharge of the third level will produce a
‘‘normal’’ maximum, with the real activation energy Et3.
The investigation of the trapping–detrapping phenomena in semiconductor
materials and devices is essential for several processes. In the case of nanocrystalline semiconductors, specific effects appear. In the electrical transport
through a quantum dot system, the current is reduced by the trapping of the
carriers inside the quantum dots. In the case of the phototransport, the trapping
of one type of carrier (electrons or holes) increases the lifetime of the opposite
sign carriers and thus the recombination rate decreases. Therefore the photocurrent increases. Light absorption is always increased by the presence of the
traps, while light emission depends on the radiative versus non-radiative
contributions.
It is important to know both how to use the traps beneficially whenever
possible and how to minimize the problems they can create. There are several
specific applications of the traps. For example, in NROM (Nitride Read Only
Memory) non-volatile memory cells, the traps in the silicon nitride (Si3N4)
nanolayer are used for charge storage [9]. Also, the traps at the surface/interface
of silicon nanodots are proposed for application in the memory devices
[5,10,11]. On the other hand, traps can induce a reduction of the device reliability. For example, in the case of thin SiO2 gates, the traps contribute to the
wear out of the oxide through the weakening of the Si–O bond by the trapped
electrons [12,13]. The study of p-channel MOSFETs proved that the application of a moderate temperature stress at negative bias induces a significant
increase in interface trap concentration, which in turn produces an increase in
the temperature instability of the transistor at a negative bias [14].
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8.2 Classical Investigation Methods
Several methods with different applicability conditions have been used to
study the trapping phenomena. They are generally related to the transient
processes. The simplest type of transient process is represented by the exponential decay of a measured quantity Q, where the relaxation time  is timeindependent [1]:
QðtÞ ¼ Q1 þ ðQ0  Q1 Þ expðt=Þ:

(8:1)

The quantity Q may be a photocurrent, a photoluminescence spectral intensity, a capacitance, etc. If the process described by Eq. (8.1) is due to the electron
detrapping, the relaxation time  becomes the carrier lifetime. For electrons,
n ¼ 1=cn Nct , where
the electron capture coefficient is cn ðTÞ ¼ &n ðTÞ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
v~n ðTÞ  &n ðTÞ  3kB T=me , & n being the capture cross-section and v~n being
the thermal electron velocity, while
 




Etn
me kB T 3=2
Ec  Etn
Nct ðTÞ ¼ Nc ðTÞ exp 
2
;
exp 
kB T
kB T
2ph2


(8:2)

where Nc is the effective density of states in the conduction band and Etn is the
depth of the trapping level into the band gap (the trap activation energy).
Similar expressions can be written for hole traps.
If there is a single zero-width trapping level and there is no recombination
level (there is only band-to-band recombination), then by measuring the time
decay of a quantity Q at different temperatures we can find the lifetime as
function of temperature. If in addition & n is temperature-independent, then the
plot of ln(T2) versus 1/T gives the trap activation energy Etn. Using Etn, we
compute Nct at a given temperature. Then, from the value of the lifetime  n and
of the thermal electron velocity v~n at the same temperature, we can also find the
capture cross-section & n. At the same time, the signal amplitude Q ¼ Q0  Q1
is proportional to the trap concentration Nt. This is the simplest method to
obtain information about traps from the experimental data. The analysis
becomes more intricate if at least one of the following conditions is fulfilled:
(i) the lifetime  n is time-dependent, (ii) we have strong retrapping, or (iii) there
is more than a single zero-width trapping level.
A better investigation method is the rate window approach. When studying the
decay process of the quantity Q at a constant temperature, one measures it at two
consecutive moments, t1 and t2 (t1 < t2). This measurement is repeated at different
temperatures. Then the difference Q(T) ” Q(t1, T) – Q(t2, T) is represented as a
function of temperature. As it can be seen from Eq. (8.1), at low temperatures the
decay is slow, while at high temperatures it is fast, so that in both cases Q is
small. At intermediate temperatures, Q will reach a maximum value (meaning
@Q=@T  ð@Q=@Þ  ðd=dTÞ ¼ 0). This maximum condition is related to
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the trap parameters by the relation ðTm Þ ¼ ðt1  t2 Þ= lnðt1 =t2 Þ. The best choice
for t2 is a value large enough, when Q(t2)  Q1. Then, the moment at which the
maximum value for Q is obtained is simply t1 = (Tm).
Due to the temperature dependence of the lifetime, another way to investigate the transient phenomena is through their thermally stimulated behavior. If
one heats the sample at a constant rate  = dT/dt, the plot of the difference
between the thermally stimulated quantity Q and its equilibrium value Q1
versus temperature gives information about the trap parameters. In order to
facilitate the computation, the heating rate is chosen small enough to ensure a
quasistatic process.
In the following, we will discuss some of the most commonly used methods.
The deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) is a method, suitable for nonhomogeneous samples with a well-defined space charge region [15,16]. By
measuring the transient capacitance of a junction, it is possible to determine
the energy, concentration, and capture cross-section of the trapping centers
from the junction. This is valid under the assumption that the trap concentration is much smaller than the dopant one. The capacitance transient is produced
by the filling and thermal emptying of the traps.
The junction capacitance C is given by the formula
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
"0 "r eNS
C¼A
;
2ðUD  UÞ

(8:3)

where U is the applied bias, UD the depletion bias, and NS the total space charge
density. The application of the DLTS method to investigate trapping phenomena is made as follows. Let us consider a pþ–n junction with n-type traps. The
initial capacitance C0 is measured at a given temperature under a constant
reverse bias UR that fixes the depletion layer width d1 (see Fig. 8.4a). Then,
the bias is abruptly cut off (U = 0 V). This narrows the depletion layer (d2 < d1,
Fig. 8.4b), increases the junction capacitance, and traps majority carriers from
the n region. If we reapply the reverse bias UR, the depletion width is increased
with respect to the initial value (d3 > d1, Fig. 8.4c), due to the trapped carriers,

Fig. 8.4 The time evolution
of the space charge region
during DLTS measurements: (a) initial state
(reverse bias UR); (b) majority carrier pulse (zero bias);
(c) start of the transient
(reverse bias UR); (d) space
charge region during thermal detrapping
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and therefore the capacitance is decreased with an amount C0 < 0 with respect
to its initial value C0. The thermal discharge of the traps reduces the trapped
charge and the depletion layer width (d1 < d4 < d3, Fig. 8.4d) so that the
capacitance transient has the form C = C(t) – C0 ” C0 exp(– t/).
The measurements are repeated at different temperatures. Using the rate
window method, the lifetime is determined from the maximum value of the
transient capacitance. Using the expression of the lifetime (see the exponential
decay method), the trap parameters can be determined. In a similar way,
minority carrier trap parameters can be determined. In this case, C0 > 0.
We can also use nþ–p junctions; then the roles of the electrons and holes are
reversed.
The method can be applied for high trap concentrations if one replaces the
measurement of transient capacitance under constant voltage with the measurement of transient voltage under constant capacitance (constant capacitance
voltage transient – CCVT) [17]. These methods are widely used to investigate
trapping phenomena in semiconductor materials, where good pþ–n or nþ–p
junctions can be fabricated. However, neither of these methods is suitable for
nanocrystalline systems. Indeed, either such systems do not have a space charge
region (the case of 0D systems) or the transient capacitance is too small for the
measurement possibilities (1D and 2D systems).
In the photoinduced current transient spectroscopy (PICTS), the charging of
the traps is made by illuminating the sample. The rate window method is
applied to the photocurrent, the time t2 being chosen such as to have the
photocurrent at that moment practically equal with the dark current, i.e.,
jðt1 Þ ¼ jphoto ðt1 Þ  jdark [18,19,20,21]. If one considers a (neutral) defect level
at thermal equilibrium, the absorption of a photon by the defect will imply the
emission of an electron to the conduction band and the emission of a hole to the
valence band. The emission rates are equal:




Ec  Et
Et  Ev
nt cn Nc exp 
¼ ðNt  nt Þcp Pv exp 
:
kB T
kB T

(8:4)

Using the previous definition for the electron and hole lifetimes, it results
that, under illumination,
nt
Nt  nt
 ðNt  nt Þcn n ¼
 nt cp p;
n
p

(8:5)

where n and p are the non-equilibrium photogenerated carrier concentrations. The current density generated by the emptying of the level is
jðtÞ ¼ 



nt ðtÞ Nt  nt ðtÞ
;
þ
n
p

(8:6)
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where  is a geometrical constant dependent on the light penetration depth. By
using relations (4, 5, 6), one obtains


1
1

jðtÞ ¼ jðtÞ  jð1Þ ¼ 
n p


1
1
(8:7)


1 þ ðp =n Þð1 þ n cp pÞ=ð1 þ p cn nÞ 1 þ ðp =n Þ
 t 1
1
1
¼ þ :
 Nt exp  ;

 n p
For high light intensities (n  p;  ncn,  pcp >> 1/n), j(t) becomes

jðtÞ ¼ 

1
1

n p




 t
1
1

Nt exp  :
1 þ ðcp =cn Þ 1 þ ðp =n Þ


(8:8)

If the defect is simply an electron trap ( p = 1, cp = 0), Eq. (8.8) takes the
same form as Eq. (8.1), with j0 = Nt/ n.
This method is successfully applied to high resistivity materials. Because the
factor  includes geometrical information, as well as information about the trap
concentration, the latter cannot be easily determined from the measurements.
The method can be applied to nanocrystals, but here too it raises difficulties to
the determination of the trap concentration.
The thermally stimulated currents (TSC) method is mainly used for high
resistivity semiconductors and therefore it is also appropriate to the investigation of the trapping phenomena in nanocrystalline semiconductors [20,22]. In
this method, the first step is to fill the traps at low-enough temperature T0, in
order to reduce the detrapping process as much as possible. The traps are filled
by illuminating the sample with (monochromatic) light in the absorption band.
When we study thin films, it is convenient for the modeling to have the
penetration depth Ll greater than the film thickness d. The photogenerated
carriers diffuse with different velocities (vn 6¼ vp) into the sample. It is also
convenient to have the bipolar diffusion length LD greater than d (in the case of
thin films). If both Ll and LD are greater than d, and if the illumination time is
chosen sufficiently long and the light intensity sufficiently high, the traps from
the thin film will be uniformly filled. If not, their filling will decrease with the
depth z (measured from the illuminated surface). After switching off the light, a
constant bias is applied and the sample is heated up at a constant rate  = dT/dt,
small enough to ensure a quasistatic process.
During the heating, a current is measured as a function of temperature. This
current is due to the contribution of the (non-equilibrium) detrapped carriers and
of the thermally excited equilibrium ones, both moving under the externally
applied field. In order to separate the two contributions, another measurement
is made under the same thermal and electrical conditions, but in the dark (without filling the traps by illumination). Then, the thermally stimulated current
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Fig. 8.5. Typical TSC
discharge curve, measured
on porous silicon [20].
Reprinted from Solid State
Electronics, 46 (1), O. V.
Brodovoy, V. A.
Skryshevsky, and V. A.
Brodovoy, ‘‘Recombination
properties of electronic
states in porous silicon’’,
83–87, Copyright # 2002,
with permission from
Elsevier

ITSC is defined as the difference between the current after the photoexcitation
and the dark current. The thermally stimulated current versus temperature curve
presents maxima and/or shoulders, corresponding to the different trapping levels
(see Fig. 8.5, Ref. [20]). The curve maxima are related to the trap energies.
Let us consider first a curve with a single maximum. If one takes into account
the increasing part of the curve, this part is described by an exponential law,
ITSC / expðEt =kB TÞ, called Arrhenius law, so that the trap activation
energy can be determined from ln(ITSC) as function of 1/T. The area under the
maximum of the ITSC versus T curve is proportional to the trap concentration
(and the applied bias). When the curve contains several well-separated maxima,
this procedure can be applied separately for each maximum. However, if two
(or more) maxima are too close to each other, this method does not work
anymore. In that case, to separate the contributions of different trapping levels,
a fractional heating procedure has to be performed. For this, after the same
cooling and illumination conditions, the heating is stopped at the first current
maximum or shoulder. The temperature is kept constant until the current
reaches the dark current value (the corresponding trapping level is discharged);
then the sample is cooled down again (without any more illumination) and
heated up to the next maximum or shoulder and so on. In this way, separate
Arrhenius curves are obtained for each trapping level, and their activation
energies can be obtained from these curves (Fig. 8.6, Ref. [23]). To obtain the
trap concentrations as well, a more refined modeling of the process is needed.
The thermally stimulated depolarization currents (TSDC) method is also used
for high-resistivity semiconductors [23,24,25]. Here the cooling is made under a
constant bias, and the heating starts after switching off the bias (no optical
excitation). The interpretation of the ITSDC(T) curve is similar to the TSC one,
as the curves are similar in shape (see Fig. 8.6). In the TSDC spectrum, the
highest temperature maximum is due to the capacitor-like behavior of the
sample so that it has the same activation energy as the (dark) conductivity.
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Fig. 8.6 Typical fractional
heating TSDC curve for
porous silicon [23]. Reprinted
from Thin Solid Films 325
(1–2), M. L. Ciurea, I. Baltog,
M. Lazar, V. Iancu, S.
Lazanu, and E. Pentia,
‘‘Electrical behaviour of fresh
and stored porous silicon
films’’, 271–277, Copyright #
1998, with permission from
Elsevier

The optical charging spectroscopy (OCS) is a zero bias method [26,27,28]. The
first step is the same as for TSC, i.e., the filling of the traps is made by
illuminating the sample at low temperature, using (monochromatic) light in
the absorption band. The photogenerated carriers diffuse into the sample with
different velocities and some of them are trapped, while the others recombine.
The trapped carriers generate a frozen-in electric field, linearly dependent on
the trap concentrations. Unlike the TSC method, here the heating is made
without applying any external bias. During heating, the detrapped carriers
move under the field of the still trapped ones, generating a discharge current.
Therefore, the dependence of the current on the trap concentrations is stronger
than that in the other methods.
As the OCS method is less known, its modeling [8,28] is shortly presented
hereafter. The model supposes that (a) the sample has sandwich configuration (semitransparent top electrode/nanocrystalline film/crystalline semiconductor/bottom Ohmic electrode) and practically all the traps are located in
the nanocrystalline film; (b) the heating is quasistatic ( = dT/dt is constant
and small enough to ensure this regime); and (c) only zero-width trapping
levels are considered. When heating at a constant rate, the time and temperature dependences of the involved quantities are related by the condition
@=@t ¼   @=@T. Then, the temperature dependence of the trapped carrier
concentrations during the heating is given by the following equations:
@nti ðz; TÞ 1
¼ cni ðTÞf½Nti ðzÞ  nti ðz; TÞ nðz; TÞ  Ncti ðTÞnti ðz; TÞg;
@T

@ptk ðz; TÞ 1
¼ cpk ðTÞf½Ptk ðzÞ  ptk ðz; TÞ pðz; TÞ  Pvtk ðTÞptk ðz; TÞg:
@T


(8:9)
(8:90 )
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The right hand side of Eqs. (8.9) and (8.90 ) represents the difference between
the trapping and detrapping rates. The non-equilibrium carrier concentrations
detrapped from the levels i (for electrons) and k (for holes) result from the
equations describing the total free carrier concentrations:
"
#
X
@
@
nðz; TÞ 
n0 ðTÞ þ
ni ðz; TÞ
@T
@T
i


1X
ni ðz; TÞ
¼
cni ðTÞNcti ðTÞnti ðz; TÞ 
 i
ni ðTÞ

(8:10)
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#
X
@
@
pk ðz; TÞ
pðz; TÞ 
p0 ðTÞ þ
@T
@T
k


1X
pk ðz; TÞ
;
cpk ðTÞPvtk ðTÞptk ðz; TÞ 
¼
 k
pk ðTÞ

(8:100 )

n0 and p0 being the equilibrium carrier concentrations and ni, pk the concentrations of the carriers detrapped from levels i and k, respectively. If the
heating regime is quasistatic, @n=@T and @p=@T vanish, so that the nonequilibrium (detrapped) carrier concentrations are
nðz; TÞ 

X

ni ðz; TÞ ¼

i

pðz; TÞ 

X

pk ðz; TÞ ¼

k

X

ni ðTÞcni ðTÞNcti ðTÞnti ðz; TÞ

(8:11)

i

X

pk ðTÞcpk ðTÞPvtk ðTÞptk ðz; TÞ;

(8:110 )

k

and Eqs. (8.9) and (8.90 ) become
(
1þ

X

)
ni0 cni0 ðTÞ½Nti0 ðzÞ  nti0 ðz; TÞ

i0

@
nti ðz; TÞ
@T

1
¼  cni ðTÞNcti ðTÞnti ðz; TÞ;
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1þ
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ð8:12Þ
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pk0 cpk0 ðTÞ½Ptk0 ðzÞ  ptk0 ðz; TÞ

k0

1
¼  cpk ðTÞPvtk ðTÞptk ðz; TÞ:


@
ptk ðz; TÞ
@T
ð8:120 Þ

These equations can be solved only numerically, except for the case of the
weak retrapping,  tctNt << 1, when analytical solutions can be found [28].
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Using the solutions of Eqs. (8.9) and (8.90 ), the frozen-in field can be computed
by the expression
e
Ez ðz; TÞ ¼
"0 "r

ðz "X
0

k

0

ptk ðz ; TÞ 

X

#
0

nti ðz ; TÞ dz0 :

(8:13)

i

Five different contributions to the discharge current can be taken into
account: the non-equilibrium and the equilibrium carrier conduction currents,
the displacement and the tunneling currents, and the diffusion one. It can be
seen from Eq. (8.13) that the frozen-in electric field depends linearly on the trap
concentrations, so that the current dependence on the trap concentrations is
quadratic for the non-equilibrium carrier conduction current and exponential
for the tunneling current (both increasing the sensitivity of the OCS method
with respect to the previously discussed methods). From the fitting of the
experimental data, several trap parameters can be obtained: trap activation
energies, trap concentrations, capture cross-sections, and non-equilibrium carrier lifetimes.
The methods presented in this paragraph can be easily applied to the case of
bulk semiconductors. From the previous discussions, it results that some of
them raise difficulties when applied to the nanocrystalline semiconductors (and
devices). Therefore, the trapping phenomena can also be investigated by means
of different non-conventional methods, with a partial determination of the trap
parameters. In the following, several conventional and non-conventional methods applied to the most investigated nanocrystalline semiconductors will be
presented.

8.3 Applications: Classical and Non-conventional Methods
Modern electronics studies more and more nanocrystalline materials and structures, where the trapping phenomena play a very important role. Presently,
more than 80% of microelectronic devices are fabricated from silicon-based
structures. Therefore, Si is the most investigated semiconductor for nanoscale
applications.
The traps in nanocrystalline silicon (nc-Si) were proposed as tools for the
quantum computers and memory devices [5]. For instance, a floating gate memory device was made from a SiO2/nc-Si dots/SiO2 tunneling layer/Si structure,
presented in Fig. 8.7. This structure is fabricated on an (100) p-type Si wafer, with
8–10  cm resistivity. The upper oxide has 41 nm thickness, while the tunneling
one has 2 nm. Three kinds of samples, A, B, and C, were prepared. Sample A, for
the memory device, had nc-Si dots with 7 – 1 nm diameter. The nanodot density
was 1.11011 cm–2. The nanodots were coated with silicon nitride (SiNx) film
having a thickness of 1 nm. Sample B had uncoated nc-Si dots (with a diameter of
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Fig. 8.7 The structure of the
nitrided nc-Si dot memory
[5]. Reused with permission
from Shaoyun Huang and
Shunri Oda, Applied Physics
Letters, 87, 173107, 2005.
Copyright # 2005,
American Institute of
Physics

8 – 1 nm and the same density), while sample C was prepared without nc-Si dots.
The different samples were investigated for comparison.
The displacement current versus gate voltage characteristics measured on
each sample under identical gate-voltage scan rate at RT are presented in
Fig. 8.8. The forward current for sample A presents a well-marked maximum, while the reverse current has practically no maximum at all. Both
forward and reverse currents for sample B exhibit marked maxima. For
sample C (without nanodots), both currents are practically null. This behavior is explained by the band structure shown in Fig. 8.9. In the forward
current regime (Fig. 8.9a), the electrons tunnel through the ultrathin SiO2
layer (1) into the nc-Si dots (2). Once there, they are trapped on the QC levels
(I), ensuring a fast charging (writing process). Part of these electrons trapped
on the QC levels will then be captured onto the traps (II) located at the nc-Si/
SiNx interface (3). The reverse current regime represents the erasure process
(Fig. 8.9b). During this process, the electrons trapped on the QC levels (I) are
easily freed back to the substrate, while those trapped on the interface traps
(II) need a larger erasure bias (or else a larger erasure time) to overcome the
barrier and thus to be detrapped. The carriers captured on the QC levels are
not localized at the atomic scale like the ‘‘classical’’ traps, but at the nanodot
scale, i.e., they can freely move inside the nanodot (as was stated in Introduction). This work represents an original method to use two trapping
processes on the same nanodot, on QC levels and on ‘‘classical’’ interfacial
traps, to achieve a good performance of the device.
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Fig. 8.8 Displacement
current characteristics.
(a) Charge/discharge current peaks of samples A and
B; (b) no current peaks in
sample C [5]. Reused with
permission from Shaoyun
Huang and Shunri Oda,
Applied Physics Letters, 87,
173107, 2005. Copyright #
2005, American Institute of
Physics
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Fig. 8.9 (a) Writing and (b) erasure processes in nitrided nc-Si dot-based memory devices.
(1) Direct tunneling from channel to nc-Si dot; (2) trapping on QC levels; (3) trapping at nc-Si/
SiNx interface; (I) QC levels; (II) interface traps [5]. Reused with permission from Shaoyun
Huang and Shunri Oda, Applied Physics Letters, 87, 173107, 2005. Copyright # 2005,
American Institute of Physics

Another remarkable application of the carrier trapping on the QC levels is
the fabrication of a light source from a floating gate MOSFET [29]. An array of
quantum dots (2–4 nm diameter) is inserted in the oxide layer, very close to the
substrate. By applying a positive bias on the gate, electrons are injected in the
quantum dots (by Fowler–Nordheim tunneling) and are trapped on the QC
levels (Fig. 8.10a). When the sign of the gate bias is reversed, holes are injected
into the quantum dots (by Coulomb field-enhanced Fowler–Nordheim tunneling) and they either recombine with the trapped electrons or form excitons
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Fig. 8.10 (a) Electron
injection in the quantum
dots; (b) hole injection in the
quantum dots; (c) exciton
formation and radiative
recombination process [29].
Reprinted by permission
from Macmillan Publishers
Ltd: Nature Materials,
R. J. Walters,
G. I. Bourianoff,
H. A. Atwater, ‘‘Field-effect
electroluminescence in
silicon nanocrystals’’ 4, 143,
2005. Copyright # 2005

(Fig. 8.10b). The radiative recombination of the excitons (Fig. 8.10c) gives the
electroluminescent signal. Due to the radiative lifetime of the excitons (about
100 ms), the maximum efficiency of the electroluminescence is attained for a gate
bias frequency of about 10 kHz.
The importance of the carrier trapping on the QC levels of a nanodot, or else
at the nanodot interface, was also demonstrated by AFM measurements [30],
which represent a non-conventional method to investigate the trapping phenomena. For this, two kinds of samples were studied by comparison. Both
samples were prepared by ion implantation in wet thermally grown SiO2 films,
followed by annealing at 11008C in vacuum. The first sample is made by Siþ ion
implantation. By annealing, the implanted silicon forms nanocrystals (2–6 nm
diameter), as it can be seen from the AFM image in Fig. 8.11a.
The second sample uses implantation by Arþ ions followed by a similar
annealing process, to produce similar implantation defects. No nanocrystals
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Fig. 8.11 AFM image of a SiO2 film containing Si nanocrystals made by Siþ ion implantation
and annealing: (a) before charging and (b) after charge transfer [30]. Lateral size of the images
is 5 mm: black to white (vertical) scale is 15 nm for (a) and 25 nm for (b). Similar images for Arþ
ions’ implantation: (c) before charging and (d) after charge transfer [30]. Lateral size for both
images is 1 mm: black to white (vertical) scale is 1.5 nm. Reused with permission from
E. A. Boer, M. L. Brongersma, H. A. Atwater, R. C. Flagan, and L. D. Bell, Applied Physics
Letters, 79, 791, 2001. Copyright # 2001, American Institute of Physics

appear in this case (Fig. 8.11c). The AFM tip is then used to charge both
samples. The charge localization is checked by subsequent AFM imaging
(Figs 8.11b, d). The image (b) shows a bright region of localized charge in
sample A that appears like a surface prominence. The brightness decreases in
time and practically disappears after about 600 s. No such region appears in
sample B, where one finds similar defects, but no nanocrystals. Therefore, one
can conclude that the trapped charge is localized in nanocrystals or at their
interface with the SiO2 matrix.
Another non-conventional method to investigate the traps is the study of the
Coulomb blockade spectrum of a nanodot prepared in a silicon nanowire [31]. A
silicon nanowire (2030200 nm) was made by the etching of a silicon-oninsulator (SOI) film with a weak As doping (1018 cm–3). A local thermal oxidation
was then performed, followed by the deposition of a supplementary oxide layer.
Two samples were prepared: one with 2 nm thermal oxide and 8 nm deposited
oxide (10 nm total thickness), the other with 4 nm thermal oxide and 20 nm
deposited oxide (24 nm total thickness). Over the oxide layer, a polysilicon gate
was deposited, together with 50 nm wide Si3N4 spacers on each side of the gate.
Then, a second doping of the nanowire was made (by implantation), increasing
the As concentration to 4  1019 cm–3. This way the region under the gate remains
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weakly doped and behaves like a nanodot (due to the lateral potential barriers
that appear). To evidence the Coulomb blockade effects, a third sample was
fabricated from highly doped SOI (1019 cm–3). Only thermal oxide (4 nm thickness) was grown under the gate. Because no supplementary doping was performed, no spacers were needed in this case. This system acts like a classical
MOSFET, while the first two samples form single electron transistors (SET).
The dependence of the drain–source conductance on the gate voltage is
presented in Fig. 8.12 for all the three samples. The smooth (classical) characteristics taken at RT are replaced by the oscillations produced by the Coulomb blockade effect at low temperature (under 20 K, when the Coulomb
blockade energy is larger than the thermal agitation energy). The period of
these oscillations is related to the overlap between the nanowire and the gate.
The Coulomb blockade oscillations in the thin gate oxide sample (4 nm) are
randomly distributed. This is due to the fact that the Coulomb blockade in a
nanowire without nanodot is induced by the gate potential only. On the

Fig. 8.12 Drain-source conductance dependence on the gate voltage for three different gate
oxide thickness, from up to down: 4, 10, and 24 nm. The smooth curves are taken at RT, while
the rapidly oscillating ones at 20 K [31]. Reused with permission from M. Hofheinz, X. Jehl,
M. Sanquer, G. Molas, M. Vinet, and S. Deleonibus, ‘‘Individual charge traps in silicon
nanowires’’, Eur. Phys. J. B 54, 299–307 (2006)
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contrary, the oscillations in the other two samples are regular, due to Coulomb
blockade in a well-defined nanodot (as prepared). A few anomalous decreases
of the oscillation amplitude, marked with circles, appear in these curves. These
anomalies can be attributed to the electrostatic interaction between the charges
located in the nanodot and the charges trapped by dopant sites in the oxide or
the nanowire. An intricate numerical analysis based on this assumption proved
that these traps are located near or inside the wire.
Up to now we have discussed traps in silicon nanodots (0D systems). Let us
analyze silicon nanowires (1D systems) as well. The traps from nanocrystalline
porous silicon (nc-PS) were studied by means of the OCS method [27,28]. The nc-PS
films are formed by a nanowire network, with diameters of 2–4 nm [23,32]. The
excitation was made with strongly absorbed light, with wavelength l = 0.5 mm.
The results of the OCS measurements (dotted line), together with the theoretical curve obtained by modeling using Eqs. (8.11, 8.12, 8.13) (solid line), are
presented in Fig. 8.13 [28]. The modeling allowed the determination of the trap
parameters (trap activation energies and concentrations, capture cross-sections,
and detrapped carrier lifetimes). These values are not presented here because
this tutorial focuses on the methods and their applications, not on numerical
values of the parameters.
As the maxima and shoulders are not well enough separated to determine the
trap activation energies from their increasing parts, the fractional heating
procedure was used. The maxima Nos. 1, 3, and 4 are ‘‘normal’’ and allowed
the determination of the trap activation energies. However, the broad shoulder
No. 2 could not be experimentally resolved (not even by fractional heating) so
that the modeling was necessary. The theoretical curve obtained by modeling
resolved the shoulder No. 2 into the maxima Nos. 20 and 200 . The trap activation
energies are proportional with the temperature of the corresponding maxima
(Et1 < Et20 < Et20 0 < Et3 < Et4). The maximum quoted F is an
exception to this rule. Its apparent activation energy is much higher than
Et4. This exception can be explained as follows. From Fig. 8.13, one can see
that maxima Nos. 3 and 4 have opposite signs, meaning that they correspond to

Fig. 8.13 Fitting of the OCS
results for fresh nc-PS
sample: solid line – model;
dotted line – experimental
data [28]. Reused with
permission from Vladimir
Iancu, Magdalena Lidia
Ciurea, and Mihai Draghici,
Journal of Applied Physics,
94, 216, 2003. Copyright #
2003, American Institute of
Physics
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traps for opposite sign carriers. Therefore, during the discharge of the trapping
level No. 3, the frozen-in electric field changes sign. As in nc-PS, the main
discharge current is a conduction one; it will change sign together with the field.
Because this change of sign happens before the level No. 3 is completely empty,
the end of its discharge appears like a false maximum (F).
Similar measurements were made on oxidized samples, for the same wavelength [33]. The maxima/shoulders Nos. 1, 2 (i.e., 20 and 200 ), and 3 are flattened,
proving that they should correspond to surface trapping centers, while the
maximum No. 4 corresponds to volume centers.
The TSDC measurements [23] give the same trap activation energies as the
first three maxima obtained from OCS (see Fig. 8.6). Maximum No. 2 cannot be
resolved and maximum No. 4 does not appear, proving that this method is not
sensitive enough.
As a first example of 2D systems, we investigated multi-quantum well (MQW)
structures formed by a set of 50 bilayers of nc-Si and CaF2, 1.6 nm thickness each,
deposited on a silicon substrate, (nc-Si/CaF2)50 [34]. A surprising behavior
appears in the OCS measurements [8,35]. The zero curve, taken in dark (without
illumination at low temperature), presents two spikes (Fig. 8.14, curve a). The
first spike also appear in the OCS curve (Fig. 8.14, curve b), while the second one
is reduced to a shoulder. A supplementary maximum appears close to the second
spike. All of them were well evidenced in fractional heating measurements.
Because the spikes appear in the zero curve, we infer that they are due to the
misfit stresses that appear at the nc-Si/CaF2 interfaces during the cooling. These

Fig. 8.14 OCS discharge current in MQW structure: (a) zero (no illumination) curve; (b) OCS
(l = 0.5 mm) curve [8]. Reprinted from Solid State Electronics, M. L. Ciurea, V. Iancu, and
R. M. Mitroi, ‘‘Trapping Phenomena in Silicon-Based Nanocrystalline Semiconductors’’, 51,
1328–1337, 2007, Copyright # 2007, with permission from Elsevier
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Table 8.1 Parameter values for the MQW trapping levels [8]
Maximum
number

Maximum
type

Et (eV)
& (10–18cm2)

Nt (Pt)(1014 cm–3)

(ns)

Model

Exp.

1
nS
1.70
66.00
400
0.30
0.30
2
nS
0.41
26.00
400
0.42
0.42
3
pS
1.00
0.29
180
0.44
0.44
4
nS
1.50
55.00
400
0.72
0.75
Reprinted from Solid State Electronics, M. L. Ciurea, V. Iancu, and R. M. Mitroi, ‘‘Trapping
Phenomena in Silicon-Based Nanocrystalline Semiconductors’’, 51, 1328–1337, 2007, Copyright # 2007, with permission from Elsevier.

stresses act as traps and their filling depends on the cooling rate. The theoretical
fit of the OCS curve, also made by using Eqs. (8.11, 8.12, 8.13), is shown in
Fig. 8.15 [8]. To give a numerical example, we also list in Table 8.1 the trap
parameters that result from the fit.
Another example of a 2D system is represented by the channel of a CMOS
transistor with high r gate dielectric material (also called high k dielectric). The
traps in high k dielectrics can introduce a significant reduction of the apparent
electron mobility through the charge accumulation in the dielectric [36]. The
apparent mobility, determined from the pulse Id–Vg measurements (in the ms or
ns range), can be up to 27% smaller than the real one. Indeed, if a charge qt is
trapped in the dielectric, the transistor threshold voltage VT is increased with
VT ¼ qt =Ct , where Ct is the trapped charge capacitance with respect to the
substrate. Then, the apparent mobility is a ¼ ð1  @VT =@Vg Þ ( is the real
mobility and Vg is the gate voltage). Consequently, only fast trapping processes
can produce significant effects in high-frequency transistors, otherwise the
trapped charge cannot follow the gate voltage variations.

Fig. 8.15 Fitting of the OCS results for MQW structure: solid line – model; dotted line –
experimental data [8]. Reprinted from Solid State Electronics, M. L. Ciurea, V. Iancu, and R.
M. Mitroi, ‘‘Trapping Phenomena in Silicon-Based Nanocrystalline Semiconductors’’, 51,
1328–1337, 2007, Copyright # 2007, with permission from Elsevier
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Many power devices use silicon carbide. However, the SiC MOSFETs are faced
with the shift of the threshold voltage and the lowering of the gate mobility, both
induced by the traps located at the interface between the SiC and the gate oxide.
This happens in the newly investigated high k oxides, as well as in the classical SiO2.
The non-conventional method of spin-dependent recombination (SDR) was used to
study the interface traps in an n-channel 6 H–SiC MOSFET with 50 nm thick SiO2
gate oxide [37]. SDR method was first modeled by Lepine [38]. To investigate the
deep trap levels (or recombination centers), one places the semiconductor device in
a strong d.c. magnetic field. Then, both the conduction electrons (and holes) and
the empty traps are spin-oriented. Under such conditions, the Pauli exclusion
principle forbids the capture of the electron by the trap. When an RF magnetic
field is applied orthogonal to the strong d.c. one, spin-flip occurs at the resonance
condition (electron spin resonance – ESR) and the capture is abruptly increased.
This is evidenced in capacitance–magnetic field (C–B) or resistance–magnetic field
(R–B) measurements (see Figs. 8.16, 8.17). The superhyperfine peaks observed in
Fig. 8.16 were interpreted in terms of interactions of 29Si nuclei with a Si vacancy,
allowing the identification of the observed deep trap level as a Si vacancy.
Another non-conventional method was proposed for the study of the carbon
nanotubes [39]. A low-energy electron point source (LEEPS) microscope is used
to image the shadow of a nanotube on an electron detector, as it can be seen
from Fig. 8.18. The tip of the microscope emits electrons toward the detector.
The nanotube is placed between them and therefore its shadow appears on the
detector. If there is a local charge in the nanotube (e.g., charging a trap created
by a twist of the nanotube), the shadow width will be modified (increased for a
local negative charge and diminished for a positive one). The method allows the
detection of one electron per 10 nm length. This way, charged traps can be
individually detected and mapped.
The semiconductors from group IV, discussed up to now, have indirect band
gap. The II–VI and III–V semiconductors have direct gap, allowing band-toband radiative absorption and recombination. Therefore, they were studied
especially for optoelectronic applications. Even in bulk semiconductors, to say

Fig. 8.16 C–B measurement
of a 6 H–SiC MOSFET.
Superhyperfine 29Si peaks
are marked by the arrows.
The d.c. magnetic field is
parallel with the c axis [37].
Reused with permission
from D. J. Meyer,
N. A. Bohna, P. M.
Lenahan, and A. J. Lelis,
Applied Physics Letters, 84,
3406, 2004. Copyright
# 2004, American Institute
of Physics
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Fig. 8.17 R–B measurement of an n-type Si wafer [38]. Reprinted with permission from
D. J. Lepine, Phys. Rev. B 6, 436, 1972. Copyright # 1972 by the American Physical Society

Fig. 8.18 LEEPS
microscope set-up [39].
Reused with permission
from P. S. Dorozhkin and
Z.-C. Dong, Applied Physics
Letters, 85, 4490 2004.
Copyright # 2004,
American Institute of
Physics
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nothing about nanocrystals, the traps play a very important role in optical
processes. This is why studying traps in nanocrystalline II–VI and III–V semiconductors is extremely important.
Traps in nanocrystalline Cd0.8Zn0.2Te (II–VI semiconductor) thick films
(40 mm thickness, with grain sizes of about 40 nm) were investigated by the
analysis of the time-of-flight (TOF) technique in the transient photocurrent
analysis [40]. To define TOF, a sample with at least one blocking electrode
(that blocks one type of carriers) is necessary. Let us consider a sample with
sandwich configuration where the top electrode is semitransparent, to allow the
light to penetrate. If a strongly absorbed light pulse is applied, electron–hole
pairs are generated close to the top electrode. The TOF is defined as the time
needed by the carriers to reach the opposite electrode under the externally
applied bias. This means that the TOF can be taken as the ratio between the
sample thickness and the product of the carrier mobility with the applied
electric field. The photocurrent produced by a short light pulse will abruptly
drop after TOF. Using the Laplace transform and Tikhonov regularization
methods, one can correlate the Laplace transform of the photocurrent with the
trap density of states. This procedure requires very intricate calculations that
are not presented here. The trap activation energy can then be estimated from
the density of states maximum (considered as a function of energy).
The surface/interface traps in isolated nanocrystals can be evidenced by the
study of photoluminescence (PL) intensity fluctuations. The isolated nanocrystals present strong PL intensity fluctuations, with long time intervals of darkness. This particular behavior is called blinking. The mechanism of
electron–photon interaction which produces the blinking effect is correlated
with the action of the surface traps [41]. The samples consist of CdS nanoparticles (5 nm diameter) immersed in a watery solution and spinned on a silica
substrate. Two kinds of samples were studied: one of them containing bare
nanoparticles and the other one with nanoparticles coated with ZnS. By using a
confocal microscope, the PL of a single nanoparticle can be measured. An
argon laser is used as excitation source.
The microscopy measurements show that the PL intensity oscillates between
two states: an ‘‘on’’ state, with practically constant intensity, and an ‘‘off’’ state,
with practically null intensity. The ‘‘on’’ time and ‘‘off’’ time are random and they
can be described by probability distributions. The probability of measuring an
‘‘off ’’ time value  always follows an inverse power law, Poff ðÞ /  m , where m is
an exponent experimentally determined. The case of the ‘‘on’’ time distribution is
more intricate. The probability of measuring the ‘‘on’’ time for a coated nanoparticle also follows an inverse power law, P con ðÞ /  n . On the contrary, the
probability for bare nanoparticles is exponential, Pbon ðÞ / expðaÞ.
The exponential behavior for the ‘‘on’’ times seems quite logical, as it agrees
with the general relaxation law Eq. (8.1). To explain the power law for the ‘‘off ’’
times, we have to consider the hopping of an electron between an excited
nanocrystal and a trap. When the electron is trapped, the nanocrystal (charged
with a hole) still absorbs light, but its de-excitation is non-radiative, through an
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Auger recombination. The nanocrystal becomes bright when the electron hops
back and radiatively recombines with the hole. The power law for the ‘‘on’’
times observed for the coated nanocrystals is explained considering that the
hole from the coated nanocrystal cannot recombine as long as it is located in the
core. Moreover, once the electron is trapped outside the core, the Coulomb
blockade produced by the remaining hole will prevent a second ionization
because the needed electrostatic energy is larger than the photon energy. If
the hole is located on the shell, the core is photoactive, i.e., both absorption and
radiative recombination can occur. By assuming two constant probabilities for
these two locations, in the core and in the shell respectively, a power law can be
deduced in which the exponent is dependent on the trap concentration. The
healing of the surface traps determines a strong increase of the nanoparticle
photoluminescence (PL) because of the reduction of the non-radiative recombination. This leads to several applications, like ultra-thin fluorescent dyes or
biological markers (see also below).
The effects produced by the traps also appear in the absorption phenomena.
If absorption measurements are compared with PL results, correlations regarding the traps arise. Thus, the study of the blinking PL and absorption spectra of
isolated CdSe nanocrystals (3.9 nm diameter), bare, capped with octylamine
(OA), or coated with CdS, gives information about the trapping phenomena
[42]. From Fig. 8.19, one can observe that OA adsorption does not alter the
absorption profile, while the coating induces a red shift of all the curve. The PL

Fig. 8.19 Absorption (left) and integrated PL (right) spectra of the CdSe nanocrystals
(3.9 nm core diameter), bare, capped, and coated [42]. Reproduced with permission from
D. E. Gómez, J. van Embden, J. Jasieniak, T. A. Smith, and P. Mulvaney, ‘‘Blinking and
Surface Chemistry of Single CdSe Nanocrystals’’ Small 2, 204 (2006). Copyright #
2006 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA
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curves (integrated over time) show a strong increase in intensity for both capped
and coated nanocrystals. Again, the coating induces a red shift. The increase of
PL intensity is due to the partial or total elimination of the surface traps
(unsaturated dangling bonds) by surface passivation. At the same time, the
red shifts that appear after the coating may be related to the QC effects. The
increase of the diameter implies a decrease in the energy of the QC levels.
There are rather few data about III–V nanocrystals. The investigation of
InAs nanocrystals, bare or coated with CdSe, by means of absorption and PL
measurements is presented in Fig. 8.20 [43]. Both kinds of nanocrystals are
capped with tri-n-octylphosphine (TOP) and dissolved in toluene. As in the
previous case, one can observe a strong increase of the PL intensity, as well as a
red shift, in the case of the coated nanocrystals. These results indicate the same
interpretation: the disappearance of the InAs surface traps due to the coating,
as well as a reduction of the peak energy following the increase of the nanodot
diameter. Therefore, the healing of the surface traps by coating increases the PL
signal by one order of magnitude, leading to important applications in biological experiments, where the nanocrystals are used as markers, as well as in the
technology of optoelectronic devices.
The traps in GaAs/In0.15Ga0.85As/GaAs quantum well layer were investigated by using another non-conventional method, namely by measuring its

Fig. 8.20 InAs and InAs/
CdSe nanocrystals absorption (optical density) and PL
spectra [43]. Insert: toluene
transmission spectrum.
Reprinted with permission
from C. McGinley, H.
Borchert, D. V. Talapin, S.
Adam, A. Lobo, A. R. B. de
Castro, M. Haase, H.
Weller, and T. Möller, Phys.
Rev. B 69, 045301, 2004.
Copyright # 2004 by the
American Physical Society
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Fig. 8.21. Temperature dependence of the luminescence for a GaAs/In0.15Ga0.85As/GaAs
quantum well [44]. Reprinted from J. Luminesc. 96 (2–4), M. Gal, L. V. Dao, E. Kraft, M. B.
Johnston, C. Carmody, H. H. Tan, and C. Jagadish, ‘‘Thermally stimulated luminescence in
ion-implanted GaAs’’, 287–293, Copyright # 2002, with permission from Elsevier

thermoluminescence (TL) as a function of temperature [44]. In order to do that,
the sample is cooled down and illuminated for 10 min with strongly absorbed
light. Then the excitation light is cut off and the sample is heated up at a
constant rate, measuring the total luminescence (integrated over wavelengths)
as a function of temperature.
Two maxima were observed (see Fig. 8.21). The maximum localized at 55 K
can be eliminated by annealing the sample at 2008C, while the one at 15 K is not
affected by the annealing process. The lower temperature maximum can be
attributed to PL effects due to QC levels in the quantum well. The higher
temperature maximum is due to TL effects produced by the thermally stimulated detrapping of the carriers from a shallow trap located in the GaAs barrier.
The evaluation of the trap energy can be made by modeling both PL and TL
effects [44]. This model for the interaction of the radiation with a substance does
not present interest for this chapter.
As one can see from this paragraph, the non-conventional methods are
strongly correlated with both the specific properties of the investigated systems
and the positive or negative role played by the traps. On the other hand, it is
better to use more than one method, in order to obtain information as complete
as possible.

8.4 Summary and Concluding Remarks
The study of the trapping phenomena in nanocrystalline semiconductors
proved that they take place mainly at the surface/interface of the nanocrystals.
A special case is represented by the nanodots, where the trapping can also
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appear on the QC levels. On the other hand, the Coulomb blockade raises
several problems for the nanodots, like the partial filling of the traps, or the
simultaneous discharge of two traps of opposite sign. The traps can improve the
working parameters of some devices, or in some other cases, they can reduce the
device reliability.
Most of the conventional methods used for the trap investigation in bulk
semiconductors (like PICTS, TSC, TSDC, and OCS) are also applied to the
nanocrystalline ones. For instance, the OCS method is a very sensitive one
because the discharge current is a superlinear function of the trap concentrations. A thorough modeling allows the determination of trap parameters that
are not directly measurable. However, some of the conventional methods (like
DLTS) are not very suitable for nanocrystals. Several non-conventional methods with specific applicability were successfully introduced in the study of the
traps. The SDR method determines the deep trap energies and presents the
advantage to identify their nature, by means of the hyperfine interactions.
Another non-conventional method that allows the estimation of the trap energy
and concentration is the TOF technique for transient photocurrent measurements. On the other hand, the AFM and LEEPS microscopes permit the
observation and the mapping of individual charged traps. Different investigation methods are complementary to each other and therefore ought to be used
together to obtain full information about the traps.
The role of the traps in electrical processes was investigated mainly for the
group IV semiconductors. As an example, the gate leakage current in MOSFETs is influenced by the traps located in the gate oxide or at its interface with
the substrate. The trapped electrons contribute to the wear out of the oxide
through the weakening of the Si–O bond. This leads to quasi-breakdowns (or
soft breakdowns), i.e., the rather abrupt increase of the leakage current, reducing the reliability. The trap concentration is strongly increased by the presence
of nanodots into the oxide. More than that, almost all the charge is stored on
the nanodots if they are located at the edge of the oxide. If the nanodots are
coated, the core/shell interface traps will act as a long-term electrical memory.
At the same time, the apparent mobility of the carriers through the channel of a
high k MOSFET is sensibly reduced by the presence of traps in the dielectric.
This is due to the increase in the effective threshold voltage and the decrease in
the drain current, both induced by the charge accumulation in the traps located
in the dielectric. On the other hand, the traps located in the vicinity of a nanodot
influence its behavior by means of electrostatic interactions. Thus, the Coulomb
blockade oscillations of the source-drain conductance in a single electron
transistor are intensely modulated in amplitude and phase by the traps located
near the nanodot. This can drastically affect the transistor behavior.
The trap contributions to the optical processes were studied mainly for II–VI
and III–V semiconductors. The requirement of bright PL nanodots for biological markers and optoelectronic devices implies the healing of the surface
traps. The passivation of the nanodot surface (CdSe, CdS, or InAs), either by
capping or coating, proved itself a very good healing method. At the same time,
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the shifts of the absorption and PL peaks for the coated dots could be related
with the shift of the QC levels due to the diameter increase. A specific phenomenon for the II–VI nanodots, the blinking PL of a single nanodot, has been
explained by the modeling of the oscillation of the carriers between the QC
levels in a nanodot and the surface traps. On the other hand, the trapping on QC
levels allows an efficient electroluminescence of Si nanodots subjected to an a.c.
bias. This allowed the fabrication of a light source from a floating gate
MOSFET, by inserting an array of quantum dots in the oxide layer.
The small number of atoms in a nanocrystalline semiconductor makes the
contributions of the traps to different phenomena much more important than in
bulk semiconductors. The trapping phenomena can be used to produce different devices, like floating gate memories, light-emitting transistors, and biological markers. On the other hand, the traps can reduce the reliability of the
electronic devices and perturb their functioning. Therefore, their study is a
stringent necessity.
Acknowledgments The work was partially supported from the CEEX-CERES 13/2006
Project in the frame of the First National Plan for Research and Development.
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Chapter 9

Nanomechanics: Fundamentals and Application
in NEMS Technology
Marcel Lucas, Tai-De Li, and Elisa Riedo

Abstract A nano-electromechanical system (NEMS) combines nanometer-sized
actuators, sensors and electronic devices into a complex circuit. An intense effort
has been made to develop versatile NEMS for the miniaturization of the existing
devices and to design the new ones, with a wide range of applications in the field
of electronics, chemistry and biology. All applications require a good understanding of the mechanical properties at the nanoscale and their influence on the
other physical/chemical properties. In this chapter, the size dependence of the
mechanical properties of nanostructures is discussed in detail and the influence of
surface effects, defects and phase transitions is reviewed. The most commonly
used techniques for studying the mechanical properties at the nanoscale are
described and the potential applications of NEMS in biological/chemical sensing,
data storage, telecommunications and electrical power generation are also
presented.

9.1 Mechanical Properties at the Nanoscale
9.1.1 Introduction
Nanotechnology is a multidisciplinary field of science, which focuses on the
manipulation, control and modification of matter at the scale of a nanometer
(which is one billionth of a meter). A wide variety of nanostructures, such as
nanowires, nanotubes and thin films, have been synthesized via top-down and
bottom-up approaches [1]. Due to their small size and thus associated new
properties, they are expected to contribute significantly to the miniaturization
of existing technologies and to the development of new applications. Due to
their stiffness, toughness and high aspect ratio, carbon nanotubes can be used as
tips to increase the resolution of a scanning probe microscope. Nanowires may
serve as interconnects in nanoelectronic, optoelectronic and spintronic devices.
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Epitaxial thin films are important for coatings and optoelectronic devices.
A nano-electromechanical system (NEMS) combines actuators, sensors and
electronic devices into a complex circuit, which is required in various biological/
chemical applications [2, 3].
All applications require a good understanding of the mechanical properties,
namely elasticity and friction, at the nanoscale and their influence on the other
physical properties (electronic, chemical, optical, etc.). A detailed study of the
effect of mechanical deformation on the electron and heat transport properties
of nanowires/nanotubes is required [4, 5, 6]. Residual stresses remain after the
epitaxial growth of thin films, potentially affecting their optical properties,
mechanical performances and resistance to heat [7, 8, 9]. The vibrational
modes of carbon nanotubes shift in energy under uniaxial strain [10] and
hydrostatic pressure [11]. Defects in carbon nanotubes induced by plastic
deformation can enhance their chemical reactivity [12] and sensing capabilities
[13]. The mechanical losses due to friction and adhesion have a negative impact
on the operation of the silicon-based micro-electromechanical systems
(MEMS) that involve sliding interfaces. Liquids have a solid-like behavior
when confined in gaps of a few nanometers: for example, a 1 nm thick water
film exhibits a viscosity which is orders of magnitude higher than the bulk
viscosity [14].
Also, little is known about whether the classical models developed for
materials at the microscopic scale still apply at the nanoscale. The continuum
models describing the stretching of films or bending of wires or tubes must be
thoroughly reviewed at the nanoscale, because of the significantly larger surface-to-volume ratios of the nanostructures. An understanding of the deformation and friction mechanisms in the mechanical nanodevices is important for
the optimization of their performance.
So far, only a few experimental results are available, due to the technical
challenges involved in preparing the samples and the lack of reliable methods to
quantitatively measure the elasticity and sometimes the friction at the nanoscale.
The problems are related to spatial and force resolution, instrument calibration,
surface roughness and non-uniform chemistry (because at this scale each atom
makes a difference). The size dependence of the elastic properties of nanostructures has been studied recently with the development of new techniques [15, 16]
and different behaviors have been reported for nanostructures with various
chemical composition. The Young’s modulus of individual tungsten oxide
(WO3 ) nanowires was found to decrease significantly from the bulk value of
about 300 to 100 GPa as the diameter increases from 16 to 30 nm [17]. The
opposite trend was observed for GaN nanowires: the Young’s modulus of a large
nanowire of diameter 84 nm is consistent with the value in bulk GaN (300 GPa),
but it decreases to about 220 GPa as the diameter decreases from 84 to 36 nm
[18]. The elastic modulus of polystyrene films was also studied as a function of
the film thickness. The elastic modulus of the thick films at penetration depths
larger than 10 nm was close to the bulk value measured with a tensile test, but it
decreased when the penetration depth was lower than 5 nm [19].
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Some of these size-dependent mechanical properties can be explained by the
behaviors observed on macroscopic samples. The increase of the elastic modulus in the polymeric nanofibers of diameters smaller than 70 nm was attributed
to the improved alignment of the polymer chains with respect to the nanofiber
axis [20], which is similar to macroscopic composite fibers [21]. The gold
nanowires having a diameter as small as 40 nm have a plastic deformation
mechanism which is dominated by the motion of dislocations, a behavior
commonly observed in the macroscopic crystalline materials [22]. Similarly,
the deformation mechanism of nanocrystalline gold films depends on its grain
size. But even with a grain size as small as 100 nm, the macroscopic behavior,
dominated by dislocation slip, is still observed [23]. Continuum models cannot
fully describe the complexity of the mechanical behaviors at the nanoscale, since
they neglect the atomic structure of the molecules or crystal. The elastic properties are predicted to be influenced significantly by the presence of grain boundaries in polycrystalline materials, free surfaces in high aspect ratio nanowires
and point defects such as vacancies in the oxide nanostructures. For example,
experimental results on nanocrystalline tungsten reveal a softening of the elastic
constants at the nanoscale [24].
Apart from the size dependence of the elastic modulus, a wide range of new
phenomena are also predicted in nanostructures by molecular dynamics simulations. The Young’s modulus of nanotubes was observed to increase significantly as the diameter decreases below 1 nm [16, 25]. A theoretical study
suggested that the Young’s modulus depends not only on the diameter, but
also on its chirality [26]. At high temperatures, they exhibit superplasticity,
capable of sustaining an elongation of nearly 280% [27]. They are expected to
undergo a series of reversible morphological changes, accompanied by the
release of strain energy [28]. The high yield strength close to 400 MPa [29] and
the superplastic extension above 5000% [30] of pure nanocrystalline copper
suggest new deformation mechanisms dominated by grain boundaries. Finally,
another possible way to release the strain energy at the nanoscale is a local phase
transition. Under uniaxial tensile loading, ZnO nanowires can undergo a local
and a reversible phase transition from the wurtzite structure, which is stable at
room temperature, to a hexagonal structure [31].

9.1.2 Surface Effects
The surface-to-volume ratio becomes extremely high, once the dimensions of
the sample decrease to a few tens of nanometers. The lower coordination of the
surface atoms and the presence of surface charges can induce significant surface
stresses that are well beyond the elastic regime [32, 33]. The charges present on
the large polar surfaces of thin ZnO nanobelts can lead to spontaneous formation of helices, rings and coils [34].
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The mechanical properties of thin films and nanostructures have been the
subject of numerous theoretical studies. Attempts to extend the continuum
models to the thinner films resulted in the systematic softening of the surfaces.
By taking into account the atomic structure in the thickness direction, the
Young’s modulus of films that are thinner than 10 atomic layers was found to
be 30% smaller than the bulk value [35]. Another continuum model, which
distinguishes the surface elastic modulus and the bulk elastic modulus, not only
predicts that the elastic constants of a nanoplate are inversely proportional to
its thickness, but also shows that both softening and stiffening are possible in
bars and plates thinner than 5 nm [36].
According to ab initio calculations on thin copper films, the softening or the
stiffening is the result of competition between the low atomic coordination of
the surface atoms and the charge distribution on the surface. The low coordination systematically softens the surface, and the magnitude of this softening
depends on the direction along which the stress is applied with respect to the
crystallographic faces. In contrast, a charge redistribution can lead to stiffening
or further softening, depending on whether the electron density near the surface
is increased or decreased, respectively [32]. Most of the theoretical studies show
predominant surface effects only when the thickness of the film is of the order of
a few nanometers. At a larger scale, non-linear bulk elastic properties can lead
to orientation- and size-dependent behaviors [33].
Surface effects also explain the occurrence of peculiar phenomena at the
nanoscale, such as shape memory and pseudoelasticity. Atomistic simulations of thin nickel and copper nanowires show that, during tensile loading,
they undergo a reversible transition with the formation of defect-free twins
and the modification of the crystallographic orientation of the side faces
[37, 38].
Recent experimental results have revealed the major significance of surface
effects, even at a scale of several hundreds of nanometers. Elastic constant
measurements on tungsten and gold films (thickness around 250 nm) have
indeed showed that both softening and stiffening can occur [24, 39]. Nanoindentation on thin polystyrene films also yielded a lower surface elastic modulus
as compared with the bulk [19]. The size dependence of the elastic modulus of
silver nanowires, lead nanowires and polypyrrole nanotubes was attributed to
the surface tension effects. In this case, surface tension is defined as the energy
required to elastically deform an already existing surface [40].
Other experimental data collected on nanowires were analyzed using a
core–shell composite model, where the nanowire is considered as a composite material, comprising of a core which possesses bulk properties and a
shell with different properties. In the case of the ZnO nanowires, the surface
is stiffer than the core, due to the large compressive surface stresses [41]. As
for the silver nanowires, the surface elastic modulus is affected by not only
the surface stresses, but also the observed oxidation layer and the surface
roughness [42].
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9.1.3 Defects
The strength of a solid is a measure of its ability to resist plastic deformation. It is
well established that in polycrystalline metals, the main plastic deformation
mechanism is through the motion of dislocations. Therefore, crystallinity, defects
and grain boundaries can significantly influence the bulk properties of materials.
One way to strengthen the polycrystalline metals is to refine the grain size to the
nanometer scale and thus introducing more grain boundaries. The tensile strength
of the polycrystalline copper, having an average grain size of 400 nm and a high
density of twin boundaries, is about 10 times higher than the bulk value. This
remarkable result was attributed to the effective pinning of dislocations by the twin
boundaries [43]. Reducing the dimensions of the samples, smaller than 1 mm,
amplifies the effects of defects, as it significantly limits the multiplication and the
motion of dislocations [44]. For example, the yield strength of a nickel alloy
increases from 250 MPa to 2 GPa, as the diameter of the sample decreases from
20 to 0.5 mm [45]. Also, the spatial extent of the defects’ influence on the mechanical
properties of nanostructures might be larger than expected [46].
A size-dependent softening of the Young’s modulus in tungsten oxide nanowires and carbon nanotubes was explained by the presence of defects. Highresolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM) revealed the presence of
planar defects along the axis of the tungsten oxide nanowires with large diameters [17]. The density of defects in carbon nanotubes was quantified by
Raman spectroscopy and a direct correlation was established between the
Young’s modulus and the concentration of defects [47]. Similarly, the porosity
and the disorder have a negative effect on the mechanical properties of ZnO
films [48] and polypyrrole nanotubes [49]. The elastic modulus of ZnO nanostructures was found to depend strongly on their width-to-thickness ratio,
decreasing from about 100 to 10 GPa, as the width-to-thickness ratio increases
from 1.2 to 10.3. This behavior was explained by a growth-direction-dependent
aspect ratio and the presence of stacking faults in the nanobelts grown along
particular directions (Fig. 9.1) [50].
Numerous discontinuities were observed in the force–indentation curves
collected from gold and zinc oxide crystals. These are the evidence of the
formation, multiplication and slip of dislocations [51]. After nanoindentation,
the TEM images of the cross-section of a zinc oxide crystal showed no cracks,
but dislocations and slip planes along particular crystallographic planes were
observed [52]. A comparison between the force–indentation curves collected on
an atomically flat gold surface and a gold surface with surface atomic steps
revealed that the steps act as nucleation sites for dislocations [53].
However, defects can also have a positive effect on the mechanical properties
of materials. The implantation of ions (point defects) reduces dislocation slip,
leading to an increase in hardness of MgO crystals on all crystallographic
surfaces and also reduced pile-up around the indent [54]. Collisions between
carbon nanotube bundles and high-energy electrons in a TEM lead to the
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Fig. 9.1 Young’s modulus
of ZnO nanostructures as a
function of width-to-thickness ratio w=t. (Reproduced
with permission from [50].
Copyright 2007, American
Chemical Society)

formation of vacancies along the nanotube sidewall. Atomic rearrangements
with the neighboring tubes in a bundle or other adsorbates create cross-links
between the nanotubes, limiting sliding and resulting in an increase of the
bending modulus by a factor of 30 [55]. The silver nanowires produced via a
chemical process have five internal twin boundaries over their entire length,
hence giving them a pentagonal structure. The presence of these twin boundaries is expected to stabilize their structure and prevent the propagation of
dislocations during tensile loading [56]. The elimination of the five twin boundaries by thermal treatment does not affect their Young’s modulus, but makes
them more ductile [57].
Early attempts to develop a model to study the plastic deformation via the
formation and motion of dislocations revealed the importance of the strain
gradient effects on the mechanical properties of crystalline solids, particularly in
the nanoindentation tests [58]. The classical theories, which only include strain
effects, contain no length scale and therefore cannot explain the depth dependence of hardness at depths that are below 1 mm. Strain gradients in the indent
area result in higher hardness, because of the generation of geometrically
necessary dislocations. The magnitude of these strain gradient effects is amplified at low indent depths. Improvements made on a strain gradient theory of
plasticity introduced characteristic length scales related to the dislocation
source, the motion and the interactions between dislocations that are measurable material quantities. The theory successfully described the size-dependence
of the hardness for polycrystalline and single-crystal copper, as well as for
single-crystal silver along two different crystallographic directions [59]. When
the dimensions of the sample, such as the nanowire diameter or the grain size in
polycrystalline metals, fall below these characteristic length scales, dislocation
motion is limited and other deformation mechanisms become dominant. For
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example, a pure nanocrystalline copper with an average grain size of 80 nm
exhibits a near-perfect elastoplastic behavior and also deforms homogeneously
without any neck formation. This behavior is attributed to a deformation
mechanism that is dominated by the diffusion of grain boundaries [29].

9.1.4 Phase Transitions
The mechanical properties of a single crystal depend on its crystal structure and
are highly anisotropic. For example, the elastic modulus measured by nanoindentation on the (111) face of a gold single crystal is higher than the one measured
on the (110) and (001) surfaces [60]. Ab initio calculations on the tensile loading
of thin ZnO nanobelts show that this anisotropy remains and is even amplified
when the lateral dimensions of the nanobelts fall below 3 nm [61]. In macroscopic
polymeric samples, crystallinity has a significant effect on their mechanical
properties, since the crystalline and amorphous regions have very different
characteristics. Stress-induced crystallization of elastomers has been observed
experimentally, and it leads to an enhanced tensile strength and resistance to
crack propagation [62]. A similar phenomenon is also possible in very thin
nanostructures, opening another way to release the strain energy introduced
during the tensile loading and hence possibly resulting in an apparently low
Young’s modulus. At ambient conditions, ZnO has a wurtzite structure, but at
a pressure close to 9 GPa, a phase transition to a rocksalt structure was observed.
The molecular dynamics simulations show that ZnO nanowires undergo a reversible phase transition under tensile loading at a critical strain, accompanied by a
sudden stress drop in the stress–strain curve [31]. Such a phase transition is
facilitated by surface stresses and can potentially affect the piezoelectric properties, the electronic and thermal conductivities of the nanostructure [63]. The
occurrence of a phase transition depends on the direction of the applied strain
with respect to particular crystallographic planes. The Young’s modulus of ZnO
nanoplates exhibiting wide (0001) surfaces is expected to vary discontinuously as
a function of thickness, because of phase transformations from a wurtzite to a
graphitic structure [64]. The experimental evidence of such phase transitions has
been the subject of nanoindentation and TEM studies. Discontinuities in the
force–displacement curves could be the signature of a transformation, but so far,
no additional TEM data support this conclusion. It was also suggested that the
appearance and the number of discontinuities depend on the crystal structure and
also on the crystallographic surface probed by nanoindentation [51].

9.2 Methods
Due to the small size of nanostructures, new characterization techniques had to
be developed and they must combine an extremely high spatial resolution and
high force sensitivity. The forces that are required to deform a nanostructure
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are of the order of a few nanonewtons, and even less for more fragile samples,
such as cell membranes or proteins. A suitable characterization method must
also include an imaging capability, since the mechanical properties are closely
related to the dimensions, morphology and crystallographic structure of the
sample. So far, most of the experimental data are obtained from atomic force
microscopy (AFM) and electron microscopy. When scanning conditions are
optimal, AFM attains imaging with atomic resolution and sub-nanonewton
force resolution. TEM also offers atomic spatial resolution and the capability to
characterize the structure of single crystals or detect defects. In the following
section, AFM- and TEM-based techniques used to study the mechanical properties at the nanoscale are described. Other techniques, such as optical tweezers
and spectroscopy, are also discussed.

9.2.1 Scanning Probe-Based Methods
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is an ideal tool for investigating the mechanical properties due to its ability to directly measure forces between the tip and
the sample with a nanonewton resolution. The force components normal and
parallel to the substrate are measured by monitoring the deflection of the
cantilever, scanned over the sample in contact. A laser beam, reflected from
the back of the AFM cantilever to a four-quadrant photodetector, provides the
force measurement and a feedback mechanism for high-resolution imaging. In
the following section, some of the AFM-based techniques, to study the mechanical properties at the nanoscale, are reviewed.
9.2.1.1 Force-Displacement Curves
The simplest way to study the mechanical properties of nanomaterials is to
collect a force–displacement or a force–indentation curve. The AFM can measure forces applied by the tip to the sample as a function of the displacement of
the scanner supporting the sample. AFM nanoindentation has been extensively
used to study the elastic modulus and the hardness of polymer films [19] and
single crystals [51, 54, 60]. The high force and displacement resolution of the
AFM enables the indentation of a sample to depths as low as several nanometers. However, for nanostructures with a thickness of only a few nanometers, indentation results are influenced by the stiff substrate. To eliminate
the substrate influence, nanostructures can be deposited off the edge of the
substrate or over a trench (Fig. 9.2). For example, Wong et al. used an AFM to
image individual and structurally isolated silicon carbide nanorods and carbon
nanotubes that were pinned down at one end on a molybdenum disulfide
surface by the deposition of silicon oxide pads, thus leaving the other end free
to deform [65]. Then an AFM tip approaching from the side would bend the
protruding part of the nanostructure. The lateral deflection of the cantilever is
measured as the tip is scanned along a direction perpendicular to the
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Fig. 9.2 Three-point
bending test of a suspended
nanostructure. An AFM tip
applies a bending load in the
middle of the suspended
section of the nanostructure

nanostructure axis, yielding a force–bending deformation curve. Another possibility is to deposit nanostructures over a porous membrane where the suspended section is free to deform. Salvetat et al. [66] used this method to
investigate the modulus of carbon nanotubes deposited on an alumina ultrafiltration membrane. An AFM tip would approach from above the nanostructure and will come in contact with it in the middle of the suspended section. The
force applied by the tip to the sample is then measured as a function of the
deformation.
The force vs. bending curve is then analyzed with the elastic beam-bending
theory, which describes the mechanical properties of beam-like materials, such as
nanorods [65], nanotubes [66], nanowires [22, 67, 68, 69] and nanobelts [70]. The
elastic modulus can be extracted from the beam theory, which takes into account
the geometry of the nanostructure and also the boundary conditions of the
system. The mechanical response of the nanostructure depends on whether it is
considered as free at both ends, clamped at only one end or clamped at both ends.
It is reasonable to consider the double-clamped beam model when a nanostructure is clamped by metallic or oxide pads at both ends [22, 69], even if slippage is
possible with a poor interface. However, the double-clamped beam model was
also used for carbon nanotubes that were simply deposited on a porous membrane without the deposition of pads. It was argued that the adhesion force
between the carbon nanotube and the alumina membrane is much larger than
the force applied to indent the nanotube. Setting inappropriate boundary conditions could yield elastic modulus values that differ by a factor of 4 [70].
Aside from the boundary conditions, other potential sources of errors
include the inaccurate measurements of the nanostructure dimensions and the
inaccurate positioning of the AFM tip. In the case of a nanostructure suspended
over a trench, the load must be applied at the middle point of the suspended
section. Instead of collecting a single force–deformation curve at the middle
point, Mai et al. proposed to measure the deformation profile of the entire
suspended section by collecting AFM images at different set points. The deformation profile can then be fitted with the beam model and suitable boundary
conditions, hence eliminating the need to position the tip over the middle
point and the uncertainty over the boundary conditions [68, 70]. The
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force–displacement curve methods can be applied to a wide variety of nanostructures, since they are suitable for soft samples, such as cells [71], and also to
study chemically specific interactions between molecules [72]. However, a large
number of force–displacement curves are required to reduce errors, which is
time-consuming and thus limits the number of nanostructures that can be
studied.
9.2.1.2 Lateral Force Imaging
The samples have to be prepared carefully for the acquisition of force–displacement curves. For nanostructures deposited over a trench or off the substrate
edge, the nanostructure long axis should be perpendicular to the substrate edge.
Most of the nanostructures are in bundles (carbon nanotubes) or entangled
(ZnO nanobelts) after their synthesis. It may be difficult to isolate them and
align them, due to their brittleness or the lack of appropriate tools. This is the
case for arrays of vertically aligned ZnO nanowires attached at one end on a
sapphire substrate. Another technique based on an AFM was proposed to
measure their elastic modulus without damaging them [73]. When an AFM
tip is scanning parallel to the substrate, the top end of vertically aligned
nanowires experiences a lateral force f perpendicular to the nanowire
(Fig. 9.3). The displacement of the nanowires can be expressed under the
small deflection approximation by the elastic beam model as
EI

d4 x
¼ ðf0 þ fÞdðy  LÞ
dy4

(9:1)

where f0 is the component of the friction force between the tip and the nanowire
along the scanning direction; E and I are the elastic modulus and momentum of

Fig. 9.3 Measuring the elastic modulus of vertical nanowires from their lateral bending with
an AFM tip. As the tip is scanned from left to right, the tip comes into contact with a
nanowire. (a) Before and (c) after contact, only a small lateral signal is detected. (b) When
the tip is in contact with the nanowire, the scanner retracts and the tip is deflected laterally,
resulting in a large lateral signal. L is the nanowire length and x the lateral displacement,
perpendicular to the nanowire axis. (Reproduced with permission from [73]. Copyright 2005,
American Chemical Society)
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inertia of the nanowire, respectively. x is the lateral displacement perpendicular
to the nanowires, y is the height from the fixed end (root) of the nanowire to the
point where the lateral force is applied, which is approximately the tip of the
nanowire (y ¼ L, the length of the nanowire), and the contact is assumed to be a
point. f0 is much smaller than the bending force f especially when the scanning
speed is low, and therefore can be neglected. The applied lateral force f is
expressed as
f ¼ 3EI

x
L3

(9:2)

From Hooke’s law, the spring constant is K ¼ f=x; thus, the elastic modulus
can be expressed as a function of K, L and I: E ¼ KL3 =3I. A ZnO nanowire
grown along [0001] usually has a hexagonal cross-section with a side length a
(a is considered as the radius of the nanowire), and in this case the momentum of
inertia is I ¼ ð5ð31=2 Þ=16Þa4 . SEM and TEM images indicate that the aligned
ZnO nanowires have a uniform diameter of 45 nm and the heights vary from
200 to 800 nm. Thus, the elastic modulus is given by
E¼

16L3 K
15ð31=2 Þa4

(9:3)

Using this technique, the elastic modulus of 15 nanowires was measured with a
single lateral force image. The lengths of the nanowires vary from 170 to 680 nm
and the corresponding elastic modulus ranges from 15 to 47 GPa, with an
average value of 298 GPa.

9.2.1.3 Modulated Nanoindentation
Bending tests usually deform the nanostructures beyond their linear elastic
regime. Therefore measuring the elastic properties of nanostructures remains
a technical challenge. For example, to measure the radial elastic modulus of
carbon nanotubes (diameter of several nanometers) with force vs. deformation
curves, the AFM would have to measure forces of a few nanonewtons against
displacements of a few angstroms. An alternative method was proposed to
increase the force and displacement resolution: the modulated nanoindentation
method, which was proven to be a powerful technique to measure the radial
elastic modulus of carbon nanotubes [25] and study the structure-dependent
elastic modulus of ZnO nanobelts [50, 74]. The modulated nanoindentation
method consists in indenting a sample (simply deposited on a stiff substrate
such as silicon) with an AFM tip while oscillating the sample in the normal
direction with a piezoelectric scanner excited with an ac signal of fixed amplitude and frequency (Fig. 9.4). The displacement of the piezoelectric scanner dtot
is the sum of contact deformation (indent depth) and cantilever bending. The
amplitude of the oscillations dtot is typically a few angstroms. Instead of
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Fig. 9.4 Experimental setup
for the modulated
nanoindentation method.
(Reproduced with permission from [50]. Copyright
2007, American Chemical
Society)

measuring the normal force as a function of indentation depth, FðzÞ, the slope dF
dz
is measured around a fixed force set point F0 using a lock-in amplifier. In
practice, the force variations F are recorded at different values of F0 and at
a fixed dtot .
The tip–sample system is then modeled as two springs in series and its total
stiffness ktotal is given by
@F
¼ ktotal ¼
@dtot



1
klever

þ

1

1

(9:4)

kcontact

where klever and kcontact are the stiffness of the AFM cantilever and the tip–sample contact, respectively. Analytical expressions of kcontact are obtained by
considering the geometry of the tip–sample system. For example, in the case
of carbon nanotubes, the contact is similar to a sphere (tip) indenting a cylinder,
in which case


kcontact

RðF0 þ Fadh Þ
¼
K~2

13
(9:5)

¼ R1tip þ 2R1ext , Rtip the tip radius, Rext the external nanotube radius, Fadh
1 2
1 2
the adhesion force between the tip and the sample and K~ ¼ 3 ð 1 þ 2 Þ, where
with

1
R

4

E1

E2

1;2 and E1;2 are the Poisson’s ratios and Young’s moduli of the tip and the
nanotube (along the radial direction), respectively.  is a coefficient that takes
into account the geometrical aspect of the contact area [25]. The Young’s
modulus E2 of the nanotube is the only fitting parameter for the kcontact vs. F0
curve. Applying this method, the radial Young’s modulus of carbon nanotubes
was found to increase sharply as the external radius decreases when Rext is
smaller than 4 nm and remains constant at 36 GPa when Rext is larger than 4 nm
(Fig. 9.5).
9.2.1.4 Contact Stiffness Mapping
Acoustic microscopy is a non-destructive technique developed to study the
elastic properties of macroscopic samples and to detect the presence of defects.
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Fig. 9.5 Experimental
values of the radial Young’s
modulus Erad of carbon
nanotubes as a function of
the external radius Rext
obtained from normal
modulated nanoindentation. (Reprinted with
permission from [25].
Copyright 2005, the
American Physical Society)

However, its spatial resolution is limited by the wavelength of the excitation
probe, which is of the order of a micron. This resolution limit can be overcome
by the detection of ultrasonic vibrations (MHz to GHz range) with an AFM tip.
In an ultrasonic force microscope (UFM), an ultrasonic excitation of a few
MHz is applied to a piezoelectric actuator placed under the sample. This highfrequency wave is modulated by another signal, either triangular or trapezoidal,
at a frequency below a few kHz. When the AFM tip is scanned in contact over
the sample, the amplitude of the cantilever vibration varies because of the nonlinearity of the tip–sample interactions or contact stiffness. By comparing the
amplitude variations on the sample to the ones on well-known materials, the
stiffness of the sample can be extracted. For example, UFM was applied to
the investigation of lattice defects in highly oriented pyrolytic graphite [75]. In
contrast to TEM, thin samples are not required with UFM and topographic
features such as surface steps and dislocations can also be detected, when the
sample is not excited by the ultrasonic wave.
In contrast to UFM, acoustic force atomic microscopy (AFAM) monitors
the resonance frequencies of the cantilever to extract the local contact stiffness.
The cantilever is excited at one of its contact resonance frequencies in the MHz
range. Usually, imaging with the cantilever vibrating in a high-frequency mode
increases the sensitivity to contact stiffness variations. When the AFM tip is
scanned over the sample, variations in the local elasticity are detected by a
resonance frequency shift relative to the value of the free cantilever. By measuring the resonance frequency and its shift with a reference sample, the elasticity
of the sample can be determined [76]. A combined study of the elastic modulus
of SnO2 nanobelts with UFM and AFAM showed an excellent quantitative
agreement, and the measured elastic modulus value was consistent with the
value obtained from nanoindentations [77].
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9.2.2 Electron Microscopy
Electron microscopy, in particular TEM, is a powerful imaging technique,
which can measure deformations or displacements with atomic resolution. It
can be combined with electron diffraction to study the crystallographic orientation or lattice spacing of single crystals or electron energy-loss spectroscopy for
a local chemical analysis. In the following section, the methods to extract the
elastic modulus or the tensile strength of nanostructures with a TEM are
reviewed.

9.2.2.1 Mechanical Resonance
The intrinsic thermal vibrations of multiwalled carbon nanotubes, clamped at
one end on a substrate, were used to measure their Young’s modulus. TEM
images allowed the precise measurements of the nanotube diameter, length and
vibration amplitude of its free end. The vibration amplitude was measured for
different temperatures between the room temperature and 800 C. The Young’s
modulus was then extracted by analyzing the data with the Bernoulli–Euler
theory of elastic beams. An average value of 1.8 TPa for the Young’s
modulus was found over 11 samples, with an external radius ranging from 6
to 25 nm [78].
Instead of relying on the measurement of small vibration amplitudes, a more
precise method based on the electromechanical resonance of nanostructures
was proposed. The mechanical resonance method is a non-destructive method,
where a vibration mode of the nanostructure is excited by a periodic electric
field between the electrode supporting the nanostructure and a counterelectrode (Fig. 9.6). An ac voltage is applied between the two electrodes, and the
vibration amplitude is measured from TEM images while the frequency of the

Fig. 9.6 Experimental setup used to study the mechanical resonance of nanostructures in an
electron microscope. The nanostructure vibrates when an ac voltage is applied between the
probe and the electrode. A dc offset is applied to increase the amplitude of the vibrations.
(Reused with permission from [79]. Copyright 2005, American Institute of Physics)
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excitation varies. For nanotubes, the resonant frequencies j are given by the
Bernoulli–Euler theory of cantilevered elastic beams:
j2 1 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðD2 þ D2i Þ
j ¼
8p L2

sﬃﬃﬃﬃ
E


(9:6)

where D is the outer diameter, Di the inner diameter, L the length, E the elastic
modulus,  the density and j a constant for the jth harmonic: 1 ¼ 1:875,
2 ¼ 4:694. This technique was used to study the mechanical properties of
nanowires [17, 18] and nanotubes [16, 79].

9.2.2.2 In Situ Tensile or Bending Test
Another method to measure in situ forces applied to nanostructures is to use
AFM cantilevers as force transducers. After calibrating the cantilever spring
constant, the bending of the cantilever measured with TEM images enables the
measurement of the force applied by the tip on a nanostructure. Enomoto et al.
[47] integrated AFM cantilevers in a stage that can fit inside a TEM and used
them to measure the Young’s modulus of carbon nanotubes fixed at one end at
the tip of an aluminum wire (Fig. 9.7). A silicon cantilever, mounted on a
piezoelectric XYZ stage, approaches and applies a bending load on an individual nanotube. The bending load is applied in incremental steps and the
deflection of the cantilever, the bending of the nanotube and the position of
the contact point are obtained by acquiring TEM images at each step. The
nanotube elastic modulus is then extracted by analyzing the force–displacement
curve with the elastic beam model.
Another important mechanical property of 1D nanostructures is the tensile
strength, which is accessible only with a tensile test. Tensile tests on individual
multiwalled carbon nanotubes were performed inside a scanning electron
microscope. The ends of the nanotube were attached to two different AFM

Fig. 9.7 Schematic of a nanotube bending experiment. The nanotubes are attached to the tip
of an aluminum wire. An AFM cantilever applies a bending load to an individual nanotube.
(Reused with permission from [47]. Copyright 2006, American Institute of Physics)
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Fig. 9.8 Schematic of a
tensile-loading experiment.
An individual nanotube is
attached to a stiff cantilever
(top) and a soft cantilever
(bottom). The bending of the
soft cantilever is monitored
as the stiff cantilever is driven upward by a piezoelectric motor. (From [80].
Reproduced with permission from AAAS)

cantilevers, one stiff with a high spring constant and another soft with a low
spring constant, by using the electron beam to deposit some solid carbonaceous
material. As the stiff cantilever is driven away from the soft cantilever by a
piezoelectric actuator, the soft cantilever is bent and acts as the force transducer. By acquiring SEM images continuously, during the tensile test, the nanotube strain, the bending of the soft cantilever and thus the force applied to the
nanotube can be obtained simultaneously (Fig. 9.8). The tensile strength measured for the outer layer of the nanotube ranged from 11 to 63 GPa for 19
samples. The stress–strain curves also yielded Young’s modulus values between
270 and 950 GPa [80].
The main difficulty during the test is to control the alignment of the nanotube with respect to the cantilevers. The axis of the applied load must be
maintained aligned along the nanotube axis. Any misalignment leads to a
lower measured load and a higher measured strain. The Young’s modulus of
crystalline boron nanowires was measured with the mechanical resonance
method and tensile tests in a SEM, yielding comparable values between
300 and 400 GPa [81].

9.2.3 Optical Methods
TEM-based methods have been widely used to characterize nanostructures,
because of the high-resolution imaging capability, but they also have some
limitations. The mechanical resonance method is difficult to apply on a soft
sample or one with an irregular shape. Also, the sample must be thin, with
sufficient electrical conductivity. The characterization of polymer nanofibers or
biomolecules is not possible due to their poor electrical conductivity. Therefore,
other non-destructive methods have been developed using laser beams and
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optical spectroscopy. The main advantage of optical methods is their ability to
manipulate and probe the nanomaterial without any physical contact.
The development of optical tweezers was a major advance in the manipulation of nanomaterials and biomolecules. Optical trapping with a single laser
beam was demonstrated on a wide range of particles down to a diameter of
25 nm in water [82]. When a laser beam is strongly focused, for example by a
high numerical aperture microscope objective, an intense laser intensity gradient is generated along the incident laser beam path. When a neutral dielectric
particle is in the beam path, the light scattered by the particle results in a force,
which is proportional to the intensity gradient and directed toward the beam
focus where the intensity is highest. The optical trap is most effective when
the particle size is comparable to the laser wavelength. In practice, an external
force applied to the particle can be determined from the resulting displacement
off the laser beam focus if the laser wavelength, intensity and the refractive
index of the medium are known. When the particle displacement is small, the
particle acts as a spring, which follows Hooke’s law. Small particles inside this
optical trap can then be manipulated and used as the force transducers. This
technique is widely used for the study of the elasticity of biomolecules attached
to microparticles. Force–distance curves were collected on double-stranded and
single-stranded DNA. Using optical tweezers, the force required to separate
two strands of DNA or to pack DNA inside a viral capsid was determined with
a resolution of several piconewtons [83].
Another useful optical method relies on Brillouin light scattering, which is
based on the inelastic interaction between photons and phonons. Brillouin
spectra are interpreted on the basis of Lamb’s theory to extract elastic properties, such as Young’s modulus, shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio. Brillouin
scattering on a single isolated silica sphere, with a diameter as low as 260 nm,
yielded a Young’s modulus of 33 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.18 [84].
A polarization study can potentially determine the anisotropic elastic constants
of single crystals.

9.3 Applications
9.3.1 Sensors
AFM cantilevers were first developed for imaging purposes only, but their high
sensitivity combined with a low mass-production cost makes them ideal for
sensing applications. Small variations of the physical and/or chemical properties at the surface lead to the bending of the cantilever, which can be measured
by a laser beam deflection, capacitive sensors or a piezoelectric bimorph. An
asymmetric coating of the cantilever with a chemically functionalized layer
favors the adsorption of molecules on the functionalized surface that induces,
in most cases, a bending of the cantilever due to electrostatic repulsions or steric
effects (Fig. 9.9a). Based on this principle, two forms of a prostate-specific
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Fig. 9.9 Operating principles of a cantilever-based (a) chemical sensor, (b) mass sensor, (c)
heat sensor and (d) calorimeter. (Reproduced with permission from [88]. Copyright 2002, IOP
Publishing Ltd)

antigen, a marker for detection of prostate cancer, were detected using cantilevers coated with specific antibodies. An antigen concentration as low as
0.2 ng/ml was detected, which is 20 times lower than the threshold of 4 ng/ml
required for clinical tests [85].
The mechanical resonance of oscillating cantilevers can also be exploited to
measure the mass of small adsorbates. When the cantilever is driven at its
resonance frequency, a variation of the cantilever mass M due to the adsorption
or desorption of molecules induces a shift in the resonance frequency , similar
to the concept used for macroscopic quartz oscillators (Fig. 9.9b). The relationship between the resonant frequency and the mass of the cantilever is given by
1
¼
2p

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
k
M

(9:7)

where k is the spring constant of the cantilever, which is obtained from the
resonance frequency of the unloaded cantilever. The adsorption of Escherichia
coli on a cantilever coated with an antibody layer was studied quantitatively and
the detection of only 16 E. coli cells, corresponding to a mass of about 6 pg, was
demonstrated [2]. Using cantilevers with dimensions smaller than a micron,
attogram sensitivity in ambient conditions and even zeptogram sensitivity at
cryogenic temperatures in ultrahigh vacuum were achieved [86]. In addition,
cantilevers present multiple resonance modes that can behave differently with
varying pressure and temperature, due to the viscous drag of the surrounding
gas. For example, a piezoelectric bimorph cantilever was used to measure the
pressure and temperature of the surrounding environment simultaneously, with
an accuracy of 1 mbar and 0.03 C, respectively [87].
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Cantilevers coated with a layer of a different thermal expansion coefficient
bend when they are subjected to an external heat source. An aluminum-coated
or gold-coated silicon cantilever can be used thus as a heat sensor, and microkelvin and picojoule sensitivities were achieved (Fig. 9.9c). These sensors
allowed the investigation of exothermic chemical reactions, such as the conversion of hydrogen and oxygen to water vapor. Other potential applications
include the study of reactions of photosensitive chemicals and the thermal
analysis of small amounts of chemicals (hundreds of nanograms). With a heat
sink deposited on the cantilever, the thermal properties of a material attached at
the end of the cantilever can be studied by monitoring the deflection as a
function of the temperature and comparing it to the data from a reference,
similar to the concept of a differential scanning calorimeter (Fig. 9.9d) [88].

9.3.2 Nanolithography and High-Density Data Storage
Scanning probe-based nanolithography has long been explored as a way to
increase the density of data storage systems, since it can write patterns nearly at
the atomic scale. The first scanning probe-based data storage system used a
silicon cantilever with an integrated tip heater to produce irreversible topographical features. The data were written by heating locally a polymer film with a
hot tip while in contact and thus creating a small indent. Features as small as
40 nm in diameter with a pitch of 120 nm were obtained, yielding a potential
density of 400 Gb/in.2 . The data were read with the same tip using the principle
of thermal sensing. The tip is heated to a temperature that is below the minimum temperature required to make an indent and scanned over the polymer
film. The thermal conductance between the cantilever and the polymer film
depends on the distance between them. Over an indent, the cantilever–film
distance decreases, improving the thermal conductance and therefore reducing
the cantilever temperature and its resistance. Data are thus read by monitoring
the cantilever resistance variations during the scan [89, 90]. The reading process
can be improved by integrating piezoelectric sensors on the cantilever. When
the tip is scanned across an indent, the topography leads to changes in the
cantilever deflection while deforming the piezoelectric sensors placed under the
cantilever. Stress variations on the piezoelectric sensors generate charges on
their surface, which can be collected with electrodes (Fig. 9.10). This detection
technique offers the advantages of lower power consumption and higher reading speed than thermal sensing [91].
Another scanning probe-based nanolithography technique is based on the
local oxidation of a substrate, by forming a small electrochemical cell between
the tip and the substrate immersed in an electrolyte. A write–read–erase data
storage system was reported with the local oxidation of a tungsten oxide film.
Local oxidation nanolithography usually yields larger features than other
scanning probe-based techniques, but offers versatility in surface functionalization and the erasing capability required to design complex patterns [92].
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Fig. 9.10 Thermomechanical scanning probe-based
data storage. The data are
written on a polymer film
with a hot tip in contact.
Integrated piezoelectric
sensors provide a feedback
mechanism for the reading
operation. (Reproduced
with permission from [91].
Copyright 2007, Elsevier)

Scanning probes can also write nanodomains of inverted polarization in ferroelectric materials. The use of ferroelectric materials would significantly increase the
data storage density, since the domain wall thickness is typically a few nanometers,
much smaller than that in the ferromagnetic materials currently in use. The technique
also offers other advantages such as non-volatility, a non-destructive reading process
and rewritability. The nanodomains are created by applying a dc electric pulse
between a sharp conducting tip and the substrate, thus creating an electric field
perpendicular to the substrate which then induces a polarization switch of the
domain under the tip parallel to the electric field. The data are then read with the
same probe, by applying a voltage to the substrate and measuring the polarizationdependent piezoelectric response. Using this technique, arrays of nanodomains as
small as 20 nm in diameter with a maximum density of 1.50 Tbit/in.2 were written on
thin films of single-crystal lithium tantalite [93].
Currently, scanning probe-based nanolithography is limited by the slow
writing and reading speed. In ideal conditions, AFMs operate at a microsecond
time scale, while the magnetic data storage systems operate at a nanosecond
time scale. The IBM Zurich research laboratory introduced the concept of
parallel operation of scanning thermomechanical probes, by integrating 2D
arrays of 32  32 cantilevers on a single chip (‘‘Millipede’’ concept). The
Millipede concept is based on a thermomechanical write/read process in a
thin polymer film. The chip has two levels of wiring to form a multiplexed
row/column addressing scheme. The rows are activated one by one, by supplying a heater current to all the cantilevers on a particular row. While a row is
activated, data inputs (bits of ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘0’’) are delivered to the 32 columns. Only
the cantilevers in the columns corresponding to ‘‘1’’ bits indent the polymer [90].
Three magnetic actuators control the distance between the entire chip and the
polymer film (Fig. 9.11). Without individual tip–sample distance feedbacks, the
flatness of the polymer film, the alignment of the cantilevers during the fabrication and the accurate leveling of the chip are critical. To alleviate this problem, a
128  128 silicon nitride probe array with integrated heaters and piezoelectric
sensors on each cantilever was fabricated [91].
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Fig. 9.11 Schematic of the ‘‘Millipede’’ concept. A 2D array of 32  32 cantilevers with
integrated tip heaters writes data on a polymer film deposited on a XYZ scanner following a
thermomechanical method. The cantilevers are addressed with multiplex systems. (Reproduced with permission from [89]. Copyright 1999, IEEE)

9.3.3 Optics and Telecommunications
A considerable effort has been made to develop and miniaturize high-frequency
or optical device components for computing and wireless communications,
where NEMS will play a major role. Optical connections and integrated circuits
can significantly improve the performance of computers, since photons travel
faster than electrons, and with less electromagnetic interference. Radio-frequency devices are already widely used in cell phones, cellular base station
amplifiers and wireless local area networks and will soon be used in collision
avoidance radars.
Radio-frequency MEMS act as switches or relays in the waveguides transmitting high-frequency signals, such as microwaves. Typical silicon-based
MEMS have switching times in the microsecond range, which is too slow for
high-speed applications. NEMSs have very low masses, so their switching times
are expected to be in the nanosecond range. They can be integrated into
coplanar waveguides, which consist of a central conductor placed between
two semi-infinite grounded planes. Electromechanically activated nanotube
tweezers are used as switches placed between the electrodes (Fig. 9.12). Without
a dc voltage, the tweezers are open and there is no transmission along the
waveguide. When a dc voltage is applied to the nanotubes, the nanotubes are
in contact, thus creating a shortcut that allows the transmission of microwaves.
The measured switching time in this device was 49 ns, three orders of magnitude
lower than that of typical MEMS [94].
Tilting mirrors have been manufactured from silicon wafers using electron
beam lithography. The moving part of the device is a 2  2 mm2 silicon wafer,
suspended by 50 nm wide wires. The mirror is driven by resonant vibrations
excited by an ac voltage between gold electrodes deposited on top of the moving
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Fig. 9.12 Schematic of a
coplanar waveguide activated by nanotube switches.
When a voltage is applied
between the metallic nanotubes, they come into contact, allowing the
transmission of microwave
signals. (Reused with permission from [94]. Copyright 2007, American
Institute of Physics)

part and on the substrate [2]. The tilting mechanism may be coupled with a
parallel-guiding mechanism that provides additional degrees of freedom along
a linear or curved path (Fig. 9.13) [95].
Nanometer-range displacements are also useful for tuning the optical properties of photonic crystal structures, such as two parallel photonic crystal slabs
(Fig. 9.14). Each slab is a high-index layer with a periodic array of air holes. The
transmission and reflection coefficients of this structure are expected to vary
significantly as a NEMS actuator modifies the gap between the slabs. Peaks in
the transmission spectra shift to a higher or lower frequency, depending on the
amplitude of the displacement [96].

9.3.4 Nanomanipulators
As device components are miniaturized to the nanoscale, the development of
new manipulation and assembly tools becomes necessary. NEMSs are particularly desirable for the positioning, deformation and characterization of nanostructures. Nanotweezers were fabricated with carbon nanotubes attached to
two independent electrodes deposited on a glass pipette. Applying voltages to

Fig. 9.13 Schematic of a
parallel-guiding mechanism.
A rigid coupler is guided by
two carbon nanotubes
deforming elastically.
(Reused with permission
from [95]. Copyright 2006,
American Institute of
Physics)
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Fig. 9.14 Schematic of a gap-dependent photonic crystal structure. The transmission spectrum of the incident light through the device depends on the gap between the photonic crystal
slabs. (Reused with permission from [96]. Copyright 2003, American Institute of Physics)

the electrodes closes or opens the nanotube arms. These nanotube actuators
offer a reproducible elastic response and require lower actuating voltages (less
than 10 V) than the previous systems made of silicon or tungsten. Nanotube
nanotweezers were used to grasp individual polystyrene beads of about 500 nm
in diameter, and also a GaAs nanowire to probe its electrical properties
(Fig. 9.15) [97].
Aside from the small size of nanostructures, additional consideration should
be given to delicate samples, especially in the biological field, such as cells,
proteins or lipid bilayers. Soft materials, such as polymers, are more suited for
biological applications, because of their mechanical flexibility, chemical versatility and low processing cost. The polymer-based NEMS can be operated in
water, and polymers are suitable for photolithography and other scanning
probe-based lithography techniques. Actuation of these NEMSs is controlled
by electrochemical processes: the ion insertion (or removal) induces the expansion (or contraction) of the polymer film. Polypyrrole–gold bilayer actuators
can potentially transport and isolate individual cells into microcavities, where
their biological responses to specific proteins can be studied [98].
Other polymeric materials can be considered for additional functionality,
including the thermosensitive polymer, poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) or PNIPAM, which undergoes reversible volume and wettability changes as the temperature varies. Red blood cells were stretched or compressed in a PNIPAM gel

Fig. 9.15 Schematic of nanotube nanotweezers. Two carbon nanotubes are attached to two
independent electrodes deposited on a glass micropipette. The nanotweezers are closed by
applying a voltage between the electrodes. (From [97]. Reproduced with permission from
AAAS)
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cavity as the gel volume varied with temperature [99]. Since the deformation of
cells affects their biological response, these thermosensitive polymers can be
integrated in NEMS to act as electrical switches for their adsorption or their
biological function.

9.3.5 Catalysis
Molecular dynamics studies of carbon nanotubes showed that all mechanical
deformation modes, including axial compression/tension, torsion and bending,
significantly affect the binding of atoms and radicals [100]. Structural variations
of catalysts are also expected to affect the chemical reaction rates and potentially the structures of the reaction products, notably their chirality. Theoretical
studies suggested the possibility to tune the activity of catalysts by attaching
them to a surface that can be deformed reversibly. As an example, the configuration variations and the catalytic activity of a chiral molecule adsorbed on the
sidewall of a carbon nanotube were studied as the nanotube was twisted.
Carbon nanotubes are known to be extremely resilient and can sustain large
elastic deformations. A small twist of the nanotube affects the binding energy of
the catalyst and its axis by tens of degrees, which then prevents the formation of
a specific configuration of the product [101].
Recently, a torsional pendulum based on an individual carbon nanotube was
fabricated by electron beam lithography. The carbon nanotube acts as a torsional spring and support for the moving part. The application of an electric
field rotates the moving part, which then induces the elastic torsion of the
nanotube (Fig. 9.16). The nanotube remains intact after the electric field is
turned off, even when the moving part is rotated by 180 [102]. Such a system
can be used as an electrically switchable catalytic site or for chiral recognition,
since carbon nanotubes can be chemically functionalized and they also present a
high surface-to-volume ratio.

Fig. 9.16 A moving metal
block is suspended by an
individual carbon nanotube.
The moving block is turned
by applying a voltage
between the electrode and
the nanotube support.
(From [102]. Reproduced
with permission from
AAAS)
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9.3.6 Electrical Power Generation
Advances in miniaturization have led to considerable reduction in power consumption in nanodevices. However, most NEMSs still require an external
power source, which can restrict their applications, notably in the biomedical
field where non-invasive techniques are particularly desirable. Exploiting
motions or mechanical vibrations to generate electrical power is an attractive
prospect, considering its low cost. Different types of systems have been developed to generate electrical power from human body motion. One system is
based on an eccentric rotor: a human body motion changes the position of the
rotor around its axis of rotation or makes it swing. When the body motion is
oscillatory, as in a walk or a run, the self-excited rotation of the rotor can be
used to generate electrical power. A different system exploits the resonant
vibrations of a magnet placed inside a coil and suspended by springs. The
power output reaches a maximum when the frequency of the oscillatory motion
matches the resonance frequency of the system, which can be adjusted by tuning
the mass and the elastic constant of the springs [103].
A power generator based on an array of piezoelectric ZnO nanowires was
also developed to convert mechanical vibrations induced by an ultrasonic wave
into electricity (Fig. 9.17). An array of vertically aligned ZnO nanowires is
grown on a GaN substrate covered with a ZnO film, which serves as the bottom
electrode, and then covered by a silicon wafer with triangular trenches coated
with a layer of platinum, acting as the top electrode. The ultrasonic wave drives
the top electrode up and down, with the triangular trenches inducing a lateral
deflection of the ZnO nanowires. The deflection leads to a difference in piezoelectric potential between the stretched side (positive potential) and compressed

Fig. 9.17 Electrical power generation driven by ultrasonic waves. (a) The nanogenerator is
based on an array of vertical ZnO nanowires. The top electrode has triangular trenches and is
covered by a thin Pt film. (b) An ultrasonic wave drives the top electrode down, bending the
ZnO nanowires and creating opposite piezoelectric potentials on the stretched and compressed sides of the nanowires. (c) The top electrode is driven further down, to the point
where the compressed side of the nanowires is also in contact with the top electrode, resulting
in a piezoelectric discharge and electrical current flow. (From [104]. Reproduced with permission from AAAS)
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Fig. 9.18 Electrical power
generated by the transport
of ions in a nanofluidic
channel. A high pressure
drives the fluid flow, carrying counterions near the
channel walls, and thus generating an electrical current.
(Reproduced with permission from [105]. Copyright
2007, American Chemical
Society)

side (negative potential) of the nanowires. Charges are then accumulated at the
interface between the top electrode and the stretched side of the nanowires.
Upon further reduction of the gap between the electrodes, the compressed side
of the nanowire with a negative potential makes contact with the top electrode,
resulting in the release of the accumulated charges and an electrical current.
This small generator can potentially be interfaced with implantable biodetectors [104].
Finally, another promising way to generate electrical power is to exploit the
flow of electrical charges in a nanofluidic channel. A pressure-induced fluid
flow carries the counter charges that are accumulated in the double layer near
the channel walls, generating an electrical current along the flow (Fig. 9.18).
The energy conversion efficiency was found to depend on the ion concentration
and the size of the nanochannel [105]. Using this concept, a nanodevice could be
implanted and use the blood stream to power biodetectors or drug delivery
systems.

9.4 Summary and Outlook
The development of new techniques, mainly based on AFM and TEM, has
enabled the characterization of mechanical properties of nanostructures and
revealed the importance of surface effects and defects on their size dependence.
Macroscopic phenomena, such as the motion of dislocations, can still be
observed and describe the mechanical behaviors of nanostructures with dimensions below 100 nm. At a smaller scale, the influence of surface stresses and
defects becomes predominant and they can lead to the stiffening or softening of
nanostructures. Also, phase transitions are predicted to occur during the plastic
deformation of nanometer-sized single crystals, but so far they have not been
observed experimentally. A detailed study of the mechanical properties and
their influence on the other physical/chemical properties is essential for the
application of NEMS in biological/chemical sensing, data storage, telecommunications and electrical power generation.
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Before the massive production of new devices, three main issues must be
resolved to tailor the mechanical properties of nanostructures for their desired
application: the control over their morphology and structure during the synthesis, the development of new methods to manipulate and position them and the
combination of different techniques for the complete characterization of their
structure–properties relationship. For example, the use of catalysts and templates is intensively explored for the mass production of single-wall carbon
nanotubes with a specific chirality [106]. New scanning probe-based nanolithography techniques are developed to create patterns with surface chemistry to
immobilize, position and align nanostructures, particularly in biology [107].
Finally, the combination of X-ray microscopy [108] with spectroscopy would
allow a local 3D chemical and structural analysis of soft nanostructures under
deformation.
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Chapter 10

Classical and Quantum Optics of Semiconductor
Nanostructures
Walter Hoyer, Mackillo Kira, and Stephan W. Koch

10.1 Introduction
Optical properties of semiconductor nanostructures are widely studied both
experimentally and theoretically. They are interesting from an application point
of view while they also provide an ideal playground to study Coulomb effects,
light–matter interaction, and so forth. For the theoretical modeling, the
strongly interacting charge carriers inside a semiconductor present a considerable challenge. This is intensified if also the electromagnetic radiation and
potentially also the lattice vibrations have to be treated quantum mechanically.
Direct solutions of, e.g., the Schrödinger equation are completely out of question, and a successful theoretical approach has to find consistent methods of
truncating the infinite hierarchy problem caused by the interaction. In particular, Coulomb correlations have to be dealt with on the same footing as phonon
or photon correlations.
Our theoretical approach is based on the Heisenberg equation of motion
where the precise density matrix of the total system never has to be known.
Instead, we will show in this article how quantum mechanically correct equations of motion can be derived for any quantities of interest as soon as the total
system Hamiltonian is known. Thus, the precise knowledge of the Hamilton
operator is of utmost importance and it should therefore include all relevant
interaction mechanisms of all interacting quasi-particles of interest. Due to this
prominent role of the Hamiltonian, we have split this article into two parts. The
first two sections deal exclusively with the derivation of the semiconductor
Hamiltonian of a nanostructure interacting with both a quantized light field
and quantized lattice vibrations. While Section 10.2 deals with the contributions of the non-interacting quasi-particles and introduces important concept of
the electronic band structure, the interaction contributions are discussed in
Section 10.3. In Section 10.4, we calculate the elementary Heisenberg equation
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of motion for electronic, photon, and phonon operator and introduce the
concept of the cluster expansion. Up to this point, the article is very explicit
and tutorial and will give the reader a thorough introduction and understanding
of the underlying concepts of our method. Having worked through this first
tutorial part, the reader should be able to go ahead and calculate relevant
subsystems of equations all by himself.
In the second half of the article, we present a few exemplary applications of
the theory. Large parts of the discussions and figures in this second part are
taken from Kira and Koch [1] where more details on the more advanced topics
can be found. Our examples are divided into three bigger blocks. In Section 10.5,
we begin by examining the typical absorption spectrum of a semiconductor
heterostructure. We introduce the concept of coherent excitons as the relevant
electronic quasi-particle at low carrier densities, and the generalization of the
excitonic concept as well as the inclusion of microscopic carrier scattering for
elevated densities. Such a description is valid for typical pump-probe setups.
They can be described and understood by a semiclassical treatment with a
classical electromagnetic field. In Section 10.6, we then turn to the more quantum-optical effects. Examples in the present article are photoluminescence spectra after non-resonant excitation as well as some quantum correlations of
photons emitted from a quantum well into two different directions. This latter
example is somewhat analogous to the traditional which-way experiment of
quantum mechanics. While the incoherent spectra in Section 10.6 are always
dominated by a strong excitonic resonance, it is well known that such an excitonic
peak does not provide an unambiguous signature for true incoherent excitons. In
Section 10.7, we therefore discuss in more detail how true exciton populations can
be detected. We will show that the true analogue to probing atoms with optical
fields is given by THz absorption in semiconductors because THz radiation lies in
the proper electromagnetic frequency range to induce transitions between different excitonic levels.

10.2 Quantization of Quasi-particles in Semiconductors
^ which
The key ingredient to every quantum theory is the Hamilton operator H
defines the eigenstates of any quantum system, and which also determines the
dynamics of all relevant quantities of interest. In particular in the Heisenberg
picture, the Hamilton operator is needed in order to calculate the Heisenberg
equation of motion. Thus, as a first step in our study of semiclassical and
quantum-optical effects in semiconductors, we have to make a careful decision
^ such that we obtain a
as to which phenomena we want to include into H
consistent and at the same time a technically feasible treatment.
Clearly, any discussion of quantum-optical features needs at least a quantummechanical description of the light. For the active semiconductor material, we
start from a level where the atomic constituents that make up the solids are
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periodically arranged in a lattice. As usual in solid-state physics, we assume that
each atom can be subdivided into the weakly bound ‘‘outer’’ electrons and the
‘‘inner’’ core electrons that are strongly bound to the specific nucleus. Since
nucleus and core electrons are usually not involved in the optical processes
under discussion in this article, we will consider them as single ionic entities.
The optical and electronic transitions only involve the outermost electrons, which
we also refer to as (charge) carriers. Under the influence of applied fields, these
carriers can perform transitions from one electronic state to another, i.e., they are
optically active. Thus, we also need a quantum-mechanical description of carriers
in order to describe quantum-optical effects originating from the interaction
between the active electrons and the light.
In general, the dynamics of the active electrons is much faster than the ionic
motion. As a result, these electrons rapidly adjust themselves to the momentary
configuration of the ionic crystal such that one can treat the lattice dynamics
independently of the electronic subsystem. This approach is commonly known
as the Born–Oppenheimer approximation [2]. In order to understand the basic
consequences of the periodic lattice, one actually does not even need to describe
the ions individually on a microscopic level; one can rather adopt a mean-field
approach, where the ions in the crystal lattice provide a periodic mean-field
potential for the electrons. The electronic band structure resulting from the
lattice periodic potential is discussed in Section 10.2.3.
Besides the coupling between light and carriers, the semiconductor excitations are subject also to other important interaction mechanisms. Since the
carriers are charged particles, the unavoidable Coulomb force couples a single
carrier to all other carriers due to the long-range nature of the interaction. This
makes a semiconductor a genuinely Coulomb correlated many-body system
which has to be analyzed properly in order to understand its optical and
transport properties.
The active electrons can also interact with vibrational states, i.e., phonon
excitations of the lattice resulting from the oscillatory distortions of the periodic
crystal structure. As a result, the electronic system is directly coupled to the
ionic environment. Sometimes, it is justified to describe these lattice vibrations
as a reservoir (heat bath) with a well-defined temperature. The detailed analysis
of this interaction is based on the microscopic description of the ionic motion in
the lattice; this will be discussed in Sections 10.2.8 and 10.3.4.
The active electrons can also interact with the disorder-generated irregularities in the lattice. However, semiconductor manufacturing technologies have
advanced tremendously during the past few decades. As a matter of fact, many
state-of-the-art structures have reached a quality where one can observe effects
much beyond the limitations of disorder. Since investigations with this kind of
samples are most attractive from the point of view of the quantum optics, we
mainly focus on semiconductor systems without disorder.
These considerations set a clear guideline on how the system Hamiltonian
has to be constructed. Since the general formulation is most transparent in the
first quantization, we start at this level in order to introduce the basic concepts.
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Once the general properties are known, we use the formalism of the second
quantization to obtain a description that is more suitable for the analysis of the
complicated many-body problem.

10.2.1 System Hamiltonian in First Quantization
In the first step of our analysis, we assume that N optically active electrons are
moving in a periodic potential provided by the positively charged ions that are
rigidly arranged in the perfect crystal structure of the solid. The carriers are also
coupled to each other via the Coulomb interaction. The optical transitions
follow from the interaction of light with the carriers, which is described by the
general minimal-substitution Hamiltonian [3]. If a transversal electromagnetic
field interacts with N charged carriers, the system Hamiltonian has the general
form

N 
X
1
^ j Þ2 þ VL ðrj Þ
^N ¼
½^
pj  QAðr
H
2m0
j¼1
þ

N
1X
^ em þ H
^ ph;
Vðjri  rj jÞ þ H
2 i6¼j

(10:1)

where ^
pj and ^rj are, respectively, the canonical momentum and position operators of an electron j with charge Q and free-electron mass m0 . The lattice
periodic potential is denoted as VL ðrÞ and
VðrÞ ¼

jej2 1
4p"0 "jrj

(10:2)

is the statically screened Coulomb interaction between the carriers. The
Coulomb sum in Eq. (10.1) includes all pair-wise interactions among the
carriers, while it excludes the self-interaction with i ¼ j. Note that the factor 12
removes the double counting problem. In this article, we adopt the notation
where "0 is the permittivity in free space, " is the dielectric (screening) constant,
and jej denotes the magnitude of the elementary charge where the electron has a
charge Q ¼ jej. Since quantum properties result from the operator character,
^ i.e., we identify operators with a ‘‘hat’’ whenever it is not selfwe use form O,
evident.
The Hamiltonian (10.1) shows that the carriers are coupled to the transversal
^
field via the vector potential AðrÞ.
As long as we do not have external longitudinal fields the system Hamiltonian does not contain any additional potential terms. In this case, it is convenient to adopt the Coulomb gauge
^
r  AðrÞ
¼ 0:

(10:3)
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^
^ ^
As a result, ^
p  AðrÞ
¼ AðrÞ
p such that we can rewrite Eq. (10.1):
^N ¼
H

N
X
j¼1

(

)
^
p2j
Q ^
Q2 ^ 2
þ VL ðrj Þ 
Aðrj Þ  ^pj þ
A ðrj Þ
2m0
2m0
m0

N
1X
^ em þ H
^ ph :
þ
Vðjri  rj jÞ þ H
2 i6¼j

(10:4)

Since we may want to treat a quantized light field, we include the free-field
^ em and if we want to treat the interaction with lattice vibrations we also
part H
^ ph . This procedure introduces photon quanta for the light field and
keep H
phonons for the vibrations. These quasi-particles and their contributions will
be discussed later when the formalism of the second quantization is introduced.
We may now try to solve the many-body problem by starting from the
Schrödinger equation
i
h

@
^ N ðr1 ; ::; rN Þ;
ðr1 ; ::; rN Þ ¼ H
@t

(10:5)

if the light field is treated classically. For quantized light fields and lattice
vibrations, the wave function contains additional coordinates related to photon
and phonon degrees of freedom. Since electrons are indistinguishable Fermions, symmetry requirements demand that the exchange of any two-electron
coordinates produces the same wave function with an opposite sign. Similarly,
photons (phonons) among themselves are indistinguishable but they obey
Bosonic statistics without the sign change.
^ N contains single-particle
We observe from the structure of Eq. (10.4) that H
terms like ^
p2 =2m0 and two-particle interaction terms like Vðjri  rj jÞ. Even
though the general form in Eq. (10.4) looks deceivingly simple, the two-particle
terms lead to a genuine many-body problem where the solutions of the
Schrödinger equation depend on each particle, photon, and phonon coordinate
in a non-trivial manner such that beyond formal expressions, analytic solutions
are generally not possible.
If a numerical solution of Eq. (10.5) is pursued, one typically discretizes each
coordinate space rj into M small intervals or volume units. With this straightforward procedure, ðr1 ; ::; rN Þ can be presented numerically by an MN dimensional super matrix with complex-valued elements. If we use a modest
estimate of M ¼ 1000 discretizations, we find that the dimension of the matrix
exceeds a computationally reasonable size already if N becomes larger than
four. Since a typical semiconductor can easily have 1018 or more optically
excited electrons within a cm3 , direct solutions of Eq. (10.5) are impossible
to obtain for realistic situations. Needless to say that the exact eigenstates or
dynamics of the many-body Schrödinger equation are still very much unknown.
However, one can develop and utilize sophisticated methods to generate
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consistent approximative approaches to treat the many-body problem such that
one can systematically improve the solutions.

10.2.2 Electrons in the Periodic Lattice Potential
As a starting point of our further many-body investigations, we first determine
the basic characteristics of the non-interacting electrons in a periodic lattice
potential. Since these effects are discussed in many solid-state theory textbooks,
we focus here only on the central aspects that are relevant for our quantumoptical semiconductor theory. To compute the electronic eigenstates of the noninteracting electrons, we only need the single-particle part of Eq. (10.4). This
leads to the eigenvalue problem



^
p2
þ VL ðrÞ jl;k ðrÞ ¼ lk jl;k ðrÞ;
2m0

(10:6)

where l denotes a discrete set of states while k denotes the continuum of (quasi-)
momentum states. The eigenfunctions jl;kðrÞ are orthogonal, i.e.,
Z
L3

d3 rjl;k ðrÞjl0 ;k0 ðrÞ ¼ l;l0 k;k0 ;

(10:7)

where L3 is the quantization volume.
Physically, the lattice potential VL ðrÞ is the superposition of the attractive
Coulomb interactions between an active electron and all the ions at their
different lattice sites. Asit turns out, for our considerations we never need the
explicit form of VL ðrÞ. We only make use of some general features, such as the
symmetry and periodicity properties of the potential, which reflect the structure
of the crystal lattice. The periodicity of the effective lattice potential is expressed
by the translational symmetry
VL ðrÞ ¼ VL ðr þ Rn Þ;

(10:8)

where Rn is a lattice vector, i.e., a vector that connects two identical sites in an
infinite lattice. Since VL ðrÞ is periodic, the entire volume L3 can be subdivided
into identical unit cells. If this is done, the positions r and r þ Rn are n unit cells
apart. Thus, it is convenient to expand the lattice vectors according to
Rn ¼

X

ni ai ;

(10:9)

i

where ni are integers and ai are the basis vectors which span the unit cells. Note
that the basis vectors are usually not unit vectors and they are generally not even
orthogonal. The basis vectors point to the directions of the three axes of the unit
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cell, which may have, e.g., a rhombic or more complicated shape. The basis
vectors are parallel to the usual Cartesian unit vectors only in the case of
orthogonal lattices such as the cubic one.
The specific symmetry of VL ðrÞ implies restrictions also for jl;k ðrÞ. This
symmetry requirement is known as the Bloch theorem
jl;k ðr þ Rn Þ ¼ e i kRn jl;k ðrÞ;

(10:10)

which states that a translation by Rn can only result in a phase shift e i kRn of the
original wave function.
To satisfy the Bloch theorem, we make the ansatz
jl;k ðrÞ ¼

e i kr
L3=2

ul;k ðrÞ :

(10:11)

Here, ul;k ðrÞ is the Bloch function. The ansatz (10.11) fulfills the Bloch
theorem (10.10) if ul is periodic in real space:
ul;k ðrÞ ¼ ul;k ðr þ Rn Þ;

(10:12)

i.e., if the Bloch function has the lattice periodicity. With the help of the basic
property of the momentum operator, ^
p e i kr ¼ hk e i kr , we find


p^
p e i kr ul;k ðrÞ
p2 jl;k ðrÞ ¼ ^
L3=2 ^


¼^
p 
hk e i kr ul;k ðrÞ þ e i kr ^pul;k ðrÞ
 2 2
h k ul;k ðrÞ þ 2hk  ^p ul;k ðrÞ
¼ e i kr 

þ^
p2 ul;k ðrÞ :

(10:13)

Inserting this result into Eq. (10.6), we obtain



^
h

h2 k2
p2
ul;k ðrÞ;
þ
k^
p þ VL ðrÞ ul;k ðrÞ ¼ lk 
2m0 m0
2m0



(10:14)

which will be the starting point for the k  p analysis. Once ul;k ðrÞ is determined,
the solution of the original Eq. (10.6) is directly obtained by using Eq. (10.11).

10.2.3 kp Theory
In this section, we describe those aspects of the k  p perturbation theory that we
need in later derivations and which allow us to discuss qualitative properties of
the band structure. The basic idea behind this approximation is to assume that
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one has solved the band structure problem at some point k0 with high symmetry. Here, we will take this point as k0 ¼ 0, which is called the -point. In
particular, we assume that we know all energy eigenvalues l0 and the corresponding Bloch functions ul;k0 ¼0 ðrÞ ¼ ul;0 ðrÞ. For the following manipulations,
we now adopt Dirac’s abstract notation with jl; ki and jli  j0; li, which both
have the usual real-space representation ul;k ðrÞ ¼ hrjl; ki.
In order to compute the Bloch functions jl; ki and the corresponding energy
eigenvalues lk for k in the vicinity of the -point, we expand the lattice periodic
function jl; ki in terms of the known functions jli which form a complete set.
We rewrite Eq. (10.14) as






h2 k2
^0 þ h
H
jl; ki;
k^
p jl; ki ¼ lk 
2m0
m0

(10:15)

^2
^0 ¼ p
H
þ V^L :
2m0

(10:16)

where

^0.
The idea now is to treat the k  p term as a perturbation to the Hamiltonian H
^ 0 jli ¼ l jli is known, we derive
Since we assume that the eigenvalue problem H
0
a perturbative solution for jl; ki. In general, degenerate perturbation theory is
needed if several bands are degenerate at the -point. Here, we restrict ourselves
to the simpler case of non-degenerate perturbation theory for notational simplicity. For the conduction band, this approach is exact, and it can be generalized if more than one valence band shall be considered [4].
Using general parity arguments, we see that
hlj^
pjli ¼ 0;

(10:17)

i.e., there is no first-order energy correction to lk . Thus, we have to apply at least
second-order non-degenerate perturbation theory to obtain
jk; li ¼ jli þ

 X jik  hjpjli
h
þ Oðk2 Þ
m0 6¼l l0  0

(10:18)

and
lk ¼ l0 þ

h2 k2 X 
h2 ðk  hljpjiÞðk  hjpjliÞ
þ
þ Oðk3 Þ:
2m0 6¼l m20
l0  0

These results become increasingly accurate for sufficiently small k.

(10:19)
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In order to gain insight into the k  p results, we consider the simplest case
with two discrete states j0i and j1i. Using Cartesian coordinates with
p ¼ ð p1 ; p2 ; p3 Þ, we find
1k ¼ 10 þ

3
h2 k2 X
h2 ki kj 2pi pj

þ
2m0 i; j¼1 2m0 m0 Eg

(10:20)

3
2 k2 X
h
h2 ki kj 2pi pj

;
2m0 i; j¼1 2m0 m0 Eg

(10:21)

and
0k ¼ 00 þ

where we define the unrenormalized band gap Eg ¼ 10  00 and the momentum
matrix element pj ¼ h0jpj j1i. Since the energy has a quadratic k-dependence, it
is meaningful to introduce the effective mass tensor:


2p pj
1
1
:
(10:22)
¼
ij  i
m0 Eg
meff ij m0
In isotropic cases, such as in cubic lattice symmetry, the effective masses are
scalar quantities:
mc ¼

m0
2

(10:23)

2

(10:24)

1 þ m2p0 Eg

for the upper level j1i and
mv ¼

m0
1  m2p0 Eg

for the lower level j0i. In this situation, the k  p energies become
ck ¼ 10 þ

2 k2
h
2me

(10:25)

vk ¼ 00 þ

2 k2
h
;
2mv

(10:26)

and

where the upper level is called conduction band (1  c) and the lower level is
known as valence band (0  v). By starting from Eq. (10.19), one obtains a more
general isotropic effective mass for the band l:
1
1
2 X hljpjihjpjli
¼
þ 2
ml m0 m0 6¼l
l0  0

(10:27)
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and
lk ¼ l0 þ

2 k2
h
;
2ml

(10:28)

where we have used an isotropic approximation
k  hljpjik  hjpjli ¼ k2 hljpjihjpjli:

(10:29)

The non-isotropic generalization of Eq. (10.29) leads to an effective mass tensor
in analogy to Eq. (10.22); however, we concentrate here on isotropic systems.
For a sufficiently large momentum matrix element, the effective mass of the
valence band usually is negative while the effective mass of the conduction band is
positive and much smaller than the free-electron mass. Equations (10.23)
and (10.24) show that the effective masses are determined by the interband matrix
element of the momentum operator and by the energy gap. Once me ¼ mc and
mh ¼ mv are known, we may define the reduced electron–hole mass mr :
1
1
1
4p2
¼
þ
¼ 2 ;
mr me mh m0 E g

(10:30)

which follows directly from Eqs. (10.23) and (10.24). This result is often used to
estimate the value of p2 .
To illustrate a typical band structure used in many semiconductor quantumoptical investigations, we consider Inx Ga1x As/GaAs quantum-well systems,
where thin layers of Inx Ga1x As wells are sandwiched between GaAs barriers.
Inx Ga1x As is a compound semiconductor where the subscript x denotes the
relative percentage of gallium atoms that have been replaced by indium atoms.
For such structures, the classical and quantum optics take place close to the
direct band gap which is roughly 1.5 eV wide. With suitable indium concentrations, the system becomes effectively a non-degenerate two-band system which
has a conduction band with mc ¼ þ0:0665m0 and valence band with
mv ¼ 0:235m0 . The corresponding band structure is sketched in Fig. 10.1
comparing a parabolic approximation (solid line) with the result of a full
band structure computation (dashed line).

Fig. 10.1 Schematic sketch
of semiconductor band
structure with two bands,
compared to the parabolic
bands using an effective
mass appproximation. The
mass is determined by the
band curvature at the
-point k ¼ 0. From Haug
and Koch [4]

E
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10.2.4 Second Quantization of the Carrier System
Even though the exact many-body wave function is unknown, we can
always construct a complete basis set from products of single-particle
wave functions in the properly anti-symmetrized form. For example, the
Slater determinants represent conveniently anti-symmetrized states constructed from N known single-particle wave functions. If the particle
number increases, the number of combinations becomes enormous,
which implies a difficult book-keeping problem. To avoid these difficulties, one often introduces an equivalent formalism, where one can create
or annihilate a particle in any desired single-particle state such that the
resulting wave function has the correct Fermi anti-symmetry. This procedure can be obtained either from the occupation-number representation
for identical particles or from the so-called second quantization [5, 6].
While the former introduces the creation and annihilation operators as
convenient operators in order to create many-body states obeying the
correct symmetry requirements, the name ‘‘second quantization’’ stems
from an alternative derivation in which the single-particle wave function
is considered as a ‘‘classical’’ field and field quantization is applied very
much the same as for the quantization of the electromagnetic field [3]. In
the following discussion, we present applications to our semiconductor
quantum-optical problem.
The many-body properties of the carriers are determined by the second
quantization field operators:
X
^
al;k jl;k ðrÞ;
(10:31)
ðrÞ
¼
l;k

where the operator al;k annihilates an electron with momentum k in the
state l, which combines the band and the spin index. The corresponding
single-particle wave functions, jl;k ðrÞ, are orthogonal and form a complete
set. Since carriers are Fermions, the operators al;k obey anti-commutation
relations:
h
i
(10:32)
al;k ; ayl0 ;k0 ¼ al;k ; ayl0 ;k0 þ ayl0 ;k0 ; al;k ¼ k;k0 l;l0 ;
þ
h
i


ayl;k ; ayl0 ;k0 ¼ al;k ; al0 ;k0 þ ¼ 0:
(10:33)
þ

The second quantized form of a single-particle operator O1 ðrÞ is
Z
3
^ y ðrÞO1 ðrÞðrÞd
^
^1 ¼ 
r
O
¼

X
k;k0 ;l;l0

ayl;k al0 ;k0

Z

(10:34)
jl;k ðrÞO1 ðrÞjl0 ;k0 d3 r;
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and the second quantized form of a two-particle operator O2 ðr; r0 Þ is
Z
3 0 3
^
^ y ðrÞ
^ y ðr0 ÞO1 ðr; r0 Þðr
^ 0 ÞðrÞd
^
O2 ¼ 
rd r
¼

X
k;k



0

X

;p;p0

Z

0

l;l ;;

ayl;k ay;p a0 ;p0 al0 ;k0
0

(10:35)

jl;k ðrÞj;p ðr0 Þ O2 ðr; r0 Þ j0 ;p0 ðr0 Þjl0 ;k0 ðrÞd3 r0 d3 r:

We see that besides the electron creation and annihilation operator only
matrix elements between the single-particle wave functions enter into the
theory.
In principle, one can choose any complete set of single-particle wave functions jl;k . In most of the cases, it is convenient to choose the orthogonal basis of
Bloch functions which diagonalizes the non-interacting electron Hamiltonian:



^
p2
þ VL ðrÞ jl;k ðrÞ ¼ lk jl;k ðrÞ:
2m0

(10:36)

Thus, we describe the many-body system in terms of Bloch electrons. In
particular, we will use the k  p wave functions jl;k ðrÞ, which we assume to be
explicitly known. Starting from Eq. (10.4), we find that the non-interacting
electron Hamiltonian follows from
 2

^
p
y
3
^
^
þ VL ðrÞ ðrÞd
r
 ðrÞ
2m0
 2

Z
X y
p

0
al;k al ;k0 jl;k ðrÞ
þ VL ðrÞ jl0 ;k0 ðrÞd3 r
¼
2m0
0 0
l;k;l ;k
Z
X y
0
al;k al0 ;k0 jl;k ðrÞlk0 jl0 ;k0 ðrÞd3 r
¼

^0 ¼
H

Z

(10:37)

l;k;l0 ;k0

¼

X

lk ayl;k al;k ;

l;k

where we have used Eq. (10.36) and the orthogonality of jl;k ðrÞ.
Equation (10.37) shows that the non-interacting part yields the Hamiltonian
of a simple harmonic oscillator if the electrons are presented in the Bloch basis.
^ 0 , we clearly need to determine also the Coulomb interaction among
Besides H
the Bloch electrons and the coupling between electron and quantized light field
and lattice vibrations. Before entering into this analysis in Section 10.3.5, we
generalize the description of active Bloch electrons beyond the three-dimensional bulk case in the next section and introduce the quantization of electromagnetic fields and lattice vibrations in the remainder of Section 10.2.
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10.2.5 Systems with Reduced Effective Dimensionality
Several crystal growth techniques allow the grower to prepare semiconductor
samples where one periodic lattice is changed to another one by alternating
chemical compounds in different growth layers. These manufacturing technologies have reached a quality level where the layer interfaces can be controlled
with atomic accuracy. If planar structures are grown, e.g., in z-direction, the
lattice periodic potential in Eq. (10.36) then has to be replaced by
VL ðrÞ ¼ VLi ðrÞ;

for each

zi < z < ziþ1 ;

(10:38)

where zi indicates the positions of the different interfaces. Within each interval
zi < z < ziþ1 , the lattice periodic potential depends on the chemical compounds
in that region. This additional feature complicates the procedure to find the
exact solution jl;k ðrÞ of Eq. (10.36). However, most of the relevant results can
be obtained by using an approximative approach that makes use of the fact that
the multilayer structures are mesoscopic, i.e., large in comparison to the microscopic atomic scale but small in comparison to the overall sample dimensions.
In other words, the active layers have a thickness Lic ¼ ziþ1  zi , which is much
wider than the lattice unit cell while Lic is much smaller than the macroscopic
sample size. If the mesoscopic layer thickness Lic exceeds a few unit cells, one
finds a well-defined band structure within each layer. The band structures in the
different layers can be assumed to be the bulk band structures shifted by the
respective confinement energy levels for electrons and holes.
To analyze the fundamental confinement effects, we consider a structure
where one mesoscopic planar layer Lc is sandwiched between two identical bulk
barriers. Furthermore, we assume that the mesoscopic layer has much lower
c0 than the surrounding bulk. This construction is known as quantum well since
electrons tend to be trapped in the region with the smallest c0 . For planar
quantum-well systems, it is useful to separate the three-dimensional space
coordinate r ¼ ðrk ; zÞ into a two-dimensional vector rk in the quantum-well
plane and the one-dimensional coordinate z perpendicular to the quantum
well. This system is clearly fully periodic within the quantum-well plane such
that we may apply the Bloch theorem and ansatz (10.11) for the planar dependency. However, the original ansatz has to be modified to include the actual
z-dependence. If the chemical compounds are not considerably different, the
lattice periodic Bloch function u can be assumed to be the same throughout the
sample since it depends on the microscopic scale. However, the different layers
can be assumed to have clearly different c0 , which is well defined due to the
mesoscopic size of Lc . In this situation, the quantum-well confinement modifies
only the z-dependent part of the envelope function. Thus, we may introduce the
envelope-function approximation
1
jl;kk ;n ðrÞ ¼ l;n ðzÞ pﬃﬃﬃ e ikk rk ul;kk ðrÞ;
S

(10:39)
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where l;n ðzÞ is the mesoscopic confinement wave function for the level n, kk is
the carrier momentum in the quantum-well plane, and ul;kk ðr; zÞ is the lattice
periodic Bloch function. Since l;n ðzÞ describes a mesoscopic envelope, it is
affected by the z-dependency of the band structure. Within the effective mass
approximation, we find


h2 @ 2
l
þ Vconf ðzÞ l;n ðzÞ ¼ l;n

0 l;n ðzÞ;
2ml @z2

(10:40)

where Vlconf ðzÞ is the confinement potential determined by the z-dependent
changes in the effective lk within each quantum-well layer. The eigenenergy
l;n
0 defines the zero level of the kk -dependent energy of the Bloch electrons:
l;n
kk

¼

l;n
0

þ

2 k2k
h
2ml

(10:41)

;

where we have used the effective mass approximation. Even though the envelopefunction approximation is not an exact solution of Eq. (10.36) with the potential
(10.38), it usually is reasonably accurate and can be used to describe most
quantum-well structures.
To demonstrate the principal effects of the quantum-well confinement, we
consider a case where the quantum confinement is very strong, actually infinite:
(
Vlconf ðzÞ

¼

l0 ; jzj < Lc =2
1; jzj > Lc =2 :

(10:42)

In this situation, Eq. (10.40) represents the usual particle-in-a-box problem
which has the eigenfunctions
8 rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p
< 2
sin nðz þ Lc =2Þ
n ðzÞ ¼
Lc Lc
:
0;

jzj < Lc =2

(10:43)

jzj > Lc =2;

and the eigenenergies (subbands)
l
l;n
0 ¼ 0 þ

p2 
h2 2
n;
2ml L2c

(10:44)

where n ¼ 1; 2; . . . . As the size of Lc is reduced, the energy differences between
the different confinement levels n increase proportionally to L2
c . Thus, each
subband becomes well separated for small enough Lc such that it is easy to
configure a situation where the light field excitation and the subsequent manybody dynamics involves only the lowest confinement level even at room
temperature.
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As a consequence of the confinement, the lowest energies of different bands
can be shifted, see Eq. (10.44). This property can be used to a certain extent to
tune the resonance energies to a desired range. In addition, if the original threedimensional band structure has degenerate bands in the vicinity of the optical
transitions, it is rather simple in quantum-well structures to remove this degeneracy either via the confinement effects or by introducing some strain. Thus, one
can design semiconductors that effectively behave like two-band systems. In
this article, we mainly consider such systems as representative examples. More
difficult band structures can be treated as well however, this requires additional
book keeping of the band indices and increased numerical complexity.
We write the Bloch wavefunction as
1
jc;kk ðrÞ ¼ ðzÞ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ eikk rk uc;kk ðrÞ
L2

(10:45)

for the conduction-band electrons and
1
jv;kk ðrÞ ¼ ðzÞ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ eikk rk uv;kk ðrÞ
L2

(10:46)

for the valence-band electrons. Since the electrons are in the lowest confinement
level, we omit the subband index n. The corresponding wave functions according to Eq. (10.43) are
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
cos
z; jzj < Lc =2;
ðzÞ ¼
Lc
Lc

(10:47)

and the energies can be written as
ckk ¼ c0 þ
ckk ¼ v0 

2 k2k
h
2me
2 k2k
h
2mh

;

(10:48)

;

(10:49)

where the effective mass approximation has been applied. By repeating the
derivation that for bulk systems leads to Eq. (10.37), we find the Hamiltonian
for the non-interacting quantum-well electrons
^0 ¼
H

X

ckk ayc;kk ac;kk þ vkk ayv;kk av;kk :

(10:50)

kk

The semiconductor system can also be confined in more than one direction
leading to a further reduction of the effective system dimensionality. The
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confinement in two directions yields the one-dimensional so-called quantumwire structures, while the completely confined structures are known as effectively zero-dimensional quantum dots.
For quantum wires, it is once again useful to separate r ¼ ðrk ; zÞ where
now rk denotes the confinement directions. For this situation, the envelopefunction approximation is
1
jc;kz ðrÞ ¼ ðrk Þ pﬃﬃﬃ eikz z uc;kz ðrÞ
L

(10:51)

for the conduction-band electrons and
1
jv;kz ðrÞ ¼ ðrk Þ pﬃﬃﬃ eikz z uv;kz ðrÞ
L

(10:52)

for the valence band, since we have assumed confinement to the lowest level of
the two-band system in analogy to the quantum-well case. For the mesoscopic
quantum wire, the confinement function can be calculated from



 2
2
h
@
@2
þ 2
2
2ml @x
@y


þ Vlconf ðx; yÞ l;n ðx; yÞ ¼ l;n
0 l;n ðx; yÞ;

(10:53)

with rk ¼ ðx; yÞ. By choosing a harmonic confinement, we find the lowest
confinement level
ðrk Þ ¼

pﬃﬃﬃ 2 r2 =R2
pR e k ;

(10:54)

where R defines the confinement scale.
In our numerical evaluations, we will often use a two-band quantum wire as
a representative system to study quantum optical effects. The corresponding
non-interacting part of the Hamiltonian is
^0 ¼
H

X

ckz ayc;kz ac;kz þ vkz ayv;kz av;kz ;

(10:55)

ckz ¼ c0 þ

2 k2z
h
;
2me

(10:56)

vkz ¼ v0 

2 k2z
h
;
2mh

(10:57)

kz

with the effective mass energies

in analogy to the quantum-well system.
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If the semiconductor system is confined in all directions, we obtain quantum
dots. In the envelope-function approximation, the corresponding Bloch wavefunctions are
jc;n ðrÞ ¼ c;n ðrÞuc ðrÞ

(10:58)

jv;n ðrÞ ¼ v;n ðrÞuv ðrÞ;

(10:59)

and

where n refers to the quantum number of


h2 2

r þ Vlconf ðrÞ l;n ðrÞ ¼ l;n l;n ðrÞ :

2ml

(10:60)

In general, these solutions consist of discrete states bound inside the quantum dot, plus energetically higher unconfined states. Since the electrons can
occupy each dot level only twice (once each for spin up and down), it is natural
to include many confinement levels for dots even when the confinement is
strong. The corresponding non-interacting Hamiltonian is then
X
^0 ¼
cn ayc;n ac;n þ vn ayv;n av;n :
(10:61)
H
n

If the energy levels of the dot are well separated, the quantum-dot system allows
for spectroscopy between discrete levels in analogy to atomic systems.

10.2.6 Electron Density of States
In the definition of the Bloch functions, we deliberately did not specify how the
quantization volume Ld has to be chosen for effectively d-dimensional systems.
Since all real samples have a different finite size, it is useful to assume that the
sample consists of many identical parts with volume Ld . This way, we have the
same quantization volume for all relevant systems if we implement periodic
boundary conditions at each surface of Ld . As a result, the plane-wave parts of
the envelope functions have to fulfill the condition
eikj L ¼ 1

,

kj L ¼ 2pn;

(10:62)

where kj is the Cartesian component of the wave vector. Thus, each kj is
discretized according to
kj ¼

2p
n  nk;
L

which defines the momentum difference k ¼ 2p
L.

(10:63)
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For a large enough quantization volume, k becomes infinitesimal such that
kj becomes a continuous variable. However, by using a formally finite L
together with the discretization (10.63), we can introduce an efficient way to
handle sums over kj , which occur quite frequently in our investigation. The
typical form contains a generic function Fk in an expression

1X
1
2p
F
¼
k
d
L
Ld k
ð2pÞ
¼

¼

X

1
ð2pÞ

d

dX

Fk

k

Fk ðkÞd

(10:64)

k

Z

1
ð2pÞd

Ld

Fk dd k;

where the last step follows for large L and infinitesimal k since then the second
line becomes the standard definition of an integral. This property will be used
several times in further derivations.
Many relevant integrals defined by Eq. (10.64) have an integrand which
depends only on the magnitude k ¼ jkj. For these cases, it is convenient to
perform the integration in either radial or spherical coordinates. The corresponding form of the integral (10.64) follows from
1X
d
Fk ¼
d
L k
ð2pÞd

Z

1

kd1 Fk dk;

(10:65)

0

where d¼1 ¼ 2, d¼2 ¼ 2p, and d¼3 ¼ 4p contain the integral over the angles
in different dimensions. Since Fjkj ¼ FðEÞ is often known as function of energy
2 2
E ¼ h2mkl , one may change the integration variables to obtain
1X
Fk ¼
Ld k

Z

1

gd ðEÞFðEÞdE:

(10:66)

0

Here, the quantity

gd ðEÞ ¼


d 1 2ml
h2
ð2pÞd 2 

d=2

E d=21

(10:67)

is known as the energy density of states for the particles l. The functional form
of gd ðEÞ depends strongly on the effective system dimension. We will see later
that this has profound consequences for physically measurable quantities.
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10.2.7 Quantization of Electromagnetic Fields
In order to describe quantum-optical effects, we have to know how to treat the
electromagnetic fields in a quantized form. Detailed derivations can be found in
many quantum-optics textbooks, e.g., in Cohen-Tannoudji et al. [3], and we will
only summarize the key steps here.
General starting point is the classical electro-magnetic field energy:
Hem ¼

"0
2

Z

h
i
d3 r n2 ðrÞjET ðrÞj2 þ c2 jBðrÞj2 ;

(10:68)

where c is the vacuum speed of light given by c ¼ ð"0 0 Þ1=2 . The polarizability
of the optically passive dielectric structure surrounding the active semiconductor material is described by a (possibly space-dependent) refractive index nðrÞ.
In most relevant cases, such as dielectric Bragg mirrors, photonic crystals, and
micro cavities, the refractive index can be assumed piecewise constant. In that
case, the Coulomb gauge, r  AðrÞ ¼ 0, is locally satisfied and only the transverse part of the electric field ET ðrÞ enters in the first term of Eq. (10.68). It is
convenient to express the fields in terms of vector and scalar potential AðrÞ and
jðrÞ such that the two homogeneous Maxwell equations are automatically
satisfied. In the generalized Coulomb gauge, the longitudinal electric field is
related to jðrÞ which is determined by the Poisson equation and can thus be
expressed solely in terms of electronic operators. This part and its contribution
to the total Hamiltonian will be treated in Section 10.3.5.
The propagating part of the electric field as well as the magnetic field are
completely determined by the vector potential via
ET ¼ 

@A
;
@t

(10:69)

B¼

@A
;
@t

(10:70)

where the vector potential satisfies the wave equation
r  r  Aðr; tÞ þ

n2 ðrÞ @ 2
Aðr; tÞ ¼ 0 jT :
c2 @t2

(10:71)

Here, the speed of light in vacuum is locally modified inside different materials
by the refractive index nðrÞ. This part is not actively interacting with the
electromagnetic field such that nðrÞ can be taken as independent of the energetic
and temporal characteristics of the light. The coupling to the active semiconductor material is provided by the transversal current density jT .
In order to obtain a suitable starting point for field quantization, we first
study the free-field case in the absence of carriers, i.e., by studying the passive
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dielectric structure alone. In that case, the current density jT of Eq. (10.71)
vanishes and the total vector potential can be expanded in the eigenfunctions of
the Fourier transform of Eq. (10.71). Alternatively, the steady-state solutions to
Maxwell’s equations can be found via an ansatz Uq e!q t . Inserting this into
Eq. (10.71), we obtain within each layer of constant index of refraction the
Helmholtz equation
r  r  Uq ðrÞ  q2 n2 ðrÞUq ðrÞ ¼ 0;

(10:72)

where the three-dimensional wave vector q of the light mode is connected to its
frequency via the relation !q ¼ cjqj and  denotes the polarization direction of
the field. In the following analysis, we mostly investigate planar quantum-well
structures where nðrÞ is spatially varying only in z-direction.
Since Eq. (10.72) forms a generalized eigenvalue problem, the solutions form
a complete set of transversal eigenfunctions which can be orthonormalized via
Z

d3 r n2 ðzÞ Uq ðrÞ  Uq0  0 ðrÞ ¼ q;q0 ; 0 :

(10:73)

By multiplying Eq. (10.72) by Uq0 0 ðrÞ, integrating over all space, and subtracting the same term with q and q0 exchanged, one can even show that
ðjqj2  jq0 j2 Þ

Z

d3 r n2 ðzÞ Uq ðrÞ  Uq0  0 ðrÞ ¼ 0 ;

(10:74)

which provides a generalized orthogonality relation between Uq and Uq0  0 . The
fact that the integral must vanish for q 6¼ q 0 will be needed later on in this
section.
The corresponding completeness relation from the solutions of Eq. (10.72) is
given by
"

X

#
Uq;n ðrÞ

q;

0

Uq0 0 ;m ðr Þ ¼

T
n;m
ðr  r0 Þ
;
n2 ðzÞ

(10:75)

T
where n;m
ðrÞ is the transversal -function [3] and the indices n and m label the
x-, y-, or z-component of a three-dimensional vector. For divergence-free vector
fields, it acts as a regular -function, and for a general field, it additionally
projects onto the transverse part.
Once the eigenmodes are known, the vector potential can be expanded in
terms of Uq . In a classical description, the mode expansion is

AðrÞ ¼

Xh
q

i
Uq ðrÞCq ðtÞ þ Uq ðrÞCq ðtÞ ;

(10:76)
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with complex-valued coefficients CqðtÞ . To simplify the expressions, we have
omitted the polarization index  since it is often obvious which polarization
direction of the light is studied. If this is not the case, one has to assume that the
polarization index is implicitly included in q. We will frequently use this implicit
notation in the following derivations.
In classical optics, the coefficients Cq ðtÞ of Eq. (10.76) are time dependent
and have a precise phase and amplitude. However, the Heisenberg uncertainty
principle dictates that in the quantum case each mode Cq ðtÞ must have an
uncertainty in phase and amplitude. To incorporate this intrinsic feature, we
will later replace Cq ðtÞ by an operator. In order to motivate this step, we express
the classical field energy, Eq. (10.68), in terms of the time-dependent coefficients. To that aim, it is important to note that for the non-interacting case, the
time evolution is known; since the functions Uq are solutions to Eq. (10.72), the
time evolution of the coefficients is given by a simple harmonic evolution
Cq ðtÞ ¼ Cq;0 expði!q tÞ. Thus, the transverse electric field and the magnetic
field which have to be inserted into Eq. (10.68) are given by
ET ðr; tÞ ¼ i

X

h
i
!q Uq ðrÞCq ðtÞ  Uq ðrÞCq ðtÞ ;

(10:77)

q

Bðr; tÞ ¼

X

h
i
!q r  Uq ðrÞCq ðtÞ þ r  Uq ðrÞCq ðtÞ :

(10:78)

q

When we now insert these expressions into the electromagnetic field energy,
we are careful not to switch the order of coefficients in our derivations, as these
coefficients will become operators later on. The relevant integrals which need to
be solved are
!
!
Z
X
X
"0
3
2


Helec ¼
d r n ðrÞ
!q Uq ðrÞCq  c:c:
!q0 Uq0 ðrÞCq0  c:c:
2
q
q0
 Z
"0 X
¼
d3 r n2 ðrÞUq ðrÞ  Uq0 ðrÞ Cq Cq0
!q !q 0
2 q;q0
Z
þ
d3 r n2 ðrÞUq ðrÞ  Uq0 ðrÞ Cq Cq0

¼

Z


d3 r n2 ðrÞUq ðrÞ  Uq0 ðrÞ Cq Cq0 þ c:c:

i
"0 X 2 h
!q Cq Cq þ Cq Cq
2 q
Z

"0 X
3
2

d r n ðrÞUq ðrÞ  Uq0 ðrÞ Cq Cq0 þ c:c:
!q !q0
2 q;q0

(10:79)
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"0
¼
2

Z

3

drc

2

X

!
r  Uq ðrÞCq þ c:c:

X

!
r

Uq0 ðrÞCq0

þ c:c:

q0

q


 Z
"0 X
3
2

d r c Uq ðrÞ  r  r  Uq0 ðrÞ Cq Cq0
¼
2 q;q0
Z

 
3 2 
0
þ
d rc Uq ðrÞ  r  r  Uq ðrÞ Cq Cq0
þ

Z

d3 rc2 Uq ðrÞ  r  r  Uq0 ðrÞ




Cq Cq0 þ c:c:

 Z

"0 X 2
3 2

¼
d rn ðrÞUq ðrÞ  Uq0 ðrÞ Cq Cq0
!0
2 q;q0 q
Z

3 2

þ
d rn ðrÞUq ðrÞ  Uq0 ðrÞ Cq Cq0
þ
¼

Z


d3 rn2 ðrÞUq ðrÞ  Uq0 ðrÞ Cq Cq0 þ c:c:

i
"0 X 2 h
!q Cq Cq þ Cq Cq
2 q
 Z

"0 X 2
3 2
d rn ðrÞUq ðrÞ  Uq0 ðrÞ Cq Cq0 þ c:c:
!0
þ
2 q;q0 q

(10:80)

If we now add up the two contributions from Eqs. (10.79) and (10.80) to
calculate the total field energy, the terms in the respective last lines cancel
since we have shown that the integrals only contribute for !q ¼ !q0 , which
makes the two terms identical except for their sign.
If we furthermore introduce the dimensionless coefficients C~q ¼ !q =Eq Cq
with the vacuum field amplitude
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
h !q

Eq ¼
;
(10:81)
2"0
the total field energy,
Hem ¼

X
h!q h ~ ~ ~ ~ i
Cq Cq þ Cq Cq ;
2
q

(10:82)

exactly resembles that of an ensemble of uncoupled harmonic oscillators, where
each field mode corresponds to one oscillator state.
Since each non-interacting mode behaves like a harmonic oscillator, we can
now quantize the transverse electromagnetic field by introducing photon
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creation and annihilation operators B^yq and B^q corresponding to the classical
coefficients C~q and C~q . We require that these operators satisfy the canonical
Bosonic commutation relations,
h

i
B^q ; B^yq0 ¼ q;q0 ;0

(10:83)

i

 h
B^q ; B^q0 ¼ B^yq ; B^yq0 ¼ 0:

(10:84)

and

For notational simplicity, we leave out the hat symbol for photon operators in
the remainder of this article.
From Eq. (10.82), we can immediately read off the quantized form of the
field Hamiltonian as
^ em ¼
H

X
h! q h
q

2



i X
1
Bq Byq þ Byq Bq ¼
h!q Byq Bq þ ;
2
q

(10:85)

where we have already used the commutation relation, Eq. (10.83), once. Since
the expansion coefficients are operators, also the vector potential and the
electric and magnetic fields become operators. Before we introduce the final
expressions, we note that for a sufficiently large in-plane extension S ¼ L2 , the
eigenmode solutions can be separated into in-plane and z-dependent parts:
1
Uq ðrk ; zÞ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃ eiqk rk uq ðzÞ ;
S

(10:86)

where q ¼ ðqk ; qz Þ. The remaining z-dependent component can be computed for
example with the help of the transfer-matrix technique outlined, e.g., in Kira
et al. [7]. With these mode functions, the operator expansions for the vector
potential with explicit inclusion of the polarization index are given by
^ zÞ ¼
Aðr;


X Eq 
eiqk rk
eiqk rk
uq; ðzÞ pﬃﬃﬃ Bqk ;qz ; þ uq; ðzÞ pﬃﬃﬃ Byqk ;qz  :
!q
S
S
q ;qz ;

(10:87)

k

The magnetic field is more easily expressed as
^
^
BðrÞ
¼rA
i
X Eq h

¼
r  Uq; ðrÞ Bqk ;qz ; þ r  Uq; ðrÞ Byqk ;qz ;
!q
q ;qz ;
k

in terms of the full mode functions Uq; . In practice, it is rarely needed.

(10:88)
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Since the electric field operator involves a time derivative, we have to know
the Heisenberg equations of motion for the newly defined photon operators.
Using the field Hamiltonian, Eq. (10.85), and the commutation relations,
Eqs. (10.83) and (10.84), we easily obtain the operator dynamics
@
h!q Bqk ;qz
Bq ;q ¼ 
@t k z

(10:89)

@ y
¼ 
h!q Byqk ;qz ;
B
@t qk ;qz

(10:90)

i
h
and
ih

and from here the final expression for the electric field
i
i h^
^
^ T ðrÞ ¼  @ AðrÞ
^ em
E
¼ AðrÞ;
H
@t
h


X
eiqk rk
eiqk rk
iEq uq; ðzÞ pﬃﬃﬃ Bqk ;qz ;  uq; ðzÞ pﬃﬃﬃ Byqk ;qz  :
¼
S
S
qk ;qz ;

(10:91)

^ T and B
^ has exactly the
The field Hamiltonian in terms of the operators E
same form as Eq. (10.68), but with the classical fields replaced by the corresponding operators, i.e.,
^ em ¼ "0
H
2

Z
L


3


^ 2 ðr; tÞ d3 r:
^ 2 ðr; tÞ þ c2 B
n2 ðzÞE
T

(10:92)

This Hamiltonian yields the correct energy contribution of the photon field
alone also in the case of an interacting system. The actual interaction Hamiltonian between light and semiconductor electrons is discussed in Section 10.3.2.
For later reference, we note at this point that the quantized light field is
always truly three dimensional even when one studies dimensionally reduced
semiconductor systems, such as quantum wells, wires, or dots. The special
system geometry enters only into the optical part of the description when the
mode functions are computed from Eq. (10.72).

10.2.8 Second Quantization of Lattice Vibrations
Even though the periodic lattice of atoms can often be assumed to be perfect,
the ions still oscillate around their equilibrium positions. Once the position of
an ion is disturbed from its equilibrium value, it is pulled back via the collective
Coulomb interaction with the rest of the ions. As long as the displacement is not
too large, the equilibrating force can be approximated as a harmonic force
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leading to collective vibrations in the solid. Since the optically active electrons
can interact with these lattice vibrations, we need to include them explicitly in
many calculations where we want to realistically analyze experimentally relevant situations.
For this purpose, we now abandon the mean-field description of the ions
for a while and consider their microscopic treatment for solids, first for the
simplest case where we have one atom inside the unit cell. The results for more
than one atom per unit cell will be mentioned at the end of this section. As the
simplest model of ionic motion, we assume that ions at different lattice sites
are coupled harmonically. In first quantization, the Hamiltonian of N ions has
the form
^ ph ¼
H

^2 1 X 1
XP
j
^ n  R
^ m Þ2 ;
þ
M2nm ðR
2M
2
2
j
n6¼m

(10:93)

where Pj is the momentum of ion j with mass M. In this Hamiltonian, the ion at
position Rj deviates from its equilibrium value R0j by the distance
Rj ¼ Rj  R0j . The two-particle interaction introduces a harmonic force with
respect to the deviations Rj . Here, we assume that the harmonic term depends
only on the relative distance between the lattice sites such that the coupling has
the form 2nm .
The lattice vibrations are quantized by introducing the usual canonical
commutation relations,


^ n; ; P
^ m;
R



¼ i
hn;m 

;

(10:94)

and


^ n; ; R
^ m;
R





^ n; ; P
^ m; ¼ 0;
¼ P

(10:95)

where and refer to the usual Cartesian components x, y, and z. Since
Eq. (10.93) represents a genuine many-body system and the two-particle interaction is harmonic, it is – once again – convenient to adopt the formalism of
second quantization. For this purpose, we introduce an annihilation operator

Dp;

N
0
i X
¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
eiRj p
N j¼1

!
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
^j
Mp ^
P
Rj þ i pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ  ep;
2
h
2 hp M

(10:96)

!
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
^j
Mp ^
P
Rj  i pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ  ep; ;
2
h
2 hp M

(10:97)

and a creation operator
Dyp;

N
0
i X
¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
eiRj p
N j¼1
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for phonons, where ep; defines the directions of the vibration identified by .
These definitions are nothing but a many-body generalization of the usual
second quantization of a single harmonic oscillator. We observe that D and
Dy involve all lattice sites such that these operators represent collective vibrations. The associated quasi-particles are the phonons. The quantity p is the
collective phonon frequency with the property p ¼ p ; this is proven later
when p is computed explicitly.
Next, we check the commutation relations between the phonon operators:
h

Dp ; Dyp0

i

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p  ^ ^ 
1 X iR0n pþiR0m p 0
i
e
ep  
R n ; P m
¼
N n;m
2h p0
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
!

p0  ^
i
^ m  ep 0
þ
P n ; R
2
h p
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p
1 X iR0n pþiR0m p0
i
¼
e

ihn;m
N n;m
2h p0
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
!
p0
i
þ
ði
hn;m Þ ep  ep 0
2
h p
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ!
1 X iR0n ðpp0 Þ 1 p 1 p0
¼
e
þ
ep  ep 0
N n
2 p0 2 p
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ!
1 p 1 p0
¼ p;p0
þ
ep  ep ¼ p;p 0 ;
2 p0 2 p

(10:98)

where we have used the definitions (10.96) and (10.97) together with the commutation relations (10.94) and (10.95). Once again, we have introduced the implicit
notation where the phonon branch index  is included in p. A similar derivation
yields
i

 h
(10:99)
Dp ; Dp0 ¼ Dyp ; Dyp0 ¼ 0:
Thus, the phonon operators Dp and Dyp obey bosonic commutation relations,
which was expected for the harmonic interaction potential.
Our next task is to express the Hamiltonian (10.93) in terms of phonon
^n
^ n and P
operators. In order to do this, we have to express the individual R
via phonon operators. For this purpose, we consider the completeness relation
for plane waves on a periodic lattice,
1 X iðR0n R0m Þp
e
¼ n; m :
N p

(10:100)
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With help of this, we express the displacement and momentum operators by
using
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
0
0
h
Dp eiRn p ep  Dyp eiRn p ep
2Mp
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
0
i X
h
Dp ep  Dyp ep eiRn p
¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2M
N p
p

X
^ n ¼ piﬃﬃﬃﬃ
R
N p

(10:101)

and
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
0
0
hMp

Dp eiRn p ep þ Dyp eiRn p ep
2
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
0
hMp
1 X 
¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Dp ep þ Dyp ep eiRn p :
2
N p

X
^ n ¼ p1ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
P
N p

(10:102)

In these derivations, we utilized the property that the sum over p includes
both þp and p. These relations can now be inserted into Eq. (10.93), which
leads to
^ ph ¼
H

X 1 
hM pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p p0 Dp ep þ Dyp ep
2M
2
0
p;p
X1 0
0
eiRn ðpp Þ
N
n

 Dp0 ep0 þ Dyp0 ep0


MX 
h
1
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ Dp ep  Dyp ep
2 p;p0 2M p p0

 Dp0 ep0  Dyp0 ep0


X1
n;m

N

0

0

eiRn ðpp Þ

0
0
2nm
1  eiðRm iRn Þp
2

 1  eiðRm iRn Þp :
0

0

0

(10:103)

The sums over the lattice sites can be performed analytically. For the first sum,
we find
1 ¼

1 X iR0n ðpp0 Þ
e
¼ p;p0 ;
N n

(10:104)
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and the second sum yields
2 ¼

X1
n;m

¼

N

X1
N

n

¼ p;p0

0

0

0

0

eiRn ðpp Þ

eiRn ðpp Þ

0
0
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1  eiðRm iRn Þp
2

X 2

m

m

2

1  eiðRm Þp
0

1  eiðRm iRn Þp
0

0

0

1  eiðRm Þp
0

2
X 2 
0

m
1  eiRm p  :
2
m

0

(10:105)

By identifying explicitly the collective phonon frequency,
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
X 2 
2
0
m
1  eiRm p  ;
p 
2
m

(10:106)

we can now simplify the phonon Hamiltonian into the form
^ ph ¼
H

X1
4

p



X1
p

¼

X1
p

¼

X
p

hp Dp ep þ Dyp ep  Dp ep þ Dyp ep


2

4

hp Dp ep  Dyp ep  Dp ep  Dyp ep


hp Dp Dyp ep  ep þ Dyp Dp ep  ep



1
hp Dyp Dp þ ;

2

(10:107)

where we used the commutation relation (10.98). Once again, we find a Hamiltonian describing a set of harmonic oscillators.
In order to evaluate the eigenfrequencies p , we now take the long-wavelength
limit of the dispersion relation (10.106). As a result, we find a linear dependency,
p ¼ cA jpj;

(10:108)

where the coefficient cA is called the (acoustic) phonon velocity of sound. Due
to this special dispersion, these lattice vibrations are called acoustic phonons.
Since the velocity of sound can be experimentally measured for different materials, we use these experimental values in Eqs. (10.107) and (10.108) whenever
we treat acoustic phonon effects.
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Even in confined systems, the lattice vibrations propagate through the
entire three-dimensional sample. Thus, the phonons in most quantum-well,
quantum-wire, and embedded quantum-dot systems are truly three dimensional. Consequently, Eq. (10.107) can be used as a starting point without
dimension-dependent modifications.
In many semiconductor lattices, we have unit cells consisting of more than
one atom. In this case, in addition to the acoustic also optical phonon excitations exist. As it turns out, the optical phonon dispersion is nearly independent
of p in contrast to the acoustic phonons. In GaAs-based systems, optical
phonons have an energy around 36 meV.
If the lattice is close to thermal equilibrium, the phonon occupation numbers
closely follow the Bose–Einstein distribution:
1

hDyp Dp i ¼
e

hp
kB T

;

(10:109)

1

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature of the sample.
Hence, for low temperatures (below approximately 100 K), optical phonon
populations are often negligible since their occupation hDyp Dp i << 1. In these
cases, it is often sufficient to focus on the effects of acoustic phonons only. Since
most of the quantum-optical investigations are performed under such conditions, we do not derive the optical phonon effects in detail.

10.3 Interactions in Semiconductors
In this section, we complete the derivation of the basic Hamiltonian for semiconductor quantum optics. Building on the concepts introduced in the previous
section, we now focus on the interaction aspects. Hence, we not only have to
formulate the light–matter coupling Hamiltonian in general, but we also have to
describe the interactions in the electronic system, i.e., the carrier–carrier Coulomb and the carrier–phonon interaction.
We use the second quantization formalism for the electrons, photons, and
phonons in the solid. The discussion is presented explicitly for quantum-well
systems. However, once we have the explicit expressions, it is relatively straightforward to generalize them to obtain the Hamiltonians for systems with other
effective dimensionalities.

10.3.1 Many-Body Hamiltonian
Starting from the Hamiltonian in first quantization, Eq. (10.4), we apply the
relations (10.34) and (10.35) to write the total system Hamiltonian in second
quantized notation:
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 2
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^
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þ VL ðrÞ ðrÞd
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^ ^
^ y ðrÞ  Q AðrÞ
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A ðrÞ ðrÞd
2m0
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Z
^ y ðrÞ
^ y ðr0 Þ Vðr  r0 Þ ðrÞ
^ ðr
^ 0 Þd3 r d3 r0 ;
þ 

^ ¼H
^ em þ H
^ ph þ
H

Z

(10:110)

^ ph are given by Eqs. (10.85) and (10.107), respectively. In order
^ em and H
where H
to include the electron–phonon interaction, we allow V~L ðrÞ to describe lattice
vibrations in the form
V~L ðrÞ ¼

X

U r  R0n þ Rn

;

(10:111)

n

where UðrÞ is the effective potential of one ion at the origin and the deviation
from the equilibrium positions R0n is expressed in terms of the displacement
vector Rn . In the ground state, every ion is located at its equilibrium position,
i.e., Rn  0, and V~L ðrÞ is equal to the original lattice periodic potential which
we used to define the Bloch basis. For small deviations of the lattice ions from
their equilibrium position, a Taylor expansion of the ion potential yields
V~L ðrÞ ¼

X

U r  R0n  Rn

n

¼

X

U r  R0n 

n

¼ VL ðrÞ 

X

X

rU r  R0n  Rn þ O R2n

n

rU r  R0n  Rn þ O R2n :

(10:112)

n

where in the last step we have identified the original lattice periodic potential.
Since the lattice vibrations are quantized according to Section 10.2.8, we
^ n defined by Eq. (10.101). If we
actually have to use the operator form R
neglect the higher order corrections to the Taylor expansion, the system
Hamiltonian can be written in the form
 2

Z
^
p
3
y
^
^
^
^
^
H ¼ Hem þ Hph þ  ðrÞ
þ VL ðrÞ ðrÞd
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  ðrÞ
þ

Z
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^ y ðr0 Þ Vðr  r0 Þ ðrÞ
^ ðr
^ 0 Þd3 r d3 r0 :
^ y ðrÞ


(10:113)
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With this arrangement, the first line contains the Hamiltonians of the noninteracting systems, the second line is the light–electron interaction, the third
line describes electron–phonon interaction, while the last line contains the
Coulomb interaction among the active electrons in their different bands. Each
of these interaction terms will be evaluated explicitly in the following sections.

10.3.2 Light–Matter Interaction
The coupling of electrons and light is described by the second line of
Eq. (10.113). In order to formulate this interaction Hamiltonian more explicitly, we have to look at both contributions:


Z
3
^  ^p ðrÞd
^ y ðrÞ Q AðrÞ
^
^ Ap ¼  
r
(10:114)
H
m0
and
^ AA ¼
H

Z

 2

3
^ 2 ðrÞ ðrÞd
^ y ðrÞ Q A
^

r:
2m0

(10:115)

Since we want to choose quantum wells as our representative semiconductor
system, we use the explicit Bloch-electron wavefunction, Eq. (10.39).
With this choice, we can write Eqs. (10.114) and (10.115) in the generic form:
Z
3
^
^ y ðrÞOj ðrÞðrÞd
^j ¼ 
H
r
¼

X

l;k

l;kk ;l0 ;k0k

ayl;kk al0 ;k0k Il0 ;k0k jj ;
k

with the matrix element between Bloch electrons
Z
l;k
Il0 ;kk0 jj  jl;kk ðrÞOj ðrÞjl0 ;k0k ðrÞd3 r:

(10:116)

(10:117)

k

^  p^ and
In the following,
we will analyze this integral for Oj ðrÞ ¼  mQ0 AðrÞ
Q2 ^ 2
Oj ðrÞ ¼ 2m0 A ðrÞ. For this purpose, we first introduce a Fourier decomposition
of the vector potential in order to separate the different qk contributions:
X
^ zÞ ¼
^ q ðzÞeiqk rk :
(10:118)
Aðr;
A
k
qk

With the help of Eq. (10.87), we see that
^ q ðzÞ ¼
A
k

i
X 1 Eq h
pﬃﬃﬃ
uq ðzÞBqk ;qz þ uqk ;qz ðzÞByqk ;qz :
S !q
qz

(10:119)
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Using this form in Eq. (10.117) together with the explicit envelope function
(10.39), we obtain
l;k

Il0 ;kk0 jAp ¼ 
k

QX
m0 q

Z

k



eikk rk 
pﬃﬃﬃ  ðzÞul;kk ðrÞeiqk rk
S

^ q ðzÞ  ^
A
pjl0 ;k0k ðrÞd3 r:
k

(10:120)

Next, we have to evaluate ^
p acting on jl0 ;k0k ðrÞ. By separating the different parts,
@
^
, we find
p¼^
pk  ihez @z
i
h 0
i
pﬃﬃﬃ h
p eikk rk l0 ðzÞul0 ;k0k ðrÞ
S^
p jl0 ;k0k ðrÞ ¼ ^

i
@ h ik0k rk
¼ ^
pk  ihez
l0 ðzÞul0 ;k0k ðrÞ
e
@z
h
i
0
¼ eikk rk l0 ðzÞ 
hk0k þ ^p ul0 ;k0k ðrÞ
0

 i
hez eikk rk ul0 ;k0k ðrÞ

@
 0 ðzÞ :
@z l

(10:121)

To identify the different parts, we write Eq. (10.120) as
l;k

l;k

l;k

Il0 ;k0k jAp  Il0 ;k0k jApð1Þ þ Il0 ;k0k jApð2Þ ;
k

k

(10:122)

k

where
l;k

Z
iðk0 þqk kk Þrjj 
Q 1X
^ q ðzÞ 0 ðzÞ  u ðrÞ
ek k
l ðzÞA
l
l;kk
k
m0 S q
k
h
i

hk0k þ p ul0 ;k0k ðrÞd3 r


Il0 ;kk0 jApð1Þ ¼ 
k

(10:123)

and
l;k
Il0 ;k0k jApð2Þ
k

i
hQ 1 X
¼
m0 S q

Z

0

eiðkk þqk kk Þrk l ðzÞ

k



^ q ðzÞ  ez @l0 ðzÞ u ðrÞul0 ;k0 ðrÞd3 r:
A
l;kk
k
k
@z

(10:124)

Clearly, these two expressions correspond to the different parts of p^ in
Eq. (10.121).
In order to complete the light–matter Hamiltonian, we still have to express
Eq. (10.115) in the Bloch basis. This procedure introduces a matrix element
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l;k
Il0 ;k0k jAA
k

1X
¼
S q ;q0
k

Z
e

iðk0k þqk q0k kk Þrk

Q2 ^
^ q0 ðzÞ
Aq ðzÞ  A
k
2m0 k

k

l ðzÞul;kk ðrÞl0 ðzÞul0 ;k0k d3 r
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similar to IjAp .
On our way to solve the remaining integrals (10.123), (10.124), and (10.125),
let us consider the generic form
l;k

Il0 ;kk0 jG ¼
k

1
S

Z



^
eiQk rk l ðzÞAðzÞ
l0 ðzÞ

h
i
 ul;kk ðrÞCðrÞul0 ;k0k ðrÞ d3 r:

(10:126)

Here, the different terms vary on quite different length scales: The quantity AðzÞ
changes on the scale of the light field, i.e., the optical wavelength; the lattice
periodic Bloch functions ul;kk and CðrÞ vary on the scale of the atomic unit cell;
and the factor eiQk rk varies on the mesoscopic scale of the envelope function
and the plane-wave part of the light field.
We will now make use of these different characteristic length scales to simplify
the overall integration. For this purpose, we divide the integral (10.126) into parts
over each unit-cell volume vR centered at lattice point R ¼ ðRk ; ZÞ:
l; k
Il0 ; k0k jG
k

Z


1X
^
¼
eiQk rk l ðzÞAðzÞ
l0 ðzÞ
S R vR
h
i
 ul; kk ðrÞCðrÞul0 ; k0k ðrÞ d3 r:

(10:127)

Since only ul;kk and CðrÞ vary within a unit cell, the remaining terms can be
taken to be constant over the vR integration such that
l; k

Il0 ; kk0 jG ¼
k


1 X iQk Rk  
^
e
l ðZÞAðZÞ
l0 ðZÞ vR
S R
Z
1

u ðrÞCðrÞul0 ; k0k d3 r:
vR vR l; kk

(10:128)

Since ul;kk and CðrÞ are lattice periodic, the vR integrals are equal for
all lattice sites. Hence, we may introduce the position-independent matrix
element:
^ 0 ; k0 i  1
hl; kk jCjl
k
v0

Z
v0

ul; kk ðrÞCðrÞul0 ; k0k d3 r;

(10:129)
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where v0 denotes the common unit-cell volume. This volume is infinitesimal
compared to the remaining terms in (10.128), so that we can use v0 ¼ d2 Rk dZ
and convert the sum into an integral. With these modifications, we find
 Z
0
1
^ 0 ; k0 i;
eiQk Rk d2 Rk Al;l hl; kk jCjl
k
S

l; k

Il0 ; k0k jG ¼
k

(10:130)

^ via
where we have identified the envelope-function matrix element of AðzÞ
A

l;l0



Z

l ðzÞAðzÞl0 ðzÞdz;

(10:131)

which only depends on the confinement structure. Furthermore, the Rk integration can be evaluated analytically by noting that
1
S

Z

eiQk Rk d2 Rk ¼ Qk ;0 :

(10:132)

With the help of these relations, the integral (10.130) becomes
l; k

0

^ 0 ; k0 i:
Il0 ; k0k jG ðqÞ ¼ Qk ;0 Al;l hl; kk jCjl
k

(10:133)

k

l; k

This result can be used directly to generate the explicit forms of Il0 ; k0k jG once Qk ,
k
^
AðzÞ,
and CðrÞ are identified.
iQk rk
For IApð1Þ , the symbolic factor e
stands for
X

0

eiðqk kk þkk Þrk ;

(10:134)

qk

while
^ q ðzÞ;
^ ¼ Q A
AðzÞ
m0 k

C^ ¼ hk0k þ ^p:

(10:135)

In the same way, we identify
X

0

eiðqk kk þkk Þrk ;

qk

^ q ðzÞ  ez @ ;
^ ¼ ihQ A
AðzÞ
m0 k
@z

C^ ¼ 1

(10:136)

for the matrix element IApð2Þ and
X
qk ;q0k

e

iðqk q0k kk þk0k Þrk

;

2
^ q0 ðzÞ;
^ q ðzÞ  A
^ ¼ Q A
AðzÞ
k
2m0 k

C^ ¼ 1

(10:137)
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for the matrix element IAA . Thus, we obtain the explicit results:
l; k

Il0 ; k0k jApð1Þ ¼ 

X

k

qk

^ l;l0
A
qk
l;k

Il0 ;k0k jApð2Þ ¼
k

X
qk

Q
m0
h
i
 hl; kk j hðkk  qk Þ þ ^p jkk  qk ; l0 i;

k0k ;kk qk

k0k ;kk qk

ihQ
m0

Z

^ q ðzÞ  ez
l ðzÞA
k

@l0 ðzÞ
dz
@z

 hl; kk jkk  qk ; l0 i;
l;k

Il0 ;k0k jAA ¼
k

X
qk ;q0k

k0k q0 ;kk qk
k

(10:138)

(10:139)

Q2 ð2Þ;l;l0
A
0
2m0 qk ;qk

 hl; kk jkk þ q0k  qk ; l0 i:

(10:140)

According to Eq. (10.131), the different confinement matrix elements of the
vector potential are given by
0

^ l;l ¼
A
qjj
0

ð2Þ;l;l
A^q ;q0 ¼
jj

jj

Z

Z

0

^ q ðzÞ 0 ðzÞdz  Al;l eP ;
l ðzÞA
l
qjj
jj

(10:141)

^ q ðzÞ  A
^ q0 ðzÞ 0 ðzÞdz;
l ðzÞA
l
jj
jj

(10:142)

which defines the polarization direction eP of the field.
The final form of the matrix elements (10.138), (10.139), and (10.140) can be
computed once the specific forms of the Bloch functions are known. For this,
we need information about the band structure, which we use at the level of the
k  p results as discussed in Section 10.2.3. Before we evaluate Eqs. (10.138),
(10.139), and (10.140), we note that in all matrix elements over the unit cell the
index of the Bloch functions differs only by the parallel momentum of the light
field which is roughly two orders of magnitude smaller than typical carrier
momenta. Hence, it is a good approximation to evaluate
^ 0 ; l0 i ¼ hl; kk jCjk
^ k  q k ; l0 i
hl; kk jCjk
k

^ k;l0 i :
hl; kk jCjk

(10:143)

More rigorously, this can be justified by a Taylor expansion of the more
q
^ k  qk ; l0 i of the matrix element.
symmetric form hl; kk þ 2k jCjk
2
With the help of the ðk  pÞ-function (10.18), we obtain
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hl; kk j½
hk þ ^
pjkk ; l0 i ¼ hkk hl; kk jkk ; l0 i þ hl; kk j^pjkk ; l0 i
¼ hkk l;l0 þ hlj^pjl0 i
0
1
pjikk  hj^
pjl0 i
h @X hlj^pji  kk hj^pjl0 i X hlj^
A
þ
þ
0
m0 6¼l
l0  0
l0  0
6¼l0
þ Oðk2 Þ
¼ hkk l;l0 þ hlj^pjl0 i
0
1
0
0
X hlj^
hkk X hlj^
p
jihj^
p
jl
i
p
jihj^
p
jl
i
@
Aþ Oðk2 Þ ;
þ
þ
l0  
m0 6¼l
l0  0

0
0
0
6¼l

(10:144)

where the last form follows if the isotropic approximation, Eq. (10.29), is made.
The parity of the Bloch functions (10.17) implies that hlj^pjl0 i vanishes for equal
band indices. Thus, it is convenient to separate the l ¼ l0 and l 6¼ l0 parts. This
procedure leads to
"
#
2 X hlj^
pjihj^
pjli
0
hl; kk j½
hk þ ^
pjkk ; l i ¼ l;l0 hkk 1 þ
m0 6¼l
l0  0

(10:145)
pjl0 i þ Oðk2 Þ;
þ 1  l;l0 hlj^
where we have restricted the analysis to a two-band model. We can easily
convince ourselves that in that case the last line of Eq. (10.144) does not
contribute to the term with l 6¼ l0 . The term in square brackets in the first
line on the right hand side can be expressed using the effective mass (10.27).
Hence, we are left with the simple expression
hl; kk j½
hk þ ^
pjkk ; l0 i ¼ l;l0 
hkk


m0
þ 1  l;l0 pl;l0 ;
ml

(10:146)

where we introduced the momentum matrix element
pl;l0  hlj^
pjl0 i:

(10:147)

Using Eq. (10.143) as well as the explicit expressions (10.7) and (10.146), we
are finally able to evaluate the different integrals in Eqs. (10.138), (10.139), and
(10.140):

X
hkk ^ l;l
l;k
Il0 ;k0k jApð1Þ ¼ 
k0k ;kk qk l;l0 Q
 Aqk
k
ml
qk

Qpl;l0 ^ l;l0
(10:148)
 Aqk ;
þð1  l;l0 Þ
m0
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i
hQ
0
 0
m0 kk ;kk qk l;l

l;k

Il0 ;k0k jApð2Þ ¼
k

l;k

Il0 ;k0k jAA ¼
k

X
qk ;q0k

Z

^ q ðzÞ  ez
l ðzÞA
k

k0k q0 ;kk qk l;l0
k

@l ðzÞ
dz;
@z

Q2 ð2Þ;l;l
A
0 :
2 m0 qk ;qk
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(10:149)

(10:150)

^ q ðzÞ varies slowly on the mesoscopic scale, the last unknown integraSince A
k
tion in Eq. (10.149) can be simplified via
Z

^ q ðzÞ  ez @l ðzÞ dz ¼ A
^ q ðzQW Þ  ez
l ðzÞA
k
k
@z

Z

l ðzÞ

@l ðzÞ
dz;
@z

(10:151)

where zQW denotes the position of the center of the quantum well. Furthermore,
the confinement wave functions can be chosen real, which yields the additional
simplification:
^ q ðzQW Þ  ez
A
k

Z

þ1
1

l ðzÞ

@l ðzÞ
^ q ðzQW Þ  ez
dz ¼ A
k
@z

Z

þ1

1

1@
jl ðzÞj2 dz
2 @z

þ1
^ q ðzQW Þ  ez  jl ðzÞj2 ¼ 0;
¼A
k

(10:152)

1

i.e., this expression vanishes because the confinement wave function decays to
zero for large distances. As a result, IApð2Þ vanishes such that
l;k

l;k

Il0 ;k0k jAp ¼ Il0 ;k0k jApð1Þ
k

k


hkk ^ l;l
¼
k0k ;kk qk l;l0 Q
 Aqk
ml
qk

Qpl;l0
l;l0
^
þ ð1  l;l0 Þ
 Aqk :
m0
X

(10:153)

Collecting all the results obtained for the matrix elements, we are now able to
construct the final form of the light–matter interaction Hamiltonian. This
Hamiltonian follows from Eqs. (10.114), (10.115), and (10.116), where we insert
the matrix elements (10.150) and (10.153), leading to

X X l;kk
l;kk
^
Heme ¼
Il0 ;k0 jAp þ Il0 ;k0 jAA ayl;kk al0 ;k0k
k

l;kk l0 ;k0k

¼

XX
qk ;kk

l

Q

k

k k
h
l;l
 eP A^qk ay qk al;k qk
k 2
l;kk þ 2
ml
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X X Qpl;l0
qk ;kk l6¼l0

þ

m0

^ l;l0 ay a 0
A
qk
l;kk l ;kk qk

X X Q2 ð2Þ;l;l y
^
a
al;kk þq0k :
A
0
2m0 qk ;qk l;kk þqk
q ;q0 l;k
k

k

(10:154)

k

Here, we used Eq. (10.141) to identify the polarization direction eP of the field.
In the first term of Eq. (10.154), Al;l
qk involves either annihilation of a photon
with in-plane momentum qk or creation of a photon with momentum qk . In
both cases, the overall momentum conservation is assured by the corresponding
changes in carrier momenta. In other words, an electron within a single band
makes a transition from a state kk  qk =2 to a state kk þ qk =2. This process has
an intraband character with l ¼ l0 , and the electron momentum is changed by
qk . This process is analogous to the depicted phonon emission process on the
left hand side of Fig. 10.2. These intraband transitions are proportional to the
current-matrix element
jl ðkjj Þ 

Q
hkjj
 eP ;
ml

(10:155)

which contains the effective mass of the electron in the band l.
The other intraband transitions follow from the last line of Eq. (10.154). In
^ ð2Þ contains two-photon processes where the total in-plane
this contribution, A
momentum is changed by qk  q0k . Once again, the total in-plane momentum is
conserved due to the momentum exchange of electrons in the band l. As a
^ 2 interaction, we notice that the carrier part involves the
distinct feature of the A
free-electron mass m0 in contrast to the jA^ interaction.

E

Fig. 10.2 Schematic sketch
of semiconductor band
structure with typical interaction terms from the
light–matter (right) and
phonon (left) interaction
Hamiltonians. While an
electron changes band and/
or momentum hk, it transfers its parallel momentum
to the emitted quasi-particle

Dp ck-pIIck

Bq vk-qII ck

p

C

k

k
q

k-p||

k-q||

V

k
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The remaining parts of the light–matter Hamiltonian describe processes
where photon emission or absorption is accompanied by electronic transitions
between two different bands, i.e., these processes have an interband character.
Once again, only combinations where the in-plane momentum is conserved are
allowed, as depicted in the right hand part of Fig. 10.2.
For quantum-well systems without disorder, the conservation of the in-plane
momentum is a general feature of the light–matter interaction. This conservation law reflects the fact that a quantum well has translational symmetry in the
xy-plane. Due to this feature, we are able to express the in-plane parts of the
electron envelope function and light modes as plane waves, which introduces a
well-defined in-plane momentum for both of these entities. Since the
ight–matter interaction does not break the translational symmetry, the total
momentum of any allowed process must conserve the total in-plane momentum. However, due to the confinement, the quantum well does not have
translational symmetry in z-direction, such that the z-component of the
momentum is not conserved.
For lower dimensional systems, the momentum conservation becomes even
more incomplete. For quantum wires, the momentum is conserved only along
the z-axis parallel to the wire. In quantum dots, the translational symmetry is
completely lost such that the photon momentum is entirely disconnected from
the carrier system. In the other extreme, i.e., in three-dimensional bulk semiconductors, one has a complete translational symmetry in all directions such
that the momentum conservation requirement has to be fulfilled for the full
three-dimensional momentum vector.
As a common feature in all dimensions, the energy of the photon has to
roughly match the energy difference of the carrier states participating in either
intra- or interband transitions. This sets the basic energy scales of the different
processes.
In our semiconductor quantum-optical investigations, we use the light–
matter interaction in the form
^ eme
H

2
X
X
l;l
4
¼
jl ðkk Þ A^qk ay

qk

l;kk þ 2

qk

l;kk

al;k

qk
k 2

3
X Q2 ð2Þ;l;l
^ y
0 5
þ
A^qk ;q0 Aa
l;kk þqk al;kk þqk
k
2m
0
0
q ;q
k



k

X X Qpl;l0
qk ;kk l6¼l0

m0

l;l0

 A^qk

ayl;kk al0 ;kk qk ;

(10:156)

which is organized such that the terms in the bracket describe the intraband and
the other term describes the interband transitions. Since interband transitions
change the energy of the carrier system roughly by the value of the band gap
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0

jl0  l0 j, the electromagnetic field coupled to such a transition must be nearly
resonant with the gap energy. For direct semiconductors, the typical range of
this energy is roughly one up to a few electron volts which corresponds to
infrared to visible and even near ultraviolet light. Thus, interband transitions
can be observed and generated with optical light fields in the petahertz
(0:1  1  1015 s1 ) frequency range.
The intraband transitions of carriers have a significantly lower energy,
typically in the 1–100 meV range such that the corresponding photons are in
the teraherz (THz) regime with a frequency range (0:1  10  1012 s1 ). Since
the optical and THz field are energetically well separated, they lead to very
different excitation and emission dynamics.

10.3.3 Electric Dipole Interaction
Oftentimes, the starting point for classical or quantum-optical investigations is
given by the light–matter interaction in the alternative form
^D ¼ 
H

Z

3
^ y ðrÞ½er  EðrÞðrÞd
^

r;

(10:157)

of the conventional dipole interaction. For classical fields, this form can be
obtained from the original ðp  AÞ-interaction by the so-called Goeppert-Mayer
gauge transformation [3, 8]. For fields which are resonant with interband
transitions, the dominant contribution involves the dipole matrix element
dl;l0 ¼ ðeÞhljrjl0 i

(10:158)

for unequal l 6¼ l0 . We can derive a similar form from Eq. (10.156) directly and
without gauge transformation by noting that
Qpl;l0
Q
¼
hlj^
pjl0 i
m0
m0
  
 
m0

^
Q
p^
p ^
^r;
¼
l
þ VL ð^rÞ l0
i
h
m
2m
0

0

Q
hlj^rðEl0  El Þjl0 i
i
h
E 0  El
hljQ^rjl0 i ¼ i!l;l0 dl;l0 ;
¼ i l
h

¼

(10:159)

where we have identified the energy difference !l;l0 ¼ ðEl  El0 Þ=h. Now, the
interband contribution of Eq. (10.156) can also be written as
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^ inter ¼ 
H

XX
qk ;kk l6¼l

0

^ l;l
dl;l0  i!l;l0 A
qk

0

ayl;kk al0 ;kk þqk :
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For resonant excitation close to the band gap, this relation can be shown
to yield approximately identical results as Eq. (10.157), if transformed into the
Bloch picture. More explicitly, for a two-band system and using Eq. (10.119),
we obtain
h
XX
!l;l

l
^ inter ¼  p1ﬃﬃﬃ
H
iEq
dl;l  ul;
q Bqk ;qz
!
S q;kk l
q
i


þ ul;l
Byqk ;qz ayl;kk al;k
 k þq ;
qk ;qz
k

(10:161)

 denotes the conduction (c) or valence band (v) for l ¼ v or c, respecwhere l
tively. The overlap of the mode functions with the confinement functions has
been defined in analogy to Eq. (10.141).
For optical excitations close to the band gap, it is often sufficient to keep only
the resonant terms proportional to By ayv ac or Bayc av . If we furthermore approximate !q !c;v ¼ !v;c , we obtain
X h
y
^ inter ¼  p1ﬃﬃﬃ
H
iEq dcv  uc;v
q Bqk ;qz ac;kk av;kk þqk
S q;kk
i
y
 y
dcv  ðuc;v
Þ
B
a
a
c;k
þq
qk ;qz
qk ;qz
k
v;kk
k
i
Xh
Fq Bqk ;qz ayc;kk av;kk þqk þ h:c:
¼ i
h
q;kk

¼ i
h

Xh

i
Bqk ; ayc;kk av;kk þqk þ h:c: ;

(10:162)

qk ;kk

with the matrix element
1 1
Fq ¼ pﬃﬃﬃ Eq dcv  uc;v
q
h
S

(10:163)

and the collective photon operator
Bqk ; ¼

X

Fqk ;qz Bqk ;qz :

(10:164)

qz

The Hamiltonian, Eq. (10.161), is later used as a starting point for computing
optical spectra with dominant interband transitions while the original form in
the ðA  pÞ-picture is advantageous for the study of intraband excitations in the
THz frequency range. At this point, we would like to remark that a more
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rigorous derivation of Eq. (10.162) is possible [7]. It can be shown that in dipole
approximation the relation between ðA  pÞ and ðE  rÞ picture is given by a
unitary transformation. The additional approximations necessary in our
derivation are due to the fact that the interpretation of the quantum number
k changes; in our case, 
hk labels the canonical momentum of the particle
while in the true ðE  rÞ picture it labels the kinetic momentum. Thus, it is
to be expected that also interband transitions look slightly different in both
cases.

10.3.4 Phonon–Carrier Interaction
The coupling of electrons to lattice vibrations follows from the third line of
the general Hamiltonian, Eq. (10.113). If we use the quantized form of the
^ n according to Eq. (10.101), the interaction Hamiltonian
ion displacement R
becomes
^ phe ¼ 
H

Z

"
^ y ðrÞ


X

rU r 

R0n

#
3
^
^
r
 Rn ðrÞd

n

¼

Z

"
^y

 ðrÞ

X

rU r  R0n  Dp ep  Dyp ep

n;p

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
#
h

iR0n p ^
ðrÞd3 r
e
 i
2NMp
X l;kk
¼
Il0 ;k0 jphe ayl;kk al0 ;k0k :
l;kk ;l0 ;k0k

k

(10:165)

As in Eq. (10.116), the last form is determined by the matrix elements
between the Bloch electrons. By expressing the field operators via Eq. (10.39),
we obtain
l;k
Il0 ;k0k jphe
k

¼

X1Z
n;p

S

0

0

eiðkk kk Þrk eiRn p l ðzÞl0 ðzÞ ul;kk ðrÞ ul0 ;k0k ðrÞ

 rU r 

R0n

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
h

Dp ep  Dyp ep d3 r:
i
2NMp

(10:166)

As for the light–mater interaction, we start the evaluation of this matrix
element by separating the length scales after we perform the integral over each
unit cell. This step leads to
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0

eiðkk kk Þrk eiRn p l ðzÞl0 ðzÞ

ul;kk ðrÞ rU r  R0n ul0 ;k0k ðrÞd3 r
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
h

Dp ep  Dyp ep
i
2NMp



¼

X1

0

0

0

eiðkk kk ÞRk; j eiRn p l ðZ0j Þl0 ðZ0j Þvj

S
n;j;p
Z
1

u ðrÞ rU r  R0n ul0 ;k0k ðrÞd3 r
vj vj l;kk
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
h

 i
Dp ep  Dyp ep
2NMp

¼

X1

0

0

0

eiðkk kk ÞRk; j eiRn p l ðZ0j Þl0 ðZ0j Þv0

S
Z
1
u ðr0 Þ rU r0 þ R0j  R0n ul0 ;k0k ðr0 Þd3 r0
v0 v0 l;kk
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
h

i
Dp ep  Dyp ep ;
2NMp

n;j;p
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where the second step is obtained when we take into account that the plane-wave
parts and the confinement functions are practically constant over the unit cell.
The last step follows after we use a change of integration variable r ¼ r0 þ R0j and
note that the Bloch functions are lattice periodic, i.e., ul0 ;k0k ðr0 þ R0j Þ ¼ ul0 ;k0k ðr0 Þ.
Since rUðr0 þ RÞ depends on both microscopic (r0 ) and mesoscopic (R) scales, it
is convenient to introduce a Fourier expansion on the macroscopic scale:
X
0
Uq ðrÞ ¼
U r þ R0n eiqRn ;
n

U r þ R0n ¼

0
1X
Uq ðrÞeþiqRn :
N q

(10:168)

As a result, any Uðr þ R0n Þ can be expressed via its microscopic part Uq ðrÞ
0
times the mesoscopically varying envelope eiqRn . Using this separation, we find
rr U r þ R0n ¼ rR U r þ R0n
¼

0
0
1X
1X
Uq ðrÞ rR eiqRn ¼
Uq ðrÞ iqeiqRn :
N q
N q

(10:169)
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If this result is inserted to Eq. (10.167), we obtain
X X 1 iðk0 k þq ÞR0 1 0
0
l;k
e k k k k; j eiRn ðpqÞ l ðZ 0j Þ eiqz Z j l0 ðZ 0j Þ vj
Il0 ;k0k jphe ¼
k
S
N
n;j p;q
Z
1

u ðr0 Þ Uq ðr0 Þ ul0 ;k0k ðr0 Þd3 r0
v0 v0 l;kk
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
h

Dp q  ep  Dyp q  ep

2NMp
X 1 Z iðk0 k þq ÞR
e k k k k d2 Rk
¼
S
p;q
Z
1 X iR0n ðpqÞ
l ðZÞ eiqz Z l0 ðZÞdZ

e
N n
Z
1

u ðr0 Þ Uq ðr0 Þ ul0 ;k0k ðr0 Þd3 r0
v0 v0 l;kk
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
h


Dp q  ep  Dyp q  ep ;
(10:170)
2NMp
where the j-sums are converted into integrals since the unit-cell volume
v0 ¼ d2 Rk dZ can be considered to be infinitesimal on the mesoscopic scale.
Now, the integral over Rk produces k0k ;kk qk while the sum over n leads to q;p .
We define a deformation potential matrix element
k ;l

F kk0 ;l0 ðqÞ 
k

1
v0

Z
v0

ul;kk ðr0 Þ Uq ðr0 Þ ul0 ;k0k ðr0 Þd3 r0 ;

(10:171)

where usually only intraband (l ¼ l0 ) contributions are needed for phonon–
electron interaction, since the phonon energy is typically orders of magnitude
smaller than the interband transition energy, Furthermore, the microscopic
integral, Eq. (10.171), is often approximated by its band-index-dependent
long-wavelength deformation constant such that
k ;l

F kk0 ;l0 ðqÞ ¼ F l l;l0 :

(10:172)

k

For practical purposes, the explicit value of F l is often determined
experimentally.
If we define a confinement function
glqz 

Z

eiqz Z jl0 ðZÞj2 dz;

(10:173)
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we can write
l;k
Il0 ;kk0 jphe
k

¼ l;l0

X
p

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
h
Dp þ Dyp :
glpz ðp  ep ÞF l
2NMp

k0k ;kk pk

(10:174)

For transversal phonons, p  ep vanishes since then p and ep are orthogonal.
For longitudinal phonons, p and ep ¼ p=jpj point to the same direction such
that p  ep ¼ ðpÞ  ep ¼ jpj. As a result, only longitudinal phonons contribute
in the lowest order. By inserting this result to Eq. (10.165), we may express the
phonon–electron coupling via
^ phe ¼
H

h
i
Glp Dpk ;pz þ Dypk ;pz ayl;kk al;kk pk

X
l;kk ;pk ;pz

¼

X

Glpk ayl;kk al;kk pk :

(10:175)

l;kk ;pk

Identifying the mass density of the semiconductor material, the volume of
the entire semiconductor system L3 , we write the strength of the phonon
interaction:
Glp

¼

jpjF l glpz

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
h
hjpj
l l
;
¼ F gp z
2NMp
2cLA L3

(10:176)

which is expressed via the velocity of sound cLA for the longitudinal acoustic
phonons.
The collective phonon field is then
Gplk 

X
pz

h
i
Glp Dpk ;pz þ Dypk ;pz ;

(10:177)

which defines the pk -dependent component in analogy to Eq. (10.119). We
observe that the in-plane momentum is conserved in the process where a
phonon is either emitted or absorbed, while the electron undergoes an intraband transition. This fact is illustrated in the left part of Fig. 10.2. The consequences of momentum conservation in different dimensional systems follow
in the same way as for the light–matter interaction.

10.3.5 Coulomb Interaction
The last term in the general Hamiltonian (10.110) describes the Coulomb
interaction among the Bloch electrons. Implementing the basis function
(10.39), the Coulomb Hamiltonian can be expressed as
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^C ¼ 1
H
2
¼

Z

3
^ y ðr0 Þ Vðr  r0 Þ ðr
^ 0 ÞðrÞd
^
^ y ðrÞ
r d 3 r0


1 1 XXXX y
a ay a0 ;p0k al0 ;k0k
2 S2 k ;l 0 0 p ; p0 ;0 l;kk ;pk
kk ;l

k

ZZ



e

k

i ðk0k kk Þrk þðp0k pk Þr0k

i
l ðzÞ ðz0 Þ Vðr  r0 Þ 0 ðz0 Þl0 ðzÞ

ul;kk ðrÞ u;pk ðr0 Þu0 ;p0k ðr0 Þul0 ;k0k ðrÞ d3 r d3 r0


¼

k

h

1XXXX y
a ay a0 ;p0k al0 ;k0k
2 k ;l 0 0 p ; p0 ; 0 l;kk ;pk
k





kk ;l

k

k

h
i
X 1 Z Z i ðk0k kk ÞRk; j þðp0k pk ÞRk;n
e
2
j;n S
l ðZj Þ ðZn Þ VðRj  Rn Þ0 ðZn Þl0 ðZj Þ vj vn
Z
Z
1
1
ul;kk ðrÞ ul0 ;k0k ðrÞd3 r
u ðr0 Þu 0 ;p0k ðr0 Þ d3 r0 :
vj vj
vn vn ;pk

(10:178)

The final form is obtained if we assume that the Coulomb potential VðrÞ as
well as the envelope and plane-wave parts vary on a mesoscopic scale. Since a
unit-cell volume is infinitesimal on the mesoscopic scale, we convert the sums to
integrals:
XXXX 1
^C ¼ 1
H
2 k ;l 0 0 p ; p0 ; 0 S2
k

kk ;l

k

h

Z Z
e

i ðk0k kk ÞRk þðp0k pk ÞR0k

i

k



l ðZÞ ðZ0 Þ VðR  R0 Þ0 ðZ0 Þl0 ðZÞ d3 R d3 R0



hl; kk jl0 ; k0k i h; pk j 0 ; p0k i ayl;kk ay;pk a 0 ;p0k al0 ;k0k ;

(10:179)

where we use the fact that the microscopic integrations represent projections
between two different Bloch vectors. To evaluate the mesoscopic integrals, we
express the Coulomb potential via its Fourier expansion:
VðrÞ ¼

X e2 1
e2
¼
ei½qk rk þqz z
4p""0 jrj q ;qz ""0 L3 jqj2
jj

Z 1 iqz z
X e2
e
iqk rk 1
e
dqz ;
¼
2
2 þ q2
2p
q
1 k
z
qjj ""0 L

(10:180)
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which follows from changing the qz sum into an integral according to
Eq. (10.64). This integral can be solved analytically with the result
Z 1
X e2
eiqz z
iqk rk 1
VðrÞ ¼
dqz
e
2
2p 1 ðqz  ijqk jÞðqz þ ijqk jÞ
qjj ""0 L
¼

X
qjj

e2
1 iqk rk jqk jjzj
e
e
;
2 jq j
2""0 L
k

(10:181)

where the last step follows if we use Cauchy’s integral theorem where the
integration path can be extended in the complex plane such that the closed
contour contains one pole at either qz ¼ ijqk j or qz ¼ ijqk j.
We use this result in Eq. (10.179) to obtain
XXXXX
^C ¼ 1
H
2 k ;l 0 0 p ; p0 ; 0 q
kk ;l

k

1
S

Z
e



¼

k

k

iðk0k kk þqk ÞRk

Z Z

k

2

d Rk

l ðZÞ ðZ0 Þ

1
S

Z
e

iðp0k pk qk ÞR0k

d2 R0k

e2
1
0
ejqk ðZZ Þj  0 ðZ0 Þl0 ðZÞ dZ dZ0
2""0 L2 jqk j

hl; kk jl0 ; k0k i h; pk j 0 ; p0k i ayl;kk ay;pk a0 ;p0k al0 ;k0k

1XXXX
e2
1
k0k ;kk qk p0k ;pk þqk
2
2 k ;l 0 0 p ; p0 ; 0
2""0 L jqk j
k ;l k
k
k

k



Z

1
1

Z

1
1

0

l ðZÞ ðZ0 Þ ejqk ðZZ Þj 0 ðZ0 Þl0 ðZÞ dZ dZ0



hl; kk jl0 ; kk  qk i h; pk j 0 ; pk þ qk i



ayl;kk ay;pk a0 ;pk þqk al0 ;kk qk

(10:182)

since the integrals over Rk and R0k produce delta functions. The expression
(10.182) simplifies further when we notice that
hl; kk jl0 ; kk  qk i ¼ l;l0

(10:183)

for mesoscopic qk , as was used also for the light–electron and phonon–electron
interactions. Before we enter this result to Eq. (10.182), we define the Coulomb
matrix element for a quantum well according to
0
Vl;l
qk

e2
1

2 jq j
2""0 L
k

ZZ

0

jl ðzÞj2 jl0 ðz0 Þj2 ejqk jjzz j dz dz0 :

(10:184)
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With these observations and definitions, we cast the Coulomb interaction
into its final form:
XXX
0
^C ¼ 1
Vl;l ay ay 0 0 a 0 0 al;kk qk ;
(10:185)
H
2 k ;l 0 0 q 6¼0 qk l;kk l ;kk l ;kk þqk
k

kk ;l

k

where the summation indices have been relabeled. This equation shows that the
Coulomb interaction transfers the momentum qk between two electrons. Thus,
^ C is a genuine many-body interaction where the in-plane momentum is conH
served at the elementary level. We also notice that the qk ¼ 0 component would
lead to a diverging energy contribution in the Coulomb interaction Hamiltonian. This contribution is fully compensated by the Coulomb self-energy of the
charged background of ions. The jellium model for the ionic cores where the
ions are treated as a uniform background charge density leads to the cancelation of the divergent term [4]. Hence, the diverging contribution qk ¼ 0 has to be
left out from the Coulomb interactions in order to avoid unphysical features.

10.3.6 Complete System Hamiltonian in Different Dimensions
The derivation of the system Hamiltonian is pretty much independent of the
dimensionality of the system. The only major changes result from the differences in the momentum conservation and confinement matrix elements.
Starting point for all quantum-well investigations is the total Hamiltonian
^ QW
^
^
^
^
^
^
H
tot ¼ H0 þ Hem þ Hph þ Heme þ Hphe þ HC ;

(10:186)

where the different contributions are given by Eqs. (10.50), (10.85), (10.107),
(10.156), (10.175), and (10.185). For the study of optical interband transition,
also the light–matter interaction in the form of Eq. (10.162) is used instead of
Eq. (10.156). All these contributions have been derived for a quantum well with
confinement in the z-direction such that the electrons are effectively two-dimensional particles with confinement functions l ðzÞ. Due to this limitation, the
carrier momenta are two dimensional, while the phonon and photon momenta
are three dimensional.
Having performed the detailed derivation for quantum wells, it is straightforward to directly construct the total Hamiltonian for other systems with any given
dimension. As an example, we use the three-dimensional bulk Hamiltonian. Since
there is no confinement in this system, translational invariance is given in all
directions such that the total three-dimensional momentum vector must be conserved in all microscopic processes. Once this is taken into account, the equivalent
contributions of Eq. (10.186) for a three-dimensional system are given by
^0 ¼
H

X
l;k

lk ayl;k al;k ;

(10:187)
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^ em ¼
H

X
q

^ ph ¼
H

X



1
y
h!q Bq Bq þ ;

2


hp Dyp Dp þ


p

^ eme ¼
H

X

"


X

(10:188)

1
;
2

(10:189)

jl ðk; qÞ Aq ayl;kq al;kþq2
2

q

l;k
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#
X Q2 ð2Þ
y
þ
A 0 a
al;kþq0
2m0 q;q l;kþq
q;q0
XX
^ q ay a 0
Qpl;l0  A

l;k l ;kþq ;

(10:190)

q;k l6¼l0

^ phe ¼
H

X

Glp ayl;k al;kp ;

(10:191)

l;k;p

^C ¼ 1
H
2

XXX
0

0

Vq ayl;k ayl0 ;k0 al0 ;k0 þq al;kq :

(10:192)

l;k l ;k q6¼0

The light–matter interaction part contains a current-matrix element with the
three-dimensional carrier momentum
jl ðk; qÞ 

Q
hk
 eq ;
ml

(10:193)

where eq implicitly includes the polarization direction of the light field. Since
Bloch electrons are not confined in a bulk system, the envelope function is a
plane wave, such that the strength of the phonon–electron interaction is given by
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hjpj

Gl;3D
¼ Fl
;
(10:194)
p
2cLA L3
where the deformation potential Fl contains no confinement integrals. In the
same way, the Coulomb-matrix element is now
Vq ¼

e2 1
:
""0 L3 q2

(10:195)

Additionally, the different q components of the linear and the quadratic
vector potential are
Eq
^ q ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A
Bq þ Byq ;
L 3 !q

(10:196)
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ð2Þ

Aq;q0 ¼

Eq ; Eq0
Bq þ Byq
L3 !q !q0

Bq0 þ Byq0 ; eq  eq0 ;

(10:197)

respectively. In the same way, the three-dimensional phonon field is obtained
from
h
i
y
Glp  Gl;3D
D
þ
D
p
p
p :

(10:198)

The Hamiltonian, Eqs. (10.187), (10.188), (10.189), (10.190), (10.191), and
(10.192), can be used as a general starting point for the study of light–matter
interaction in a bulk system.
From the Hamiltonian of the two-dimensional quantum wells, it is also
straightforward to generate the corresponding Hamiltonian for quantum
wires or quantum dots. As major modifications, the confinement is now two
or even three dimensional such that the necessary modifications have to be
made. Other than that, there is no additional complication involved, so that we
skip any detailed presentation of equations.

10.4 Quantum Dynamics and Cluster-Expansion Solution
In all quantum-mechanical theories, the Hamilton operator plays a prominent
role. It defines the energy eigenvalues of the system and thus allows for expressing the formal solution directly in the usual Schrödinger wave mechanics.
Similarly, minimization procedures applied to the expectation value of the
Hamiltonian with certain ansatz wave functions may allow one to approximate
the true ground state of a more complicated system where a direct solution is
impossible.
In the field of many-body physics, a huge number of interacting particles
makes a direct solution impossible as well. On the other hand, many interesting
physical properties are determined by and can be computed from the singleparticle properties alone. For example, the expectation value hayl;k al;k i describes
the probability of finding an electron with crystal momentum hk in band l. As
we will show later the current density entering Maxwell’s equations is fully
determined by those microscopic intraband distributions. Similarly, the optical
polarization is determined by a single-electron transition amplitude between
conduction and valence bands. Therefore, instead of solving the full N electron
problem (with N being astronomically high in structures of realistic size), one
wants to have a formalism in which reduced expectation values can be computed
without knowledge of the full many-body state in all its detail.
The optimal method is given by the density matrix formalism in the Heisenberg picture. In this formalism, the statistical operator of the interacting manybody/photon/phonon system is time independent and the dynamics of any
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^ of a generic operator O
^ is fully described by its Heisenberg
expecation value hOi
equation of motion
i
h

@ ^
^ H
^ tot  i ;
hOi ¼ h½O;

@t

(10:199)

where ½. . . denotes the commutator. The beauty of the approach is that the
density matrix does not have to be known at any stage, as long as one
knows the expectation values of interest at the beginning of the computation.
In general, many coupled equations for expectation values for different
quantum numbers have to be solved simultaneously. However, all equations
of the form of Eq. (10.199) are standard differential equations for complex
functions.
In Section 10.4.2, we use the total Hamiltonian derived previously in order to
calculate the fundamental equations of motion for single operators. From these
general equations, one can then generate all relevant equations of motion for
complicated operator products. Without approximations, the resulting system
of equations is in principle exact. Due to the interactions, however, expectation
values of a single operator couple to operator products involving higher order
correlations. This infinite hierarchy of equations can in practice be truncated
based on physical arguments. For example, trions or biexcitons which are
examples of correlated complexes of three of four electrons and holes are
much less robust than excitons which in turn are less robust than single-particle
electron and hole distributions. Thus, a consistent cluster expansion [9, 10, 11,
12, 13, 14, 15, 16] makes a controlled truncation of the hierarchy problem
possible. This truncation which will be treated in Section 10.4.3 results in a
closed system of equations which can be solved numerically or (for certain
special cases) analytically.

10.4.1 Commutator Properties
The Heisenberg equation of motion, Eq. (10.199), defines a procedure of how to
obtain the equations of motion for all operator combinations of interest. Before
taking the expectation value, we derive all equations of motion on an operator
level. For all operators of interest, we must calculate
ih

@^ ^
^ H
^ :
O ¼ ½O;

@t

(10:200)

In order to simplify the derivation of this equation, it is useful to investigate
general properties of the commutator:
^
^ B
^ ¼ A^B^  B^A:
½A;


(10:201)
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From the definition, it is evident that the commutator is linear in the second
argument, i.e.,
"
^
A;

X
j

#
cj B^j

¼


X

^ B^j 
cj ½A;


(10:202)

j

for any complex-valued coefficients cj . Due to the property
^ B
^ ;
^ ¼ ½B;
^ A
½A;


(10:203)

it is also linear in the first argument. Every sum of operator products can thus be
treated one by one.
A single operator typically still consists of a product of several electronic,
photonic, and phononic operators. Therefore, it is practical to have a recursive
scheme of how to derive the commutator relation for a general product operator from more elementary operator. This is possible with the relation
^ B^C
^ ¼ A^B^C^  B^C^A^
½A;

¼ A^B^C^  B^A^C^ þ B^A^C^  B^C^A^
^ B
^ C
^ ;
^ C^ þ B½
^ A;
¼ ½A;



(10:204)

^ B,
^ In the case of Fermions, the same
^ and C.
which is valid for any operators A,
relation can be used up to the second-to-last step. Then, one has to reduce the
commutation relation to more elementary anti-commutation relations and
therefore use
^ B^C
^ ¼ A^B^C^  B^C^A^
½A;

¼ A^B^C^ þ B^A^C^  B^A^C^  B^C^A^
^ B
^ C
^
^ C^  B½
^ A;
¼ ½A;
þ
þ

(10:205)

in order to make use of the known elementary Fermionic anti-commutation
relations of the electronic operators.
Using the property of Eq. (10.203) together with Eqs. (10.204) and (10.205),
one can easily prove
^ B;
^ þ ½A;
^ C
^ B;
^ ¼ A½
^
^ C
^ C
½A^B;




(10:206)

^ ¼ A½
^ B;
^  ½A;
^ C
^ B:
^ C
^
^ C
½A^B;

þ
þ

(10:207)

As a last point, we remark that there is one additional simplification due to
the fact that the Hamiltonian operator is always Hermitian. Thus, once the
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^ is known, we also obtain the
operator dynamics for a general operator O
y
^
dynamics for O without any further commutations since we may use the
relation
i
h

@^ ^y
^y ; H
^y  ¼ ½O;
^ H
^ H
^ ¼ ½H;
^ O
^ y y ¼ ½O;
^y ;
O ¼ ½O




@t

(10:208)

^ This observation reduces
where the last step follows from the Hermiticity of H.
the amount of explicit commutations to half when the general equation of
motion structure is solved.

10.4.2 General Operator Dynamics
Any operator can be obtained as combination from the elementary carrier
operators al;kk and ayl;kk , photon operators Bqz ;qk and Byqz ;qk , and phonon operators Dpz ;pk and Dypz ;pk where the carriers have a two-dimensional momentum kk
within the quantum well, while the three-dimensional photon and phonon
momenta are divided into in-plane (qk , pk ) and perpendicular (qz , pz ) components. Consequently, our first task is to derive the operator dynamics for these
elementary operators. From a technical point of view, we only need to derive
the dynamics for the annihilation operators since we may use Eq. (10.208) to
generate the corresponding creation-operator dynamics.
In the following investigations, we perform the explicit derivations with the
quantum wells since these results can directly be generalized for systems with
arbitrary dimensionality. For the most part, we want to study interband excitations and thus use the total Hamiltonian
^0 þ H
^ em þ H
^ ph þ H
^ inter þ H
^ phe þ H
^C
^ tot ¼ H
H

(10:209)

of Eq. (10.186) with the light–matter interaction in the form of Eq. (10.162), and
the other contributions as derived in Eqs. (10.50), (10.85), (10.107), (10.175),
and (10.185).
Due to the linearity of the commutator expressed in Eq. (10.202), we can
evaluate the commutators of annihilation operators with the different contributions of Eq. (10.209) term by term. We notice immediately that the carrier
^ ph , the photon operators commute with
^ em þ H
operators commute with H
^0 þ H
^ ph þ H
^ phe þ H
^ C , and the phonon operators commute with
H
^ em þ H
^ eme þ H
^ C . Thus, we only need to evaluate commutators
^0 þ H
H


^ em þ H
^ inter ;
Cð1Þ  Bq ; H



ð2Þ
^ ph þ H
^ phe ;
C  Dp ; H



ð3Þ
^0 þ H
^C þ H
^ inter þ H
^ phe
C  ak ; H



(10:210)
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to express the operator dynamics for the elementary operators of
semiconductors.
By evaluating the Heisenberg equation of motion using the system Hamiltonian, Eq. (10.209), we obtain the photon-operator dynamics,
ih

i
Xh
@
Bqk ;q? ¼ 
h!q Bqk ;q? þ i
h
Flqk ;q? ayl;kk al;k
 k q ;
k
@t
l;k

(10:211)

k

i
h

X
@ y
Bqk ;q? ¼ 
h!q Byqk ;q? þ i
h
Flqk ;q? ayl;k
 k al;kk qk :
@t
l;k

(10:212)

k

Similarly, we find for the phonon-operator dynamics,
X
@
Dpk ;p? ¼ 
hp Dpk ;p? þ 
h
Glpk ;p? ayl;kk al;kk þpk ;
@t
l;k

(10:213)

X
@ y
Dpk ;p? ¼ 
hp Dypk ;p?  
h
Glpk ;p? ayl;kk al;kk pk :
@t
l;k

(10:214)

i
h

k

i
h

k

Clearly, both the phonon and photon equations contain couplings to carrier
operators. However, due to the simple form of Eqs. (10.211) and (10.213), the
photon- and phonon-operator dynamics can be directly integrated to give
Bqjj ;q? ðtÞ ¼ Bqjj ;q? ð0Þei!q t þ
i Z
Xh
l
þ
Fqk ;q?
l;kk

0

t

i!q ðtuÞ
du ayl;kk ðuÞal;k
;
 k þq ðuÞ e
k

Dpk ;p? ðtÞ ¼ Dpk ;p? ð0Þeip t þ
Z t
X
þi
Glpk ;p?
du ayl;kk ðuÞal;kk þpk ðuÞeip ðtuÞ :
l;kk

0

(10:215)

(10:216)

These results show that both a single photon or a single phonon operator are
formally equivalent to a combination of two-carrier operators. Such a combination of the form ay a is often called a single-particle operator since it describes
the transition of a single electron from one quantum state to another. Since
electrons cannot be created or annihilated, expectation values of the form hai
must vanish and the single-particle operators form the lowest-order particle
operator of interest. In contrast, from a purely formal point of view, already
single photon or phonon annihilation or creation operators correspond to
single-particle operators according to Eqs. (10.215) and (10.216).
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For the consistent truncation of the hierarchy problem later on, it is helpful
to classify all correlations in terms of N-particle correlations. A general
N-particle operator has the form
ON ¼ By1 . . . ByN1 Dy1 . . . DyN2 ay1 ::ayN3 aN3 ::a1 DN4 ::D1 BN5 ::B1 ;

(10:217)

with all possible combinations of Nj fulfilling N1 þ N2 þ N3 þ N4 þ N5 ¼ N.
According to this classification, HC , HP , and HD correspond to two-particle
interactions. We also notice that the pure photon- and phonon-operator
dynamics, Eqs. (10.211), (10.212), (10.213), and (10.214), involves only singleparticle terms.
We find a more complicated dynamical equation for the carrier operators:
ih

X
@
al;kk ¼ lkk al;kk þ
Vlk ayl0 ;k0 þl al0 ;k0k al;kk þlk
k
k
@t
0 0
l ;kk ;lk

 i
h

X
qk

þ
h

X
pk

i
h

Blqk ;

Dlpk ;



y

Blqk ;

þ

Dlpk ;

y


al;k
 k q
k


al;kk pk ;

(10:218)

X
@ y
al;kk ¼  lkk ayl;kk 
Vlk ayl;kk þlk ayl0 ;k0 al0 ;k0k þlk
k
@t
0 0
l ;kk ;lk

þ i
h

X
qk


h



Blqk ;  Blqk ;

X
Dlpk ; þ Dlpk ;
pk

y

y


ayl;k


k þqk


ayl;kk þpk ;

(10:219)

where the collective phonon operator is defined as
Dpk ; ¼

X

Gpk ;pz Dpk ;pz

(10:220)

pz

in direct analogy to Eq. (10.164). This is the positive-frequency part of Eq.
(10.177) under the assumption of infinitely high confinement such that Gpk ;pz is
band independent.
If we now analyze the structure of Eqs. (10.218) and (10.219) in detail, we
notice terms that couple the dynamics of single-carrier operators to (i) threecarrier operators due to the Coulomb interaction, (ii) a combination of a
photon and a carrier operator due to the light–matter interaction, as well as
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(iii) one phonon and one-carrier operator due to the carrier–phonon interaction. Since photon and phonon operators are formally equivalent to two-carrier
operators, all these complicated terms effectively lead to the coupling of onecarrier operators to combinations of three-carrier operators. In general, Eqs.
(10.211), (10.212), (10.213), (10.214), and (10.218), (10.219) can be applied
directly to derive the dynamics of any generic N-particle operator (10.217).
Equations (10.211), (10.212), (10.213), (10.214), and (10.218), (10.219) are
the first step in the infinite hierarchy of equations where the N-particle operator
quantity is coupled to N þ 1 operators. Since the equations of motion for
expectation values are directly obtained from those of the operators, the expectation values inherit the same hierarchy problem,
i
h

@
hNi ¼ T½hNi þ V½hN þ 1i:
@t

(10:221)

Here, the functional T results mainly from the non-interacting part of the
Hamiltonian while V originates from the interactions. These interactions couple
the N-particle expectation value hNi to hN þ 1i quantities. Consequently, Eq.
(10.221) cannot be closed and we must resort to a systematic truncation scheme
in order to obtain controlled approximations.

10.4.3 Cluster Expansion
One successful approach to deal with the hierarchy problem is to use the socalled cluster-expansion scheme [10, 12, 16, 17]. This approach is well established, e.g., in quantum chemistry where it is used to treat the many-body
problems related to molecular eigenstates [9, 11, 15]. In semiconductor systems,
this method has been used to analyze a variety of many-body and quantumoptical problems [7, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20]. In the following, we first review
the basic idea behind the cluster expansion and then discuss specific aspects that
are relevant for the investigations of our semiconductor system.
The cluster-expansion method is based on a clear physical principle where
one determines all consistent factorizations of an N-particle quantity hNi in
terms of (i) independent single particles (singlets), (ii) correlated pairs (doublets), (iii) correlated three-particle clusters (triplets), up to (iv) correlated
N-particle clusters. If we formally know all expectation values from h1i to
hNi, a specific correlated cluster can be constructed recursively using
h2i ¼ h2iS þ h2i;
h3i ¼ h3iS þ h1ih2i þ h3i;
hNi ¼ hNiS þ hN  2iS h2i þ hN  4iS h2ih2i þ   
þ hN  3iS h3i þ hN  5iS h2ih3i þ    þ hNi:

(10:222)
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Here, the quantities with the subscript S denote the singlet contributions and
the terms hJi contain the purely correlated parts of the J-particle cluster. In
Eq. (10.222), each term includes a sum over all unique possibilities to reorganize
the N coordinates among singlets, doublets, and so on. The different reorganizations are defined by permutations of operator indices. To guarantee the
fundamental indistinguishability of particles, one must add up all the permutations. For Fermionic operators, one has to take a positive sign for even permutations and a negative sign for odd permutations. For Bosons, all permutations
are added with a positive sign. This way, all cluster groups in Eq. (10.222) are
fully anti-symmetric for the Fermionic carriers and fully symmetric for the
Bosonic photon and phonon operators, respectively.
To obtain more insights into the different contributions appearing in
Eq. (10.222), we consider first the singlet factorization. For pure carrier-operator terms, we find the Hartree–Fock factorization:
N D
D
E X
E
Y
ay1 . . . ayN aN . . . a1 ¼
ð1Þ
ayj a½ j
S



(10:223)

j¼1

where  is an element of the permutation group with indices 1; : : ; N. Specifically, ½ j defines the mapping of the index j under the permutation . In the
sum over all permutations, the even permutations lead to ð1Þ ¼ þ1 while
the odd permutations lead to ð1Þ ¼ 1. Equation (10.223) can be written in a
more compact form by noting that it actually involves the determinant of a
matrix, i.e.,
D
E
Mj;k  ayj ak ;

D
E
ay1 . . . ayN aN . . . a1 ¼ detðMÞ:
S

(10:224)

Pure photon or phonon terms or a mixture of them also allow for a simple
singlet factorization:
D
E D E D E
by1 :: byM bMþ1 :: bN ¼ by1 :: byM hbMþ1 i::hbN i;
S

(10:225)

where M N and b stands for a generic Boson operator (either photon or
phonon) identified by its index. Equation (10.225) clearly describes a classical
factorization since each expectation value of a single Bosonic operator represents a complex-valued quantity, j ¼ hbj i, such that one simply obtains the
product of the different j . With this observation, we realize that also the
combination of carrier and Boson operators produces a simple singlet contribution which is obtained by replacing each Boson operator by the corresponding classical j while the remaining pure carrier part can be factorized using
Eq. (10.224).
The systematic cluster expansion is obtained by decomposing any given
N-particle quantity into C-particle correlations,
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hNi1: : C  hNiS þ hNiD þ    þ hNiC ¼

C
X
hNiJ ;

(10:226)

J¼1

following directly from Eq. (10.222). Here, hNiS contains only singlets, hNiD
contains all combinations of doublets but no higher order correlations and so
on. The nature of the respective physical problem determines the lowest possible level at which one might truncate the cluster expansion. For example, one
clearly needs calculations at least up to the doublet level for electron–hole
systems containing bound pairs, i.e., excitons [17, 21, 22]. Increasingly more
clusters have to be included if one wants to describe excitonic molecules or even
higher correlations [23, 24]. For the light field, the singlet contributions describe
the classical part of the field while the quantum fluctuations are determined by
the higher order correlations. In many quantum-optical phenomena, decisive
contributions result from the doublet correlation terms such as photon number
and two-photon absorption correlations.
For many experimentally relevant situations, one can limit the description of
the semiconductor system to a phase space where plasma and excitons coexist
but higher order cluster are less important. In this regime, the singlet–doublet
approximation describes a multitude of microscopic effects via the factorized
N-particle expectation value hNiSD . At this level of approximation, we need to
solve the dynamics of all possible singlets h1i and doublets h2i because then
any arbitrary hNi consists only of known combinations of single-particle
expectation values and two-particle correlations.
To see the general structure of the relevant singlet–doublet equations, we
start from Eq. (10.221) and apply the truncation (10.226) up to three-particle
correlations (triplets) – i.e., one level higher than a pure singlet–doublet theory
since we want to extend some investigations beyond the doublet level. We find
the general equation structure:


@
h1i ¼ T1 ½h1i þ V1a h2iS þ V1b ½h2i;
@t

(10:227)



@
h2i ¼ T2 ½h2i þ V2a h3iSD þ V2b ½h3i;
@t

(10:228)



@
h3i ¼ T3 ½h3i þ V3 h4iSDT ;
@t

(10:229)

i
h

ih

ih

where T1ð2;3Þ and V1ð2;3Þ are known functionals defined by the respective Heisenberg equations of motion. In this form, the structure of the singlet and
doublet equations is exact while only the triplet dynamics is approximated.
Consequently, the hierarchy is systematically truncated resulting in a finite
number of coupled equations.
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The evaluation of the full singlet–doublet–triplet approximation,
Eqs. (10.227), (10.228), and (10.229), is still beyond current numerical capabilities if one wants to study QW or QWI systems. However, one can find clear
physical principles to simplify the triplet dynamics (10.229) since it contains
two distinct classes of contributions: (i) the microscopic processes describing
scattering effects between two-particle correlations and single-particle quantities and (ii) interactions which are responsible for the formation of genuine
three-particle correlations like trions. To the first category belong effects where
correlated electron–hole pairs scatter with an electron, hole, or phonon. These
interactions lead to screening of the Coulomb interaction, dephasing of the
coherences, and formation or equilibration of exciton populations [17, 21, 22].
Since the formation of bound three-particle complexes is slow in QWs and
QWIs after optical excitations and requires high densities beyond the exciton
Mott transition to become relevant [23, 24], we omit genuine three-particle
correlations from the analysis. Thus, we end up with a consistent singlet–
doublet approach where we treat triplet correlations at the scattering level.
This leads us to the general equation structure:


@
h1i ¼ T1 ½h1i þ V1 h2iS þ V1 ½h2i;
@t


@
ih h2i ¼ T2 ½h2i þ V2 h3iSD þ G½h1i; h2i:
@t
ih

(10:230)

Here, the functional G½h1i; h2i indicates that three-particle correlations are
included at the scattering level. The schematical structure of the approximation
behind Eq. (10.230) is depicted in Fig. 10.3.
The pure one- and two-particle dynamics can now be obtained from
Eq. (10.230) by evaluating the factorizations h2iSD and h3iSD . For the detailed
calculations, we explicitly need the different singlet–doublet factorizations

<1> =
<2> =

=

+

S = singlets

<3> =

=

+

correlated 2ple

D = doublets

T = triplets

+

scattering level

Fig. 10.3 Visualization of the cluster-expansion approach up to the level where singlets and
doublets are fully included and the triplets are treated at the scattering level. The first line
defines the singlets, the second line shows how the doublets are decomposed into their singlet
contributions and the correlated part, and the third line depicts how the triplets are expanded
into products of three singlets, products of correlated doublets and singlets, and correlated
triplets which are replaced by the scattering-level approximation
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which can be obtained directly by applying Eqs. (10.222) and (10.226) for any
combination of carrier, photon, or phonon operators. The corresponding
derivation of the singlet–doublet dynamics follows a straightforward procedure
after one evaluates the explicit forms of the needed factorizations.

10.4.4 Singlet–Doublet Correlations
In practice, the equations of motion for all relevant operator products are
obtained by applying the operator, Eqs. (10.211), (10.211), (10.213), (10.214)
and (10.218), (10.219), taking the expectation value of the resulting equations of
motion, and truncating the higher order N-particle terms according to the
singlet–doublet approximation. Here, we collect and present the relevant singlet
and doublet correlations which occur during the factorization. Since the singlet–doublet level forms a closed set of equations, any expectation value for the
coupled electron–photon–phonon system in singlet–doublet approximation
can be expressed in terms of a finite number of different correlations which
are briefly presented here. In the later sections where we study the physical
examples, we present the resulting equations of motion in explicit notation. The
full details of the derivations and the use of an abstract and compactifying
implicit notation is described in Kira and Koch [1].
The possible singlet terms are given by
h1i ¼

nD

o
E
ayl;kk al0 ;k0k ; hBqk ;q? i; or hDpk ;p? i

(10:231)

describing electronic transition amplitudes as well as coherent photon or phonon expectation values. Generally, the momenta kk and k0k can be different.
However, in this manuscript, we only consider situations where the system is
excited with a homogeneous external light pulse propagating perpendicular to
the QW structure. In this configuration, all quantities are homogeneous and the
corresponding two-point expectation values vanish for kk 6¼ k0k , qk 6¼ 0, and
pk 6¼ 0. Thus, we can only have a difference in the band or spin index in the
terms hayl;kk al0 ;k0k i, i.e.,
D
E
D
E
ayl;kk al0 ;k0k ¼ kk ;k0k ayl;kk al0 ;kk :

(10:232)

In the same way, the homogeneous coherent light and phonon fields have
hBqk ;q? i ¼ qk ;0 hB0;q? i;

hDpk ;p? i ¼ pk ;0 hD0;p? i:

(10:233)

As we have seen in Section 10.4.2 and in particular in the carrier equations,
Eqs. (10.218) and (10.219), the single-particle terms are coupled to doublets. As
a consequence of the translational invariance under homogeneous excitation,
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the combined in-plane momentum of all creation operators has to be equal to
that of the annihilation operators in all correlation terms. For two-particle
carrier correlations, we therefore have to demand that



ayl;kk

ay;k0
k


a0 ;k00k al0 ;k000k


¼ kk þk0k ;k00k þk000k 

ayl;kk

ay;k0
k


a0 ;k00k al0 ;k000k



y
y
 k00k ;k0k þqk k000k ;kk qk  al;kk a;k0 a0 ;k0k þqk al0 ;kk qk ;
k

(10:234)

where the last step defines the momentum condition with the help of a new
momentum qk . This is performed because this identification simply presents the
general form of the two-particle carrier correlations as they appear in the
further derivations. In our subsequent calculations, we will often identify qk
as the center-of-mass momentum of the correlated two-particle entities.
For later use, we introduce an abbreviation


qk ;k0 ;kk
cl;;k 0 ;l0   ayl;kk ay;k0 a 0 ;k0k þqk al0 ;kk qk

(10:235)

k

for the generic two-particle correlations. Here, the superscripts are arranged
such that qk indicates the momentum transfer, whereas k0k and kk are the
momentum indices of the second and first creation operator, respectively. The
combination of creation and destruction operators in Eq. (10.235) shows that
total momentum conservation is satisfied for all band indices ðl; ;  0 ; l0 Þ.
The doublet correlations with mixed combinations of carrier-, photon-, and
phonon operators obey the same conservation law for the in-plane momentum
as the pure carrier correlations. Thus, we find that only the combinations
n D
E
D
E
h2imix ¼  Byqk ;q? ay;kk qk a0 ;kk ;  Dypk ;p? ay;kk pk a 0 ;kk ;
D
E
D
Eo
 Byqk ;q? Dqk ;p? ;  Bqk ;q? Dqk ;p?

(10:236)

are allowed. Furthermore, the pure photon and phonon correlations assume the
generic form
n D
E
h2ibos ¼  Byqk ;q? Bqk ;q0? ; hBqk ;q? Bqk ;q0? i;
o
D
E
 Dypk ;p? Dpk ;p0? ; hDpk ;p? Dpk ;p0? i :

(10:237)

Equations (10.235), (10.236), and (10.237) define the generic two-particle correlations of homogeneous systems.
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10.5 Semiconductor Absorption Spectra
Current experiments utilize a large variety of laser sources ranging from ultrafast sub-picosecond pulsed systems [25, 26, 27, 28] all the way to continuouswave (cw) operation. One can apply different measurement schemes to detect
the excitation-induced changes in the optical response such as light transmission, reflection, and absorption [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35] as well as light
scattering and wave-mixing signatures [36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44,
45, 46]. This coherent laser excitation approach is widely used not only to
explore quantum-mechanical properties of many-body systems but also with
the goal to develop practical devices.
Thus, as a first example, we treat the absorption of classical light by semiconductor structures within the formalism developed in the previous sections.
We start with the explicit version of the coupled semiconductor-Bloch–Maxwell
equations. Those equations can be used to describe the semiconductor response
from the linear up to the highly non-linear excitation regime. The exciting pulse
is directly modeled in the time regime. On the other hand, for relatively weak
pulses, it is often sufficient to restrict oneself to the linear regime. For example
in the case of typical pump-probe-type experiments, the system is excited with a
strong pump pulse. After the coherent polarization has decayed, electrons and
holes still remain excited in the semiconductor system for times up to several
nanoseconds. The density decay and the state of the system is then typically
probed by a weak probe pulse arriving somewhen after the pump and before the
system has returned to its ground state. When one wants to model such a
situation, it is sufficient to compute the response in linear order of the probe
pulse. Nevertheless, the carriers in the system provide strong density-dependent
Coulomb scattering which leads to drastic density-dependent changes in the
semiconductor absorption for different pump strengths.

10.5.1 Semiconductor Bloch Equations
An ideal, coherent laser generates a quantum field that is as close as possible to
classical light. Therefore, the interaction of laser light and matter can often be
described at the semiclassical level. Here, one uses the classical electrodynamic
theory in conjunction with a quantum-mechanical approach to analyze the
creation, annihilation, and interaction of the different material excitations. In
this spirit, we now specialize the general singlet–doublet formalism of Section
10.4 to the case of a classical light field.
Since a coherent state is eigenstate of the photon annihilation operator,
the restriction to a classical light field is equivalent to factorizing all photon
operators into their singlet form. For example, the light intensity is related
to hBy Bi ¼ hBy ihBi and mixed operators are factorized according to,
e.g., hBy ay ai ¼ hBy ihay ai. In this classical factorization, Bq is taken out of the
expectation values as a complex-valued field. Since this field can be decomposed
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into an amplitude and a phase, the classical part of the light field is referred to as
coherent while the remaining quantum-optical fluctuations are incoherent if they
exist without the classical field.
Based on the formal equivalence of light and particle correlations, the
classical excitations should – in first order – generate single-particle carrier
quantities. Thus, we have to solve the full singlet dynamics in order to determine
the principal effects of classical optical excitations. In particular, we have to
evaluate the dynamics of the microscopic polarization and the carrier occupations during and after the excitation. For this purpose, we introduce a simplifying notation for the microscopic polarization
D
E
Pkk  ayv;kk ac;kk ;
(10:238)
and for the electron and hole occupations
D
E
fkek  nckk ¼ ayc;kk ac;kk ;

(10:239)

D
E D
E
fkhk  1  nvkk ¼ 1  ayv;kk av;kk ¼ av;kk ayv;kk :

(10:240)

Using these notations and the elementary equations (10.218) and (10.219),
we can derive the general semiconductor Bloch equations (SBE) [4, 47]:
i
h

h
i
@
QED
Pkk ¼ ~kk Pkk  1  fkek  fkhk kk þ v;c
kk þ v;c;kk ;
@t

(10:241)

h


h
i
@ e
QED
þ

fkk ¼ 2Im Pkk kk þ c;c
kk
c;c;kk ;
@t

(10:242)

h


h
i
@ h
QED
fkk ¼ 2Im Pk kk  v;v
kk  v;v;kk ;
@t

(10:243)

where we have applied the cluster expansion and separated single- and twoparticle terms. In the singlet terms, we introduced the renormalized kinetic
electron–hole pair energy and the renormalized Rabi frequency,
~kk  ckk  vkk 

X
k0k

kk  dc;v hEð0; tÞi þ

Vkk k0k fke0 þ fkh0 ;
k

X
k0k

Vkk k0k Pk0k

k

(10:244)

respectively.
In Eqs. (10.241), (10.242), and (10.243) the doublet contributions show up as
quantum-optical correlations QED and as microscopic scattering terms
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0

l;l
kk 

X
;k0k ;qk 6¼0



qk ;k0k ;kk
qk ;k0k ;kk
Vqk cl;;;l
cl0 ;;;l
0 




E
X D 0 y
l
0
þ
 Qqk al;kk al ;kk qk   Qlqk
qk

y

ayl;kk qk al0 ;kk


(10:245)

due to the Coulomb (first line) and the phonon–carrier (second line) interac0
tions. In general, the doublet terms l;l introduce microscopic couplings to the
two-particle Coulomb and phonon correlations, which describe dephasing,
energy renormalizations, and screening, as well as relaxation of the carrier
densities toward steady-state distributions.
The quantum-optical two-particle correlations have the explicit form
QED

l;l0 ;k
k


E
X D 0 y
 Elqk al;kk al0 ;kk qk   Elqk
qk

y

ayl;k



k qk

al0 ;kk

:

(10:246)

They introduce all combinations of photon-assisted correlations which
describe the spontaneous recombination of carriers, entanglement effects, or
the generation of densities via quantum-light absorption. Since these effects
often play a minor role in typical classical optical experiments, we omit the
QED contributions for this discussion.
For a classical light field, the microscopic polarization equation is coupled to
the wave equation:



2
@2
n2 ðr? Þ @ 2
2 @
hEðr

;
tÞi
¼

jðr
Þj
P;
?
0
?
@t2
c2 @t2
@r2?

(10:247)

where the classical light field is directly influenced by the macroscopic optical
polarization given by
P¼

dvc X
Pkk þ c:c:;
S k

(10:248)

k

with the quantization area S. Since the macroscopic polarization follows from
the singlet term Pkk , the wave equation involves only single-particle contributions without the hierarchy problem. We note that an operator version of the
wave equation can be derived for a quantized light field as well, starting from
the elementary equations (10.211) and (10.212) [7]. Then, the wave equation for
the classical field hEðr? ; tÞi is equivalently obtained as singlet approximation of
this operator wave equation. To obtain the wave equation in the form of Eq.
(10.247), we assumed that the light field propagates in the direction r? perpendicular to a planar structure with the background refractive index nðr? Þ.
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Equations (10.241), (10.242), (10.243) and (10.247) constitute the Maxwellsemiconductor Bloch equations (MSBE) [4, 47] which can be used as a general
starting point to investigate excitations induced by classical light fields in directgap semiconductors. The form of the MSBE is formally exact and the quality of
0
the results depends only on how accurately l;l and QED can be evaluated.
In the remainder of this section, we concentrate on situations where the
Coulomb and classical light-induced effects dominate and the photon-assisted
correlation terms can be omitted. In particular, we are interested to see which
0
physical effects can be described via the MSBE by including l;l at different
levels.

10.5.2 Excitonic States
The homogeneous solution of Eq. (10.241) without the two-particle correlations defines the eigenvalue problem known as the Wannier equation:
e
h
~kk jR
l ðkk Þ  1  fkk  fkk

X
k0k

0
R
Vkk k0k jR
l ðkk Þ ¼ El jl ðkk Þ

(10:249)

which, for vanishing densities, has a one-to-one correspondence to the
Schrödinger equation for the relative-motion problem of atomic hydrogen [4].
The solutions of Eq. (10.249) define the exciton states which describe how
electrons and holes are bound together due to the attractive Coulomb interaction of these oppositely charged quasi-particles.
As soon as carrier populations are present, fkek and fkhk assume finite values
with the consequence that Eq. (10.249) deviates from the original hydrogen
problem and becomes a non-hermitian equation. Consequently, Eq. (10.249)
has both left-handed, jLl ðkk Þ, and right-handed, jR
l ðkk Þ, solutions connected via
jLl ðkk Þ ¼

jR
l ðkk Þ
:
1  fkek  fkhk

(10:250)

These left- and right-handed solutions are normalized such that
X

jLl ðkk ÞjR
 ðkk Þ ¼ l; :

(10:251)

kk

Since Eq. (10.249) defines a real-valued eigenvalue problem, we may choose
the eigenstates to be real valued in momentum space.
When we take another look at the term
1  fkek  fkhk Vkk k0k  Vkeff
0 ;
k k
k

(10:252)
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we notice that it can be viewed as an effective interaction. Since the phase-space
filling factor, ð1  f e  f h Þ, becomes negative for elevated densities, V eff
changes its sign for a certain range of momentum values as the density is
increased. Consequently, the effective Coulomb interaction changes from
attractive for low densities to repulsive for sufficiently large densities due to
the Fermionic Pauli-blocking effects. The resulting Fermi pressure prevents the
existence of bound excitons in the many-body system, i.e., the excitonic Mott
transition is then reached [4, 24, 48, 49, 50].
In order to simplify the polarization equation, we use the excitonic states as a
basis and expand the polarization:
P kk ¼

X

pl j R
l ðkk Þ;

pl ¼

X

jLl ðkk ÞPkk :

(10:253)

kk

l

This way, Eq. (10.241) can be rewritten as
i
h

pﬃﬃﬃ
@
pl ¼ El pl  dvc SjR
l ðrk ¼ 0ÞhEðtÞi  il :
@t

(10:254)

10.5.3 Pump-Probe Calculations
Conceptually, the simplest experiment is to probe the linear response of the
excited semiconductor with a weak classical probe spectrally overlapping the
interesting transitions in the vicinity of the band-gap energy. The basic measurable quantities in this setup follow from the linear susceptibility,
ð!Þ 

Pð!Þ
;
"0 Eð!Þ

(10:255)

which is obtained as the probe-induced macroscopic polarization, Pð!Þ, divided
by the probe field, Eð!Þ. The imaginary part of the susceptibility is directly
related to the semiconductor absorption.
Before we discuss the full microscopic correlation contributions to the SBE,
we first summarize the analytic solution of the linear problem. As a simplification, we use a phenomenological expression for  [4] since this allows us to
identify the principal effects beyond the coherent limit. To simplify the analysis,
we start from an incoherent semiconductor system, i.e., all polarizations vanish
before the system is excited. In this linear limit, fkek and fkhk remain zero while
only a small – linear – polarization Pkk is generated. When the microscopic  is
replaced by a phenomenological value i pl , Eq. (10.254) becomes
pﬃﬃﬃ
h!pl ð!Þ ¼ ðEl  i ÞPl ð!Þ  dvc SjRl ðr ¼ 0ÞhEð!Þi;


(10:256)
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where we Fourier transformed to the frequency space. The solution of
Eq. (10.256) determines the macroscopic polarization according to
Pð!Þ ¼

dc;v X
dc;v X X R
Pkk ð!Þ ¼
jl ðkk Þpl ð!Þ ¼
S k
S l k
k

k


2

X j R
dc;v X R
2
l ðrk ¼ 0Þ
hEð!Þi;
¼ pﬃﬃﬃ
jl ðrk ¼ 0Þpl ð!Þ ¼ jdcv j
El  h!  i
S l
l

(10:257)

where the last step follows from the solution of Eq. (10.256). Inserting Eq.
(10.257) into Eq. (10.255), we find the famous Elliott formula [51] for the linear
semiconductor susceptibility
ð!Þ ¼

2
jdcv j2 X jjR
l ðr ¼ 0Þj
:
"0 l El  h!  i

(10:258)

Since the linear absorption is basically proportional to the imaginary part of the
susceptibility [4], the semiconductor absorption shows resonances at the frequencies ! ¼ El =
h corresponding to excitonic energies.
The presence of excitonic resonances in ð!Þ should not be taken as evidence
for the existence of exciton populations in the probed systems. In fact, the
largest and best defined resonances are observed for an originally unexcited
low-temperature semiconductor. In this case, the linear response does not
involve any populations and the weak probe field merely tests the transition
possibilities of the interacting system. In other words, the linear response is
exclusively determined by the linear polarization that defines the strengths of
the different allowed optical transitions. When the linear response shows well
defined, pronounced excitonic resonance, this only means that the light–mattercoupling-induced transitions are particularly strong at these frequencies.
To illustrate the basic features of the linear optical properties, we present in
Fig. 10.4 the computed Im½ ð!Þ for an unexcited quantum-wire (QWI) and
quantum-well (QW) system. We assumed phenomenological dephasing constants for which we took the values ¼ 0:19 meV and ¼ 0:38 meV. Comparing the QW and the QWI results, we immediately notice that the spectra look
very similar. In both cases, they are dominated by excitonic resonances whose
spectral width is determined by the phenomenological dephasing constant.
From the energetically higher excitons, only the n ¼ 2 state is well resolved.
The other resonances merge with the onset of the continuum absorption. A
more pronounced difference between the QW and QWI systems is visible in the
results where we switched off the Coulomb interaction. Here, we obtain a peak
just above the band-gap energy (12 meV above
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ the 1 s resonance) for the QWI
case as a consequence of the broadened 1= 
h! singularity of the 1D density of
states. For the QW system, the density of states is a step function.
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γ = 0.19 meV
γ = 0.38 meV
NO Coulomb
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Fig. 10.4 Imaginary part of the susceptibility, Im½ ð!Þ, obtained by evaluating the Elliott
formula with a constant dephasing . Results for (a) a quantum-wire (QWI) system and (b) a
quantum well (QW) are shown; to enhance the visibility of higher excitonic resonances, the
corresponding spectrum is multiplied by 5. The calculated spectra for ¼ 0:19 meV are
plotted as a solid line, whereas the light shaded area presents the results for ¼ 0:38 meV.
For comparison, we plot as a dark shaded area the spectra obtained from a calculation without
Coulomb interaction ( ¼ 0:38 meV). The frequency detuning is chosen with respect to the
lowest exciton resonance at the energy E1s

10.5.4 Coherent and Incoherent Carrier Correlations
Our analysis shows that it is natural to separate the singlet contributions into
coherent and incoherent parts, i.e., into the optical polarization and the carrier
populations, respectively. As shown in the previous section, the coherently
induced polarization Pkk decays on a picosecond timescale, whereas the characteristic lifetime of the incoherent densities fkek and fkhk is in the range of several
nanoseconds.
In the same way as the singlets, also the carrier doublets can be divided into
coherent and incoherent correlations depending on their characteristic decay
times. The character of a generic two-particle correlation can be deduced from
its dynamics according to the free semiconductor contribution, Eq. (10.50). The
free time evolution from this contribution is always of the form
i
h

qk ;k0 ;kk
@ qk ;k0k ;kk
cl;; 0 ;l0 ¼ ð"l0 þ "0  "  "l Þcl;;k0 ;l0 :
@t

(10:259)

If the energy prefactor is of the order of the band gap or even twice the gap
energy, then the complex-valued correlation is very sensitive on scattering and
can dephase on a time scale as fast as the coherent polarization. It turns out that
also all source terms of such a coherent correlation involves at least one coherent
quantity such as the electric field or a microscopic polarization. Once, the light
field and the polarization have decayed, a coherent correlation cannot be
created anymore. With this analysis, we find that

h2icoh ¼

qk ;k0k ;kk
cc;c;c;v
;

qk ;k0k ;kk
cv;v;v;c
;

qk ;k0k ;kk
cv;v;c;c


(10:260)
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represent the coherent correlations, whereas all other correlations such as

h2iinc ¼

qk ;k0 ;kk

qk ;k0 ;kk

qk ;k0 ;kk

k
k
k
cc;c;c;c
; cv;v;v;v
; cc;v;c;v


(10:261)

are the incoherent correlations.

10.5.5 Linear Optical Polarization
Before we investigate the non-linear optical properties, we first study the response
of a semiconductor to a weak optical excitation. Even though we allow for the
presence of finite densities, we still include only contributions that are linear in
the optical probe-induced polarization. Since we assume classical fields, we can
omit the quantum-optical correction in Eq. (10.241), i.e.,
h
i
@
;
Pkk ¼ ~kk Pkk  1  fkek  fkhk kk þ v;c
kk
@t



X
qk ;k0k ;kk
qk ;k0k ;kk
qk ;k0k ;kk
qk ;k0k ;kk
:
Vqk cv;v;v;c þ cv;c;c;c  cc;v;v;v þ cc;c;c;v
i
h

v;c
kk 

(10:262)

(10:263)

;k0k ;qk 6¼0

The dynamics of the carrier densities is at least quadratic in the field strength of
the probe pulse. For the computation of the linear response, we therefore
assume that they are not changed by the weak probe field.
To solve Eqs. (10.262) and (10.263), we have to evaluate the dynamics of the
coherent carrier correlations cv;v;v;c , cv;c;c;c , cc;v;v;v , and cc;c;c;v . Since the formal
dynamics of all of these terms is very similar, we only give the results for cv;v;v;c .
Furthermore, we elaborate here only those parts of cv;v;v;c that are important for
the linear response.
In general, cv;v;v;c couples also to incoherent density–density correlations
cl;l;l;l and to correlations of the form
qk ;k0k ;kk

cX

qk ;k0 ;kk

k
 cc;v;c;v

(10:264)

which can be related to correlations of true exciton populations [17, 21]. Also cX
and cl;l;l;l are driven by the coherent light. However, these contributions are
non-linear such that cX and cl;l;l;l , if it exists, only contribute as constant source
to the linear response. In addition to these, cv;v;v;c also couples to the coherent
biexciton amplitude
qk ;k0 ;kk

cBiX k

qk ;k0 ;kk

k
 cv;v;c;c

(10:265)
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which is a coherent correlation. However, cBiX is irrelevant for the linear
response since it produces only non-linear contributions to the dynamics of
cv;v;v;c .
By using the elementary operator equations, we may calculate the dynamics
of cv;v;v;c [1]. We only give the result including only those terms that are relevant
for the linear response to a classical field,
i
h

qk ;k0k ;kk
@ qk ;k0k ;kk
cv;v;v;c ¼ ~ekk qk þ ~hkk  ~hk0 þqk þ ~hk0  i cv;v;v;c
k
k
@t




0
0
qk ;kk ;kk
qk ;kk ;kk
qk ;k0k ;kk
þ Sv;v;v;c þ Dv;v;v;c
þ Dv;v;v;c
;
coh

(10:266)

inc

where the triplet scattering is replaced by a phenomenological dephasing
constant .
In general, Sv;v;v;c results from the singlet factorization of the Coulombinduced three-particle terms. Physically, Sv;v;v;c acts as a source that generates
cv;v;v;c even when the doublet correlations initially vanish. Explicitly, we can
write


qk ;k0k ;kk
h h h
h
e
h

Sl;; 0 ;l0  ;0 Vjk Pkk qk fkk fk0 fk0 þqk Pk0k fkk fkk qk fk0 þqk
k

k

þ Vqk Pkk fkh0 fkek qk fkh0 þqk
k

k

k









Pkk qk fkhk fkh0 fkh0 þqk
k

k


;
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where we have denoted the explicit spin-index dependency for the combination
that is relevant for optical excitations, i.e.,
cv;v;v;c  cðv;Þ;ðv;0 Þ;ðv;0 Þ;ðc;Þ ;

Sv;v;v;c  Sðv;Þ;ðv;0 Þ;ðv;0 Þ;ðc;Þ :

(10:268)

We have also introduced the abbreviations
flkk ¼ 1  flkk ;
0
00
fklk fkl0 fkl00
k

k

0



00

 fklk fkl0 1  fkl00
k

k

þ 1  fklk

jk  k0k þ qk  kk :

(10:269)
1  fkl0

0

k

00
fkl00 ;
k

(10:270)
(10:271)

Since Sv;v;v;c is the only term which drives the initially non-existing correlation,
we conclude that cv;v;v;c is generated only via polarization transfer because all
terms in Sv;v;v;c contain P. This observation also verifies that cv;v;v;c is a coherent
correlation as classified earlier in Section 10.5.4.
Once cv;v;v;c is generated, it is modified by more complicated terms that contain
the Coulomb-matrix element and correlated doublets in the singlet–doublet
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factorization of the hierarchy problem. The explicit form of all terms relevant for
the linear response is given by


qk ;k0k ;kk
Dv;v;v;c
coh

X

¼ Vqk fkh0 þqk  fkh0
k

k

q ;lk ;kk

q ;lk ;kk

k
k
cv;c;c;c
þ cv;v;v;c

lk

X jk ;k0k ;lk
jk ;k0 ;lk
cc;v;c;c þ cv;v;c;vk

þ Vjk fkhk  fkhk þjk

lk

X

þ 1  fkhk  fkh0

k



lk ;k0k þqk ;kk qk
Vlk þqk cc;v;v;v

lk

X

 1  fkek qk  fkhk

qk ;k0 ;lk

k
Vlkk cv;v;v;c

lk

X

þ 1  fkek qk  fkh0

k

k

k

X

k

qk ;k0k ;kk
Dv;v;v;c


¼ Vqk Pkk  Pkk qk
inc

q ;lk ;kk

k
Vlk k0k cv;v;v;c

lk

 fkek qk  fkh0 þqk



jk ;k0 ;lk

Vlkk cv;v;c;vk

lk

X

þ fkh0  fkh0 þqk
k

lk

X

þ fkh0 þqk  fkhk

j ;lk ;kk

k
Vlk0k cv;v;v;c

lk ;k0 ;kk

k
Vlk qk cv;v;v;c
;
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qk ;k0 ;lk
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þ cv;v;v;v
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 Vjk Pk0k  Pk0k jk

X

j ;lk ;kk

k
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k
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X
qk ;k0k ;lk
qk ;k0k ;lk
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þ
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X

h q ;l ;k
i
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k k k
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lk ;k0k þqk ;kk qk
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X
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The close inspection shows that the first two lines of Eqs. (10.272) and
(10.273) contain terms where the Coulomb-matrix element appears outside
the sum. As discussed in [1], such contributions yield Lindhard-type screening
to the polarization dynamics while the remaining, more complicated terms may
lead to the formation of new quasi-particle correlations.
When we solve Eqs. (10.262), (10.263) and (10.266), (10.267), (10.268),
(10.269), (10.270), (10.271), (10.272), (10.273), we obtain a fully microscopic
description for the linear response to a classical probe. We have presented here
only the dynamics of cv;v;v;c . However, the other correlations can be obtained
from Eqs. (10.266), (10.267), (10.268), (10.269), (10.270), (10.271), (10.272),
(10.273) using the simple substitution rules
v $ c;

f e ! 1  f h;

fh ! 1fe

(10:274)

and/or complex conjugation.
The incoherent quantities, such as f e , f h , cc;v;c;v , cv;v;v;v , and cc;c;c;c , are not
changed by the weak probe pulse such that they drive coherent correlations only
as external sources defined by the excitation state of the semiconductor at the
time when the system is probed. Hence, when one uses ultrafast probe pulses, the
system of incoherent quasi-particle excitations can be regarded as quasi-stationary. Consequently, we take in the following f e , f h , cc;v;c;v , cv;v;v;v , and cc;c;c;c as
stationary quantities determined by the incoherent excitation state of the system.
Since single-particle carrier densities are present when one probes an excited
incoherent semiconductor many-body state, they always contribute to the
Coulomb-induced scattering via Eq. (10.267). At the same time, there exists a
large phase space of semiconductor states where the incoherent correlations are
infinitesimally small even when large concentrations of incoherent quasi-particle excitations are present. For example, an uncorrelated electron–hole plasma
produces only vanishingly small correlation contributions (10.273) to the scattering of polarization.
As the most prominent correlated state, the semiconductor may contain true
excitons, i.e., the Coulomb-bound electron–hole pairs described
 by cX . Such
terms enter to the polarization dynamics exclusively via the Dv;v;v;c inc term.
Also different configurations of incoherent quantities can alter the nonradiative scattering and dephasing experienced by the optical polarization.
Thus, the presence of carrier densities or incoherent correlations introduces
excitation-induced dephasing to the coherences [4, 42, 52, 53, 54, 55]. In the
following, we investigate this phenomenon for various carrier concentrations
using the full microscopic theory.

10.5.6 Excitation-Induced Dephasing
The essence of excitation-induced dephasing can be understood as we investigate the linear response of a semiconductor under quasi-stationary plasma
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conditions, i.e., we assume that both exciton populations and density–density
correlations are negligibly small. In practice, this situation can be realized
for elevated lattice temperatures
and/or elevated carrier densities [56]. Under

these conditions, Dv;v;v;c inc can be omitted from the analysis such that only
the carrier densities determine the initial state of the probed semiconductor.
In simplified treatments, the full cv;v;v;c
 dynamics, Eq. (10.266), has been
reduced further by omitting also Dv;v;v;c coh . This can be justified if coherences
live only
 for much shorter times than it takes to build up new quasi-particles via
Dv;v;v;c coh . In this case,
result of Eq. (10.266), without the
 the steady-state

coherent or incoherent Dv;v;v;c , produces the well-known second Born scattering approximation [4, 52] where one typically uses the steady-state solution of
cv;v;v;c within the Markov limit. At this level, one obtains a computationally
feasible scheme for semiconductor systems of any dimensionality. Since the
second Born linear response results have already shown excellent agreement
between theory and experiments for a wide range of parameters [4, 57, 58], it can
be concluded that the underlying assumptions represent a good approximation
to the conditions realized in the respective experiments.
For our numerical evaluations, we assume that we probe a system in
which we have an incoherent electron–hole plasma with Fermi–Dirac
quasi-equilibrium distributions of electrons and holes at the lattice temperature, T ¼ 40 K. Figure 5a and c, respectively, presents the computed absorption spectra for a QWI and a QW for three representative carrier densities.
Figure 5b and d shows ð fkek þ fkhk Þ to quantify the level of excitation. For the
lowest density, the population factor ð fkek þ fkhk Þ is way below unity. Consequently, in the corresponding spectra we observe clear absorption resonances
at the 1 s and the 2 s energy. A closer look reveals that the 2 s resonance is
spectrally broader than the 1 s peak. This shows one of the basic features of
Coulomb interaction-induced dephasing, i.e., the higher excitonic states
experience more dephasing than the lower ones. This trend is clearly opposite
to that of pure radiative dephasing. We can estimate from Fig. 10.5 that the
excitation-induced dephasing produces a broadening in the range of ¼ 1 meV
for the highest density used. Thus, even moderate densities already lead to
dephasing rates which largely exceed the radiative decay rad
1s;1s ¼ 20meV.
Hence, for these conditions the self-consistent light–matter coupling effects
become less prominent. As a general trend, we observe that the QW system
experiences a bit larger excitation-induced dephasing than the QWI since the
phase space for Coulomb scattering events is larger in two dimensions than
in one.
For elevated densities, also the 1 s resonance is broadened and the absorption
dip between the bound and continuum states is gradually filled. This absorption
increase is not a consequence of the band-gap shift but is caused by the
excitation-induced resonance broadening, i.e., the frequency-dependent scattering [59]. Even for situations where ð fkek þ fkhk Þ is still relatively low, the 2 s and
higher excitons are already bleached. As a general feature for both well and wire
systems, we see that the spectral position of the 1 s resonance remains basically
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 10.5 Fully microscopically computed self-consistent absorption spectra. The QWI and
QW spectra for three different carrier densities are shown in (a) and (c), respectively. Frames
(b) and (d) show the assumed Fermi–Dirac quasi-equilibrium distributions ð f e þ f h Þ for the
temperature 40 K

unchanged for different carrier densities, indicating that the microscopic scattering leads to energy renormalizations which compensate the Hartree–Fock
shifts. As the density is increased, we see that the 1 s resonance is nearly
completely bleached. The corresponding ð fkek þ fkhk Þ is close to unity, indicating
strong phase-space filling effects which eventually eliminate the bound exciton
states. Only ionized excitons exist beyond this Mott transition [24, 48, 60]. As
the density is increased further, the system enters to the regime of negative
absorption, i.e., optical gain [61, 62, 63, 64].
Our numerical evaluations show that the full QWI computation and the
second Born results are very similar for
conditions. Hence,
 the investigated

we conclude that the contributions of Dv;v;v;c coh are not significant for the
plasma conditions analyzed here.
in cases where quasi-particle cor However,

relations are present, both the Dv;v;v;c coh and Dv;v;v;c inc contributions become
important.

10.6 Semiconductor Quantum Optics
In this section, we apply our theory to treat quantum-optical effects such
as photoluminescence, squeezing, and entanglement [7, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69].
The same theory can also be applied to describe quantum-optical effects in
THz emission [70, 71, 72, 73]. In general, the quantum aspects of light
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become particularly important when the light and carrier systems enter the
incoherent regime. For these situations, the energy of the light field is
completely stored in its quantum fluctuations such that all light–matter
coupling effects are determined by quantum-optical aspects. Thus, both the
light field and the related quasi-particle excitations must be treated fully
quantum mechanically. As examples, we analyze luminescence and quantum-optical spectroscopy focusing on the differences in the semiconductor
quasi-particle states resulting from quantum-optical instead of classical
excitation.

10.6.1 Semiconductor Luminescence Equations
As a first step, we discuss how the light quantization effects the carrier system.
Since we assume the completely incoherent regime, all coherent quantities (see
discussion in Section 10.5.4) vanish. Consequently, the carrier densities are the
only relevant single-particle variables.
Equation (10.242) from the previous section already contained the additional coupling to the quantum-optical correlations. Restricting ourselves to
the incoherent regime, we find




E
y
@ e 
iX D v y
¼
 Eqk ac;kk av;kk qk   Evqk ayv;kk qk ac;kk
f kk 
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Fqk ;q?  Bqk ;q? av;kk qk ac;kk 5;
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qk ;q?

and put the coherent
where we have explicitly expressed Eq. (10.246) for QED
c;c
correlations hBayv ac i and hBy ayc av i to zero. Similarly, we find the equation
for the hole distributions:
2
3

D
E
X
@ h 
y
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¼ 2Re4
Fv;
f
qk ;q?  Bqk ;q? av;kk ac;kk qk
@t kk QED
q ;q?

(10:276)

k

From these equations we notice that the electron and hole densities couple to
correlated processes, hBy ayv ac i, where a photon is created by annihilating an
electron–hole pair. The term hBy ayv ac i describes the correlated photon-assisted
electron–hole recombination. In this process, the center-of-mass momentum qk
of the electron–hole pair is conserved since the photon receives the same inplane momentum. However, there is no momentum conservation in the q?
direction for planar structures.
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The expression hBy ayv ac i can also be interpreted as photon-assisted polarization because it contains the coupling of the photon to the polarization-type
operator ayv ac . In the incoherent regime, this is the only relevant photon–carrier
correlation and we define the abbreviation
D
E
y
y
kk ;qk ;q?  v;c
¼

B
a
a
:
c;k
qk ;q? v;kk qk
k
kk ;qk ;q?

(10:277)

Because Eqs. (10.275) and (10.276) contain  in a summed form, it is also
convenient to identify the collective quantity
kk ;qk ; 

X
q?

Fv;
qk ;q? kk ;qk ;q? :

(10:278)

that contains all  terms having the same in-plane momentum, in analogy to
Eq. (10.164).
The photon-assisted polarization terms appear also in the dynamics of the
incoherent two-particle carrier correlations cc;v;c;v , cc;c;c;c , and cv;v;v;v . Usually,
the coupling of photons to exciton correlations, cX  cc;v;c;v , introduces the
largest effects. Therefore, we present here only the quantum-optical contributions to cX :

@ qk ;k0k ;kk 
c
¼  1  f ekk  f hkk þqk k0k þqk ;qk ;

@t X
QED
 1  f ek0 qk  f hk0 kk qk ;qk ; ;
k

k

(10:279)

where all coherent contributions have again been omitted. Also the excitonic
correlations are thus depleted by spontaneous emission.
From the definition of cX in Eq. (10.264), it can be seen that qk plays the role
of the exciton center-of-mass momentum. At the same time, qk appears in Eq.
(10.279) as the in-plane photon momentum for the  terms. Thus, the in-plane
photon and exciton momenta have to match whenever photon-assisted processes either create or destroy photons or electron–hole pairs. Since the photon
momentum is very small, the exciton correlations couple to the incoherent light
field only when their center-of-mass momentum qk is nearly vanishing. This
momentum selective coupling is important only for excitons and not for the
carrier densities since their quantum dynamics in Eqs. (10.275) and (10.276)
show that the carrier momentum kk can have any value and is not limited by the
photon momentum.
In order to determine how the quantum-optical  correlation influences the
carrier dynamics, we have to calculate its Heisenberg equation of motion and
apply the singlet–doublet factorization. The result in the incoherent limit is
given by
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E
 i
h 1  fkek  fkhk qk  Byqk ;q? Bqk ; þ T 
kk ;qk ;q? ;

(10:280)

where we have used the collective photon operator according to Eq. (10.164).
The triplet term T  provides coupling to the three-particle correlations and is
given by
h
i
¼
T kk ;qk ;q?  V v;c
kk ;qk ;q?
T


X
Vlk  Byqk ;q? ayv;kk qk ay;k0 þq a;k0k þlk ac;kk lk
¼
k

;k0k ;lk


Vlk qk 
 i
h

X

k

Byqk ;q? ayv;kk lk ay;k0 þl a;k0k ac;kk
k
k



D
E
 Byqk ;q? Blk ; ayv;kk qk av;kk lk

lk

D
E
 Byqk ;q? Bqk lk ; ayc;kk lk ac;kk
E
X D
 Byqk ;q? Qclk ayv;kk qk ac;kk lk
þ
lk

D
E
 Byqk ;q? Qvqk lk ayv;kk lk ac;kk :

(10:281)

Here, the terms given by the first sum on the right hand side describe the
influence of the Coulomb-induced scattering on the dynamics of , while the
second and the third sums provide higher order correlations due to the coupling
to photons and phonons. While the complete treatment of the three-particle
level is far beyond current computer resources, one can use the analogy to the
scattering terms of the coherent polarization and derive an approximate form at
the scattering level as presented explicitly in Hoyer et al. [59] and Kira et al. [68].
In general,
P Eq. (10.280) shows that  is spontaneously driven by the term
ð f e f h þ cX Þ in the third line even when all correlations initially vanish. Thus,
this contribution acts as a spontaneous emission source which has a natural
cluster-expansion-based division into its correlated cX part and the f e f h part
related to the uncorrelated electron–hole plasma. We will see in Section 10.7
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that only cX can describe the effects of true exciton populations whereas the
plasma contribution, fkek fkhk qk , is an emission source due to the spontaneous
recombination of uncorrelated electron–hole pairs. Clearly, this recombination
process occurs as long as an electron and a hole are found simultaneously with
momenta kk and kk  qk , respectively. The corresponding center-of-mass
momentum qk is then transferred to the photon. The correlated cX source can
include contributions resulting from the presence of genuine exciton populations and/or a correlated electron–hole plasma [74]. Since neither the uncorrelated plasma nor the correlated sources depend on the photon frequency in any
way, they both can initiate photon emission – that is observed as photoluminescence (PL) – in all relevant frequency ranges.
The spectral distribution of spontaneously emitted photons is strongly
altered by the resonance structure related to the homogeneous part of the 
dynamics, i.e., the terms in the first and second line of Eq. (10.280). We see that
the different kk components of the spontaneously generated  are coupled via
the Coulomb sum in the second line of Eq. (10.280). It is interesting to notice
that this part of Eq. (10.280) shows strong analogies to the homogeneous part of
the semiconductor Bloch equations. Hence, we see that it is the Coulomb
coupling that produces the excitonic resonances in the resulting photoluminescence in the same way as these resonances appear in the absorption spectra. This
important fact implies that the specific form of the quasi-particle state of
carriers in the spontaneous emission source does not determine whether or
not PL shows excitonic resonances. Thus, the detection of an excitonic resonance
in a luminescence spectrum cannot be a unique signature for the presence of
exciton populations, in contrast to resonances in the THz response. Instead,
‘‘excitonic luminescence’’ may also result from quasi-particle states containing
only a pure electron–hole plasma. This intriguing phenomenon was first predicted [67] and later verified experimentally [56, 74, 75]. In general, the detailed
signatures of plasma and exciton population contributions to the excitonic
luminescence can be identified via a quantitative analysis [56, 59, 74].
The last line of Eq. (10.280) contains photon-number-like correlations that
are particularly large when the semiconductor material either is inside an
optical cavity or if it is optically pumped with incoherent light fields. Thus,
this contribution provides either stimulated coupling or direct excitation effects
due to external incoherent fields. The corresponding dynamics is described by
ih

E
E
 D
@ D y
 Bqk ;q? Bqk ;q0? ¼ 
h !q0  !q  Byqk ;q? Bqk ;q0?
@t
i
Xh
þ i
h
Fqvk ;q? kk ;qk ;q0 þ Fqv;;q0 kk ;qk ;q? ;
kk

?

k

?

(10:282)

where we again only included the incoherent correlations. If the carrier system is
close to a quasi-equilibrium situation, the carrier quantities entering Eq.
(10.280) are nearly constant. In this regime, Eqs. (10.280), (10.281) and (282)
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are closed. They fully determine the photon flux for the emitted light providing
the steady-state luminescence spectrum according to
2
3
E
X
@ D y
IPL ð!q Þ ¼  Bqk ;q? Bqk ;q? ¼ 2Re4
Fqk ;q? kk ;qk ;q? 5:
(10:283)
@t
k
k

In general, Eqs. (10.280), (10.281), and (10.282) define the semiconductor
luminescence equations (SLE) [67, 76] since they have an obvious structural
similarity to the semiconductor Bloch equations (SBE) discussed in Section
10.5.1. The SLE can be applied to systematically explain quantitative features
of PL ranging from the low-density conditions [7, 77] up to the gain regime [63,
78, 79]. The SLE can also be generalized for excitations containing coherences.
For these situations, also quantum-optical correlations of the type hBBi,
hBayv ac i, and hBayl al i become relevant. These contributions lead to new
quantum-optical effects such as squeezing in the resonance fluorescence [68],
entanglement-generated quantum oscillations [69], and resonances in the probe
transmission [65]. For a review of the generalization of the theory toward the
coherent regime, see Kira et al. [7].

10.6.2 Radiative Recombination of Carriers and Exciton
Populations
To analyze the effect of spontaneous emission on the exciton and carrier
distributions, Fig. 10.6 shows them at different time moments after coherent
resonant 1s-excitation. These results have been obtained by solving the full
singlet–doublet equations for a planar arrangement of quantum wires. In that
case, the numerical complexity for the one-dimensional carrier correlations can
be handled numerically, while a sufficiently high wire density is assumed such
that the classical exciting light field can still be solved with the wave equation for
planar situations.

Fig. 10.6 (a) Computed 1s-exciton and (b) carrier distributions for a time sequence after the
resonant 1s excitation with classical light. (After Kira and Koch [13])
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We have assumed here a 1 ps excitation pulse with a sufficiently weak intensity
such that an incoherent exciton fraction of more than 80% is obtained. The
snapshot times in Fig. 10.6 are chosen such that the polarization-to-population
conversion is already complete. This conversion is mostly due to acoustic phonon
scattering which converts coherent polarization to incoherent excitons. Since the
phonons transfer their momentum, a wide momentum spread can be observed
not only for the carrier densities but also for the 1s-exciton distributions.
After the population generation, the excitons in the very low-momentum
states, i.e., roughly those with jqk ja0 < 0:1, show a fast decay due to their
photoluminescence-related recombination. In other words, these are the optically active bright excitons that give rise to luminescence. Due to its momentum
selectivity this recombination can lead to a significant hole burning in the
exciton distributions [17]. This hole burning is supported by the fact that the
exciton scattering times are relatively slow in comparison to the relatively fast
15 ps recombination time, which is the same as that of the coherent polarization [1, 77]. Hence, the bright excitons are strongly coupled to the light field,
which rapidly depletes their population leaving the majority of the excitons in
optically inactive dark states.
Since an electron with an arbitrary momentum kk can recombine with a hole
in the matching momentum state, kk  qk , all electron and hole states contribute
to the emission, i.e., electron and hole distributions do not show a momentum
selectivity. Consequently, the radiative recombination only leads to slow changes
of their total electron–hole population on a nanosecond time scale. This important difference between exciton and carrier distributions is the reason for the fact
that excitons display highly non-thermal distributions, even if the carriers are
basically in a thermal quasi-equilibrium state. As a result, spontaneous emission is
never a weak perturbation for exciton distributions in the usual direct-gap semiconductors even though the total carrier recombination rate is slow.
The discussed fundamental differences between the optical coupling of exciton and electron–hole populations lead to strong non-equilibrium features in
the exciton photoluminescence [56, 59, 74, 80, 81, 82]. As an example, we show
in Fig. 10.7 computed luminescence spectra, IPL , for the different times used in
Fig. 10.6. We observe that the luminescence decreases with increasing time,

Fig. 10.7 Photoluminescence spectra computed for
different times after the 1s
excitation with classical field
of Fig. 10.6. (After Kira and
Koch [13])

–
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following the depletion of the bright exciton states. However, rather strong
excitonic PL remains, even after most of the optically active excitons have
decayed. This excitonic PL without exciton populations underlines the fact that
also the uncorrelated electron–hole plasma produces an excitonic resonance in
the luminescence [56, 67, 75].

10.6.3 Correlated Photons in Quantum-Well Emission
The luminescence spectra investigated in the previous section offered a first
important example for a true quantum-optical effect in semiconductors. More
recently, however, also other quantum-optical effects known from atomic
optics have been tested with semiconductor structures and the interesting
combination between quantum optics and semiconductor physics has emerged.
Semiconductor quantum dots are utilized to optically entangle excitonic states
[83, 84] as well as to emit single photons [85], and light–matter entanglement is
found to strongly influence semiconductor-cavity experiments [65, 69]. Here, we
demonstrate how correlations between a photon and the complex many-body
carrier system of a semiconductor quantum well can be visualized by interference patterns arising from a single photon spontaneously emitted into different
directions. These patterns are realized by collecting light emitted from a quantum well into two different directions and to combine those light beams on a
common detector.
Under steady-state conditions, the emission spectrum according to
Eq. (10.283) is proportional to the rate of emitted photons which according to
Eq. (10.282) can directly be evaluated from the photon-assisted polarizations.
A closer investigation of Eq. (10.282) shows that in general also correlations of
photons emitted into different directions can be formed, i.e., first-order photonic correlation functions of the form hByqk ;þq? Bqk ;q0? i with different values of
q0? . As we pointed out before, due to the lack of momentum conservation in the
emission direction perpendicular to the QW system, no restrictions apply to the
value of q0? . Since for general emission directions the operator hByq Bq0 i is not
Hermitian, its expectation value is in general complex and not directly observable. Therefore, we investigate a setup sketched in Fig. 10.8. With the help of
mirrors, photons emitted to both sides of the sample are redirected into a
Fig. 10.8 Schematic setup of
suggested interference measurement. Photons emitted
at the two opposite sides of
the sample are redirected
into a common detector
while the relative phase can
be changed via a variable
path length

+

+

b– qz

b– q z

Sample
Variable delay

D
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common detector. One of the paths can be varied in its optical length such that
the corresponding detector operator for normal emission is given by
1
dq? ¼ pﬃﬃﬃ Bqk ¼0;q? þ eij Bqk ¼0;q? ;
2

(10:284)

where j depends on the difference in the optical path. The detected signal under
steady-state conditions is again proportional to the photon flux, but now in the
basis of detector operators,
D

E 1 D
E D
E
By0;q? B0;q? þ By0;q? B0;q?
dqy? dq? ¼
2
D
E


þ cosðjÞ  By0;q? B0;q? :

(10:285)

By varying j, the cross-correlations can thus be determined. An example for
the expected first-order cross-correlation
ICC 

E
@ D y

 Bqk ¼0;þq? Bqk ¼0;q? 
@t

(10:286)

is shown in Fig. 10.9. There, we compare the usual luminescence spectrum with
the result of the computed first-order cross-correlations between photons
emitted to the two opposite directions perpendicular to the quantum well.
In order to understand the fundamental reason for the existence of crosscorrelations, we investigate the particular form of light–matter interaction.
By assuming carrier confinement to the lowest quantum-well subband, the
dipole Hamiltonian, Eq. (10.162), contains operator combinations of the
form Byqk ;q? ayv;kk ac;kk þqk . This interaction allows processes where photons are
emitted by simultaneous recombination of an electron–hole pair. As a consequence of the missing translational symmetry, the z-component of the momentum is not conserved. In the classical regime, this symmetry breaking is known
to lead to radiative decay of quantum-well polarization [87, 88].
As a consequence of the non-conservation of momentum, the same state can
symmetrically emit light to both left and right propagating modes. This leads to

IPL (arb.units)

Fig. 10.9 Normalized
photoluminescence spectrum of a single quantum
well (a) compared to the
spectrum of cross-correlations (b) for two different
densities at a carrier temperature of 77 K. (After
Hoyer et al. [86])
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entanglement between q? modes. Therefore, the suggested experiment is in
close analogy to the double-slit experiment [89, 90, 91] performed with a single
electron or photon. Even though the light emission is completely incoherent,
the photon entanglement allows interference, i.e., the observation of crosscorrelations, at the detector. The predicted correlations have been successfully
observed as described in Hoyer et al. [66], and a more careful investigation of
the angular resolved measurement is suggested to give a new quantum-optical
method of spectroscopy for mapping out disorder landscapes [92].

10.7 Probing Incoherent Populations
In dilute gas spectroscopy, one often detects small concentrations of a particular species of atoms or molecules by using an optical probe that is sensitive to
transitions between the eigenstates of the respective species. If the characteristic
absorption resonances are observed in the probe spectrum, the atoms or molecules must be present, and one can deduce their relative concentration through
proper normalization of the respective transition strength. To understand why
this simple scenario does not apply for the detection of excitons via interband
optics in semiconductors, we have to remember that the interband transitions in
semiconductors do not conserve the number of electron–hole pairs. In other
words, each interband absorption process creates an electron–hole pair while an
interband emission process destroys such a pair. As a result, interband absorption or emission leads to transitions that connect semiconductor eigenstates
with different numbers of electron–hole pairs.
In order to find a direct analogue between semiconductor optics and atomic
spectroscopy, we have to consider an energy range of light that does not change
the number of electron–hole-pair excitations, i.e., we need to consider intraband
transitions where electron–hole pairs are neither created nor destroyed. In
particular, we want to look for transitions between the excitonic levels [93, 94,
95, 96] to identify the presence of exciton quasi-particles in semiconductors.
Here, the most pronounced resonance is expected at h!t ¼ h!2p  h!1s corresponding to the excitation of the exciton from its lowest, 1 s, state to the next
higher, 2 p, state. For many of the commonly studied direct-gap compound
semiconductors, the excitonic binding energies are in the range of a few meV
such that the transition energy 
h!t is in the terahertz (THz) part of the electromagnetic spectrum [93, 95].
In the following section, we discuss the direct correspondence between
atomic spectroscopy and THz spectroscopy in semiconductors. A particular
interest here is to find a direct way to detect the exciton number or more
generally the presence of incoherent excitonic correlations. The theory for
THz spectroscopy can be described microscopically with the same precision
as the optical interband spectroscopy by applying the same cluster-expansion
approach as we have used so far. However, here wedo not elaborate on the
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details of the calculations and emphasize only the fact that THz spectroscopy
can unambiguously identify true exciton populations. For this purpose, we only
briefly summarize the main steps [14, 17, 74, 97, 98, 99] needed to understand
linear THz absorption features.

10.7.1 Dynamics of Exciton Correlations
Before we investigate the THz response of the carrier system, we take a closer
look at the excitonic correlation equation, i.e., at the dynamics of cX . For this
purpose, we write the singlet–doublet equations in the form
i
h

qk ;k0 ;kk
qk ;k0 ;kk
@ qk ;k0k ;kk
cX
¼ ~ek0 þqk þ ~hk0  ~ekk  ~hkk qk cX k þ SX k
k
k
@t
X
qk ;k0 ;lk
þ 1  fkek  fkhk qk
Vlk kk cX k
lk

X

 1  fke0 þqk  fkh0

k

k

qk ;k0k ;kk

q ;lk ;kk

Vlk k0k cXk

lk

qk ;k0k ;kk

qk ;k0 ;kk

qk ;k0k ;kk

k
þ GX;Coul þ GX;phon þ DX;rest
þ TX

:

(10:287)

Here, the first line is the sum of the renormalized kinetic energy of the
particles plus the singlet source:
qk ;k0 ;kk
SX k


 ;0 Vjk

fke0 þqk fkh0 fkek fkhk qk
k

k



i
þPkk Pk0k þqk ðfkhk qk  fkh0 Þ þ Pkk qk Pk0k fkek  fke0 þqk
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h
þ Vqk Pkk Pk0k fkhk qk  fke0 þqk  Pkk qk Pk0k þqk fkh0  fkek
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k
i
Pkk qk Pk0k fkek  fke0 þqk þ Pkk Pk0k þqk fkh0  fkhk qk :

(10:288)
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This expression contains the singlet factorization of the Coulomb-induced twoand three-particle terms. For clarity, we explicitly write here the spin dependence following from the sequence cX  cðc;Þ;ðv;0 Þ;ðc;0 Þ;ðv;Þ . Additionally, we
introduce the abbreviation
0
00
000
fklk fkl0 fkl00 fkl000
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which identifies the in- and out-scattering terms similar to the second Born
scattering source. These terms act as a source to the cX dynamics also in the
purely incoherent regime, verifying once again that cX is fundamentally an
incoherent correlation.
The second and third lines of Eq. (10.287) contain the two most important
contributions of the incoherent Coulomb-induced
P correlations ½DX inc . In general, ½DX inc consists of terms such as ðnl  n Þ Vcl;; 0 ;l0 . As a result, ½DX inc
can be considered as a systematic generalization of the single-particle scattering
SX because it involves higher order clusters as scattering partners. More specifically, these can be interpreted as microscopic processes where a correlated
two-particle quantity scatters from an incoherent carrier occupation nl ¼ f e or
nl ¼ 1  f h . In our numerical calculations, we always include the full structure
of ½DX inc . This way, the analysis fully incorporates, e.g., the microscopic
restrictions for exciton populations as a consequence of Pauli-blocking effects
and scattering with electrons and holes.
When the carrier densities are relatively low, the dominant scattering
contributions originate from those terms which contain a phase-space filling
term ð1  f e  f h Þ. This allows us to introduce the so-called main-sum
approximation [17, 21], where only these dominant contributions of ½DX inc
are included. This approach proves to be very useful once we look for
analytic solutions to Eq. (10.287). For this reason, we explicitly present
only the main-sum structure in the second and third lines of Eq. (10.287).
These main-sum terms describe the attractive interaction between electrons
and holes, allowing them to become truly bound electron–hole pairs, i.e.,
incoherent excitons.
The fourth line of Eq. (10.287) contains GX;Coul and GX;phon which are
responsible for the generation of incoherent excitons from excitonic polarization. The remaining two-particle contributions are denoted as Drest and contain
the terms beyond the main-sum contributions. As a last contribution, the cX
dynamics contains TX which symbolizes the three-particle Coulomb and phonon terms. As presented here, the cX dynamics (10.287) is formally exact, and
the accuracy of the numerical solutions depends only on the accuracy with
which the three-particle correlation terms can be included
to the analysis.
q;k0 ;k
The dynamical equations for the correlations cl;;
are
structurally similar
0
0 ;l
to Eq. (10.287). In the numerical solutions, we treat all of these equations
together with the corresponding equations for the singlets. This way, we fully
include one- and two-particle correlations and obtain a closed set of equations
providing a consistent description of optical excitations in semiconductors up
to the level of three-particle correlations. In the following, we will introduce
different levels of approximations for these triplet contributions. Our most
sophisticated and still numerically feasible approximation describes the triplet
terms at the level where we include microscopic scattering among singlets and
doublets. As we will show, this is a very reasonable approximation for many
interesting semiconductor excitation conditions.
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10.7.2 Terahertz Spectroscopy of Excitons
In order to keep the analysis as simple as possible and to concentrate on the
precise identification of genuine exciton populations, we focus here on a situation where all interband coherences have decayed, i.e., P and all other coherent
quantities vanish. Furthermore, we derive the THz intraband dynamics from
the original ðA  pÞ-picture, Eq. (10.156), and consider only classical THz fields
described by the vector potential hAi  hAðtÞieA . Under these conditions, the
response of a semiconductor to a THz field follows from the current
J¼


1 X
jl ðkk Þ  e2 hAðtÞi=m0 fklk ;
S k ;l

(10:290)

k

with the free-electron mass m0 and the current-matrix element
hkk  eA =ml ;
jl ðkk Þ  jej

(10:291)

where eA is the polarization direction of the THz field. If we assume that the
classical THz field propagates perpendicular to the QW or QWI system, the
interaction of the carriers with the THz field is governed by the Hamiltonian
HTHz ¼ 

X

jl ðkk Þayl;kk al;kk hAðtÞi;

(10:292)

kk

as discussed in Kira et al. [17], Koch et al. [20], and Kira et al. [98]. It can be
shown that the pure THz absorption properties follow entirely from the carrierdensity-dependent part of J [98, 99], i.e.,
JTHz ¼

1X
jl ðkÞ fkl :
S k;l

(10:293)

To compute JTHz , we have to evaluate the dynamics of the densities:
2
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(10:294)
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k

(10:295)

k

where we have assumed that the incoherent and homogeneous carrier system
interacts with a THz field while phonon-coupling effects are neglected for
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simplicity. Equations (10.294) and (10.295) show that the single-particle densities do not couple directly to the THz light. Thus, THz absorption must
involve at least two-particle correlations, which identifies THz absorption as a
uniquely qualified method to directly detect many-body correlations for incoherent
quasi-particle excitations.
Starting from Eq. (10.292), we can easily convince ourselves that also cc;c;c;c
and cv;v;v;v are not directly coupled to the THz fields. Furthermore, we can show
that the exciton correlation is directly driven by

qk ;k0k ;kk
@ qk ;k0k ;kk 
0
ih cX
¼
jðk
þ
q

k
ÞhAðtÞic
;
(10:296)
k
k
k
X

@t
THz
where we have identified the reduced current-matrix element,
jðkk Þ  je ðkk Þ þ jh ðkk Þ:

(10:297)

The THz contribution (10.296) now has to be added to the dynamics of cX
which satisfies an equation structurally similar to Eq. (10.287) and is discussed
in detail in Kira and Koch [1].
In addition to the THz response from Eq. (10.296), the usual exciton
dynamics and the build-up of correlations must be solved numerically from
Eq. (10.287) when exciton formation is to be studied. In order to gain some
analytical insights, we use a generalized exciton operator derived from a generalized Wannier equation in analogy to Section 10.5.2. The annihilation of an
exciton in state l and with center-of-mass momentum hqk is then given by
X
y
Xl;qk 
jR
(10:298)
l ðkk Þav;kk qh ac;kk þqe ;
kk

where we have introduced the abbreviations
qe ¼

me
q;
me þ mh k

qh ¼

mh
q:
me þ mh k

(10:299)

The inverse transformation from the exciton to the electron–hole picture
follows from
X
ayv;kk qh ac;kk þqe ¼
jLl ðkk ÞXl;qk :
(10:300)
l

Again, we use real-valued exciton functions in momentum space. Consequently,
we do not have to keep track of complex conjugation.
The excitonic correlations are transformed into the exciton basis via
D
E X
qk ;k0 qh ;kk þqe
jLl ðkk ÞjL ðk0k ÞcX k
 Nl; ðqk Þ;
 Xyl;qk X;qk ¼
kk ;k0k

(10:301)
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qk ;k0k qh ;kk þqe

cX

¼

X

R 0
jR
l ðkk Þj ðkk ÞNl; ðqk Þ ;

(10:302)

l;

such that their response to THz radiation is given by
ih

Xh
@
Nl; ðqk ÞjTHz ¼
Jl; N
@t

; ðqk Þ

i
 J; Nl; ðqk Þ hAðtÞi;

(10:303)

where we identified the transition-matrix element between two exciton states,
J

;



X

jL ðkk Þjðkk ÞjR ðkk Þ:

(10:304)

kk

The full correlation dynamics is obtained as Eq. (10.303) is added to
Eq. (10.287). For our analytical evaluation, it is convenient to transform also
Eq. (10.287) into the exciton basis which results in
i
h

@
Nl; ðqk Þ ¼ ðE  El ÞNl; ðqk Þ
@t
þ ðE  El ÞNl; ðqk ÞS þ Sl;
coh ðqk Þ
l;
ðqk Þ;
þ iGl; ðqk Þ þ Dl;
rest ðqk Þ þ T

(10:305)

where the incoherent part of the singlet scattering, SX , in Eq. (10.287) produces
a source
D
E X
jLl ðkk Þ f ekk þqe f hkk qh jL ðkk Þ:
(10:306)
Nl; ðqk ÞS  Xyl;qk X;qk ¼
S

kk

This contribution has a finite value in the incoherent regime whenever we
have any quasi-particle excitation in the system. Particularly, it drives exclusively the non-diagonal hXyl X i since it exists in Eq. (10.305) only when l 6¼ .
In addition, phonon-assisted exciton formation can of course lead to diagonal
excitonic populations:
Nl ðqk Þ ¼ Nl;l ðqk Þ;

(10:307)

as was studied in detail in Hoyer et al. [21].

10.7.3 Linear Terahertz Response
We evaluate the excitonic signatures in the THz current by taking a time derivative of JTHz . Using Eqs. (10.293), (10.294), (10.295), and (10.302), we obtain
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2
3

qk ;k0k ;kk
qk ;k0k ;kk
@
2 41 X
JTHz ¼ Im
Vqk je ðkk Þcc;c;c;c  jh ðkk Þcv;v;v;v 5
@t
h
S q ;k0 ;k
k

k

k

2

3
1 41 X
þ Im
ðE  El ÞJl; Nl; ðqk Þ5;
h

S q ;l;

(10:308)

k

where the property (10.249) of the exciton states has been used to simplify the
matrix elements related to the exciton contributions. In general, cc;c;c;c and cv;v;v;v
provide electron and hole scattering to the THz currents, which essentially leads
to a damping of JTHz .
At this stage, we can perform a full numerical analysis of Eqs. (10.303),
(10.304), (10.305), (10.306), (10.307), and (10.308). Even though we do this and
present the results later, we first want to gain some analytic insight into the THz
response. For this purpose, and not for the full numerical evaluations, we now
introduce a few simplifications that do not compromise the essential aspects of
THz physics. First, we assume that the incoherent semiconductor state is quasistationary. This means that f e , f h , and cX are known and stationary before the
weak THz excitation of the system. Since such weak THz fields induce only small
currents which are damped as a consequence of carrier scattering, it is reasonable
to approximate the full microscopic scattering by a phenomenological damping.
In other words, for the analytic evaluations we replace the contributions of cc;c;c;c
and cv;v;v;v by  J JTHz in Eq. (10.308). We also limit the investigations to the
linear response. Here, the exciton correlation can be split into two parts,
Nl; ðqk Þ ¼ Nl; ðqk Þð0Þ þ Nl; ðqk Þð1Þ ;

(10:309)

where hNið0Þ is the quasi-stationary exciton correlation and hNið1Þ is the
linear response to hAi.
Under these conditions, the exciton correlation dynamics can be linearized
such that Eqs. (10.303) and (10.305) together produce
i
h

@
Nl; ðqk Þð1Þ ¼ ðE  El  i ÞNl; ðqk Þð1Þ
@t
i
Xh
þ
Jl; N ; ðqk Þð0Þ  J; Nl; ðqk Þð0Þ hAðtÞi; (10:310)

where the main-sum approximation has been used. Furthermore, in the THzgenerated contributions, hNið1Þ , we have replaced the influence of threeparticle scattering by a constant dephasing rate [100].
Defining the total density of exciton correlations as
ðjÞ

nl; 

1X
Nl; ðqk ÞðjÞ
S q
j

(10:311)
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we may sum Eq. (10.310) over qk and take the Fourier transformation to obtain
ð1Þ

ð1Þ

h!nl; ð!Þ ¼ ðE  El  i Þnl; ð!Þ
i
Xh
ð0Þ
ð0Þ
Jl; n ;  J; nl; hAð!Þi
þ

(10:312)

ð0Þ

Note that n ; is quasi-stationary such that only the Fourier transform of
the THz field appears in the last term. In the same way, we Fourier transform
also Eq. (10.308) to obtain
i
h!JTHz ð!Þ ¼  J JTHz ð!Þ
h
i
1X
ð1Þ
ð1Þ
ðE  El ÞJl; nl; ð!Þ  nl; ð!Þ ;
þ
2i l;

(10:313)

where we replaced the microscopic scattering of the current by a decay constant
ð0Þ

J

and noticed that the quasi-stationary nl; cannot contribute to the current.
Equations (10.312) and (10.313) are now closed and yield the solution
JTHz ð!Þ ¼

1
h! þ i J

:
h
i
X
ð0Þ
ð0Þ 

S;l ð!Þn;l  S;l ð!Þn;l
hAð!Þi

(10:314)

;l

From this expression, we see that the THz current only depends on the initial
state of the incoherent quasi-particle excitations, the spectrum of the THz field,
and the generic THz response function:
S;l ð!Þ ¼


X E  E J; J ;l
E  E  h!  i

(10:315)

The denominator of this response function introduces resonances corresponding to transitions between different exciton states, whereas the product of the
matrix elements J; J ;l provides the selection rules.
Just as in the case of linear interband absorption, the result (10.314) can be
directly applied to produce the linear susceptibility:
THz



PTHz ð!Þ
JTHz ð!Þ
¼
;
"0 hEð!Þi "0 !2 hAð!Þi

(10:316)

@
@
where we used the general relations, hEðtÞi ¼  @t
hAðtÞi and JTHz ðtÞ  @t
PTHz ðtÞ
i
to evaluate hEð!Þi ¼ i!hAð!Þi and PTHz ð!Þ ¼ ! JTHz ð!Þ, respectively. Since the
QW is thin compared with the THz wavelength (we have assumed that the
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planar confinement is much smaller than the optical wavelength), we may compute the THz absorption from the formula
THz ð!Þ

¼

!
Im½
nc

THz ð!Þ;

(10:317)

nc=!. As we insert the
which provides a good approximation for small j THz j
result (10.314) into Eq. (10.317), we find
h
i 3
2
ð0Þ
ð0Þ 
X S;l ð!Þn;l  S;l ð!Þn;l
4
5
(10:318)
THz ð!Þ ¼ Im
"0 nc!ðh! þ i J Þ
;l
which gives the THz absorption from a generic incoherent quasi-particle state.
To gain some more detailed insights, we first analyze the THz absorption for
the limiting case where only diagonal correlations exist, i.e.,
ð0Þ
ð0Þ
n;l ¼ ;l n;  ;l n . In this situation, Eq. (10.318) reduces to
"
#
X
 
 
!

Im
Satom ð!Þ  Satom ð!Þ n ;
(10:319)
atom ð!Þ ¼
"0 nc

Satom ð!Þ ¼

X

jD; j2
:
E  E  h!  i

(10:320)

Here, we defined the excitonic dipole matrix element
Dl;  hjLl jer  eP jjR
i ¼

ih
Jl; ;
E  El

(10:321)

using the general connection of dipole- and current-matrix elements [4]. We
have also assumed that the ðE  El Þ in Eq. (10.321) as well as in the numerator
of Eq. (10.315) can be replaced by h! due to the narrow enough Lorentzian
resonances in Sl; . With these assumptions, which are typical in atom optics, we
find that our THz analysis produces an atom-like absorption spectrum for the
case where different atomic levels are populated according to n . This result
clearly establishes the close relation between excitonic THz and atomic spectroscopy helping us to give physical support to our concept of exciton populations.
Based on the results discussed so far, we may anticipate that electrons and
holes must first come close to each other in real space, before they can form
bound excitons. Thus, it is natural to follow how the electron–hole-pair correlation function evolves in time as the exciton formation proceeds. Figure 10.10
shows a computed sequence of geh ðrÞ as a function of electron–hole distance r
for a low carrier density of ne=h ¼ 2  104 cm1 . Already at early times around
t ¼ 0:5 ps, we see that the probability of finding electrons and holes close to
each other increases as a consequence of the Coulomb attraction. We also
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Fig. 10.10 Pair correlation
function geh ðrÞ for the lattice temperature of T ¼ 10 K
and carrier density
n ¼ 2  104 cm1 at different
times. The absolute square of
the 1s-exciton wavefunction
is shown as shaded area.
(From Hoyer et al. [21])

notice that the correlated geh at early times has clearly negative parts indicating a transient depletion caused by the overall reduction of the electron–hole
separation. This form corresponds to the generation of a correlated electron–
hole plasma [21]. At later times, geh ðrÞ becomes entirely positive and grows
linearly in magnitude. In particular, geh ðrÞ then assumes the shape of the
probability distribution of 1s excitons (shaded area). Thus, the formation of
truly bound 1s excitons proceeds in the sequence that (i) a correlated plasma is
built up on a sub-picosecond time scale due to Coulomb interaction and
(ii) phonon-assisted scattering forms excitons out of the correlated plasma on
a nanosecond time scale.
To illustrate how the exciton formation can be directly detected experimentally, we compute the THz absorption spectrum resulting from non-resonant
excitation with a 500 fs excitation pulse energetically 16 meV above the
1s-exciton resonance. The pulse intensity is chosen such that it generates a
moderate 6  104 cm1 carrier density. In Fig. 10.11, we see that the computed

Fig. 10.11 Computed THz absorption (shaded area) and refractive index changes (solid line)
for different THz probe delays after non-resonant excitation. Here, E2p1s ¼ 5 is the energy
difference between 1 s and 2 p states. (From Kira and Koch [97])
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THz ð!Þ is very broad and shows no resonances at 1 ps after the excitation. Even
after 200 ps, the THz response has changed only slightly due to the slow phonon
scattering from electron–hole plasma to excitons. However, roughly 1 ns after
the excitation, THz ð!Þ develops a pronounced resonance at the energy corresponding exactly to the difference between the two lowest exciton states. The
asymmetric shape of THz ð!Þ is a consequence of transitions between the lowest
and all other exciton states. These results are in good qualitative agreement with
recent experiments [101].
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Chapter 11

Photonic Crystals: Physics, Fabrication,
and Devices
Wei Jiang and Michelle L. Povinelli

Abstract We review basic physics of photonic crystals, discuss the relevant
fabrication techniques, and summarize important device development in the
past two decades. First, photonic band structures of photonic crystals and the
origin of the photonic band gap are analyzed. Fundamental photonic crystal
structures, such as surfaces, slabs, and engineered defects that include cavities
and waveguides, are examined. Applications at visible and infrared wavelengths
require photonic crystals to have submicron features, sometimes with precision
down to the nanoscale. Common fabrication methods that have helped make
such exquisite structures will be reviewed. Lastly, we give a concise account of
key advances in photonic crystal-based lasers, light-emitting devices, modulators, optical filters, superprism-based demultiplexers and sensors, and negative
index materials. Electron-beam nanolithography has enabled major research
progress on photonic crystal devices in the last decade, leading to significant
reduction of size and/or power dissipation in devices such as lasers and modulators. With deep ultraviolet (DUV) lithography, these devices may one day be
manufactured with the prevalent CMOS technology at affordable cost.

11.1 Introduction
The concepts of electronic band structure and electronic band gaps revolutionized the scientific study of crystalline solids. This understanding gave birth to
semiconductor and integrated electronic devices that have fundamentally changed our life and society. In the same way as the periodic lattice of a crystalline
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solid results in band gaps in the electronic energy spectrum, a periodic dielectric
structure may give rise to gaps in the photonic frequency spectrum, or equivalently the energy spectrum of photons. Such gaps are called photonic band gaps
(PBGs), and the structure is called a photonic crystal. Today, our growing understanding of photonic crystals is revolutionizing the design of optical devices, as
exemplified in the work on lasers and modulators presented in this chapter.
The systematic understanding of photonic band structure has developed
only in the last 20 years. In 1987, Eli Yablonovitch and Sajeev John independently recognized the significance of the photonic band gap while studying two
apparently disparate topics, laser cavities [1] and localization in disordered
dielectric media [2]. Yablonovitch, then at Bell Communications Research,
considered dielectric structures with periodicity on the wavelength scale. He
proposed that the broadband spontaneous emission of atoms in such a structure would be prohibited in a photonic band gap. As a result, spontaneous
emission loss would be reduced, and a laser cavity constructed in the photonic
crystal could achieve a vanishing threshold [1]. Meanwhile, John, then at
Princeton, was studying the problem of light localization in a moderately
disordered dielectric structure [2]. He realized that the photonic band gap of a
nearly periodic dielectric structure could enhance the light localization, supplementing the well-known Anderson localization mechanism due to structural
disorder. Thus, the study of photonic crystals was initiated technologically and
scientifically.
The early development of photonic crystals focused on fabricating threedimensional (3D) photonic crystals at microwave wavelengths [3,4]. Because
the lattice constant of a photonic crystal is proportional to its operating wavelength the feature sizes of microwave photonic crystals were large enough to be
amenable to machining. Significant challenges emerged, however, in scaling
down 3D crystals to optical wavelengths. Most photonic crystal devices at
visible or near-infrared (NIR) wavelengths are instead based on simpler, 2D
periodic photonic crystals.
During the last two decades, photonic crystal research has expanded and
flourished. This chapter is intended to briefly summarize key device research,
augmented by certain scientific developments that enabled the device concepts.
We will first give a concise introduction to the concept of bands and band gaps
of photonic crystals, followed by optical properties of waveguides and microcavities. We then discuss photonic crystal surfaces and the formulation of a
general transmission theory for photonic crystals. Fabrication methods will be
introduced prior to moving into the sections on various devices. Subsequently,
we present device research on photonic crystal lasers, filters, modulators,
followed by discussion of ‘‘superprism’’-based devices and negative index materials. Lastly, we summarize the advances of photonic crystal research and reflect
on future directions. Due to the tutorial nature of this chapter and its limited
length, we acknowledge that we will not be able to cover all of the many
excellent works in the field. However, we hope that the discussion here will
spark the reader’s interest for further exploration of the literature.
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11.2 Photonic Crystal Band Structures and Defect Modes
In this section, we give an overview of the fundamental concepts and behavior
of photonic crystals. We start by describing the physical origin of the band gap,
which arises from coherent scattering of light in periodic materials. Generalizing from the 1D periodic structure of the multilayer film, we go on to discuss
2D periodic photonic crystals, which can block light propagation for any
direction in the plane. By introducing defects into the periodic structure, it is
possible to create waveguides and microcavities, providing a high degree of
control over light propagation. Lastly, we introduce 3D periodic photonic
crystals, which can be designed to provide a photonic band gap for arbitrary
propagation direction and polarization.

11.2.1 Physical Origin of the Band Gap
To understand the physical origin of the photonic band gap, we can start with a
simple, 1D periodic photonic crystal: the well-known multilayer film. A multilayer film (Fig. 11.1(a)) is made up of layers with alternating refractive indices,

Fig. 11.1 (a) Schematic of multilayer film; (b) 1D band structure of multilayer film (solid lines)
and bands of a bulk film with averaged index (dashed lines). (c) Power in the electric field for
the modes of the multilayer film immediately below (top) and above (bottom) the lowest
photonic band gap
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n1and n2. Light propagating through the film reflects from each of the interlayer
interfaces. For normal-incidence light, the reflections from each period (bilayer)
of the film will interfere constructively provided that the wavelength in air
(l) satisfies the condition
ml ¼ 2ðn1 d1 þ n2 d2 Þ

(11:1)

where d1 and d2 are the layer thicknesses and m is an arbitrary positive integer.
Using the relation ! ¼ 2pc=l, we can rewrite this condition as
!m ¼

mpc
n 1 d1 þ n2 d2

(11:2)

Alternately, we can treat the problem of light propagation in a multilayer
film using the language of band structures, or dispersion relations, familiar in
solid-state physics. The first step is to rewrite Maxwell’s equations in the form
of an eigenvalue equation [5]:
 
1
~¼ ! H
~
r rH
"
c

(11:3)

~¼0
rH

(11:4)

along with the constraint

~
where " ¼ n2 is the position-dependent dielectric function of the material and H
is the magnetic field. For lossless dielectric functions, Eq. (11.3) is a Hermitian
eigenvalue problem with real frequency solutions. Note that we can always
~ from the solution for H
~ from the equation
obtain the electric field E


i!" ~
~
E¼rH
c

(11:5)

For simplicity, we consider an infinite multilayer film. Then due to Bloch’s
theorem, the solutions of Eq. (11.3), called Bloch waves, take the form of a
plane wave times a periodic envelope:
~ r; tÞ ¼ eikxi!t H
~k ðxÞ
Hð~

(11:6)

~k ðx þ aÞ, and a ¼ d1 þ d2 is the periodicity of the film. In
~k ðxÞ ¼ H
where H
contrast to plane waves, Bloch waves propagate through the crystal without
scattering – all of the effects of coherent interfacial reflection are accounted for
within the Bloch wave form.
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As an example, we take n1 ¼ 3:45 and n2 ¼ 1:45, corresponding to the values
for silicon and silica at optical communications wavelengths (l  1:55 mm),
with d1 ¼ 0:2a and d2 ¼ 0:8a. Equation (11.3) can be solved numerically using
the plane-wave expansion method [6]. We plot the lowest few TM-polarized
bands as solid lines in Fig. 11.1(b). Here, the TM polarization is defined such
that the magnetic field is in the plane of the page, and the electric field is in the
perpendicular direction. It is sufficient to plot a finite range of k values between
0 and p=a known as the irreducible Brillouin zone, since the dispersion relation is
periodic in k with periodicity 2p=a and symmetric with respect to k ¼ 0. Note
that frequencies are given in units of 2pc=a, where c is the vacuum speed of light,
and wavevector magnitudes are given in units of 2p=a.
In several frequency ranges, indicated by solid gray shading, there are no
Bloch wave solutions. These ranges are known as photonic band gaps. For
frequencies inside a gap, the film will act like a mirror and reflect incident
light. This behavior is in agreement with the simple coherent reflection argument given above; the strong reflection frequencies !m of Eq. (11.2) fall within
photonic band gaps.
To gain further insight into the shape of the photonic band structure, we can
look at the multilayer film as a perturbation on a bulk material with an averaged
index n ¼ ðn1 d1 þ n2 d2 Þ=a ¼ 1:85. In a bulk material, the solutions to Maxwell’s equations are plane waves, and the dispersion relation is given by
!ðkÞ ¼ ck=
n. In order to plot these solutions in Fig. 11.1(b), we use a mathematical trick. If we consider the bulk material to be periodic with an (artificial)
periodicity a, the plane-wave solutions can be rewritten as
~ r; tÞ ¼ eikxi!t ¼ eiðk2pm=aÞxi!t eið2pm=aÞx
Hð~
where m is an integer chosen such that k–2pm/a falls between 0 and 2p/a, and
eið2pm=aÞx is the periodic envelope function. The net effect of imposing the
artificial periodicity is to ‘‘fold’’ the dispersion relation at the boundaries of
the Brillouin zone, as shown by the dashed lines of Fig. 11.1(b).
Perturbing the bulk material to create the multilayer film splits the bands at
the folding points, resulting in a gap. The splitting is a consequence of the
electromagnetic variational theorem [5]. Due to the perturbation, one Bloch
wave tends to concentrate its field in high-n regions, pulling its frequency down.
Another Bloch wave is then pushed into the low-n regions, to insure orthogonality with the first. Its frequency is pushed above the bulk value, and a gap
results. This is illustrated in Fig. 11.1(c), which shows the electric field energy
"E2 for the modes below and above the first band gap. White corresponds to
zero energy, and darker intensities correspond to larger energy values. For the
lower-frequency mode, the energy is concentrated in the high-n regions,
whereas for the higher-frequency mode, the energy is largely spread out over
the low-n region.
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Note that in certain frequency regions, the Bloch waves propagate through
the multilayer film, or photonic crystal, with dispersion properties quite different from a bulk material. For example, near the band gaps, the slope of the
dispersion relation is low, corresponding to slow light speeds (the group velocity
g ¼ d!=dk).

11.2.2 Two-Dimensional Photonic Crystals
We have shown that the multilayer film, a 1D periodic structure, gives rise to a
band gap for propagation in the direction perpendicular to the film layers. To
obtain a band gap for any propagation direction in the plane, we can use a
structure with 2D periodicity. We will consider the example shown in
Fig. 11.2(a), a triangular array of air holes (n ¼ 1) in dielectric (n ¼ 3:45).
Defining a as the center-to-center separation of nearest-neighbor holes, or
lattice constant, we choose a hole radius r ¼ 0:45a.
As for the multilayer film example, we will plot the solutions to Maxwell’s
equations in terms of frequency and wavevector. Now, however, we must
consider wavevectors in various in-plane directions, which fall within a 2D
irreducible Brillouin zone. The irreducible Brillouin zone can be calculated
from the basis vectors of the triangular lattice and is shown in Fig. 11.2(b).
Figure 11.2(c) shows both the TM and TE dispersion relations. For TE modes,
the electric field lies in the plane and the magnetic field is normal to it; for TM
modes, the magnetic field lies in the plane. The wavevectors shown on the x-axis
run along the outer edge of the irreducible Brillouin zone between the corner
points labeled in the inset. In this example, the structure has a complete photonic
band gap (shaded gray), a frequency region in which there are neither TE nor
TM-polarized modes.
In general, careful design is required to achieve a band gap for 2D propagation. Arrays of holes in dielectric tend to favor a TE gap, while arrays of
dielectric rods in air tend to favor a TM gap. As for the case shown here, certain
structures have a gap for both TE and TM polarizations, while for other
structures neither a TE nor a TM gap is present [5].

Fig. 11.2 (a) Two-dimensional photonic crystal. (b)
Brillouin zone, with irreducible Brillouin zone shown in
gray. (c) Band structure for
TE (solid lines) and TM
(dashed line) modes, with
photonic band gap shown
in gray
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11.2.3 Control of Light with Defect Modes
As we have seen, a perfect 2D periodic photonic crystal blocks light propagation for frequencies within the photonic band gap. By deliberately introducing
defects into the crystal, we can create localized electromagnetic modes that act
as waveguides or microcavities.
An example of a waveguide is shown in Fig. 11.3(a). A row of holes within
the crystal has been enlarged to have radii of 0.52a, creating a linear defect. The
result is a new solution to Maxwell’s equations with a frequency within the
photonic band gap. This can be seen from the projected band structure, shown in
Fig. 11.3(b), which shows the TE modes of the crystal. Modes are plotted as a
function of kx, the wavevector along the waveguide axis. The gray regions
indicate bulk modes, modes that are spread out throughout the entire 2D
photonic crystal. These are similar to the TE modes of Fig. 11.2(c); however,
they are now plotted as a function of kx alone, rather than as a function of a 2D
wavevector. The TE band gap extends from 0.30 to 0.49 [2pc/a]. Inside the gap
is a single-mode defect band. Modes in this band are strongly localized near the
linear defect region, as shown in Fig. 11.3(c). Intuitively, light is prevented from
escaping the defect by the photonic band gap of the surrounding crystal. In
contrast to conventional waveguides, which are based on the principle of index
guiding, the type of photonic crystal waveguide shown here confines light
within a region with lower average refractive index than its surroundings. It is
also possible to create a photonic crystal waveguide by increasing the refractive
index of a linear defect with respect to its surroundings, for example by decreasing the size of a row of holes or filling them in completely.
An example of a microcavity is shown in Fig. 11.4(a). A single hole has been
enlarged to a radius of 0.52a, resulting in a mode inside the band gap with
frequency !=0.35 [2pc/a]. The mode is confined to the defect region
(Fig. 11.4(b)) and cannot propagate in the surrounding crystal. Note that for a
microcavity mode, it is no longer relevant to plot a band structure. Because the
structure including the defect is not periodic in any direction, the solutions to

Fig. 11.3 (a) Linear waveguide in a 2D photonic
crystal created by increasing
the radii of a row of holes.
(b) Dispersion relation for
the TE modes of the
waveguide. (c) Power in the
magnetic field for the
waveguide mode at kx=0.5
[2p/a]
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Fig. 11.4 (a) Microcavity in
a 2D photonic crystal created by increasing the radii
of a single hole. (b) Power in
the magnetic field for the
microcavity mode

Maxwell’s equations are no longer of the Bloch form and cannot be labeled by a
Bloch wavevector.

11.2.4 Three-Dimensional Photonic Crystals
Above, we have reviewed 1D and 2D photonic crystals. It is also possible to
design 3D photonic crystals: three-dimensionally periodic structures with a
complete band gap or frequency range in which light cannot propagate for
any direction or polarization.
Only very particular structures have this property. In general, the crystal
must be made up of materials with relatively large difference in refractive index,
such as silicon and air, to create strong enough scattering for a complete gap. In
addition, the particular geometry must be chosen with care. The face-centered
cubic (fcc) lattice, for example, is particularly favorable to the creation of band
gaps. Due to its nearly spherical Brillouin zone, the partial band gaps at the
corners of the 3D Brillouin zone tend to overlap.
Two examples of 3D photonic crystals are shown in Fig. 11.5. The woodpile
structure, shown in Fig. 11.5(a), is made up of stacked layers of parallel rods
with square cross-sections. Adjacent layers have perpendicular orientations.
The structure has a large photonic band gap of 17% of the midgap frequency
for a silicon structure in air [7].
The structure shown in Fig. 11.5(b) is made up of alternating layers of rods
and holes. Each layer forms a triangular array. It also has a large photonic band

Fig. 11.5 Examples of 3D
photonic crystals. (a)
Woodpile structure. (b)
Stacked rod and hole layer
structure. Both belong to the
fcc class of lattices
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gap of close to 20% for silicon in air [8]. Because each of the layers resembles a
2D photonic crystal, the structure facilitates the design of waveguides and
microcavities based on previously existing 2D designs [9].
Because 3D crystals allow complete confinement of light in three dimensions,
they may allow the design of complex, integrated optical circuits with unprecedented control over light flow. However, they are still relatively difficult to
fabricate, as will be discussed later in the chapter. For this reason, much
experimental research currently focuses on simpler 2D periodic structures
known as photonic crystal slabs, discussed in detail in the following section.

11.3 Waveguides and Microcavities in Photonic Crystal Slabs
Photonic crystal slabs are two-dimensionally periodic structures of finite height
that approximate many of the useful features of ideal 2D photonic crystals.
Their relative ease of fabrication has made them popular for device applications. In this section, we review the basic properties of photonic crystal slabs
and describe the design of linear waveguides and microcavities within them.

11.3.1 Band Structures of Photonic Crystal Slabs
An example of a photonic crystal slab is shown in Fig. 11.6(a). The structure is
formed by a triangular lattice of holes in a dielectric slab of finite height.
Photonic crystal slabs guide light by a combination of two different mechanisms. In the plane, light propagation is similar to that in a 2D photonic crystal.
Perpendicular to plane, light is confined by the mechanism of index guiding,
since the refractive index of the slab is higher than the surroundings. Modes of

Fig. 11.6 (a) Photonic crystal slab. (b) Brillouin zone, with irreducible Brillouin zone shown in
gray. (c) Band structure for TE-like modes, with light cone shown in dark gray and photonic
band gap shown in light gray
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the slab can be divided into two polarizations, distinguished by their symmetry
with respect to the midplane of the slab: even (TE-like) or odd (TM-like) [10].
The Brillouin zone of the photonic crystal slab is shown in Fig. 11.6(b) and
resembles that of a 2D photonic crystal. The band structure of the photonic
crystal slab for the TE-like polarization is shown in Fig. 11.6(c) for r ¼ 0:29a and
slab thickness h ¼ 0:60a. A major difference from the band structure of a 2D
crystal is the light cone, shown in dark gray. The light cone indicates modes that
can propagate in the air above and below the photonic crystal slab. Since the
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
dispersion relation for a plane wave in air is ! ¼ ck ¼ k2k þ k2? , where kk and
k? are the magnitudes of the in-plane and out-of-plane wavevectors, respectively,
the light cone occupies the region ! > ckk , where k~k lies within the irreducible
Brillouin zone of the slab. Modes of the photonic crystal slab that fall in the
light cone are not truly guided. Called ‘‘leaky modes,’’ they lose light to the
surroundings as they propagate. Modes of the photonic crystal slab that lie
under the light line are guided in the slab and propagate without loss. Due to
the presence of the light cone, there is no complete gap in the band structure.
However, there is a gap in the guided modes of the photonic crystal slab, shown
in light gray. As we will discuss below, this partial gap can be used to design linear
waveguides and microcavities in a similar way as in 2D photonic crystals.

11.3.2 Linear Waveguides in Photonic Crystal Slabs
A waveguide in a photonic crystal slab is shown in Fig. 11.7. In this example, we
have chosen to fill in a row of holes. The projected band structure is shown in
Fig. 11.7(b). Note that, as for waveguides in 2D photonic crystals, the modes

Fig. 11.7 (a) Linear waveguide in a photonic crystal slab created by filling a row of holes.
(b) Dispersion relation for the TE-like modes of the waveguide. (c) Power in the magnetic field
for waveguide mode 2 at kx=0.5 [2p/a]
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are plotted as a function of the wavevector along the waveguide axis. The light
cone is shown in dark gray and occupies the region ! > ckx . Modes extended
throughout the slab are shown in light gray. Four waveguide bands are also
visible, labeled 1 through 4 in the figure. Because the refractive index of the
waveguide is higher than its surroundings, it supports an index-guided mode,
which lies below the slab modes and is labeled 1. In addition, there are three
gap-guided modes, labeled 2, 3, and 4, which are confined to the waveguide
region by the photonic band gap in the surrounding crystal. The energy in the
magnetic field for band 2 is shown in Fig. 11.7(c).
Many other options exist for designing waveguides in photonic crystal slabs,
offering a high degree of flexibility for tailoring the dispersion relation and
modal fields. For example, rather than completely filling in a row of holes, the
radii of a row of holes can be increased (similar to our 2D example above) or
decreased to obtain the desired mode symmetry and frequency [11]. Another
option is to surround a strip waveguide with a photonic crystal slab on either
side. The result is a large-bandwidth, linearly dispersive waveguide [11,12] with
low relative loss [13,14].
Waveguides can also be created in photonic crystal slabs made of finiteheight dielectric rods in air. Increasing or decreasing the radii of one or more
rows of rods and surrounding a strip waveguide with dielectric rods are all
viable means of creating linear waveguides with varying mode profiles and
dispersion relations [11].
A different way of making a waveguide is to form a sequence of closely
spaced microcavities. In this case, light propagates down the waveguide by
tunneling from one microcavity to the next. By increasing the spacing between
microcavities, the group velocity can be reduced. Such coupled-cavity waveguides [15,16] have attracted great interest in the context of slow light devices for
optical delays.
Optical loss is a practical concern for all photonic crystal waveguides.
A photonic crystal waveguide mode lying below the light line is ideally lossless.
In practice, however, propagation loss results from the scattering of light from
small imperfections on the waveguide surfaces. While early experiments measured propagation loss in excess of 10 dB/mm [17], improvements in fabrication
accuracy and homogeneity have reduced the loss to 0.6 dB/mm for certain
waveguide designs [18]. Due to the short length of typical photonic crystal
devices (<1 mm), the total propagation loss can be below 1 dB, an acceptable
value for many applications. An additional source of loss is the input coupling
to the photonic crystal waveguide from an external light source, such as an
optical fiber. Direct coupling from a standard telecommunication single-mode
fiber to a photonic crystal waveguide can give rise to loss as high as 30 dB, due to
mismatch in waveguide mode profiles and effective indices. However, efficient
solutions for minimizing the coupling loss have been developed. For example, a
mode converter comprising an in-plane adiabatic inverse taper and polymeric
waveguide was experimentally demonstrated to have a low coupling loss of
3–4 dB [18].
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Calculation of modes in photonic crystal slab waveguides is far more computationally intensive than for 1D or 2D photonic crystals. Two common
calculation methods are the plane-wave expansion method [6] and the finitedifference time domain (FDTD) method [19,20]. For both methods, the memory storage requirements and calculation time increase in proportion to the
volume of the problem domain. Recent work has shown that effective index
approaches are useful for reducing computational cost. Rather than calculating
the full 3D modes of a photonic crystal slab, one first computes the waveguide
mode of a solid slab of the same height. The effective index of the slab at a
particular frequency of interest is given by neff ¼ ck=!. One then solves a 2D
problem with the same geometry as the midplane of the photonic crystal slab,
but with a refractive index equal to neff . Effective index approaches have been
shown to have good accuracy for both a modified plane-wave expansion
method [21] and the FDTD method [22].

11.3.3 Microcavities in Photonic Crystal Slabs
In an infinite 2D or 3D crystal, microcavities do not suffer from any leakage of
light. Leakage is completely prevented by the photonic band gap of the surrounding crystal. In photonic crystal slabs, however, some leakage invariably
occurs in the vertical direction, even in an ideal structure free of any structural
imperfections. This is because, as pointed out above, introducing a microcavity
in a photonic crystal results in an overall structure that is no longer periodic. As
a result, modes can no longer be characterized by Bloch wavevectors k, but only
by their frequency. A microcavity mode of a given frequency can couple, or
leak, to modes in the light cone with the same frequency. To make photonic
crystal slab microcavities that are useful for practical applications such as filters
and lasers, it is necessary to carefully optimize the structure to minimize such
radiation loss.
A key figure of merit for characterizing loss is the cavity quality factor, Q. In
the presence of loss, the oscillation of the fields in the cavity is damped in time.
Q measures the decay rate of the electromagnetic field energy stored in the
cavity in units of the optical period T:
Q  2p

ph
T

(11:7)

where ph is the time in which the electromagnetic field energy decays to 1/e of
its initial value. Assuming exponential decay of the fields in time, we may
equivalently write Q in the frequency domain as
Q¼

!o
!

(11:8)
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where !o is the center frequency of the resonance and ! ¼ 1=ph is the full
width at half maximum. Loss lowers Q by broadening the width of the resonance
in frequency space. Alternately, Q may be expressed in terms of wavelength as
Q¼

lo
l

(11:9)

where lo is the center wavelength and l is the full width at half maximum.
Naı̈ve microcavity designs, such as filling a single hole in a photonic crystal
slab, tend to result in low Q values, of the order of a few hundred or less. One
strategy for increasing Q is to delocalize the mode. For example, slightly
reducing the radii of a group of adjacent holes [23] represents a weaker perturbation to the underlying crystal, resulting in a more spread-out modal field and
a higher Q [24]. In many applications, however, one would prefer to have both a
high Q and a small modal volume.
The multipole-cancellation mechanism [24] provides one approach to maximizing Q without increasing mode volume. For any microcavity in a photonic
crystal slab, it is possible to express the total radiated power as a sum of
contributions from different multipole terms. By tuning the structural parameters slightly, it is sometimes possible to cause the lowest-order multipole term
(e.g., the electric-dipole radiation term) to vanish, increasing the total Q by
several orders of magnitude without pronounced changes in the mode volume.
Alternately, in the light-cone picture, the radiated power from the slab may also
be expressed as a sum of contributions from outward-going plane waves in air.
The amount of power lost to each plane wave can be calculated from a 2D Fourier
transform of the near-field of the microcavity mode on a plane above the slab [25].
Only Fourier components with wavevectors lying above the light cone can radiate
to air (kk < !=c, where kk is the magnitude of the Fourier wavevector parallel to
the slab). Q can be increased by tuning the structure to minimize their value, a
process that can be aided by symmetry considerations [26]. The light-cone picture
has been used to motivate the design of several types of high-Q microcavities with
mode volumes on the order of a cubic wavelength, including modes with
dipole [25] and hexapole [27] symmetry. Ultra high-Q microcavities resembling
perturbed waveguides [28,29] have been designed with theoretical Q values on the
order of 107. Experimental Q values of approximately 106 have been measured for
these structures [30,31], limited by factors such as fabrication imperfections (e.g.,
sidewall roughness, variation in air hole position, variation in air hole size, etc.).

11.4 Photonic Crystal Surfaces: Surface States, Surface Coupling,
Transmission, and Refraction
An infinite photonic crystal has discrete translational symmetry and possesses
photonic bands and band gaps as described above. For a semi-infinite photonic
crystal, the presence of a surface breaks the translational symmetry normal to
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the surface. This results in a spectrum of eigenmodes fundamentally different
from an infinite photonic crystal [32]. The most fundamental problem related to
a photonic crystal surface is the coupling of an incoming light beam with the
eigenmodes of the semi-infinite photonic crystal. These eigenmodes include
both surface states (modes) and propagating modes. A rigorous framework
for solving this problem is presented in this section. The problem is highly nontrivial, in that a general solution must address both crystallographic surfaces
described by integer Miller indices and quasi-periodic surfaces having irrational
Miller indices. The transmission theory for the second type of surface is nonexistent in solid-state physics, and the theory for the first type has not been
discussed in general form. The theory presented here gives a unified rigorous
solution to transmission problems through both types of surfaces. The
approach is conceptually simple. First, it solves a surface eigenmode equation
to find all eigenmodes that can be excited by a planar wave impinging upon the
photonic crystal; it then solves a set of boundary equations to determine the
coupling amplitude for each excited eigenmode.
The importance of this subject in the current research context is related to the
recent discovery of the superprism effect and negative refraction, discussed in
later sections. The theory presented here should open numerous opportunities
for further research in these areas. In a broader context, the theory can be
applied to any periodic medium with an ideal ‘‘flat’’ surface, and therefore may
supplement our existing knowledge of solid-state physics.

11.4.1 Surface States in a Photonic Band Gap
A finite-sized photonic crystal supports electromagnetic modes that are associated with its surface [5,33]. For simplicity, consider the surface of a semi-infinite
2D square lattice photonic crystal with lattice constant a. The entire system,
composed of an air region and a photonic crystal region as shown in Fig. 11.8, has
only one dimensional translational symmetry along x. Therefore, such a system is
described by two fundamental physical quantities, frequency ! and surface
tangential wavevector kx. Suppose that the original infinite photonic crystal has
a photonic crystal band structure described by a function !(kx, ky). For a given
kx, the set of frequencies corresponding to all possible values of ky in the first
Brillouin zone, (kx)={!(kx, ky)| p/a<ky< p/a}, covers certain ranges of the
spectrum. It is straightforward to see that these and only these ranges contain
propagating states of the semi-infinite photonic crystal. On the other hand, states
that propagate in air must lie above the light line, !=ckx. It is straightforward to
classify the modes of the system into four categories: (1) transmission: light can
propagate both in the PC and air; (2) external reflection: light can propagate in air
but decays in the photonic crystal; (3) internal reflection: light can propagate in
the PC but decays in air; (4) pure surface state: optical field decays in both regions.
These four scenarios are illustrated in Fig. 11.8. Note that the surface states are
usually discrete and do not necessarily fill the entire hatched region shown in the
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y
x

photonic
crystal
air
Propagating in
both PC and air

Propagating
in air only

Propagating
in PC only

Surface state

Fig. 11.8 Classification of photonic crystal surface states. Upper row: schematic band diagrams. Lower row: light coupling on a photonic crystal surface, with arrows indicating light
transmission/propagation or decay (evanescent wave)

last column of Fig. 11.8. By computing the eigenmodes for a supercell such as the
one shown in Fig. 11.9, the states can be found. However, the supercell method
has some undesired features. For example, if the surface state has a long decay
length into the photonic crystal, then a very large supercell must be used. In
addition, the supercell method does not have a general formulation that is
applicable to arbitrary surface orientations, which include quasi-periodic surfaces. In the following, we will present a general theory that can handle arbitrary
surface orientations for all four scenarios shown in Fig. 11.8.

Fig. 11.9 A supercell used
for computing surface states
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11.4.2 Basic Surface Eigenmode Equations and Fundamental
Difference from Bulk Eigenmode Equations
To rigorously study the problem of coupling and/or transmission across a
photonic crystal surface, we first derive the basic equations for the modes of a
semi-infinite photonic crystal. As we will see, these modes are not entirely
included in the set of modes of the infinite photonic crystal, as given by the
bulk photonic crystal band structure !(kx,ky).
We will start with the fundamental electromagnetic equations. For convenience, we consider the TM polarization, whose magnetic field lies in the plane
and electric field is normal to the plane. The TE polarization, whose electric
field lies in the plane, can be treated similarly. The field equation for the TM
polarization is
r2 EðxÞ þ

!2
"ðxÞEðxÞ ¼ 0
c2

(11:10)

P
According to Bloch’s theorem, we can write EðxÞ ¼ expðik  xÞ G EðGÞ
expðiG  xÞ. The mode equation has the following form in reciprocal space:
 ½ðkx þ Gx Þ2 þ ðky þ Gy Þ2 EðGÞ þ !2

X
G

"ðG  G0 ÞEðG0 Þ ¼ 0

(11:11)

0

This equation, although identical to the equation for photonic band
calculations, must be solved in a different way. For photonic band calculations,
we solve ! for given values of kx, ky. For the surface coupling problem, we
solve for the surface-normal wavevector component ky for given values of !
and kx.
Consider a finite cutoff of the Fourier series G=lb1þmb2, where l=L,
Lþ1, . . ., L1, L, and m=M, Mþ1, . . ., M1, M. The total number of
Fourier components is N=(2Lþ1)(2Mþ1). The eigenvalue problem Eq. (11.11)
can be written in matrix form as


½W½E ¼ k2y ½I þ 2ky ½B þ ½C ½E ¼ 0

(11:12)

where [I], [B], and [C] are N-by-N matrices, in particular [I] is the identity
matrix; and [E] is a N-by-1 column vector whose elements are E(G),
=1, 2, . . ., N. The matrix elements are given by
B ¼  ðG Þy

(11:13a)

C ¼  ½ðG Þy 2 þ ðkx þ ðG Þx Þ2   !2 "ðG Þ

(11:13b)
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In principle, this eigenvalue problem can be solved by calculating the determinant det[W]=DW(kx,ky,!)=0. By counting the powers of each variable, one
finds that
DW ðkx ; kx ; !Þ ¼

2N X
2N X
2N
X

n
clmn klx km
y! ¼ 0

(11:14)

l¼0 m¼0 n¼0

Again, this equation is the same for the photonic band calculation and the
surface coupling problem. However, the outcome can be entirely different
owing to the known physical quantities in each scenario. Consider a simple
(hypothetical) example,
DW ðkx ; ky ; !Þ ¼ !2  ðk2x þ k2y þ k20 Þ ¼ 0
where k0 is a real constant. For the photonic band calculation, we are given the
wavevector components kx, ky, and we need to find the frequency !. This
equation gives
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
!ðkx ; ky Þ ¼

k2x þ k2y þ k20

For the surface coupling problem where kx and ! are known, this equation
gives
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(11:15)
ky ðkx ; !Þ ¼ k2x þ k20  !2
Evidently, for real values of kx, ky, the !(kx,ky) is always real. However, for
any real values of kx,!, the function ky(kx,!) is not always real. The corresponding eigenmode, E(G), for the surface coupling will become an evanescent mode
localized near the surface rather than a propagating mode. It can be proved that
the ensemble of eigenmodes for a bulk photonic crystal bulk={(kx,ky,!(kx,ky))|
–p/a<kx<p/a, p/a<ky<p/a} is contained in the ensemble of eigenmodes for a
semi-infinite photonic crystal surf={(kx,ky(kx,!),!) | –p/a<kx<p/a, ! 2 R},
where ! runs over the real set R.
It is important to realize that for most practical surface coupling problems with
a given pair of kx,!, only one or a few eigenmodes have real values of ky; the set is
dominated by evanescent/amplifying modes having complex values of ky. In other
words, very few propagating modes can be excited inside a semi-infinite photonic
crystal by a plane wave impinging on its surface. The majority of eigenmodes
having complex ky values do not necessarily lie in a photonic band gap.

11.4.3 Equal Partition of Forward and Backward Eigenmodes
It can be shown that the modes of the semi-infinite crystal system are equally
partitioned into forward and backward propagating modes. The beam
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propagation direction is determined by the Poynting vector S, which is proportional to the group velocity vg [32]. For a surface lying along the x-axis, a
forward propagating mode must have Sy>0, and a backward propagating
mode Sy<0. Here we introduce an intuitive geometric proof of the equal
partition.
The beam propagation direction in a photonic crystal is usually illustrated
with the help of dispersion surfaces. A dispersion surface is a constant-frequency
surface in reciprocal space. A propagating mode having frequency ! and
wavevector k ¼ kx ex þ ky ey corresponds to a point located at k on the dispersion surface associated with frequency !. At any point k, the group velocity and
hence the Poynting vector are parallel to the surface normal of the dispersion
surface, S||vg||n. The dispersion surface of an isotropic, homogeneous medium
at any given frequency ! is a sphere in 3D, or a circle in 2D as shown in
Fig. 11.10(a). The dispersion surface of a photonic crystal may vary in shape
as the frequency changes. It can be highly anisotropic as depicted in
Fig. 11.10(b). For 2D photonic crystals, the dispersion surface consists of
contour lines and may also be called the dispersion contour. For simplicity,
we assume that the dispersion contour consists of smooth closed contours. This
assumption holds for most practical 2D photonic crystals. The eigenvalue
problem of Eq. (11.12) can be solved graphically by intersecting the dispersion
contour for the given ! with a vertical line that indicates a constant kx. Consider
two consecutive crossings a, a0 on one of the dispersion contours shown in
Fig. 11.10(c). From the directions of the outward surface-normal vector n, it can
be seen that ny / vg,y=d!/dky has opposite propagation directions at a and a0 .
Indeed, establishing a local polar coordinate system centered at O, we can show
that the y-component of the outward surface-normal vector, ny, always has
opposite signs at a and a0 . The proof can be applied to any arbitrary pairs such
as (b b0 ), (c c0 ), and (d d 0 ). A comprehensive proof including the cases of open
contours and 3D photonic crystals can be found elsewhere [32].

Fig. 11.10 Dispersion contours for (a) a homogeneous, isotropic 2D medium; (b) a 2D
photonic crystal; (c, d) hypothetical, arbitrary dispersion contours
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For a photonic crystal in which (x) is a real number everywhere, the complex eigenvalues of ky always appear in conjugate pairs. Only those with positive
imaginary parts give converging modes exp(ikyy) in the semi-infinite photonic
crystal region, y>0.
Only the forward propagating modes and the converging complex ky modes
are physically allowed in the semi-infinite photonic crystal. The preceding
analysis indicates that they account for half of the 2 N eigenmodes found
from Eq. (11.12). Following Ref. [32], we call these modes ‘‘up modes,’’ forming
a set Mþ. The other N eigenmodes found from Eq. (11.12) form a set of ‘‘down
modes,’’ M.

11.4.4 Mode Degeneracy and Its Dependence on Surface
Orientation
To solve the surface coupling problem, it is necessary to understand the degeneracy of the up and down modes. It turns out that both the up and down modes
usually have a high degree of degeneracy, and this degeneracy is closely related
to the surface orientation. As we will see later, understanding this degeneracy is
necessary for writing a proper set of boundary equations for the coupling
amplitudes.
Consider the dispersion contours shown in Fig. 11.11(b) for the (01) surface
of a rectangular lattice. Again, we can graphically solve for ky by locating the
intersections of a constant kx-line with the dispersion contour.
Generally, ky can take any value between 1 to þ1. In photonic band
calculations, we usually restrict the known quantities kx and ky to be in the first
Brillouin zone. However, for the surface coupling problem, ky is initially
unknown. Therefore, all intersections shown in Fig. 11.11(b) appear in the set
of eigenvalue solutions of Eq. (11.12). Owing to the periodicity in reciprocal
space, the subset of these 2Mþ1 eigenvalues
ky ðmÞ ¼ ky þ mb2 ;

m ¼ M; M þ 1; . . . ; M  1; M

(11:16)

is just one ‘‘degenerate’’ solution. It can be proved that the mode fields E(m)(x)
are identical in real space. Distinct surface eigenmodes can be restricted to the
1D Brillouin zone b2/2<ky<b2/2. For complex eigenmodes, the same degeneracy described by Eq. (11.16) holds, and the distinct modes can be located by
restricting ky to the 1D BZ on the complex ky plane:
 b2 =2 < Re ky

b2 =2

Therefore, the number of distinct up modes is
Nþ ¼ N=ð2M þ 1Þ ¼ 2L þ 1

(11:17)
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(23)

(a)

(100,π)
(10)
(b)

(c)

(h1,h2) = (10)

(d)

(h1,h2) = (23)

(h1,h2) = (100,π)

1st BZ

Fig. 11.11 Three types of surface orientations: (a) top view of 2D photonic crystal; (b–d) three
surface orientations with side views of the surface in real space and dispersion contours in the
reciprocal space (in a 55 Brillouin zone)

We note that there is a single transmission amplitude, ts, for each distinct up
mode.
The situation becomes somewhat more complicated for the (11.23) surface
depicted in Fig. 11.11(c). For the same drawing showing 55 Brillouin zones,
the degree of ‘‘degeneracy’’ drops from 5 to 2. An even more complicated
situation is depicted in Fig. 11.11(d), where the surface orientation is slightly
different from (01). There is no degeneracy in the 55 Brillouin zones. The type
of surface shown in Fig. 11.11(d) is called a quasi-periodic surface. In both
cases, it appears that non-degenerate eigenmodes exist outside the 1D BZ
defined by –b2/2 <Re ky b2/2 and that the number of ts is changed from 2Lþ1.
A proper treatment of degeneracy involves a prudent choice of the lattice
vectors. Consider a surface that has a pair of arbitrary integer Miller indices
(h1h2). Without loss of generality, we assume that 0<|h2| <|h1|, and h2 and h1 are
co-prime. We can redefine the basis vectors for an enlarged lattice cell as
A 1 ¼ h2 a 1  h 1 a 2 ;

A2 ¼ a2

(11:18a)

Accordingly, the reciprocal lattice has basis vectors
B1 ¼ ð1=h2 Þb1 ;

B2 ðh1 =h2 Þb1 þ b2

(11:18b)
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It is not difficult to show that A1 always lies parallel to the photonic crystal
surface and B2 is always normal to the surface. Note that Eqs. (11.18a) and
(11.18b) return to the original lattice basis vectors for the trivial case (h1h2) =
(01). If we use this set of new basis vectors in Eq. (11.11) to calculate the Fourier
components of the dielectric function and solve for the resulting eigenmodes,
then all distinct surface eigenmodes are contained in the 1D BZ defined by –B2/
2 <Re ky B2/2. The number of distinct up modes remains 2Lþ1. For the
quasi-periodic surface illustrated in Fig. 11.11(d), the Miller indices must have
at least one irrational number. The above procedure does not apply, there is no
degeneracy, and hence Nþ=N.

11.4.5 Coupling Amplitudes of the Excited Photonic Crystal
Modes: Boundary Equations
We can now write the field EI(x) in the incident medium, and the field EII(x) in
the photonic crystal:
X

EI ðxÞ ¼ expðiq0 xÞ þ

rpðGÞ exp½ipðGÞx

(11:19a)

G

EII ðxÞ ¼

XX



ts Es ðGÞ exp iðkx þ Gx Þx þ iðky ðsÞ þ Gy Þy

(11:19b)

s2Mþ G

where rp(G) and ts are reflection and transmission amplitudes, and the reflection
wavevectors are given by
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
"I !2  ðq0x þ Gx Þ2 ey

pðGÞ ¼ ðq0x þ Gx Þex 

The boundary equations can be obtained by matching the E(x,0) and Hx(x,0)
for each surface harmonic wave exp[ipx(G)x]
G;0 þ rpðGÞ ¼

X

ts Es ðGÞ

(11:20a)

s2Mþ

q0y G;0 þ py ðGÞrpðGÞ ¼

X

ts ½ky ðsÞ þ Gy Es ðGÞ

(11:20b)

s2Mþ

For a quasi-periodic surface, there are N distinct surface harmonic wavevectors px(G), hence the number of boundary equations is 2N. There are N distinct
reflection wavevectors p(G), and N distinct up modes ky(s), hence the number of
unknowns rp(G), ts is 2N as well. The boundary equation can be solved.
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For a surface that can be described by integer Miller indices, we shall use
Glm=lB1þmB2 in all subsequent analysis. Because the x-component of Glm is
independent of m, we find p(Glm)=p(Gl0). This reduces the number of distinct
reflection wavevectors to 2Lþ1. The number of distinct surface harmonic
wavevectors px(G) is also reduced to 2Lþ1. Now, let pl=p(Gl0). The boundary
equations can be rewritten as
l;0 þ rl ¼

2Lþ1
X

ts

2Lþ1
X

ts

s¼1

X

Es ðGlm Þ

(11:21a)

m

s¼1

q0y l;0 þ pl;y rl ¼

X

½ky ðsÞ þ lB1y þ mB2 Es ðGlm Þ

(11:21b)

m

Evidently, the total number of unknowns, rl, ts, is 2(2Lþ1), and the number
of equations is 2(2Lþ1) as well.
Transmission through the (01) surface of a square lattice photonic crystal is
shown in Fig. 11.12, where the photonic band gaps are clearly observed. The
spectrum calculated with this theory agrees well with the results of the transfer
matrix method [34].
If light in an eigenmode of the photonic crystal hits the surface from the inner
side, a similar set of boundary equations can be derived for both a periodic
surface and a quasi-periodic surface [32].

11.4.6 Some Fundamental Issues of Crystal Refraction
or Surface Coupling
Some fundamental aspects of surface refraction/coupling deserve further discussion [32]. Note that most of the following discussion is applicable not only to
photonic crystal surfaces, but also to the surface of an arbitrary periodic lattice.
1
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Our analysis of PC surface refraction goes beyond merely giving amplitudes rl, ts. First, it reveals that incident light recognizes a lattice by its ‘‘face.’’
For a square lattice, if the incident surface has Miller indices other than (10)
or (01), the light may nevertheless ‘‘see’’ an oblique lattice, according to
Eq. (11.18).
For an ideal periodic surface, the coincidence of the wavevectors of different
reflection orders, p(Glm)=p(Gl0), means that the reflected waves carry only the
information of the surface periodicity. In a sense, the other Bragg planes inside
the PC are hidden. Simply from the reflected waves, one could not tell whether
the crystal is a 1D grating or a 2D photonic crystal. It is interesting to notice that
the degeneracy of the PC modes is governed by the surface-normal 1D BZ
associated with B2, whereas the wavevector difference of the reflected waves is
dictated by the surface BZ through the new surface wavevector B1. Although B1
is generally not parallel to the surface, its x-component enters the reflection
wavevector difference as
pl;x  pl1;x ¼ B1x ¼ 2p=A1

(11:22)

It has been noted in previous studies of (10), (100), or (111) surfaces that the
reflected modes carry only the information of the surface periodicity in their
wavevectors (for example, in Refs. [34,35]). However, such a phenomenon has
not previously been correlated with the mode degeneracy of the photonic
crystal.
For a quasi-periodic surface, the reflected waves carry the information of all
Bragg planes, not just the surface BZ. This is obvious because no two p(Glm),
p(Glm0 ) coincide, and for a quasi-periodic surface, there is actually no surface BZ
owing to the lack of surface periodicity.
Another implication of the theory is that a slight change of surface orientation may split one PC beam into many beams. Consider the rectangular lattice
example we discussed above. For the (01) surface, suppose there is only one
propagating mode among 2Lþ1 distinct up modes. One can easily show that
when L increases, the new modes introduced will all be evanescent modes with
complex ky(s); the change of M does not affect the number of distinct up modes.
On the other hand, it is a drastically different case for a quasi-periodic surface
that could be merely 0.0001 degree from the (01) direction. Owing to the lack of
degeneracy, the number of distinct up modes will increase when M increases.
Particularly, the number of distinct propagating modes will increase as M,
which means more beams will be present in the crystal. How to observe such
a sensitive phenomenon is an interesting question. Note that a quasi-periodic
section of acceptable quality cannot be achieved in an atomic crystal because an
atom cannot be divided or ‘‘cut’’ into fractions. Whereas artificial structures
such as photonic crystals can form an ideal ‘‘flat’’ surface, an atomic crystal
surface intended to be a quasi-periodic section would in general appear ragged
or have lattice voids.
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Furthermore, to calculate the photonic bands of 2D and 3D photonic
crystals, one has an infinite number of choices of basis vectors of the unit cell
giving equivalent results. However, the choices become limited in the refraction
problem as seen in Eq. (11.18a). From a symmetry point of view, the presence of
the surface breaks discrete translational symmetry of a crystal. This causes the
2D periodicities in the real and reciprocal spaces to be sectioned along the x and
ky directions, respectively. For a crystallographic surface described by integer
(rational) Miller indices, the 2D translational symmetry is decomposed into the
1D translational symmetry along the x-axis in the real space and the 1D
‘‘degeneracy’’ of ky in the reciprocal space. The lower translational symmetry
limits the choices of primitive translation vectors to a subset of those of an
infinite crystal. Specifically, one of the basis vectors must be a multiple of A1
defined in Eq. (11.18a) so as to reflect the surface periodicity. The other basis
vector can be arbitrarily chosen.
The theory presented above is valid for any surface termination. Note that as
the surface termination changes, the Fourier transform (G) implicitly gains a
phase factor, exp½iG  ðyey Þ, where y measures the y-shift of the surface with
respect to one cell center. Therefore, the surface termination information enters
the field equation implicitly through (G). Surface termination can also be
treated explicitly. In the next section, we will see that the boundary conditions
in Eq. (11.24) involve phase factors exp½iky ðsÞd and exp½iGlm ðdey Þ for the back
surface of a photonic crystal slab. When explicitly treating the surface termination in the semi-infinite crystal problem, similar factors will appear in
Eqs. (11.21a) and (11.21b). Lastly, the surface is terminated at the centers of
air holes for the triangular photonic crystal problem treated in Ref. [32],
whereas the termination is on the middle plane between two cylinders for the
square lattice problem whose results are plotted in Fig. 11.12.
The surface transmission and coupling theory given here can be extended to
3D photonic crystals. The details can be found in a recent publication [36].
The theory presented in this section can be readily extended to treat the
surface coupling/transmission problem for any matter wave and any semiinfinite periodic medium as long as the wave equation is linear. It is our understanding that some problems studied in this section, though fundamental to
solid-state physics, have not been systematically investigated as done here.
Further application of this theory to other surface problems may illuminate
some unexplored aspects of solid-state physics.

11.5 Transmission Through an Arbitrary Photonic Crystal
A number of numerical and theoretical methods have been employed to study
light transmission (or scattering) through photonic crystals, including the
transfer matrix method [34,37], the scattering theory of dielectric cylinder/
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sphere lattices [35,38,39] or multiple scattering method [40], and the internal
field expansion method [41,42]. In certain scattering problems, a photonic
crystal is comparable to or smaller than the light beam cross-section, and we
are interested in the far-field properties of the scattered light. Such a scenario is
relevant, for example, to spectrum measurement and investigations of optical
loss in certain photonic crystal structures. However, for most integrated photonic devices, we are more interested in transmission problems that deal with the
optical field inside a photonic crystal or near its surface. This section will focus
on theories that can effectively handle these problems.

11.5.1 Transmission Theory for a Photonic Crystal Slab
A number of methods have been developed for computing the transmission
through finite-sized photonic crystals. Pendry and MacKinnon developed a
general computational method for calculating photonic crystal transmission
using the transfer matrix approach [37], which has been validated using microwave photonic crystal measurements [3]. For photonic crystals composed of
spheres or cylinders, scattering theories can be employed to compute the
transmission and reflection coefficients [38,39]. For structures with piecewise
constant refractive index, mode matching techniques with perfectly matched
layer boundary conditions can be used [43]. Sakoda has developed an internal
field method to compute the transmission [41,42].
These methods can be classified into three categories, according to their
effective computational domains. The first category is the whole-space methods, which need to compute the electromagnetic field in the entire space (or in
the entire photonic crystal). The finite-difference time domain technique is a
typical whole-space method. The second category is the 1D supercell methods,
which compute the field in a 1D supercell spanning from the entrance surface
to the exit surface. Such a method is applicable only if the photonic crystal is a
slab with parallel front and back surfaces. The internal field expansion technique [42] is an example for this category. The third category is the single-cell
method, where we need to compute the field in only one cell per surface to
determine the transmission through the entire photonic crystal [32,34]. Evidently, the single-cell methods are the most efficient due to their small computational domain.
Here, we extend the surface transmission and coupling theory presented in
the preceding section to compute the transmission through a photonic crystal
slab [44]. Note this approach falls into the single-cell method category. Essentially, the slab transmission problem requires that the boundary equations at
the front and back surfaces be solved simultaneously. Similar to the singlesurface transmission problem, the fields in front of, inside, and behind the
photonic crystal slab can be expressed as
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where the reflection and transmission wavevectors are given by
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and cs, rl, and tl represent the complex amplitudes of the eigenmode Es(x),
the lth order reflected wave, and the lth order transmitted wave, respectively.
Note q0x ” kx. The boundary conditions for the front and back surfaces are
given as
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For illustrative purposes, we apply our theory to a grating diffraction problem. Note that the surface-relief grating shown in Fig. 11.13(a) can be regarded
as a monolayer of a 2D photonic crystal as shown in Fig. 11.13(b).
The Fourier components of the sinusoidal grating are given by
( ¼ 1ð" þ " Þ þ 1ð"  " Þð þ  Þ m ¼ 0
III l;0
I
l;1
l;1
2 I
4 III
"ðGlm Þ "III  "I 

il;0 þ ð1Þm il1 Jl ðmpÞ
m¼
6 0
2pm

(11:25)

The transmission and reflection coefficients, known as diffraction efficiencies in grating terminology, are plotted in Fig. 11.13(c). The results obtained
from the theory are in good agreement with the rigorous coupled wave
approach [45].
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Fig. 11.13 Grating as a monolayer photonic crystal [44]. (a) Grating structure; (b) virtual
photonic crystal; (c) diffraction efficiencies; (d) illustration of the staircase approximation (or
slicing) used in other approaches

We should mention that most theories assume that the incident light is a
plane wave of infinite lateral extent for the slab transmission problem. Therefore, the internally reflected waves from the front and back surfaces fully overlap inside the slab, producing the interference effect seen in the spectral
oscillation in Fig. 11.6. If the incident beam is sufficiently narrow and the slab
is thick, then different scenarios could occur. Consider a simple situation where
each internal reflection generates only a single reflected beam inside the PC slab.
After a round trip of reflections, the beam will be shifted laterally with respect to
the original beam in the PC slab. If the reflection angles are relatively large and/
or the beam widths are relatively narrow, the secondary beams generated due to
multiple reflections may have little spatial overlap with the original beam. The
field immediately outside each surface of the slab will consist of an array of
parallel beams rather than a single beam that contains the interference effect.
The slab transmission theories for the planar incident waves cannot predict the
strength of each exiting beam in such a case. Instead, the single-surface refraction theory developed here must be used.
Moreover, there are many practically valuable cases where the entry and exit
surfaces are not parallel to each other [46]. Study of the single-surface transmission problem is necessary to understand these diverse situations, which frequently arise in the design of useful devices [46]. Note that the single-surface
transmission problem for a photonic crystal is nothing but refraction. Moreover, a PC slab transmission theory can be obtained from a refraction theory (as
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is done in conventional thin film interference theory), but not the reverse. As Li
and Ho pointed out [34], for a planar incident wave (of infinite beam width), the
mathematical solution for the internal field deep in an extremely thick slab does
not converge to the true solution of the field in a semi-infinite photonic crystal,
because multiple reflections always exist in the slab, regardless of the separation
between its surfaces.

11.6 Fabrication of Photonic Crystals
The earliest attempts to fabricate photonic crystals began with structures with
relatively large feature sizes. The wavelength of a photonic band gap scales with
feature dimensions: empirically, the band gap appears at a wavelength around
three times the lattice constant. Therefore, a periodic structure on the millimeter
scale provides a band gap in the microwave part of the electromagnetic spectrum. Soon after proposing the photonic band gap concept, Yablonovitch
began to fabricate structures to test his ideas. He proposed to drill three series
of holes into a dielectric material along three crystallographic axes, the (110),
(101), and (011) directions of a diamond lattice. This structure, which has a
complete band gap and is amenable to common machining methods at microwave frequencies [47], was later called Yablonovite. In the mid-1990 s, with the
advance of electron-beam (e-beam) lithography, researchers commenced the
effort to fabricate photonic crystals for optical wavelengths. A variety of
fabrication methods have been developed. In this section, we will briefly review
a number of the most common methods to lay a foundation for our subsequent
discussion of photonic crystal devices.

11.6.1 Electron-Beam Lithography
Today, electron-beam nanolithography facilities capable of patterning
feature sizes around 50 nm or smaller are widely available in academic and
industrial research laboratories. The resolution of this lithography technique is
sufficient for patterning photonic crystals for most optical and infrared
wavelengths.
The technique starts with a relatively flat piece of material, for example, a
silicon or GaAs wafer. A layer of e-beam resist, an analog of the photoresist
used for photolithography, is spin-coated on the wafer surface. The most
common e-beam resist is PMMA, although other types of resists are also
used. The wafer is then loaded into the e-beam chamber for patterning. Computer software is used to control the electron beam, scanning it over the surface
of the wafer to write the desired pattern. For a positive resist such as PMMA,
the exposed areas are dissolved in the subsequent developing process. For a
negative resist, the exposed areas of the resist remain on the wafer whereas the
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unexposed areas are dissolved. The pattern is then transferred on to the underlying silicon or GaAs by wet or dry etching. Dry etching, particularly reactive
ion etching, is often preferred so as to produce a vertical side wall in the etched
regions of the wafer. As the e-beam resist itself is not sturdy enough to sustain
extended dry etching times, a thin intermediate layer, for example silicon oxide,
may be grown on the wafer surface before coating the e-beam resist. The
exposed resist is used as a mask to etch the thin layer of oxide in a time period
short enough not to compromise the e-beam resist. Once the pattern is transferred from the resist to the oxide, one can etch the underlying silicon using the
patterned oxide layer as a ‘‘hard’’ mask. With a proper dry etching recipe, silicon
can be etched significantly faster than silicon oxide.
Krauss et al. first patterned a 2D photonic crystal slab on an AlGaAs
substrate using e-beam lithography [48]. Transmission, reflection, and diffraction of 2D photonic crystal slabs at near-infrared wavelengths were subsequently measured quantitatively [49]. In another notable advance, Lin and
Ho fabricated a 3D woodpile photonic crystal with a full photonic band
gap [50].

11.6.2 Holography
Holographic methods provide another way of fabricating photonic crystals. A
holographic pattern is formed by the interference of coherent beams to produce
a standing wave in 3D space. For N beams, the spatial optical intensity may be
written as

2
N
X



I
Em cosðGm  x  !t þ m Þ
m¼1


(11:26)

The modulation of the optical intensity is given by the cross terms:
I

X

El Em cos½ðGl  Gm Þ  x þ ðl  m Þ

l;m

There are N(N–1)/2 non-zero spatial modulation wavevectors Glm. For
N=3, there are three spatial modulation wavevectors lying in one plane, therefore they can only form a 2D photonic crystal. At least N=4 beams are required
to produce a 3D photonic crystal. It has been shown that all five 2D and
fourteen 3D Bravais lattices can be constructed via holography [51].
The spatially modulated light intensity is used to expose a photosensitive
polymer. Since the difference in refractive index between exposed and unexposed regions is quite small (<0.1), it is necessary to dissolve away regions of the
pattern, leaving air voids in the polymer. For a positive resist, regions that
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receive an exposure dosage above a certain threshold value will be removed in
the subsequent developing process. For a negative resist, the less exposed
regions are removed. The remaining structure has a relatively large index
contrast, npolymer:nair1.5:1, sufficient to form a wide band gap along certain
crystallographic directions.
With currently available high-power, high coherence length lasers, it is easy to
enlarge the beam beyond a few centimeters and produce large area 2D or 3D
holographic photonic crystals. This essentially parallel exposure process may
form a photonic crystal in a few seconds, significantly faster than the e-beam
lithography technique. However, unlike e-beam lithography, holographic lithography is limited to periodic patterns and cannot produce waveguide or microcavity structures. The recent advance of prism holography [52] has significantly
reduced the cost of producing a large number of coherent beams. However, there
remain challenges to fabricating thick 3D photonic crystals by holography.
First, the exposure process requires a material that absorbs light. As a result,
the intensity of the beams decreases with distance into the photosensitive
polymer, and the bottom of the sample (furthest from the light source) tends
to be underexposed. In addition, the top of the sample reacts with the developer
for a longer time than the bottom, since the developer must dissolve away voids
at the top of the crystal to reach the region below. For a positive resist, these
effects combine to give severe asymmetry for a thick 3D crystal. One way to
overcome the problem is to expose from the backside of the substrate [53]. For a
negative resist, the two effects tend to cancel each other out in the standard
front-surface exposure setup. For both positive and negative resists, the reduction of optical intensity and effective developer concentration in the deep body
of a thick film limits the maximum thickness of a holographic photonic crystal.
Further study is needed to overcome this limitation.
Like all optical lithography techniques, the holographic method also suffers
from the drawback that the minimum resolution is limited to a half of the
wavelength. Nonetheless, with common blue or violet lasers as coherent
sources, the resolution is adequate for a wide range of applications at 1300
and 1550 nm wavelengths.
Interestingly, the study of photonic crystals has brought a new perspective to
research on holographic structures. While past research on holograms was
focused on their far-field diffractive properties, research on holographic photonic crystals focuses on how the band structure affects light propagation inside
the material or near its surface.

11.6.3 Laser Direct Writing by Two-Photon Absorption
Recently, laser direct writing techniques have been developed to fabricate
moderate-sized 3D photonic crystals. A photosensitive material is coated on a
substrate, and a laser beam is scanned through the body of the photosensitive
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material to expose certain areas. Two-photon photopolymerization (2 PP) has
been widely employed to achieve highly localized structural features (see
Chapter 12 in this book). Using a lens, the laser beam is focused on a spot.
Polymerization occurs only where the laser energy density exceeds a threshold
value, which occurs in a small 3D volume near the focal point. Since the
threshold for 2 PP is generally higher than for standard single-photon polymerization, the resolution of the method is finer.
The resolution can be further improved by using pulsed lasers. For a laser
beam (or focal spot) with a beam waist d0 and fluence F, the diameter of the
polymerization region is [54]
d ¼ d0

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
lnðF=Fth Þ

where Fth is the threshold fluence for polymerization. Using a femtosecond
pulsed laser, it is possible to precisely control the dose so that F is only slightly
above threshold. According to the above equation, the polymerization diameter
d is then much smaller than the laser beam/spot diameter d0. In principle, the
resolution can be arbitrarily small. In practice, however, the beam quality,
beam profile stability, and intrinsic fluctuation of the laser field limit the
minimum resolution to approximately 100 nm.
One limitation of the method is that during the serial exposure process, the
top region of the photopolymer absorbs a small dose of laser energy while the
focus of the beam scans through the lower portion of the film. This partial
dosage must be compensated to fabricate a thick 3D photonic crystal. While
stereography techniques [55,56] have successfully produced 3D structures with
cross-sectional areas exceeding 100100 mm2, patterning of thick 3D photonic
crystals with submicron feature sizes has yet to be demonstrated.

11.6.4 Self-Assembly and Templating
Identical particles of certain materials (e.g., submicron polystyrene spheres)
dispersed in a liquid have the tendency to self-assemble into a crystalline phase,
usually a stack of hexagonal close-packed planes. If the stacking is properly
ordered, the result is a face-centered cubic structure. While such a colloidal
crystal is mechanically unstable, the voids between the spheres can be filled with
another material to form a solid structure. Liquids or gases are used to carry the
fill material through the micro-channels between the spheres. Furthermore, one
may remove the original lattice of microspheres by sintering or chemical reaction, forming an inverse of the original structure (Fig. 11.14). The original
method for forming colloidal photonic crystals employed equally sized emulsion droplets as the template to form a periodic macroporous material [57].
Latex [58], polystyrene [59], silica [60], and metal [61] have been used as
microsphere materials. A variety of materials, such as silicon oxide, alumina,
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Fig. 11.14 (a) Colloidal photonic crystal template; (b) Structured porous silica made using the
template [62]. (original high resolution micrographs courtesy of Orlin D. Velev)

titania, and CdSe have been used to fill the interstitial voids, as discussed in a
review [62]. Vlasov et al. have developed a low-pressure chemical vapor
deposition method to fill the voids with silicon [60], a desirable material for
integrated photonics applications. The microspheres are then removed by wet
etching. The resulting structure has a complete band gap of 10% of the
midgap frequency.
It is also possible to form structures other than the close-packed hexagonal
planar stacks or fcc lattices. Surface preparation prior to self-assembly is generally required to obtain repeatable results [63].
In principle, the self-assembly method is a high-throughput approach that is
capable of patterning large 2D or 3D photonic crystals in a short time. However,
the method is subject to various types of defects, such as stacking faults, dislocations, and point defects. The quality of a colloidal crystal is also affected by the
size distribution (or mass dispersion) of the microspheres. Thicker photonic
crystals are often desired, but the quality and optical properties of 3D colloidal
photonic crystals may vary with their thickness [64]. Further development is
needed to overcome these problems and demonstrate low defect-density, large
area, thick 3D photonic crystals in a preferred photonic material.

11.6.5 Nanoimprint
In nanoimprint lithography, a mask pattern is defined by pressing a template,
or mold, against a resist layer on the surface of a substrate. The imprinted
resist is then used to etch the pattern into the substrate. In some nanoimprint
methods, the mask is made of a flexible polymer material, such nanoimprint
techniques are sometimes called ‘‘soft-molding,’’ in contrast to ‘‘hard-molding’’
techniques that use rigid templates made out of inorganic materials such as
silica. One advantage of nanoimprint lithography is that once the template is
made (using e-beam lithography or other techniques), it can be reused repeatedly, yielding a relatively fast, low-cost, high-volume patterning technique.
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As an example, we consider the patterning of a polymeric 2D photonic
crystal using a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) template [65]. The nanoimprint
process starts with a master structure on the e-beam resist ZEP520A directly
patterned by e-beam lithography. The PDMS prepolymer in 10:1 mixing ratio is
then poured onto the master structure of baked e-beam resist patterns. After
being cured at 608C for 12 h, the PDMS is peeled off from the e-beam resist, and
a PDMS template (soft mold) is obtained on the PDMS film. A thin film of
ultraviolet curable photopolymer is coated on a substrate, and the PDMS
template is placed in contact with the photopolymer layer from the top. In
some embossing processes employing a hard mold, pressure may be applied to
the template to imprint the pattern. In this case, the capillary force drives the
uncured polymer solution to fill the recesses of the template, leading to pattern
formation. With a low-viscosity polymer, it is possible to fill the voids in
microseconds. As the PDMS template (a few millimeters thick) is largely
transparent, ultraviolet irradiation through the PDMS is employed to cure
the polymer. A patterned 2D polymeric photonic crystal is shown in Fig. 11.15.
Due to the limited time and space, we limit our discussion to one example on
this topic. The readers are encouraged to explore the other nanoimprint references contained in Ref. [65].

11.6.6 Other Techniques
A variety of other methods have been employed to fabricate photonic crystals. In
a joint effort of Sandia Laboratories and Iowa State University, a 3D woodpile

Fig. 11.15 A 2D polymeric
photonic crystal imprinted
by a PDMS template
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photonic crystal was fabricated using standard microelectronics fabrication techniques. A layer of SiO2 was deposited, patterned, and etched to form the shafts of
SiO2. The resulting trenches were filled with poly-silicon, and the surface was
planarized using chemical mechanical polishing. A similar sequence of processes
was repeated to form the second layer, and so on. Finally, the silicon oxide was
removed by dipping into an HF solution, and a four-layer 3D photonic crystal
made of poly-Si was formed. A 3D crystal containing microcavities has been
made in a similar fashion [66]. In other work, a Germanium inverse woodpile
structure has been fabricated using a polymer template [67].
Another method first patterns and dry etches a 2D hexagonal lattice on a
silicon or silica substrate. Alternating deposition of silicon and SiO2 preserves
the lattice pattern/topology of the bottommost layer, forming a graphite-like
3D photonic crystal composed of up to 20 pairs of Si/SiO2 layers [68].
The wafer fusion technique was employed to fabricate 3D photonic crystals
in GaAs or InP [69]. A pair of striped compound semiconductor wafers was first
fused at around 7008C. One of the substrates was then removed by a combination of chemical and dry etching. Two such wafers, each having two layers of
stripes, were again wafer-fused to form a four-layer structure, using a laserassisted alignment technique. Such a process can be continued to form close to
20 layers. Point defects and line defects can also be introduced by patterning one
of the layers and fusing it into the 3D photonic crystal.

11.6.7 Process Integration
As photonic crystal research evolves from science toward technology, increasing emphasis is being placed on making functional photonic crystal devices that
can be integrated with other photonic and electronic structures and devices. To
this end, it is important that methods of fabricating photonic crystal structures
are compatible with the methods of fabricating accompanying photonic/electronic structures on the same substrate. As an example, we consider the lithography technique used in patterning photonic crystals. Although e-beam
lithography is most widely employed in academic research, deep ultraviolet
(DUV) photolithography actually suffices for patterning 2D photonic crystals
for telecommunication wavelengths, which require a lattice constant around
400 nm for silicon and common III–V materials. For integrating photonic
crystal structures with electronics on a single chip, DUV or even shorter
wavelength photolithography tools are likely to be used in mass production,
due to cost and throughput concerns. In this regard, Krauss’s group in the UK
and Intel employed 193 nm DUV lithography to pattern and fabricate 2D
photonic crystals with lattice constants as fine as a=280 nm [70]. A fabricated
photonic crystal waveguide is shown in Fig. 11.16.
Many 2D photonic crystal structures have the topology of a membrane,
i.e., a free-standing photonic crystal slab in air. Such a structure is usually
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Fig. 11.16 Photonic crystal
structures made by DUV
lithography (courtesy of
Thomas F. Krauss)

formed by wet etching part of the substrate underneath the photonic
crystal slab. For a simple photonic crystal structure, we may pattern
large openings surrounding the photonic crystal region to deliver a sufficient amount of etchant to the substrate region directly underneath the
photonic crystal area [71]. However, a realistic, complex photonic crystal
with electronic structures may not allow such latitude. For example, in one
recently demonstrated photonic crystal laser structure [72], the photonic
crystal defect cavity has a semiconductor post of submicron diameter
underneath the defect region. The post is required to form a conduction
channel for charge carriers to travel from the substrate to the photonic
crystal membrane. More detailed discussion of this photonic crystal structure will be presented in a later section.
It may also be difficult for suspended membrane structures to satisfy industrial standards for reliability. Burying the membrane in oxide or other lowindex dielectrics would provide better mechanical support, help passivate the
surface (suppressing surface recombination of free carriers, among other
advantages), and improve thermal dissipation characteristics.
Certainly, process integration involves a range of issues well beyond the
scope of this short section. However, there appears to be no fundamental
barrier to achieving economical mass production of photonic crystal optoelectronic chips.

11.7 Photonic Crystal Light-Emitting Devices and Lasers
Spontaneous emission from an excited atom is not an intrinsic property of the
atom itself; rather, it is the result of interaction of the atom with the radiation
field surrounding it. As such, spontaneous emission can be controlled by
modifying the radiation field. A common way is to enclose an atom in a limited
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space, or cavity, to isolate it from the larger space outside. The radiation field
inside the cavity occupies certain cavity modes, which exist only in particular
frequency ranges. If the optical transition frequency of the excited atom does
not coincide with the frequency of a cavity mode, emission is inhibited. If it does
coincide with the frequency of a cavity mode, emission is allowed. Moreover, in
1946, Edward Purcell proposed that because the radiation mode density of a
resonant cavity can be made significantly higher than that of vacuum, the
spontaneous emission from an atom enclosed in a cavity can be significantly
enhanced [73]. The enhancement factor, later named the Purcell factor, is
Fp ¼

3Qðl=nÞ3
4p2 Veff

(11:27)

where Q is the quality factor of the cavity, l is the free-space wavelength, n is the
refractive index of the medium inside the cavity, and Veff is the effective mode
volume [74].
Photonic crystal cavities are capable of providing an ultrasmall effective
mode volume Veff of merely a few times (l/2n)3 [75] and can give a quality
factor as high as Q106 [30,31]. If these two numbers can be simultaneously
achieved in a single device, an ultrahigh Purcell factor Fp 500,000 can be
obtained at the resonance frequency. Since the stimulated emission rate is
proportional to the spontaneous emission rate, a high Purcell factor implies
that the stimulated emission is also significantly enhanced. An enhancement in
stimulated emission lowers the lasing threshold.

11.7.1 Optically Pumped Photonic Crystal Cavity Lasers
Early work on photonic crystal cavity lasers used optical pumping of the cavity
mode [75]. The structure used was a suspended photonic crystal slab membrane
with a hexagonal lattice of holes. For many low-threshold laser applications, it
is desirable to have a single-mode cavity. Due to the symmetry of the lattice, a
cavity made by filling a single hole has degenerate dipole modes. To break the
symmetry and create a single-mode cavity, a pair of holes was enlarged instead.
The estimated quality factor and mode volume were 250 and 2.5(l/2
n)3=0.03 mm3, respectively. The photonic crystal was fabricated in an InGaAsP
film grown by metal–organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) on an InP
substrate. The active region comprised four 9 nm InGaAsP quantum wells
separated by 20 nm quaternary barriers with 1.22 mm band gap. The quantum
well emission wavelength was designed for 1.55 mm at room temperature. The
compressive strain in the InGaAsP quantum wells enhances coupling to the TE
polarization, which favors the actual defect mode of the photonic crystal cavity.
The hexagonal photonic crystal lattice structure was patterned by e-beam
lithography and dry-etched using a metal/SiN double hard-mask layer. The
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InP sacrificial layer directly beneath the photonic crystal was removed by
dipping in a diluted HCl solution. A free-standing photonic crystal membrane
was thus obtained.
Lasing action was demonstrated at a substrate temperature of 143 K for
pulses of 10 ns wide and 250 ns apart. Above the threshold pump level of
6.75 mW, the line width shrunk from 7 nm to below 0.2 nm, the latter number
being limited by the resolution of the spectrometer. However, because of the
low quality factor and relatively large pumping beam (30 times greater area
than the defect mode), the threshold of this first optically pumped laser was
quite high.
Recent work has demonstrated very fast photonic crystal slab lasers with
response times as short as a few picoseconds [76].
Laser cavities have also been fabricated in 3D woodpile photonic crystals by
the wafer fusion technique [77]. InGaAsP multiple quantum wells were introduced as the active layer into GaAs photonic crystals with an in-plane period of
0.7 mm and a stripe width and height of 0.2 mm. Without artificial defects,
photoluminescence was suppressed in the photonic band gap. The inclusion
of defects introduced modes into the band gap around 1.55 mm. As the sizes of
the defects were reduced, individual cavity modes became distinguishable
through photoluminescence measurements. Quality factors above 100 were
achieved in defects of 0.760.65 mm2.

11.7.2 Electrically Pumped Photonic Crystal Lasers
Electrical pumping is preferable to optical pumping for many laser applications. However, an electrically pumped photonic crystal laser requires an
intricate design of the carrier injection region so as to maintain a high quality
factor, a small mode volume, and, often, a single-mode cavity. While these
requirements are not easy to realize for optically pumped photonic crystal
lasers, they become even more challenging in the presence of semiconductor
carrier injection structures.
Electroluminescence from a photonic crystal defect structure was observed
in 2000 [78,79]. The active layer of the device was a pair of 7 nm In0.15Ga0.85As
quantum wells surrounded by Al0.3Ga0.7As layers. Additional p-type and
n-type Al0.96Ga0.04As layers were inserted above and below the quantum well
layers for lateral wet oxidation, similar to the structure of an oxide-confined
vertical cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL). The device has a bottom distributed Bragg reflector (DBR), but the top DBR is absent. The triangular
photonic crystal has a lattice constant of a=0.4 mm and an air hole radius of
0.13 mm. Deep dry etching was employed to produce 0.8 mm deep holes, such
that the quantum well layers were roughly located at half the depth of the air
holes. Wet oxidation of the periphery of the Al0.96Ga0.04As layer cuts off the
vertical carrier transport in the periphery, efficiently funneling carriers
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horizontally toward the photonic crystal cavity. This results in a better spatial
overlap of the gain region and the cavity mode profile, suppressing the potential
spontaneous emission from the active layer in the photonic crystal region
surrounding the center cavity. The opening inside the oxide ring is approximately 40 mm in diameter. The photonic crystal occupies most of this area.
Because the depth of the air holes is substantially larger than the cavity
height, the cavity tends to be multimode. Electroluminescence measurements
with 1 ms pulses at 1% duty cycle showed that the emission spectra remained
broad above the threshold. Due to the absence of a top DBR mirror, the cavity
modes had a low vertical Q12. As a result, line widths of the cavity modes
overlapped in frequency even above threshold. Near-field images showed that
the mode intensity is confined to a 4 mm area, which excludes the possibility that
the large 2D photonic crystal area surrounding the cavity contributes to the
observed luminescence. However, the current at this ‘‘soft threshold’’ was
relatively low (300 mA). In contrast to the membrane photonic crystal laser,
this structure has excellent heat conduction through the substrate, allowing for
room temperature operation for much longer pulses. The far-field radiation
pattern had a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 308, smaller than the
value of 908 observed for larger oxide-confined light-emitting diodes. Polarization measurements indicated a preferential direction.
A single-mode electrically pumped photonic crystal laser was developed by a
Park et al. [72]. Through intricate design, this device simultaneously achieved
small mode volume, high quality factor, single-mode operation, and particularly high spatial overlap of gain and optical mode profile. The design includes a
carrier-transporting central post located just below the cavity defect region.
This submicron-diameter post serves as ‘‘an electrical wire (for holes), a mode
selector, and a heat sinker at the same time’’ [72]. One key advantage of the post
is to limit the lateral diffusion of one type of carriers (in this case, holes).
Electrons must be transported to the center defect region to recombine with
holes. This effectively suppresses the spontaneous emission from the large
photonic crystal area surrounding the cavity and significantly improves the
spontaneous emission factor  (the portion of the spontaneous emission in the
desired mode) of the device. In this sense, this post functions as a mode selector
that favors spontaneous emission into a non-degenerate monopole cavity
mode. Moreover, because the monopole mode has an intensity minimum at
the center of the cavity, the introduction of the central post has minimal impact
on the mode [80].
It is challenging to control the position, size, and shape of the post in
fabrication because no lithography technique can reach below the surface to
directly pattern the post. Instead, the geometric parameters of the post are
controlled by manipulating the size of the air holes near the central defect,
which in turn controls the wet etching speed that is critical to shaping the post.
The manipulation of air holes results in five heterogeneous photonic crystal
lattices with the same lattice constant but different air hole sizes. This chirped
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photonic crystal cavity retains a monopole mode with an unchanged mode
volume and frequency and a slightly improved Q.
The fabricated cavities were simulated using structural parameters obtained
from an SEM image of the actual device. The theoretical value of Q3480
agrees reasonably with measured values of Q >2500. The theoretical value of
the mode volume Veff=0.684(l/n)3 approaches the theoretical lower limit. This
leads to an estimated Purcell factor 270. The single-mode photonic crystal
laser has a low threshold current of 260 mA and a turn-on voltage less than
1.0 V. A soft turn-on shoulder near the threshold gives a large spontaneous
emission factor 0.25 by fitting the L–I curve against the theory. However,
owing to non-radiative recombination at the air–semiconductor interfaces in
the air holes and at the edge of mesas, the external quantum efficiency of the
laser is yet to be improved.

11.7.3 Band-Edge Lasers: In Planar Structures
and in Waveguides
The low group velocity near a photonic band edge can significantly enhance the
gain in a photonic crystal structure. An expression for the gain coefficient can
be derived by studying the response of a photonic crystal mode to perturbation
by optical emission from impurity atoms [81]. Sakoda’s approach is to study the
optical response to a perturbation in the form of optical emission from impurity
atoms into a photonic crystal mode, Emk(x). This perturbation can be conveniently described by a polarization vector
ð1Þ

Pst ðx; tÞ ¼ NðxÞEmk ðxÞ expði!t þ tÞ

(11:28)

where N(x) is the density of impurity atoms, is their polarizability, and  is a
small positive number introduced to ensure convergence. The displacement
vector in the presence of P(x,t) can be calculated using the Green’s function,
which gives
"ðxÞ X
Enk ðxÞ
Dðx; tÞ ¼
V nk

Z

0

dx

Z

dt0 Enk ðx0 ÞPðx0 ; tÞ  !nk sin½!nk ðt  t0 Þ(11:29)

where !nk is the frequency of mode Enk and V is the volume of the photonic
crystal. On the other hand, we can write D(x,t) = 0(x)E(x,t)þP(x,t). Thus, a
self-consistent equation can be solved to obtain
Eðx; tÞ ¼ Emk ðxÞ expð~
gmk Lz  i!mk tÞ
and the gain coefficient (for optical power) is given by
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gmk ¼ 2Re½~
gmk  ¼ 

Im½ !mk Neff
" 0 vg

(11:30)

where vg ¼ @!nk =@kz is the group velocity and Neff is the effective impurity
density. The gain coefficient, gmk, increases significantly as the group velocity
approaches zero.
In the above analysis, it is assumed that there is one preferred mode Emk
whose group velocity is along the z-axis. If there is no preferred mode (e.g., for
spontaneous emission), then the summation in Eq. (11.29) must include all
photonic crystal modes at frequency !. The integrand with respect to the
frequency will have the density of states D(!) as a factor. Depending on the
dimensionality, a vanishing group velocity may not always enhance spontaneous emission [82]. This phenomenon is related to the nature of Van Hove
singularities in various dimensions. A well-known example is that in a 2D
lattice, the Van Hove singularity may take the form of a finite jump in the
density of states (for band maximum or minimum) rather than a divergent D(!).
Spontaneous emission will not be enhanced in such a case. Detailed experimental and theoretical investigation was conducted to illustrate this effect [82].
Interestingly, for a system with 1D periodicity [83], the band-edge enhancement
is, however, present in general.

11.7.4 Application to the Extraction Efficiency of Light-Emitting
Diodes and VCSELs
Another interesting application of photonic crystals is light-emitting diodes
(LEDs). Conventional semiconductor LEDs suffer from poor light extraction
efficiencies due to total internal reflection at the semiconductor–air interface.
For a semiconductor refractive index of n=3.4 (corresponding to a half-cone
angle of sin1(1/n)=178), the efficiency is 1/4n2 ﬃ 2% [84]. Placing the active
layer of the LED in a 2D photonic crystal slab can enhance the extraction
efficiency [85]. The photonic crystal should ideally be designed so that the LED
emission spectrum falls in a frequency range for which all modes of the photonic
crystal slab radiate to air. For a PC slab of sufficiently large area, close to 100%
efficiency is expected theoretically [85].
Experiments have observed a sixfold enhancement of photoluminescence in
a InGaAs/InP double heterostructure [84]. However, the penetration of air
holes into the active layer of a LED causes additional surface recombination,
lowering the internal quantum efficiency. An alternative scheme places a 2D
photonic crystal grating above the active layer of a LED [86]. If the photonic
crystal layer is sufficiently shallow, the enhancement of the extraction efficiency
can be described by the grating diffraction effect [87].
Photonic crystal structures have also been used in vertical cavity surfaceemitting lasers (VCSELs) [88]. A photonic crystal was incorporated into the top
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distributed Bragg reflector (DBR), and an oxide aperture in the bottom DBR
was used to restrict lateral current spreading beyond the area covered by the
photonic crystal defect. Single-mode operation was demonstrated with submilliamp threshold current and a milliwatt of output power.

11.8 Photonic Crystal Filters
By combining cavities and waveguides in photonic crystals, it is possible to
create different types of optical filters [89]. Such devices may find application in
optical communications, particularly in wavelength division multiplexing
(WDM). In WDM systems, signals are encoded on multiple channels, each of
which occupies a separate frequency bandwidth. Optical filters that can separate out and redirect particular channels from the optical data stream are useful
for optical processing of the signal [90]. In comparison to alternate technologies
such as micro-ring resonators, photonic crystal devices are extremely compact
in size, allowing denser on-chip integration.
One basic filter design is shown schematically in Fig. 11.17. It consists of a
waveguide side-coupled to a microcavity resonator. For simplicity, we represent
the waveguide with a thick solid line and the microcavity resonator by a solid
ellipse. The actual structures used to implement waveguide and microresonator
elements could resemble, for example, the photonic crystal slab waveguides and
microcavities discussed earlier in the chapter.
Transmission through the system can be derived using coupled-mode theory,
a general and flexible framework for describing the transfer of light between
electromagnetic modes in time [91]. We assume that the microcavity resonator
supports a standing wave at frequency !o . The radiative loss of the resonator to
the outside world is described by a radiative quality factor Qrad , and the
coupling between the resonator and waveguide can be described by a coupling

Fig. 11.17 (a) Schematic
diagram of band-rejection
filter. (b) Transmission
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quality factor Qc , which is inversely proportional to the resonator–waveguide
coupling rate. The transmission is calculated to be [92]

T¼

Pout
Pin


2
ð!  !o Þ2 þ 2Q!orad
¼

2
!o
ð!  !o Þ2 þ 2Q!orad þ 2Q
c

The transmission spectrum for varying values of Qrad is plotted in Fig.
11.17(b). The transmission spectrum has the form of a dip, with the minimum
at the resonant frequency of the microcavity. The structure functions as a bandrejection filter. The linewidth of the filter decreases with increasing Qc . For
infinite Qrad , the transmission is zero at !o . As Qrad decreases, the minimum
transmission increases, degrading the filter performance. The light that is not
transmitted is partially reflected and partially emitted into radiation modes.
Since the emitted light lies within the rejection bandwidth of the filter, the
device can be said to ‘‘drop’’ light in this frequency range. In photonic crystal
slab implementations known as surface-emitting channel drop filters, the
dropped light radiates above and below the slab, allowing it to be collected
[93]. By cascading a sequence of filters centered at different resonant frequencies
!i , different frequency ranges of the signal can be spatially separated, as shown
schematically in Fig. 11.18. For each individual filter, the line width of the drop
spectrum can be adjusted by changing the separation distance between the
waveguide and cavity; larger separations correspond to weaker coupling
(higher Qc) and narrower line widths [94,95]. The minimum resolution of the
filter is limited by Qrad, the radiative quality factor of the cavity. Noda and coworkers have experimentally demonstrated optimized structures with resolution as high as 0.25 nm [95], as well as multichannel dropping of channels with
resolution of 0.4 nm [96]. They have further demonstrated that the drop wavelength of a filter can be dynamically tuned using thermal heating [97].

Fig. 11.18 Schematic operation of a surface-emitting
channel drop filter for
separating multiple
frequencies
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One drawback of surface-emitting devices is the practical complication
associated with collecting vertically emitted light. An alternative class of designs
is the in-plane channel drop filters.
A simple design for an in-plane channel drop filter is shown in Fig. 11.19(a).
A microcavity resonator is placed between two waveguides. Light entering the
input waveguide can tunnel into the resonator mode and exit through the drop
port. However, the efficiency of this process is only 25%. Fan et al. showed that
it is possible to increase the efficiency by using a double-resonator system, as
shown in Fig. 11.19(b) [89,98]. The structure is designed to support two resonator modes at the same frequency, one that has even symmetry with respect to
the center plane of the structure and one that has odd symmetry. Light in the
input waveguide can excite both modes. Due to interference between the
opposite-symmetry degenerate modes, it turns out that 100% of the input
light is transmitted to the drop waveguide, assuming an ideal, lossless system
(Qrad ! 1).
Subsequent work has presented detailed theoretical designs for channel drop
filters in photonic crystal slabs [99,100]. One major challenge for filter performance is the necessity of obtaining high values of Qrad relative to Qc. After
careful optimization of the photonic crystal structure, theoretical channel
selectivity in the 0.2 nm range can be obtained. However, one practical difficulty
with filter designs based on doubly degenerate modes is that even very slight
imperfections in the fabricated photonic crystal structure will disturb the
degeneracy, causing the two modes to split in frequency and compromising
filter performance. Later designs used the interference between reflection from a
photonic crystal heterostructure interface and reflection from a single cavity to
achieve a theoretical efficiency of 100% in the absence of radiation loss
[101,102]. Four-channel drop operation has been demonstrated experimentally
with high efficiencies of almost 100% [103]. Alternately, drop filters based on
tunneling from input to output through a single cavity have also been introduced [104].
Waveguide–resonator systems of higher rotational symmetry were also
investigated [105]. Multichannel add-drop filters were designed and their performance was calculated. A new mechanism was presented to reduce the
remnant light at the dropped wavelengths in the pass-through port. Generally,

Fig. 11.19 In-plane channel drop filters: (a) simple, suboptimal design, (b) design with 100%
theoretical transmission efficiency
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in a WDM system, when a wavelength is dropped from an optical fiber through
an add-drop filter, it is desired that the drop process leave behind a wavelength
channel as clean (or empty) as possible.
Therefore, the reduction of remnant light through this approach is of great
interest for WDM applications. High-order Butterworth filters that have better
flat-top filter profiles can be also achieved in these high-symmetry systems.
Such flat-top filters suppress crosstalk (i.e., inter-channel interference/noise)
between adjacent wavelength channels and enlarge the effective bandwidth of
each wavelength channel. These merits are also highly desirable for WDM
applications.

11.9 Photonic Crystal Modulators
In this section, we discuss photonic crystal Mach–Zehnder modulators. Photonic crystal waveguides (PCWs) can slow down the speed of light by up to 1000
times [106,107]. Slow light speeds increase the change in phase velocity for fixed
propagation length. The phase modulation efficiency is thus significantly
enhanced and the modulator electrode length is reduced by several orders of
magnitude [108]. Recent experimental demonstrations [109,110,111] have
shown great promise of utilizing such modulators in silicon-based optical
interconnects. Optical interconnects are of interest for overcoming the electronic interconnect bottleneck faced by the microelectronics industry.
As we see from the case of photonic crystal modulators, while electrical
engineering was an offspring of physics, it continues to benefit from physics
for inspiration. The development of photonic crystal modulators illustrates the
engineering challenges that arise when a new scientific idea moves into a
practical device realization. Such work calls for scientists and engineers to
look outside their specific domains of expertise and work across disciplinary
boundaries to foster innovation.

11.9.1 Basic Idea: Slow Light Enhancement of Phase Shift
A schematic of a photonic crystal waveguide modulator is depicted in
Fig. 11.20. As in a standard Mach–Zehnder modulator, light is split between
two waveguide arms, one of which has an electrically tunable phase shift. The
two light beams recombine constructively or destructively depending on the
phase difference between the arms. Modulating the phase difference modulates
the intensity of the output signal. In the figure, the photonic crystal waveguide is
formed on the top silicon layer of a silicon-on-insulator wafer.
We consider a typical dispersion relation of a photonic crystal waveguide
mode, shown in Fig. 11.21(a) [110]. When the refractive index of the core
material changes slightly, the dispersion curve shifts vertically by an amount
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Fig. 11.20 Schematic of a
photonic crystal modulator
on a silicon-on-insulator
substrate
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!0!(n/n). Consider the effect for a fixed frequency (or, equivalently, a fixed
wavelength). The change in the propagation constant is related to the frequency
shift through a factor inversely proportional to the group velocity,
PC ¼ !0 =vg

(11:31)

The phase shift across a segment of PCW of length L can be expressed as
= PC L. Therefore, the interaction length required to obtain a p phase
shift for a guided mode is
L

n vg
 lair
2n c

(11:32)

where lair is the wavelength in air. It is evident that when the group velocity
approaches zero near the band edge, the interaction length required to achieve a
given phase shift can be reduced significantly, as first proposed by Soljacic
et al. [108].
The difference between a photonic crystal waveguide and a homogeneous
medium is illustrated in Fig. 11.21. The dispersion curve of a homogeneous
medium is shown in Fig. 11.21(b). A change of refractive index causes the linear
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Fig. 11.21 Change of dispersion relation in response to an index perturbation. (a) Dispersion
relation of a photonic crystal waveguide; (b) dispersion relation of a homogeneous medium
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dispersion relation to change its slope, pivoting around the origin of the !–k
diagram. The change of wavevector (or propagation constant) is simply
k=k0n. For a photonic crystal waveguide (Fig. 11.21(a)), the periodicity of
the dispersion relation !( PC þ 2p/a)=!( PC) along with inversion/mirror symmetry along the waveguide axis ensures an extremum (maximum or minimum)
of !(PC) at  PC =p/a, where vg=!(PC)=0. A perturbation of the refractive
index can shift the curve vertically or change its curvature (‘‘effective mass’’), but
the extremum must remain at PC=p/a, assuming the lattice constant a does not
change. The change in curvature is usually negligible for a small perturbation of
the refractive index. Therefore, the change of PC is mainly due to the vertical
shift of the dispersion curve and can be very large for frequencies in the flat (low
group velocity) portion of the band, near the band edge.
An intuitive interpretation is that light travels slower in a PCW than in a bulk
material and has more time to interact with electrons. This enhances light–
matter interaction and shrinks the interaction length.
The original proposal for slow light photonic crystal waveguide modulators
[108] was to use coupled-cavity photonic crystal waveguides (CCWs). However,
CCWs in photonic crystal slabs have high intrinsic optical loss, making linedefect waveguides experimentally preferable. CCWs tend to be intrinsically
lossy because the longitudinal period is n (n 2) times the original lattice
constant, which makes the Brillouin zone along the waveguide axis n times
smaller. For the 2D photonic crystal slab configuration, the remnant gap of the
photonic crystal generally lies above the light line at the BZ boundary k=p/(na)
of the CCW, while it lies below the light line at the BZ boundary k=p/a of an
ordinary photonic crystal waveguide.

11.9.2 Passive Photonic Crystal Waveguide Mach–Zehnder
Interferometers
Passive Mach–Zehnder interferometers (MZI) formed in 2D photonic crystal
structures were reported in 2004 [71]. The structures were fabricated on an
InGaAsP layer deposited on an InP substrate. The photonic crystal structures
were patterned by e-beam lithography, followed by electron cyclotron resonance etching using an Au/Cr layer as a hard mask. A suspended membrane
was formed by HCl/H2O wet etching. To assess the effect of the slow group
velocity on the phase shift, Mach–Zehnder modulators with both asymmetric
and symmetric arms were fabricated. The experimental transmission data as a
function of the inverse wavelength, T(1/l), were Fourier transformed to accurately identify the periodicity of the spectra. The phase change for an asymmetric MZI whose two arms have a length difference of L is given by
 ¼ !0 L=vg ¼ ð2p=lÞL  ng

(11:33)
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Fig. 11.22 The transmission spectra of a photonic crystal waveguide (dashed) and a photonic
crystal Mach–Zehnder interferometer (line) with two slightly asymmetric arms. Insets show
the fine details of the MZI spectrum (courtesy of Yurii A. Vlasov)

Since the intensity spectrum is given by T(1/l)=cos(), the Fourier transform of the spectrum will have a peak at ngL. Reflection from the waveguide
end facets or other structural features can impose additional oscillation periods
on the spectrum. The Fourier transform allows the different oscillation periods
to be separated [71].
Accurate characterization of the wavelength-dependent slow group velocity
near the band edge of a guided mode mandates a delicate experimental effort,
which was completed at IBM T.J. Watson Research Center [109]. With a carefully
fabricated asymmetrical MZI, Vlasov et al. observed, with high accuracy, the
shortening of fringe oscillation periods as the transmission approaches the band
edge (Fig. 11.22). Their experiments unequivocally established the enhancement
of phase shift sensitivities to the group velocity in a photonic crystal waveguide.

11.9.3 Engineering a Photonic Crystal Waveguide Modulator
While the scientific principles of a photonic crystal waveguide modulator have
been known since 2002, the design and fabrication proved challenging. For a
device to be useful in communications, high-speed modulation well beyond a
kilohertz is desired. A combination of physics and engineering knowledge in
photonics, electronics, and heat transfer is required to design a photonic crystal
modulator that outperforms conventional modulators. Indeed, among a number of photonic crystal waveguide modulators fabricated so far, only a couple of
them have demonstrated evident improvement over conventional modulators
[109,110,111].
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The impetus for photonic crystal modulator research has been fueled by the
burgeoning interest in silicon-based photonics, especially high-speed silicon
modulators [112]. The wide availability of relatively inexpensive silicon-oninsulator wafers and the enormous potential of optoelectronic integration on
silicon have made silicon a favorable material for modulator research. We will
focus on silicon modulators in the subsequent discussion, although many design
and fabrication considerations can be applied to other semiconductor modulators as well.
The most important performance indices for an optical modulator are
modulation depth, optical bandwidth, insertion loss, half-wave voltage Vp
(usually measured at DC), electrical bandwidth, and driving current or power
consumption. In addition, if optical modulators are to be integrated into planar
lightwave circuits that can be mass manufactured with today’s VLSI technology, the modulator design must be compatible with the prevailing processing
and packaging technology, the details of which are beyond the scope of this
chapter.
Although it is possible to fabricate a Mach–Zehnder interferometer made
entirely of photonic crystal waveguides, such a structure is complicated for a
number of reasons. The key advantage of introducing photonic crystal waveguides into a Mach–Zehnder modulator is the reduced interaction length, i.e.,
the length of the waveguide segment that is subject to electrical tuning of the
refractive index. It is the interaction length, not the overall length of the MZI,
that relates to critical issues such as voltage and power consumption of the
modulator. For initial demonstrations, it is reasonable to use a photonic crystal
waveguide only for this electrically controlled segment so as to reduce the design
complexity of the device. This idea gained popularity in many early demonstrations [109,110,111,113].
A number of design issues arise from the electrical structure of a modulator.
There are many schemes for injecting electrons and holes into a photonic crystal
waveguide. Generally, the electrical structures can be divided into vertical
configurations or horizontal configurations according to their geometry and
MOS capacitors or p-i-n diodes according to their electrical implementation.
Early work on silicon modulators favored the p-i-n diode configuration,
whereas the Intel group [112] advanced the MOS capacitor structure.
A vertical configuration is shown in Fig. 11.23(a). The key design problem
stems from the top electrode. To reduce the optical loss, a thick poly-Si layer
must be inserted underneath the top electrode to ensure that the tail of the
optical mode field does not strongly overlap with the electrode. The thick polySi layer may cause a W1 waveguide to have multiple modes, which is undesirable for a MZI. It is in principle possible to reduce the waveguide width and
enforce the single-mode condition. However, this generally results in a poly-Si
structure with high aspect ratio, which may cause difficulties in planarization or
other processing steps. In addition, the electric current flows along the longitudinal direction of the electrode, entering and exiting through the two ends of
the metal wire. The effective cross-section for the current flow equals the
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Fig. 11.23 Two electrical configurations of a silicon photonic crystal waveguide modulator.
(a) A vertical MOS capacitor embedded in a photonic crystal waveguide; (b) a horizontal p-i-n
diode embedded in a photonic crystal waveguide

waveguide width times the metal thickness. Issues such as electromigration limit
the current density. Since the waveguide width is on the submicron scale, the
cross-section is too small to accommodate a high current, limiting the modulation depth. Further study is needed to understand whether these problems can
be overcome within the vertical configuration.
A horizontal configuration, depicted in Fig. 11.23(b), avoids most of the
problems associated with the vertical configuration and allows us to take
advantage of the extensive existing knowledge on standard photonic crystal
waveguides. In addition, a horizontal p-i-n diode is more planar than a vertical
MOS capacitor, shown in Fig. 11.23(a). The planarization advantage is of
critical importance for fabrication and integration of a modulator with microelectronic circuits for optical interconnects and other on-chip applications. The
MOS capacitor configuration usually gives a thin layer of charge carriers that
overlap with a very small portion of the optical mode field. This is not conducive to enhancing the interaction between light and electrons. Therefore, we
consider the p-i-n diode as the first choice.
P-i-n diode-based modulators are considered to be slower than MOS-based
modulators [112]. In most silicon modulators, the carrier generation process has
a negligible effect on high-speed modulation. The key carrier transport/transition processes affecting high-speed modulation include carrier recombination,
diffusion, and drift. For moderate to high forward injection levels, the diffusion
process provides the main portion of the excess carriers and electric current.
Upon a sudden switch to reverse bias in a modulation cycle, the junction
voltage and internal field remain at relatively small values. Diffusion and
recombination are important to expedite the removal of excess carriers in the
i-region. Recent simulations and experiments have revealed that the removal of
carriers under reverse bias is rapid for compact p-i-n diode modulators whose
waveguide cross-sections are less than 0.5 mm  0.5 mm, and the slow rising time
under forward bias is the primary concern [114,115,116].
There is an important, yet frequently overlooked, engineering advantage of
using photonic crystal waveguides in modulators. For a modulator in the
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Fig. 11.24 Comparison of a photonic crystal waveguide modulator and a conventional silicon
modulator, both in the horizontal configuration

horizontal carrier injection scheme, it is desirable for the waveguide cladding to
be optically insulating but electrically conducting. In other words, light cannot
leak through the cladding, but electrons/holes can be injected through it.
A photonic crystal waveguide fulfills this requirement exactly, as shown in
Fig. 11.24(a). In contrast, in a conventional modulator, it is necessary to etch
the side of a rib waveguide to achieve optical confinement, or insulation, as
shown in Fig. 11.24(b). This simultaneously reduces the electrical conductivity
significantly. It also requires that electrons/holes diffuse vertically to overlap
with the peak of the optical field. These factors can significantly compromise
the modulation efficiency and/or speed.

11.9.4 High-Speed, Low-Voltage Silicon Photonic
Crystal Modulator
A key issue for high-speed silicon modulators is the driving voltage. Gigahertz
silicon modulators typically have a peak driving voltage well above 5 V
[112,116]. Such a high driving voltage and the accompanying high power
consumption are undesirable for most on-chip applications. It turns out that
the high voltage can be attributed to certain intrinsic properties of silicon and
the fundamental limit on the size of a guided optical mode.
Intensity modulators made of silicon generally need to dynamically produce
a critical carrier concentration perturbation on the order of (Ne)c=
(Nh)c=31017 cm–3 [117,118,119]. With this general requirement, we examine
the speed scaling of silicon p-i-n diode modulators. Consider an arbitrary
optical waveguide whose core width is on the order of wcore=1 mm for wavelengths around 1.55 mm. For moderate to high forward injection, we assume
that everywhere in the diode, the excess carriers are non-decreasing during the
forward-bias stage. Also, we assume that the carrier generation is negligible for
moderate to high injection levels. Therefore, the excess carriers are ultimately
supplied externally by the injected current. Regardless of the detailed carrier
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transport mechanism, the time required to fill the waveguide core to an optically
critical level of (Nh)c cannot be shorter than
t ¼ qwcore ðNh Þc =J

(11:34)

where J is the current density and q is the electron charge. Note that a similar
formula has been used to analyze a case where the recombination process
prevailed [118]. This limit reduces to the well-known transit time limit if the
drift current dominates: Jq(N)vd, where vd is the drift velocity.
The importance of Eq. (11.34) lies in the fact that the quantities q, wcore, and
(Nh)c are either fixed or have certain limits set by fundamental physical laws.
For example, the lower limit of the waveguide core width (or more accurately,
the mode field width) is on the order of the wavelength due to the fundamental
nature of light. The optically critical carrier concentration is an intrinsic property of silicon. For these reasons, the carrier density limit can be considered a
fundamental limit for a wide range of silicon-based intensity modulators,
including the MZI and directional coupler [120].
The scaling of Eq. (11.34) may also be expressed in terms of the modulation
frequency f. Assume that the filling time is half a period, t=1/(2f). Then
J ¼ 2qwcore ðNh Þc f

(11:35)

A simple calculation shows that Eq. (11.35) requires a current density on
the order of 104 A/cm2 for f=1 GHz. For a conventional waveguide modulator,
the cross-section for the electrical current is A=hL. Assuming a waveguide
height h above 1 mm and a waveguide length L around 1 mm, the required
current is above 0.1 A. Note that a vertical diode setting will reverse h and
wcore, but the conclusion remains the same. Even if a conventional silicon
modulator can achieve a low impedance value of 50 , the required power
and voltage may not be acceptable for most on-chip optical interconnect
applications [121,122].
Scaling down the device dimensions can be the answer to this difficulty.
Photonic crystal-based structures can shrink the device interaction length to
tens of microns and the device height to hundreds of nanometers. This significantly reduces the overall current for the same current density. In contrast, in
the vertical MOS capacitor configuration mentioned above, the cross-section of
the electric current is Awcoreh. Since wcore<<L, the overall current for a given
maximum current density is significantly limited, an undesirable feature for
high-speed modulators.
The injection level J104 A/cm2 required for gigahertz modulation falls in
the high injection regime of a diode. This causes ‘‘slower’’ carrier concentration
increase with the junction voltage Vj in the form of
Ne ¼ Nh ¼ ni expðqVj =2kB TÞ
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As Vj approaches the contact potential V0, this gives Ne=Nh=(NaNdi)1/2,
much lower than Nh=Na for an ideal diode. Here Na is the acceptor concentration of the p-region and Ndi is the donor concentration of the i-region.
Usually, we have Na > 1019 cm3 and Ndi: 10151017 cm3. Therefore,
(NaNdi)1/2 << Na.
Fabrication of the high-speed silicon photonic crystal waveguide modulator
shown in Fig. 11.20 was completed with common microelectronics processing
techniques. The optical waveguide layer (both the conventional silicon waveguides and the photonic crystal waveguides) was patterned by electron-beam
lithography and dry etching. A critical problem for photonic crystal devices that
involve electron transport is the surface recombination on the etched side walls
of the air holes. In most cases, this recombination is undesirable for device
performance and must be suppressed. For silicon-based photonic crystal
devices, passivation by thermally grown oxide is the most straightforward
approach. A typical passivation layer of 5–10 nm will cause a slight change in
the dielectric structure and hence the guided mode band (such as a slight shift of
the band edge). Generally, this effect must be considered along with other
common fabrication tolerances such as the deviation of air holes.
A thin thermal oxide layer was grown to passivate the silicon surface. Pþ and
þ
N regions were defined using photolithography and implanted to a concentration of about Na=Nd=51019 cm3. The intrinsic region was n-doped to
Ndi1015 cm3. The aluminum electrodes were patterned by photolithography.
To sustain high current density, care was taken to design the geometry of the
highly doped regions and electrodes.
The optical characterization of the high-speed p-i-n diode-based MZI modulator was conducted for the transverse electric (TE) polarization at a wavelength of 1541 nm [111]. Polarization-maintaining (PM) fibers with lensed taper
ends were used to couple light into the waveguides. A maximum modulation
depth of 93% was obtained at a static injection current of 7.1 mA, indicative of
low optical absorption under an injection level around 4104 A/cm2. Square
wave input electrical signals having a peak-to-peak amplitude of 3 V (Von =
2 V, Voff = 1 V) and a duty cycle of 50% were applied to the electrodes of the
modulator. Thermo-optic modulation at these high frequencies is estimated to
be insignificant compared to electro-optic modulation. A high modulation
depth of 85% at 2 Mbit/s was obtained. The modulation depth was reduced
by 3 dB as the modulation frequency increased to 1 Gbit/s, which marks the
3 dB bandwidth of our device.

11.9.5 Thermo-optic Photonic Crystal Waveguide Modulators
Thermo-optic Mach–Zehnder modulators have been demonstrated by several
research groups [113,123,124]. Some devices employed a vertical configuration
as shown in Fig. 11.25(a), where a heating electrode is placed above a dielectric
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Fig. 11.25 Comparison of
(a) vertical and (b) horizontal heater configurations
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layer (e.g., silicon oxide) such that the heat flux is vertical. The dielectric layer
must be considerably thick to separate the light-absorbing metal electrode from
the waveguiding layer. However, a thick dielectric layer reduces the efficiency of
heat transfer from the electrode to the waveguiding layer, because most dielectrics are poor conductors of heat.
The problem can be solved by adopting a horizontal (or in-plane) heating
structure, shown in Fig. 11.25(b). Here the heating electrode is placed directly
on the semiconductor layer in which the photonic crystal waveguide is formed.
The thermal conductivity of semiconductors is generally higher than dielectric
materials. For example, the conductivity of silicon is about two orders of
magnitude higher than that of silicon oxide.
However, the semiconductor slab is usually very thin (thickness t0.6a,
where a is the lattice constant). In addition, it is found empirically that the
electrode(s) must be separated from the waveguide by at least five rows of air
holes to avoid high optical loss. As a result, although silicon has a high thermal
conductivity, the improvement on the ‘‘thermal resistance,’’ d/tL, in the horizontal configuration is not large, where d is the horizontal distance from heater
to the waveguide core and L the waveguide length. However, an improvement
factor of 3–30 is still possible relative to the vertical configuration. Switching
time less than 1 ms has been achieved for a silicon-based thermo-optic modulator based on a photonic crystal waveguide Mach–Zehnder interferometer,
and the switching power can be 2 mW or less [109]. These structures are
promising for optical switching and optical storage applications. Further
work is needed for the dynamic heat transfer process in silicon modulators.

11.10 Superprism Devices for Wavelength Demultiplexing
and Sensing
Refraction from a photonic crystal surface is highly sensitive to wavelength and
incident angle, a phenomenon known as the superprism effect [125]. In particular, the angular dispersion capability of a photonic crystal can be 500 times
larger than a conventional prism. Photonic crystal superprisms that could
separate a light beam of mixed colors into a large number of closely spaced
wavelengths hold great interest for potential applications in high-bandwidth
fiber-optic communications. In addition, the high sensitivity to wavelength in a
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superprism is frequently accompanied by high sensitivity to refractive index
change. This leads to promising applications in sensing and nonlinear optics. In
this section, we will discuss the physical origin of the superprism effect and
discuss several applications.

11.10.1 The Superprism Effect
Photonic crystal prisms were first studied in 1996 [126]. A couple of years later,
Kosaka et al. reported anomalous refraction phenomena in 3D photonic crystals. In the experiments, a beam of light was impinged on a 3D crystal grown by
self-assembly techniques. The beam angle inside the photonic crystal was
observed to be highly sensitive to the wavelength and incident angle. When
the wavelength changed from 1 to 0.99 mm, the beam angle swung by 508, as
sketched in Fig. 11.26 [127]. In contrast, a conventional crystal would give less
than a 18 angular swing. In addition, for fixed wavelength, the refraction angle
changed from 708 to 708 when the incident angle varied from –78 to 78 [125]. In
contrast to conventional bulk materials, the refracted beam inside the crystal
lies on the same side of the surface normal as the incident beam, a phenomenon
called ‘‘negative refraction.’’
The direction of the refracted beam is determined by the group velocity
vg ¼ rk !ðkÞ. For a given frequency !0, the direction of the group velocity can
be obtained by plotting the equi-frequency surface !(k)=!0 in reciprocal space,
often called the ‘‘dispersion surface’’ in the photonic crystal research community. At any given point k0, the group velocity vg is parallel to the surface
normal. Since the surface normal is not necessarily parallel to the k0, the
refracted beam direction is not always parallel to the wavevector. Figure
11.27 illustrates how the superprism effect can arise. The dispersion surfaces
of the incident medium (e.g., air) and the photonic crystal are plotted at two
adjacent frequencies !1 and !2. In this particular case, the dispersion contour of
the photonic crystal shrinks as the frequency increases while the contour of the
incident medium expands. The component of the wavevector parallel to the
interface (kx) is the same on either side of the interface. For a given incident
photonic crystal

0.99 μm

Fig. 11.26 Schematic drawing of the superprism effect
observed [125,127]

conventional crystal

<1°
50°

1.0 μm

0.99 μm

1.0 μm
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Fig. 11.27 Origin of the
superprism effect. The dispersion contours at frequencies !1 and !2 (>!1) are
plotted as lines and dashed
lines, respectively
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angle, an increase in frequency causes the constant kx-line to shift to the right.
The slight horizontal shift of the coupling point on the two adjacent dispersion
contours of the photonic crystal results in a significant change of the surfacenormal direction. As illustrated in Fig. 11.27, the surface normal of the dispersion surface may turn more than 508 as the coupling point is tuned around a
sharp corner, whereas the rotation angle of the wavevector could be less than 18.
This large contrast between the rotation of k and rotation of vg is the physical
origin of the superprism effect [127].

11.10.2 Transmission and Refraction of a Beam of Finite Width
In the preceding discussion, the incident wave is assumed to be a planar wave of
infinite width. This, however, is never the case in reality. In this section, we
discuss the refraction of a finite-width beam. We will show that in many cases,
the refraction angle and transmission and reflection coefficients obtained from
the planar wave case remain valid, though the physical interpretation is slightly
different.
In order to quantitatively describe photonic crystal refraction phenomena,
we analyze the refraction of an ideal rectangular beam (constant intensity across
the beam width) on a photonic crystal surface [128]. Assume that the refracted
beams inside the photonic crystal retain a rectangular, constant intensity envelope. For simplicity, we consider a 2D case; it is straightforward to extend the
following discussion to 3D.
One can construct a contour in x–y space large enough to enclose the
refraction point on the interface. The contour should cut cross the beam
sufficiently far from the refraction point that all the beams separate from each
other when they cross the contour. One such contour is illustrated in Fig. 11.28.
For visual clarity, the reflected beams are omitted in the drawing.
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Fig. 11.28 Hypothetical
perfect rectangular beam
refraction
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Then one can compute the following path integral along contour C:
Z
Z
XZ
XZ
S ds ¼ 
Sin dsin þ
Sr;j dsr;j þ
St;l dst;l
(11:36)
0¼
C

Cin

Cr;j

j

l

Ct;l

where S is the magnitude of the Poynting vector, ds is the line element along the
contour, and the subscripts in, (r,j), and (t,l) indicate the incident beam, the jth
reflected beam (not drawn), and the lth transmitted beam, respectively. The
contour C is divided into segments Cin, Cr,j, and Ct,l that extend across the
corresponding beam width. The negative sign in front of the integral for the
incident beam is attributed to the convention of using the outward surfacenormal component for the surface integral; here, the incident beam has energy
flowing into the contour. The integral must vanish because there is no source or
absorber inside the contour.
To gain physical insight, we make the further assumption that each beam is a
perfect rectangular beam. Therefore, inside each beam the Poynting vector is a
constant (in the sense of cell average); outside the beams, the Poynting vector
vanishes. Then Eq. (11.36) can be simplified to
0 ¼ Sin win þ

X
j

Sr;j wr;j þ

X

St;l wt;l

(11:37)

l

where the beam widths win, wr,j, and wt,l are defined perpendicular to their
respective beam propagation directions. Note the beam widths satisfy the
following relations:
win
wt;l
wr;j
¼
¼
¼ wc
(11:38)
cosð in Þ cosð t;l Þ cosð r;j Þ
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where in, r,j, and t,l are the incident angle, the angle of the jth reflected beam,
and that of the lth refracted beam, respectively; wc is the width of any beam
sectioned by the surface, as indicated in Fig. 11.28. The relation Eq. (11.38) is
trivial for rectangular beams, but a rigorous proof for Gaussian beams is indeed
fairly complicated. In fact, if the incident Gaussian beam width is too narrow,
the refracted field in the photonic crystal may not maintain a beam form. Under
such circumstances, Eq. (11.38) does not hold. In practical WDM devices, one
should make every effort in design to preserve a decent beam form.
The y-component of the Poynting vector of each beam can be written as
ðSin Þy ¼ Sin cosð

in Þ;

ðSr;j Þy ¼ Sr;j cosð

r;j Þ;

ðSt;l Þy ¼ St;l cosð

t;l Þ

It is straightforward to show that the conservation of energy gives rise to
 ðSin Þy 

X

ðSr;j Þy þ

X

j

ðSt;l Þy ¼ 0

(11:39)

l

This expression can be rewritten as
X
j

Rj þ

X
l

Tl ¼

X ðSr;j Þy
j

ðSin Þy

þ

X ðSt;l Þy
l

ðSin Þy

¼1

(11:40)

Here we have defined transmission and reflection coefficients Rj and Tl based
on the ratios of y-components of the corresponding Poynting vectors.
To obtain Eq. (11.40), we have assumed a perfect rectangular beam. In real
experiments, the laser beam is better described by a Gaussian. Consider the TM
polarization of a 2D photonic crystal. Assume the incoming Gaussian beam in
the homogeneous medium is given by
Ein ðxÞ ¼ expðiq0 xÞ exp½4x2? =w2I 

(11:41)

where wI is the full width of the beam at 1/e of the peak electric field, and x? is
the lateral coordinate for the incident beam defined with respect to the center
line. It can be proved that if wI is sufficiently wide, a refracted beam in the
photonic crystal retains the Gaussian-like envelope [32]:

ð0Þ
2
2
Es ðxÞ  tð0Þ
s Es ðxÞ exp 4xs? =ws
ð0Þ

(11:42)
ð0Þ

Here the complex coupling amplitude ts and the mode field Es ðxÞ for the
sth mode are evaluated at q0 according to the theory described in Section 11.4.5.
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The full width of the sth beam at 1/e of the peak electric field is given by ws, and
the lateral coordinate xs? is defined for the sth beam. Equations
(11.38,11.39,11.40) remain valid if the Gaussian beam is sufficiently wide
[129]. The above derivation assumes that the beam is sufficiently wide that the
divergence of a beam is a high-order effect and can be neglected.

11.10.3 Wavelength Division Multiplexing Applications
Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) is a bandwidth utilization technique
that has had major impact on fiber-optic communications. This technique
divides the transmission window of optical fibers into a large number of
wavelength channels. Each channel transmits information independent of the
information carried on the other channels. A key device of WDM technology is
the wavelength demultiplexer illustrated in Fig. 11.29. Light of multiple wavelengths originating from an optical fiber is separated into different output
waveguides through a demultiplexer. There are two main types of WDM
systems: dense WDM systems having tens of channels with a wavelength
spacing around 0.8 nm (100 GHz) or below and coarse WDM systems having
a few wavelength channels separated by 10 nm.
It has been proposed that the photonic crystal superprism effect can be applied
to wavelength demultiplexing in WDM applications [125]. The high angular
dispersion of photonic crystals, of the order of 108/nm, shows promise for separating a large number of narrowly spaced wavelengths in a small device area.
Generally, highly dispersive effects are often limited to a relatively narrow bandwidth and/or accompanied by high optical loss. However, with the help of the
theory presented in Section 11.4, we are able to obtain an optimized superprism
demultiplexer design [32] where high dispersion of 3.58/nm can be achieved over
considerably wide bandwidth (25 nm), sufficient for 30 wavelength channels
spaced at 100 GHz. Most importantly, low optical losses (<3 dB) are obtained
across this bandwidth, making it appealing for practical applications.
However, the beam divergence, or diffraction, in a photonic crystal is a
severe issue in designing demultiplexers based on the superprism effect. A

Input: multiple
wavelengths in
one beam

Fig. 11.29 Block diagram of
a wavelength demultiplexer
used in fiber-optic
communications

Wavelength
demultiplexer

Output:
wavelengths
separated
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high sensitivity to wavelength is usually accompanied with a high sensitivity to
the incident angle. In a real demultiplexer device, the incident beam always has a
finite width. According to the Fourier theorem, the Fourier decomposition of a
beam with a finite width will always contain a continuous distribution of plane
waves eiqx whose incident wavevectors q are slightly different from the nominal
incident wavevector q0. As a result, the incident angles of the incident planewave components will have a distribution as well. In principle, we can increase
the beam width to make q sufficiently narrow. On the other hand, in designing
a photonic crystal wavelength demultiplexer, it is always desirable to make the
device smaller. A wide beam demands a wide input surface of the photonic
crystal. In addition, the spacing of the adjacent output waveguides must be
larger than the beam width. For a large number of output waveguides, the
device size will increase significantly.
The relationship between wavelength resolution limit and device size has
been discussed by Baba et al. [130]. Consider an incident beam of width w0, the
incident angles of decomposed plane waves are distributed over an angular
width of  =2l/(npw0). The angular distribution of refracted wavevectors in
the photonic crystal has a width  =(@ /@ )! , where the partial derivative
is taken at constant frequency. The wavelength resolution is given by
l 1 @l
¼
l
l @
¼

 ¼

2
@l
npw0 @

1 @l
l @

@
@

@
@


!

!

Introducing the normalized frequency a/l, the wavelength resolution may
also be expressed as
l
2l2
@ða=lÞ
¼
npw0 a
l
@

@
@

¼
!

2l2 p

npw0 a q

(11:43)

where p=(@ /@ )! and q=[@ /@(a/l)] . The wavelength resolutions for a hexagonal photonic crystal lattice were numerically calculated through Eq. (11.43).
It was found that q/p > 75 is possible for such a lattice. For an incident beam
having w0=115 mm, a superprism demultiplexer of size (6.5 cm)2 is capable of
separating 56 wavelengths spaced 0.4 nm apart.
Another interesting aspect of the wavelength resolution is discussed in the
literature [130]. In an ordinary medium, the far-field Gaussian beam divergence
relation w=L is valid only if L > pnw02/l. If we assume that this equation
changes to L > (pnw02/l)p for photonic crystal refraction, then there could be a
limitation on the length of superprism demultiplexer. However, further analysis
is needed to clarify the details of this limit.
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One major difficulty of designing a superprism-based wavelength demultiplexer arises from the low crosstalk requirement for WDM applications. The
propagation length L required to limit the crosstalk to a value X is given by [131],
LðXÞ ¼ z0 KðXÞ=½  HðXÞ

(11:44)

where z0=4l/(pne 2) is the Rayleigh range for the beam inside a photonic
crystal (ne is an effective index), is the ratio of the angular separation of
adjacent channels to the individual beam divergence angle  , K(X) and H(X)
are two parameters depending on the crosstalk X only. From this relation, the
design of superprism-based wavelength demultiplexers was systematically
examined to show the size advantage of the photonic crystal approach [131].
Two figures of merit that represent the device size and wavelength resolution
were introduced. Particularly, in the case of equal frequency separation, the
device area was found to grow with the number of wavelength channels, N, as
N4. It was estimated that a 16-channel superprism demultiplexer with about
5 nm wavelength resolution would occupy an area of 0.22 mm2.
A number of experiments have been conducted to study the wavelength
separation capability of the superprism effect. One interesting design employed
a semi-circular photonic crystal slab, an input waveguide pointing toward the
center of the semi-circle, and output waveguides extending radially outward
from the circumference [132]. The superprism effect was also demonstrated in
low-index contrast 3D polymeric photonic crystals [56]. Wavelength sensitivities were experimentally measured in 2D photonic crystals [133,134]. These
experiments corroborated that the beam direction in a photonic crystal does
change sensitively with wavelength. Moreover, it is possible to design a photonic crystal such that the negative refraction phenomenon and the superprism
effect occur for the same wavelength range and coupling conditions. Thus,
negative refraction was also exploited to compensate the beam divergence in
the photonic crystal, resulting in the demonstration of a 4-channel wavelength
demultiplexer with a channel spacing of 8 nm and a crosstalk level of –6.5 dB or
better [135].

11.10.4 Application in Electro-optics, Nonlinear Optics, and
Sensing
Electro-optic (EO) control of the superprism effect has been discussed in [136].
In general, the refractive index of a material changes with an applied field as
nij ¼ ð1=2Þnij 3 ðrijk Ek þ sijkl Ek El Þ
where rijk and sijkl are the linear and quadratic EO coefficients. The shifted
dielectric constants are given by
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The ferroelectric material lead lanthanum zirconate titanate (PLZT) has
s33334  1016 m2/V2. An applied field of 6 V/mm gives a change in the dielectric constant of around 0.12. It is estimated that a field strength of 6 V/mm would
be sufficient to deflect the beam by about 498 in a 2D PLZT photonic crystal.
The superprism effect has also been investigated in nonlinear photonic
crystals [137]. A pump beam propagating in a 2D photonic crystal can be
used to change the refractive index, shifting the direction of a refracted signal
beam. Because the pump beam and the signal beam have two distinct wavelengths, it is possible to design their dispersion characteristics separately. The
change in the refractive index due to the pump beam is given by
nðxÞ ¼ "0 cnn2 jEðxÞj2 =2

(11:46)

Using this relation, a self-consistent calculation gives the photonic band
structure of the pumped photonic crystal. In addition, the dispersion surface
at a given pump power level can be computed. Note that the pump power (or
Poynting vector) is proportional to the group velocity:
P  < "ðxÞjEðxÞj2 > vg

(11:47)

where the brackets denote the spatial average over a unit cell. For a given pump
power, a lower group velocity results in a large field |E(x)| 2, and therefore a
larger n according to Eq. (11.46). By choosing the pump wavelength close to
the band edge where the group velocity is small, it is possible to significantly
enhance the nonlinear effect.
Nonlinear photonic crystals also exhibit self-induced superprism effects
[137]. In this case, no pump beam is needed; the modification of the refractive
index is owing to the power of the signal beam itself. For a superprism made of
GaAs, whose Kerr coefficient is assumed to be n2=3  1016 m2/W, it is estimated that about a few GW/cm2 are needed to observe tens of degrees of beam
deflection. A further example takes into account the beam width and finite
thickness of a 2D photonic crystal slab. For an optical beam 10 mm wide, a
deflection of 108 can be achieved at 1.55 mm by varying the optical power from
1.3 to 3.63 W in a 0.25 mm thick GaAs 2D photonic crystal slab. It is predicted
that InSb, ZnSe, or polymeric materials whose Kerr coefficients are more than
two orders of magnitude larger may give even smaller switching power.
The sensitivity of the beam direction to the refractive index change could also
be used in sensing applications. Macroporous photonic crystals formed from a
colloidal crystal template were theoretically investigated [138]. Such a porous
structure is particularly conducive for sensing applications because the analyte
can be adsorbed onto the large surface areas inside the photonic crystal.
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Adsorption of an analyte changes the polymer refractive index, shifting the
beam direction. It is predicted that a 708 beam angle change can be obtained for
0.63% change in the polymer refractive index.

11.10.5 Phase Prism
In the preceding discussion, the high sensitivity of beam direction refers to the
beam inside the photonic crystal. However, for a number of applications, such
as agile steering of laser beams, it is desired that the direction of an output beam
exiting a photonic crystal have a high sensitivity to the wavelength, incident
angle, or refractive index. If the photonic crystal is a slab whose input and
output surfaces are parallel to each other as shown in Fig. 11.30(a), the output
beam direction is given by Snell’s law,
n3 sin  ¼ n1 sin

(11:48)

owing to the conservation of the surface tangential wavevector component.
Therefore, no matter how sensitive the beam direction is inside the photonic
crystal, the output beam is fixed at an angle independent of the wavelength.
Here we have assumed that there is only one output beam, which is equivalent
to the zeroth order diffraction of the output surface. This assumption is consistent with most cases encountered in simulation and experiments.
However, if the output surface is not parallel to the input surface, the output
angle is no longer governed by Eq. (11.48). Consider a simple case where the
output surface is perpendicular to the input surface [139] as sketched in Fig.
11.30(a). Here the photonic crystal has a square lattice and the principal axes of
the crystal are rotated 458 with respect to the input surface. The dispersion surface
of the photonic crystal is sketched in Fig. 11.30(b). The circle represents the
dispersion surface of the output medium (identical to the input medium in this
case). If the incident angle increases slightly, as indicated by the thicker black
arrow in Fig. 11.30(a), the constant kx-lines for the input coupling shift slightly to
the right, as shown in Fig. 11.30(b). The coupling point on the dispersion surface
moves from a to b. The output coupling is governed by the constant ky-lines,
which shift significantly because |ky,aky,b| >> |kx,akx,b|. Correspondingly, the
(a)
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PC dispersion
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Fig. 11.30 A phase prism.
(a) Device schematic;
(b) dispersion surface
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α
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output beam direction changes from horizontal to substantially downward. The
output surface does not necessarily need to be perpendicular to the input surface
to achieve a sensitive output angle. A 458 output surface has also been investigated [140]. Because the output beam direction in the homogeneous medium is
determined by the phase velocity or wavevector k, rather than the group velocity,
this effect is sometimes called a phase prism or k-prism. Note that although
gratings may achieve similar sensitivity effects for their output angles, the sensitivity is much smaller at angles where the optical loss is acceptable.

11.11 Negative Refraction
Light striking an interface between air and a material with constant refractive
index n is refracted at an angle determined by Snell’s law. Naturally occurring,
homogeneous materials generally have a positive refractive index. As a result,
the incident and refracted beams lie on opposite sides of the surface normal.
However, for a material with n < 0, called a ‘‘negative index material,’’ the
direction of refraction is reversed, leading to novel optical behavior [141]. For
example, negative index materials may allow ‘‘perfect’’ lenses, with image
sharpness below the Rayleigh resolution limit [142]. Such ‘‘superlenses’’ could
have profound impact on resolution-limited technologies such as photolithography. One approach to creating artificial negative index materials is to use
subwavelength, metallic elements with a resonant response to light. These
structures, known as ‘‘metamaterials,’’ exhibit negative refraction at microwave
frequencies [143]. A thin slab of silver approximates some of the properties of a
negative index material [142,144], but with appreciable optical loss at optical
frequencies. It turns out that photonic crystals can exhibit negative refraction in
the optical frequency range [145,146,147] with relatively low loss. We have
already seen one example of negative refraction above, in Fig. 11.26.
A photonic crystal lens employing negative refraction is shown schematically
in Fig. 11.31(a). A source on one side of the lens produces an image on the far
side. An optical beam impinging on the surface of a photonic crystal may split
into a number of beams owing to the presence of different branches of the
dispersion surface at a given frequency. In addition, a beam exiting a photonic
crystal surface may split into a number of beams owing to the diffraction effect.
Image formation requires that these issues be solved. A set of conditions
sufficient to guarantee single-beam all-angle negative refraction was given
[146] as follows: (1) The constant-frequency contour of the photonic crystal is
all convex with a negative photonic effective mass; (2) all incoming wavevectors
at such a frequency are included within the constant-frequency contour of the
photonic crystal; (3) the frequency is below pc/as, where as is the surface-parallel
periodicity of the photonic crystal. It was shown that such a set of conditions
could be satisfied by a 2D square lattice photonic crystal at a certain frequency
in the first photonic band for the TE polarization. In Fig. 11.31(b), we illustrate
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Fig. 11.31 Focus through a photonic crystal flat-lens. (a) Ray analysis showing a ray-crossing
inside the photonic crystal lens; (b) dispersion surface analysis in reciprocal space. The gray
dashed square delineates the Brillouin zone, which is rotated 458 because the input surface has
Miller indices (11.11). The vertical dashed line, to which the ends of the wavevectors in the
input medium and photonic crystal align, indicates the conservation of the surface tangential
wavevector component

a situation where all three criteria are met. Here the input medium could, for
example, be air. Generally, the first condition can be met if
!  !0 ¼ ðkx  kx0 Þ2 =m þ ðky  ky0 Þ2 =m

(11:49)

where the ‘‘effective mass’’ m* < 0 (note that m* does not actually have dimensions of mass; the terminology is adopted from solid-state physics). A negative
effective mass means that the contour shrinks as the frequency ! increases.
Therefore, the group velocity points inward for each contour near k0 as illustrated in Fig. 11.31(b). The second condition is satisfied if the equi-frequency
contour of the incoming medium has a width (in the direction parallel to the
surface) narrower than the dispersion surface contour of the photonic crystal.
The contours drawn in Fig. 11.31(b) clearly satisfy this condition. As the width
of the input medium dispersion surface becomes narrower, a beam incident at
any angle will have its surface tangential wavevector component contained in
the width of the top photonic crystal dispersion contour. Thus all-angle negative refraction is achieved. The last condition can usually be satisfied by operating in the lowest frequency band of a photonic crystal.
In addition, surface termination and thickness must be optimized to reduce
internal reflection. The formation of an image with resolution at or below the
wavelength is demonstrated numerically in Refs. [146,148]. Note that for the
photonic crystal superlens to form a real image on the other side of the slab as
shown in Fig. 11.31(a), the slab must be thick enough for the ray-crossing to be
located inside the photonic crystal. For this reason, a thick slab may be required
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to focus a distant object. Issues such as aberration and relative phase between
the point-object and image are discussed in Ref. [146].
Microwave experiments were conducted to verify negative refraction in a
millimeter-scale square lattice formed of alumina rods [149]. An incident Gaussian beam shifts to the ‘‘wrong’’ direction after passing the photonic crystal slab,
giving an effective negative index of refraction 1.94. In contrast, a slab made
of polystyrene pellets shifts the output beam as normal, giving a positive index
of 1.46. Both numbers are in good agreement with simulation. Subsequent
experiments demonstrated all-angle negative refraction at optical telecommunications wavelengths [150].
Some interesting applications of all-angle negative refraction can be found in
structureless confinement of light in optical devices, as demonstrated experimentally in Ref. [151]. Negative refraction may further lead to flexible and
efficient waveguiding and optical routing.
For several years after Pendry proposed the ‘‘perfect lens,’’ [142] it was
suggested that negative refraction might violate causality. However direct
electromagnetic simulations have shown that this is not the case, at least in a
photonic crystal [147]. The system studied was a 2D photonic crystal that
consists of a hexagonal lattice of dielectric rods with "=12.96 and r=0.35a.
A Gaussian beam in vacuum is incident upon the photonic crystal surface at
308, as shown in Fig. 11.32(a). The incident beam has a normalized frequency
!a/2 pc=0.58, at which the effective index of refraction of the photonic crystal
is n=0.7. One key discovery of this transient study is that the Gaussian wave,
once entering the photonic crystal, is trapped near the surface for a long time.
According to Fig. 11.32(b)–(d), it takes approximately 45T (T=2p/!) for the
refracted wave to reorganize itself and eventually propagate along the negative
direction. This time is much longer than the time difference, 3T, for the outer
ray to catch up to the inner ray of the Gaussian beam upon arrival at the
surface. Therefore, intuitively, the photonic crystal waits long enough to adjust
to the impact of the slightly later arrival of the outer ray, such that the final field
structure near the surface remains a causal effect of both inner and outer rays.
Neither causality nor the speed of light is violated according to this simulation.
We note that for an inhomogeneous/anisotropic system like a photonic
crystal, a distinction can be made between left-handed materials and negative
index materials [146,147]. A photonic crystal exhibits left-handed (LH) behavior if a refracted mode satisfies <S>k<0, where <S> is the time-averaged
Poynting vector and k is the reduced wavevector of this mode [147]. This
condition is a direct generalization of the LH condition, (EH)k<0, for a
homogeneous, isotropic medium. It implies that the angle between <S> and k
must be greater than 908. On the other hand, the condition for negative refraction requires only that the <S> is on the other side of the surface normal, or
<Sx>kx<0 if the surface lies along the x-axis. There exist refracted modes that
exhibit negative refraction while being right-handed. In all preceding analysis,
we have assumed the wavevector k is in the first Brillouin zone. However, we
should be careful in applying the above criteria to modes in higher photonic
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Fig. 11.32 Time domain field evolution for negative refraction on a photonic crystal surface.
(a) An incident wave at 308 with the surface normal enters the photonic crystal. (b) The wave
does not presume a certain direction and seems ‘‘undecisive’’ where to go. (c) The wave rearranges itself inside the photonic crystal. (d) It finally propagates in the negative – in respect
to the surface normal – direction. (Illustration courtesy of Costas Soukolis’ group)

bands where the Fourier components in the first Brillouin zone are relatively
weak compared to the components in other Brillouin zones.
Although negative refraction has aroused widespread interest, it remains an
open question whether it can overcome the aperture limitations imposed on all
imaging systems. Any practical photonic crystal superlens has a finite lateral
extent, i.e., a finite aperture. When such a finite aperture is present, according to
the principles of Fourier optics, certain information whose spatial frequency is
much higher than 2p/d (d is the aperture size) is lost behind the aperture. The lost
information cannot be regenerated by using any medium, negative or positive.

11.12 Concluding Remarks
Photonic crystal structures have been introduced in a wide range of optoelectronic devices, as reviewed in this chapter. In some of these devices, such as lasers
and modulators, obvious advantages such as small size and lower power consumption of photonic crystal-based devices have been demonstrated. Some
remaining key challenges of individual devices have been mentioned in respective
sections. Device research will continue to pose scientific questions and help
further our understanding of photonics and solid-state physics (e.g., an ideal
crystal surface coupling theory for both Miller-indexed surfaces and quasiperiodic surfaces presented in Section 11.4, also see a review [152]). At the same
time, we may see the results of laboratory device research being adopted into realworld applications in the near future. In the last decade, optical loss (both
propagating loss and coupling loss) of photonic crystal waveguides has been
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significantly reduced to a practical level. Furthermore, most photonic crystal
device structures made using electron-beam lithography are also amenable to
deep ultraviolet (DUV) lithography. This makes photonic crystals amenable to
cost-effective VLSI fabrication technology, through which photonic crystal
devices may be integrated with optical and electronic systems. For example, in
optical communications, photonic crystals may provide a compact structural
platform for important devices in fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) systems. Some of
the devices used in FTTH systems, such as lasers, modulators, wavelength multiplexers, and optical filters, have been discussed in detail in this chapter.
In addition, photonic crystals may provide alternatives for solving nano- and
giga-challenges in electronics. As transistors on computer chips shrink toward a
nanometer in dimension and run faster than a gigahertz in speed, technological
challenges are emerging to thwart the continual improvement in microprocessors that computer users have enjoyed over the last few decades. While many
novel nanoelectronic approaches aim to overcome the challenges of dimensional shrinkage, the speed of computer chips is no longer accelerating as fast as
before. Among the issues are the time delay on metal wires and other interconnection bottlenecks on computer chips. On-chip data transmission at
40 GHz or above will be difficult to accommodate within the current electrical
transmission architecture. Recent Pentium chips already have 50% of total
power dissipated in interconnection rather than transistor switching, exacerbating the overheating of chips. Optical interconnects that can transmit data
through modulated laser signals in optical waveguides may solve these problems, consuming less power and providing higher data transmission speed.
Photonic crystal lasers and modulators, discussed in this chapter, may be key
devices for on-chip data transmission. The promise of building low-powerthreshold lasers and the power advantage of silicon-based photonic crystal
modulators [153] continue to drive photonic crystal research toward addressing
giga-challenges. Photonic crystals, as an optical structure platform, also help
reduce the dimensions of optical interconnect components, saving the precious
estate on a silicon chip.
Last but certainly not least, photonic crystal negative index materials may
lead to alternative lithographic techniques for nanoscale patterning of nextgeneration computer chips.
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Chapter 12

Two-Photon Polymerization – High Resolution
3D Laser Technology and Its Applications
Aleksandr Ovsianikov and Boris N. Chichkov

Abstract The development of high-precision fabrication techniques is an
essential factor and a driving power for the increasing progress in the field of
nanotechnology. The femtosecond (10–15 s) laser technology opens a broad
range of opportunities for cost-efficient manufacturing with high resolution
and unprecedented flexibility. In this chapter we discuss principles and
advances in two-photon activated laser processing.

12.1 Introduction
The history of the development of the femtosecond laser systems is an intense
and exciting one. The associated scientific findings have produced a leap in the
understanding of many physical and chemical processes. Due to the extremely
short duration of the pulse, the peak power of modern commercially available
tabletop laser can exceed 200 GW [1]. In comparison, the total power of power
stations of Germany, including solar power plants and wind power stations, are
expected to approach 120 GW by the year 2010 [2]. Application of femtosecond
pulses allows the introduction of laser energy with unprecedented precision in
space and time. First short pulses, demonstrated in the mid-1970 s, have been
produced by the dye lasers. Despite many disadvantages of the dye lasers, they
have been used to demonstrate a number of exciting results in the variety of
scientific research areas, by making it possible to study various processes at a
femtosecond time scale. By applying the light source that has the same time
scale as molecular vibrations, one could observe and even control the outcome
of chemical and biological reactions in real time. The application of the femtosecond lasers to probe molecular dynamics has been explored for more than two
decades now and it was recognized by the award of the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1999 [3]. The high peak powers also permit efficient wavelength conversion using nonlinear crystals, thus broadening the areas of investigation of
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highly nonlinear processes in atomic, molecular, plasma, and solid-state physics, and to access previously unexplored states of matter. In addition, the
ultrashort x-ray pulses, generated from the plasma produced by femtosecond
laser, have been applied to probe short- and long-range atomic dynamics.
Nowadays, femtosecond lasers are almost routinely used for high-resolution
imaging, such as multi-photon microscopy based on a highly localized laser
radiation interaction with the sample.
Theoretical model for the multi-photon absorption (MPA) was developed in
1931 by Maria Göppert-Meyer [4], three decades prior to its experimental
observation [5]. The probability of n-photon absorption is proportional to the
nth power of the photon flux density; consequently high photon flux densities
are required in order to observe this phenomenon. In fact, MPA was one of the
first effects demonstrated with the help of lasers, since intensities much higher
than provided by other light sources could be achieved. It was demonstrated
that an atom can absorb two or more photons simultaneously, thus allowing
electron transition to the states that cannot be reached with a single-photon
absorption. Atom excitation with both single-photon absorption and twophoton absorption (TPA) are compared schematically in Fig. 12.1a,b. TPA is
mediated by a virtual state (dashed line in Fig. 12.1b), which has an extremely
short lifetime (several femtoseconds). Thus, TPA is only possible if a second
photon is absorbed before the decay of this virtual state. Note that excited
energy levels S1 and S2, shown in Fig. 12.1a,b, are not exactly the same, since
the selection rules for single-photon and two-photon absorption are different
[6]. This fact also implies that MPA can reveal information about transitions
not accessible by one-photon processes. Since the probability of the TPA is
proportional to the square of the intensity of the laser radiation, favourable
conditions for TPA in the first place are created in the focus of the laser beam
(see Fig. 12.1c). Thus, the interaction region is strongly confined. The main

Fig. 12.1 Excitation through a (a) single-photon and (b) two-photon absorption; (c) intensity
distribution along the propagation direction of the focused laser beam
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advantages of multi-photon microscopy are high spatial resolution and the
ability to selectively excite specific molecules. Using multi-photon microscopy
one can, for example, observe the spatial distribution of one specific molecule
inside a living cell and create 3D images with submicrometre resolution.
Short pulses with modest energy can provide huge peak powers. This makes
femtosecond pulses very suitable for laser ablation of materials; the resulting
cuts are much cleaner because the laser pulses turn the material into plasma
rather than melting it. Since the interaction is very short, even such easily
destroyable substances as living or biological materials can be ablated without
changing the properties of the remaining material. MPA also allows to pattern
surfaces or to induce changes within the materials transparent at the wavelength
of the applied laser radiation. This method is used to write 3D waveguides and
microfluidic channels inside various types of glasses. Currently, the structural
size of such directly written patterns is of the order of few micrometres.
The main focus of this tutorial chapter is the two-photon polymerization
(2 PP) technique and its applications. This microstructuring technique is based
on the interaction of femtosecond laser radiation with a photosensitive material
through MPA, which induces a highly localized chemical reaction leading to
polymerization of the photosensitive material. Current capability of the 2 PP
technique allows to create arbitrary 3D structures with resolution down to
100 nm. Great flexibility provided by this technique and a vast variety of
processable materials make it useful for a large number of applications. 2 PP
is still a very young technology and has a great potential for further
improvements.
The development of femtosecond lasers progressed considerably in the last
three decades. In the early 1990 s commercially available solid-state femtosecond lasers based on Kerr lens mode-locking were introduced, making high
powers and short pulses available from systems fitting on a standard optical
table laboratory setup. The central emission wavelength of a Ti:sapphire-based
system can be adjusted in the range of 700–1000 nm. Other groups, working on
the Ti:sapphire-based systems, developed alternative concepts employing saturable absorption effects in semiconductors instead of the Kerr lens effect. The
self-starting and more reliable mode-locked operation are listed among the
comparative advantages of these laser concepts. Among others, continuous
wave or pulsed laser systems based on active solid-state media such as Nd:glass,
Nd:YVO4, and Yb:YVO4, historically used for industrial applications, have
been utilized for ultrashort pulse generation. These lasers emit at wavelengths
above 1000 nm and are pumped by comparably cheap laser diodes. There has
also been considerable development in the femtosecond fibre-laser systems. In
this case fibres doped with active elements play the role of a lasing media and a
resonator simultaneously. These systems are extremely compact and robust. In
addition, these fibre-lasers can be pumped by conventional laser diodes used in
telecommunication, resulting in high reliability and low costs.
Modern femtosecond laser is a computer-controlled turnkey system.
Cost reduction and ease of operation are important steps towards the
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industrialization of the femtosecond technology. The resolution of microstructuring techniques utilizing femtosecond laser radiation continues to improve
rapidly, demonstrating a great potential for the applications in the field of
nanotechnology.
This chapter describes the basic principles, main advantages, and some
applications of the 2 PP technique. Section 12.2 provides some insights into
the chemical and physical processes undermining the photoinduced polymerization process. A few exciting examples of the structures fabricated by the 2 PP
technique are demonstrated. Section 12.3 opens with the basic introduction into
the femtosecond pulse generation; it is devoted to the detailed description of the
experimental setup and main materials currently applied for 2 PP microstructuring. Section 12.4 describes different applications of 2 PP technique explored
by our group.

12.2 Two-Photon Polymerization
Two-photon polymerization (2 PP) is a direct laser writing technique, which
allows the fabrication of 3D structures with a resolution (structure size) down to
100 nm [7, 8]. While material photosensitive in the UV range (350–400 nm) is
usually transparent to the applied near-infrared (780–800 nm Ti:sapphire) laser
radiation, only two-photon absorption in the small focus area can initiate
polymerization process. This technique, which will be described below in detail,
allows the fabrication of computer-generated 3D structures by direct laser
‘‘recording’’ into the volume of a photosensitive material. Due to the threshold
behaviour and nonlinear nature of the 2 PP process, resolution beyond the
diffraction limit can be realized by controlling the laser pulse energy and the
number of applied pulses. Figure 12.2 shows three scanning electron microscope images of 3D microstructures fabricated by the 2 PP technique. One can
see the strength of this technology and envision many potential applications.
Stereolithography, which is a rapid 3D prototyping process, and the 2 PP
technology are based on a similar mechanism – light triggers a chemical reaction, leading to polymerization of a photosensitive material. Polymerization is a
process in which monomers or weakly cross-linked polymers (liquid or solid)

Fig. 12.2 Scanning electron microscope images of 3D structures fabricated by 2 PP technique
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Fig. 12.3 (a) Cleavage of a photoinitiator, 2-benzyl-2-dimethylamino-40 -morpholinobutyrophenone, results from UV photon absorption; (b) radical polymerization of methyl methacrylate (MMA): I0 is an initial radical or an intermediate in the reaction chain

interconnect and form 3D network of highly cross-linked polymer (solid). Photoinitiators – molecules which have low photodissociation energy – are often added
in order to increase the material photosensitivity. Absorption of a photon leading
to a bond cleavage (photodissociation) and formation of highly reactive radicals
is illustrated in Figure 12.3a on the example of 2-benzyl-2-dimethylamino-40 morpholinobutyrophenone (Irgacure369, Ciba SC, Switzerland). Absorption of
a UV photon breaks C7C bond and results in the formation of two radicals,
which react with the monomer, e.g. methyl methacrylate, and initiate radical
polymerization (Fig. 12.3b). The reaction is terminated when the two radicals
react with each other.
In stereolithography, a UV laser, applied to scan the surface of the photosensitive material, produces 2D patterns of polymerized material (Fig. 12.4a).
The UV laser radiation induces photopolymerization through single-photon
absorption at the surface of the material. Therefore, with stereolithography it
is only possible to fabricate 3D structures using a layer-by-layer approach.
Since photosensitive materials are usually transparent in the infrared and
highly absorptive in the UV range, one can initiate two-photon polymerization with IR laser pulses within the small volume of the material by precisely
focused near-infrared femtosecond laser pulses. Figure 12.4 provides a simplified illustration of the difference between single-photon and two-photon
activated processing. A material is polymerized along the trace of the moving
laser focus, thus enabling fabrication of any desired polymeric 3D pattern by
direct ‘‘recording’’ into the volume of photosensitive material. In a subsequent
processing step the material which was not exposed to the laser radiation, and
therefore stayed unpolymerized, is removed and the fabricated structure is
revealed. The material sensitive in the UV range (lUV) can be polymerized by
irradiation with the infrared light of approximately double wavelength
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 12.4 Photosensitive material processing by (a) a single-photon absorption with UV light.
Light is absorbed at the surface of the photosensitive material. Two-dimensional patterns can
be produced by photopolymerization; (b) two-photon absorption with near-infrared light.
TPA and following chemical reactions are confined in the focal volume, and the rest of the
laser radiation passes through the material without interaction. Respective insets in the figures
illustrate (a) single-photon absorption; (b) two-photon absorption processes

(lIR=2lUV), under the condition that the intensity of the radiation is high
enough to initiate TPA.
Since femtosecond lasers provide very high peak intensities at the moderate
average laser power, they present a very suitable light source creating favourable conditions for TPA and are commonly used for 2 PP technique.
The resolution of stereolithography depends on the size of the focal spot and
is limited by diffraction, thus the minimum feature size cannot be smaller than
half of the applied laser wavelength. In reality, due to technical reasons inherent
to this technology, the lateral resolution of stereolithography is in the range of a
few micrometres [9]. Since TPA is nonlinear and displays threshold behaviour,
structural resolution beyond the diffraction limit can be realized. Structures
with feature size down to 100 nm (and even better) have been demonstrated by
several groups, which is almost an order of magnitude smaller than the laser
wavelength (800 nm)! A voxel (volume pixel), which has the shape of an ellipsoid, can be seen as a basic unit structure (building block) polymerized in the
focal volume by irradiation of the photosensitive material with laser. Intensity
threshold for polymerization is defined as the minimum laser radiation intensity
required for the initiation of the polymerization process leading to an irreversible change in the material. 2 PP is an accumulative process, which might result
from the absorption of a number of pulses, and not necessarily of a single laser
pulse. Finally, the size of the single voxel depends on the irradiation dose.
Figure 12.5 illustrates the structural resolution as a function of the light intensity. Since only the area of the laser focus volume, where the intensity exceeds
the polymerization threshold, will contribute to the 2 PP process, the resolution
can be tuned by adjusting the pulse energy and the number of applied pulses.
Theoretically, infinitely small structures can be produced by 2 PP technique. In
reality, the main limiting factors are fluctuations in the laser pulse energies,
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Fig. 12.5 Intensity distribution of the laser radiation at
the cross-section of the focal
spot. Only the part of the
focal volume, where the
intensity exceeds the
threshold intensity for
polymerization, contributes
to the 2 PP process, and thus
defines the resolution

limited pointing stability of the laser, and the positioning system performance.
As the 2 PP technology is getting more advanced, the size of the material
building blocks will become an important factor.

12.3 Materials and Methods
12.3.1 Generation of Ultrashort Laser Pulses
As was discussed in the introduction, due to the short pulse duration and the
potential for strong focusing, optical pulses can be used to generate extremely
high optical intensities even at moderate average laser powers. A conventional
femtosecond oscillator output provides a train of pulses that appear at high
repetition rates of the order of 100 MHz (or less), therefore the output is said to
be ‘‘quasi-continuous’’. The main distinction is that in a continuous wave (CW)
laser operation, all of the longitudinal modes are oscillating with random phases,
i.e. they are out of phase at any time and the output signal in the time domain is
comparable to that of a light bulb (see Fig. 12.6a). Fixing the phase relation
between the single longitudinal modes will result in periodically appearing
moments when all of the modes are oscillating in phase (Fig. 12.6b), therefore
it is said that the modes are locked. The mode-locking modifies the output signal
of the laser to a train of pulses, this way very short pulses can be generated.
Conventional Ti:sapphire-based femtosecond laser oscillator can support
both CW and mode-lock regimes, the trick is to make the ‘‘short-pulse’’ regime
more advantageous. Mode-locking is achieved by the modulation of the losses
in the resonator. For this purpose a saturable absorber, an optical component
with a certain optical loss, which is reduced for high optical intensities, is
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Fig. 12.6 Laser output
simulation for eight modes:
(a)randomphase–continuous
wave (CW) operation;
(b) mode-locked operation

introduced. Every time a pulse hits the saturable absorber, it will saturate the
absorption and temporarily reduce the losses. Therefore, the saturable absorber
suppresses weaker pulses as well as any continuous background light and as a
consequence the pulsed regime is made more advantageous. In addition, the
saturable absorber attenuates the leading wing of the circulating pulse and
tends to decrease the pulse duration. Alternatively, the Kerr lens effect in the
Ti:sapphire crystal, which also introduces intensity-dependent effects, can be
used. A Kerr medium exhibits intensity-dependent refractive index, thus every
time the pulse passes through such medium it will be focused. By decreasing the
width of the slit, placed at the output of the Kerr medium, one creates conditions where less-focused lower intensity pulses will experience higher losses
(Fig. 12.7). In general, Ti:sapphire lasers operate in the CW mode at the start,
but exhibit significant fluctuations of the laser power. In each resonator round
trip, the saturable absorber creates favourable conditions for the light which
has somewhat higher intensities, since this light can saturate the absorption
slightly more than light with lower intensities. After many round trips, a single
pulse will remain. However, such self-starting is not always achieved; often the
initial intensity fluctuation is achieved artificially by jerking one of the optical
elements (e.g. prism).

Fig. 12.7 The principle of
Kerr lens mode-locking
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12.3.2 Experimental Setup for 2PP
The main factors determining the performance of the 2 PP system are the
sample positioning precision, the laser system stability, and the flexibility of
the scanning algorithm. The schematic representation of the experimental setup
is shown in Fig. 12.8. The femtosecond solid-state Ti:sapphire laser generates
pulses with duration of 120 fs and a repetition rate of 94 MHz. The central
emission wavelength of such a laser can be tuned between 700 and 1000 nm.
Unless otherwise noted, for all the experiments described in this tutorial, laser
radiation at the central emission wavelength of 780 nm was applied. A small
portion of the light exiting the laser is guided into the spectrum analyser for
continuous monitoring of the laser emission spectrum. The l/2-plate mounted
on the computer-controlled rotational stage is used to rotate the polarization of
the laser beam. In combination with the polarization-sensitive beam-splitter, it
enables continuous adjustment of the average power of the beam entering the
AOM (acousto-optic modulator). The AOM is adjusted such that the first
diffraction order of the beam can pass the diaphragm aperture, while the zero
order is blocked. By controlling the AOM on/off state with computer-generated
TTL signal, it is used as a laser shutter. In order to completely fill the aperture of
a focusing optic and to achieve optimal focusing conditions, the beam is
expanded to a diameter of about 10 mm by a telescope. A highly sensitive
CCD camera is mounted behind the last dichroic mirror to provide online
process observation. The refractive index of the polymer is slightly changed
by a 2 PP process, and the polymerized patterns become visible immediately.
The relative position of the laser focus within the sample is controlled by two
galvo-scanner mirrors (angular range –12.58, resolution 6.7 mrad) and three
linear translational stages (xyz, resolution 10 nm, maximal travel distance
2.5 cm). For the fabrication of structures presented in Fig. 12.2 and in the latter
sections, unless otherwise noted, a 100 microscope objective lens (Zeiss, Plan
Apochromat, NA=1.4) was used to focus the laser beam.

Fig. 12.8 Schematic
representation of the
experimental setup used for
2 PP photofabrication
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12.3.3 Materials Used for 2PP
A great advantage for the application of the 2 PP technology in microstructure
fabrication is provided by the wide variety of available materials, with properties that can fit almost any end application. By using fabricated structures as
templates, it is also possible to fabricate 3D structures with high resolution from
materials that cannot be directly patterned by the 2 PP technique. In this case
the 3D structure is infiltrated with a required material, and in the subsequent
step, the original structure is removed (chemically or thermally), resulting in an
inversed 3D replica, which consists of a material used for the infiltration (see
Section 12.4.1). Most of the photosensitive materials, which are currently used
for the 2 PP microstructuring, were originally developed for lithography. Since
virtually any photosensitive material can be structured by the 2 PP technique,
there are still many unexplored materials. Figure 12.9a shows the subdivision of
photosensitive materials used in our studies into different groups. Conventionally, photosensitive materials are subdivided into two classes: positive and
negative resists. The illuminated volume of negative resists is cross-linked and
unexposed material is removed during the sample development step (Fig.
12.9b). In positive resists, light induces dissociation of the molecules and the
irradiated area is removed during the development step (Fig. 12.9b). Most
positive resists are developed for the fabrication of integrated circuits by photolithography, where they are patterned in 2D and are used as a sacrificial layer in
a lift-off process. Therefore, these resists are designed for an easy chemical or
thermal removal. By applying femtosecond laser pulses one can write 3D
structures in positive resists, in this case we are talking about two-photon
activated processing, since no polymerization is actually taking place.
Negative resist materials can be roughly subdivided into solid and liquid, in
accordance with the appearance of the material during the 2 PP processing. The
solid materials presented in Fig. 12.9a are epoxy-based photoresists polymerized through cationic polymerization. Interaction with light generates an acid in
the illuminated regions, the refractive index stays unchanged, and the appearance of patterns cannot be observed in real time. Actual polymerization takes

Fig. 12.9 (a) Materials for 2 PP technique; (b) negative and positive resist material processing
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place during the post-bake processing step. After the post-bake processing step,
the nonpolymerized material is removed by an appropriate developer.
Liquid materials presented in the diagram (Fig. 12.9a) are methacrylate
(ORMOCER1) and acrylate (PEGda, SR499) based materials, which are
polymerized via free-radical polymerization (see Section 12.2). These materials
contain 1.8% of the photoinitiator 2-benzyl-2-dimethylamino-40 -morpholinobutyrophenone (Irgacure 369, Ciba SC, Switzerland), which is sensitive to the
light of around and below 320 nm. ORMOCER (organically modified ceramics) designates a whole class of materials developed by ‘‘Fraunhofer Institute
fuer Silicat Forschung’’ (Würzburg, Germany). Properties of these inorganic–organic hybrid materials can be tailored by means of chemical design fitting a
wide variety of applications. We have investigated poly(ethylene) glycol diacrylate (PEGda, available under the name of SR610 from Sartomer Corporation,
USA) for possible applications in biology and medicine. SR499 (Sartomer
Corporation, USA) is used for the fabrication of micro-electromechanical
systems (MEMS) and bio-MEMS.

12.4 Applications of 2 PP Technique
Despite the fact that 2 PP is a relatively new technology its application area has
been rapidly expanding in the recent years. Fabrication of 3D photonic crystals
by the 2 PP technique has been first proposed and demonstrated by Maruo
et al. [10] and by now is applied by different groups in the world. Apart from
that, 2 PP is also used for the fabrication of micromechanical systems [11],
microfluidic devices [12], microoptical components [13], plasmonic components
[14], biomedical devices [15], scaffolds for tissue engineering [16], and even
natural proteins [17]. Microlasers have been demonstrated by 2 PP of optical
gain medium by Yokoyama et al. [18]. In the following section, we will discuss in
detail some applications of the 2 PP technique which have been studied by our
group.

12.4.1 Applications in Photonics
One of the first and the most thoroughly studied applications of 2 PP technique
is the fabrication of 3D photonic crystals. A photonic crystal is an artificial
structure exhibiting periodic variation of the dielectric constant of material
[19, 20]. Such structure has a similar effect on propagation of photons as the
periodic variation of electric potential in regular crystals on propagating electrons, hence the name photonic crystal. As a result, a photonic bandgap – a
frequency range, for which the propagation of photons in a certain direction is
forbidden – occurs. The central position and the relative width of such a
bandgap depend on the dielectric contrast and the periodicity of the structure.
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Fig. 12.10 Woodpile
structure of hybrid organic–
inorganic polymer fabricated by 2 PP exhibits periodic dielectric constant
variation in any direction of
propagation

An example of 1D photonic crystal is a dielectric mirror, which exhibits a
periodic variation of the refractive index of the material in one direction. By
changing the applied material and design one can fabricate mirrors that reflect
light effectively in a wide range of wavelengths.
In a 3D photonic crystal, the refractive index changes periodically in any
given direction. An example of such a structure is shown in Fig. 12.10. It is a socalled woodpile configuration with periodicity of the dielectric constant created
by alternating polymer/air regions. The main distinction of a 3D photonic
crystal is that one can design structures where photonic bandgaps for different
light propagation directions overlap, resulting in a complete or omnidirectional
photonic bandgap – a frequency range for which the propagation of light is
forbidden in any direction. Devices based on photonic crystals allow tailoring
propagation of light in a desired manner. Many fascinating physical phenomena occur in such structures: control of spontaneous emission [21], sharp bending of light [22], lossless guiding [23], zero-threshold lasing [24], trirefringence
[25]. Futuristic prospects include not only applications in telecommunications
as all-optical signal processing, but also ‘‘transistors’’ for light and optical
computers.
It is worthwhile to mention that not all practical applications require omnidirectional bandgap. Function of many photonic devices can rely, for example,
upon strong isotropy or low group velocity at the band edge. By utilizing these
properties, collimators, dispersion compensators, multiplexers using superprism phenomena, photonic crystal-based optics, and other devices can be
realized [26, 27, 28, 29, 30].
The central wavelength of a photonic bandgap for a given photonic crystal
structure coincides approximately with its period. Therefore, in order to fabricate photonic crystals, performing in the visible or near-IR frequency range,
structural resolution better than 1 mm is required. The ability of 2 PP to create
complex volumetric structures with exceptionally high resolution makes this
technology advantageous for the fabrication of 3D photonic crystals with
bandgaps in the visible and near-infrared spectral ranges. It also implies that
one is able to introduce defects at any desired locations, which is crucial for the
practical applications of photonic crystals. The number of groups around the
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world which apply 2 PP technique is increasing rapidly. Most of the photonic
crystal configurations ever proposed by theoreticians have been realized [31, 32,
33, 34]; many of them would be impossible to produce by means of other
technologies.
The experimental characterization of 3D photonic crystals is performed by
means of the FTIR spectroscopy along a certain direction in a crystal. Due to
the bandgap the spectra shall exhibit the dip in the transmission and an
according peak in the reflection spectra. The results of the FTIR measurements
on woodpile structures fabricated by the 2 PP technique are shown in Fig. 12.11.
The rod distances were varied between 1.2 and 1.8 mm, the spectra indicate the
clear bandgap positions with central frequency shifting to shorter wavelengths
as the rod distance is reduced. This behaviour is in accordance with the theoretical predictions. In addition, the spectra show appearance of the higher order
bandgaps in all samples, indicating the high quality of the fabricated structures.
The absorption bands at around 3 and 3.4 mm come from the absorption of the
material, as has been confirmed by measurements on the flat, unstructured
layers.
Much effort has been made in order to fabricate 3D photonic crystals with
the complete bandgaps located in the near-IR region, at the telecommunication
wavelengths. The main challenge results from the fact that the structural
resolution of such photonic crystals approaches the limit of the structural

Fig. 12.11 Transmission and reflection spectra of woodpile photonic crystals with different
rod spacings (See Color Insert)
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resolution of the 2 PP technology and the applied materials. Further shift of the
photonic bandgap central frequency into the visible range requires further
downscaling of the structures and imposes an even bigger challenge on the
current fabrication approaches and applied materials. Commonly used photosensitive materials exhibit shrinkage leading to a distortion of the fabricated
structures which can result in a closing of a photonic bandgap. In order to avoid
such distortions the structure can be pre-compensated [35] or mechanically
stabilized by providing a massive frame around it [36].
The main drawback of 2 PP is a low refractive index contrast of the fabricated structures resulting from a low dielectric constant of the photosensitive
materials. The relative width and position of a photonic bandgap depend on the
refractive index contrast between two materials, in most cases between the air
and the dielectric. It also imposes a restriction on the minimal refractive index
value, required to obtain an omnidirectional bandgap. For the case of the
woodpile topology, for example, material refractive index of at least 2.7 is
required. The refractive indices of most photosensitive materials, which can
be used for 2 PP applications, are far below this value.
One possibility to solve this problem is to use a 2 PP fabricated structures as
templates for production of the inversed structures from high refractive index
materials. Few groups have shown successful application of this approach using
various photonic crystal structures as templates [37, 38, 39]. In order to fabricate a replica one has to be able to not only infiltrate the template with high
refractive index material, but also remove the original structure. Due to their
low chemical stability, positive resists are very attractive for this approach. As
was described in Section 12.3.3 the illuminated area of positive resist materials is
removed during the development processing step. Therefore, by writing a
woodpile structure into such a material one obtains a direct hollow replica
structure, as shown in Fig. 12.12a,b. After filling this structure with another
material one can remove the original template by simply dissolving it in acetone
or in a solution of NaOH. An example of a resulting replica in acrylate monomer is shown in Fig. 12.12c. This approach provides a prospect for fabrication

Fig. 12.12 Structuring of positive resist material: (a, b) woodpile structure in a positive resist;
(c) replica in acrylate monomer (structure in c is replicated from a template different than a, b)
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Fig. 12.13 Microoptical components fabricated by 2 PP technique: (a) tapered waveguides;
(b) ring resonators: (c) microprism; (d) lens-shaped woodpile structure

of 3D structures with high resolution from materials that cannot be directly
patterned by the 2 PP technique.
Due to their excellent optical properties, ORMOCERs are very attractive
materials for the fabrication of microoptical devices. Using 2 PP, it is straightforward to generate complicated 2D and 3D structures, like ring resonators and
3D waveguide tapers, shown in Fig. 12.13a,b. These waveguides are suitable for
guiding single-mode light at 1550 nm and can be used as on-a-chip interconnects. The main advantages of 2 PP are the high resolution of fabricated
structures and the ability to produce 3D tapered waveguides, which can be
used as mode converters. In addition, fabrication of diffractive and refractive
microoptical elements is of great importance. Simple microprisms (Fig. 12.13c)
and complex lens shaped woodpile (Fig. 12.13d) elements can also be rapidly
fabricated with 2 PP technique. Using 2 PP one can create large-area complex
design 2D microoptical element arrays that can then be used as a master for
microimprinting or injection-moulding replication in mass production.

12.4.2 Biomedical Applications
We have demonstrated several very promising biomedical applications of 2 PP
technique: for tissue engineering, drug delivery, and medical implants. Artificial
fabrication of a living tissue that will be able to integrate with the host tissue
inside a body is a bold and challenging task undertaken by tissue engineering.
Natural repair of a tissue at the particular site is a result of complex biological
processes, which are currently the subject of intensive research and are not yet
fully understood. In order to encourage cells to form tissue, one has to create an
appropriate environment, exactly resembling that of a particular tissue type.
Some cell types can preserve tissue-specific features in a 2D environment, while
others require a 3D environment. One of the most popular approaches in tissue
engineering is the use of 3D scaffolds whose function is to guide and support cell
proliferation in 3D. The ability to produce arbitrary 3D scaffolds is therefore
very appealing. Few techniques that can create 3D porous scaffolds have been
developed in the recent years [40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45]. These techniques can be
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subdivided into passive and active. The passive techniques, such as phase
separation, yield porous structures with high resolution and uniform pore size.
However, they do not allow fabrication of exactly identical structures and
provide little control over the location of individual pores. On the other hand,
the active techniques, such as inkjet printing and stereolithography, provide
possibility to produce any CAD designed structure, but have resolution of the
order of tens of micrometres. Advantage of 2 PP for the fabrication of scaffolds
is a combination of unprecedented resolution, high reproducibility confidence,
and a possibility to fabricate true 3D structures. Therefore, scaffolds fabricated
by the 2 PP technique will enable systematic studies of cell proliferation,
acquired functionality, and tissue formation in 3D. Figure 12.14a,b show an
original CAD design and a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a
fabricated structure, which resembles pulmonary alveoli – microcapillaries
responsible for gas exchange in the mammalian lungs. A 3D polymeric mesh
structure fabricated from ORMOCER resembles the interconnected pores that
are found in the bones (Fig. 12.14c,d).
2 PP technique can also be applied for the fabrication of implants and
prostheses. For example, the malleus, incus, and stapes bones serve to transmit
sounds from the tympanic membrane to the inner ear. Ear diseases may cause
discontinuity or fixation of the ossicles, which results in conductive hearing loss.
The size of the total ossicular replacement prosthesis (TORP) is of the order of
few millimetres and varies from patient to patient. The materials used in
ossicular replacement prostheses must demonstrate appropriate biological
compatibility, acoustic transmission, stability, and stiffness properties. The
prostheses prepared using Teflon1, titanium, Ceravital, and other conventional
materials have demonstrated several problems during clinical studies, including
migration, puncture of the eardrum, difficulty in shaping the prostheses, and
reactivity with the surrounding tissues.
We have demonstrated the application of the 2 PP technique for rapid
prototyping of ORMOCER middle-ear bone replacement prostheses [46].
Figure 12.15 shows an original CAD design and an optical microscope image
of the fabricated TORP. The 2 PP technique provides several advantages over

Fig. 12.14 Microstructures for tissue engineering fabricated by 2 PP technique: (a) original
CAD design of microcapillaries; (b) corresponding structure fabricated by 2 PP; (c, d) different orientation views of 3D scaffolds with interconnected pores
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Fig. 12.15 Middle-ear bone replacement prosthesis: (a) original CAD design; (b) optical
microscope image of a structure fabricated by 2 PP in ORMOCER; (c) in vitro implantation
of the fabricated implant

the conventional processing for scalable mass production of ossicular replacement prostheses. First, the raw materials used in this process are widely available and inexpensive. Second, 2 PP can be set up in a conventional clinical
environment (e.g. an operating room) that does not contain clean room facilities. It allows fabrication of patient-specific prosthesis based on the optical
coherence tomography (OCT) analysis or other provided data. Moreover, the
resolution required for TORPs is not very high and therefore one can accelerate
the fabrication process even further. And finally, 2 PP of ossicular replacement
prostheses is a straightforward, single-step process, as opposed to the conventional multistep fabrication techniques. We anticipate that the number of
applications of the 2 PP technique for the fabrication of prosthesis will rapidly
increase in the nearest future.
Transdermal drug delivery is a method that has experienced a rapid development in the past two decades and has often shown improved efficiency over
the other delivery routes [47]. It avoids many issues associated with intravenous
drug administration, including pain to the patient, trauma at the injection site,
and difficulty in providing sustained release of pharmacologic agents. In addition, precise dosing, safety, and convenience are also addressed by transdermal
drug delivery. However, only a small number of pharmacological substances
are delivered in this manner today. The most commonly known example is
nicotine patches. The main reason for that is the significant barrier to diffusion
of substances with higher molecular weight provided by the upper layers of the
skin. The top layer, called stratum corneum, is composed of dead cells surrounded by lipid. This layer provides the most significant barrier to diffusion to
approximately 90% of transdermal drug applications [48, 49]. A few techniques
enhancing the substance delivery through the skin have been proposed. Two of
the better-known active technologies are iontophoresis and sonophoresis. The
rate of product development involving these technologies has been relatively
slow [50, 51]. This is partly conditioned by the relative complexity of the
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Fig. 12.16 Hollow microneedles for transdermal drug delivery: (a) cross-section of original
CAD design of microneedles with different channel positions and tip sharpnesses; (b) SEM
images of respective microneedles fabricated by 2 PP technique; (c) an array of microneedles
fabricated by 2 PP technique

resulting systems, compared to the passive transdermal systems. One of the
passive technologies is based on microneedle-enhanced drug delivery. These
systems use arrays of hollow or solid microneedles to open pores in the upper
layer of the skin and assist drug transportation. The length of the needles is
chosen such that they do not penetrate into the dermis, pervaded with nerve
endings, and thus do not cause pain. In order to penetrate the stratum corneum,
microneedles for drug delivery have to be longer than 100 mm and are generally
300–400 mm long, since the skin exhibits thickness values that vary with age,
location, and skin condition. Application of microneedles has been reported to
greatly enhance (up to 100,000 fold) the permeation of macromolecules through
the skin [52]. The microneedles for withdrawal of blood must exceed lengths of
700–900 mm in order to penetrate the dermis, which contains blood vessels.
Most importantly, microneedle devices must not fracture during penetration,
use, or removal.
The flexibility and high resolution of the 2 PP technique allow rapid fabrication of microneedle arrays with various geometries (Fig. 12.16) and to study its
effect on the tissue penetration properties. Results of our studies indicate that
microneedles created using the 2 PP technique are suitable for in vivo use and
for integration with the next generation MEMS- and NEMS-based drug delivery devices.

12.5 Summary and Outlook
An essential factor for the progress in the nanotechnology and its driving power
is the development of high-fidelity nano- and micro-fabrication techniques.
Femtosecond laser technologies based on nonlinear light–matter interactions
provide possibility of cost-efficient manufacturing with high resolution and
unprecedented flexibility. Increased attention to these technologies from the
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industry representatives is stimulated by the recent development of compact
turnkey ultrashort pulse laser systems.
In contrast to the techniques based on material ablation, two-photon polymerization (2 PP) allows the fabrication of true 3D structures with a resolution
down to 100 nm. The versatility of the 2 PP technology and the large number of
applicable materials contribute to the wide range of applications of this technology which are rapidly growing.
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Fig. 4.25 The mapping of the pixel on CMOL DSP (for FCMOS =Fnano ¼ 10) after its successful
reconfiguration of the circuit around as many as 40% of bad nanodevices with random
locations. Programmable latches A and B are used for bypass circuitry during the data up
and down shift operations
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Fig. 5.35 (Left) General behavior of the spin Hall effect, where an unpolarized charge current
generates a transverse spin current. (Right) Magneto-optical imaging of the spin Hall effect in
n-type GaAs, from Ref. [159]. Reprinted with permission from AAAS
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Fig. 6.8 Calculated bandstructure (a), rigid-ion scattering rates (b), and calculated velocityfield characteristics (c) from the CMC simulator for Wurzite GaN at 300 K. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [39], Copyright 2004, Institute of Physics Publishing
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Fig. 6.14 Different experimental realizations of quasi-1D systems. (a) Different structures
realized through lateral etching or confinement of a 2D quantum well structure. (b) A selfassembled Si nanowire structure grown using vapour–liquid–solid epitaxy. (c) A carbon
nanotube
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Fig. 6.15 The left panel (a) shows the schematic of a simulated SiNW on ultrathin SOI. The
conduction band profile on the right side (b) is taken along the red cutline CC from the top
panel. The width of the channel is 30 nm [53]
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Fig. 6.16 Variation of the field-dependent mobility with varying SiNW width. The wire
thickness is kept constant at 8 nm [53]
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Fig. 6.17 Electron distribution across the nanowire, for the wire width of 30 nm (left panel)
and 8 nm (right panel). In both panels, the transverse field is 1 MV/cm, the wire thickness is
8 nm, and the color scale is in 1019 cm–3 [53]
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Fig. 6.18 Effect of confinement on the phonon dispersion in a SiNW (a), and the corresponding effect on the quasi-1D scattering rate (b)
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Fig. 6.19 Schematic of growth of a semiconductor nanowires using vapor–liquid– solid (VLS)
phase growth. The bottom panel illustrates several different heterostructures realizable using
this technique
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Fig. 6.20 Si Nanowire field effect transistor structure. The left panel shows a schematic and
electron micrograph of the transistor structure. The right panel shows the measured mobility
before (green data, left side) and after (pink data, right side) surface modification. Reprinted
with permission from Ref [47], Copyright 2003
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Fig. 6.21 Molecular structure of a single-wall CNT, formed by rolling a sheet of graphene,
illustrating different chiralities
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Fig. 6.37 Conductance peak positions as function of both inversion gate and plunger gate bias
exhibiting crossing and anti-crossing behaviors of apparent level structure of dot [103]

Fig. 6.38 Characterization and processing of nanowires. (a) Scanning electron micrograph of
homogeneous InAs nanowires grown on an InAs substrate from lithographically defined
arrays of Au particles. The image demonstrates the ability of the CBE to produce identical
nanowire devices. The scale bar corresponds to 1 mm. (b) Dark-field scanning transmission
electron microscopy image of a nanowire with a 100 nm long InAs quantum dot between two
very thin InP barriers. Scale bar depicts 20 nm. (c) Corresponding image of a 10 nm long InAs
dot. The InP barrier thickness is 3 and 3.7 nm, respectively. (d) The heterostructured wires are
deposited on a SiO2-capped Si substrate and source and drain contacts are fabricated by
lithography. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [102], Copyright 2004, American Chemical
Society

Fig. 7.2 Supercell used to simulate the (101) surface of PtSi. Si (Pt) atoms are represented with
yellow (blue) color. The [101] direction is along the long side of the supercell

Fig. 7.3 Schematic of a multilayer gate stack based on HfO2. A plausible band alignment
across the stack is also shown

Fig. 7.4 The valence band offset between Si and HfO2 is calculated using the reference
potential method. The average reference potential is indicated with red lines, and the valence
band maxima with blue lines. The discontinuity is estimated to be 2.9 eV

Fig. 7.6 The average reference potential across the Mo–HfO2 heterojunction. The vacuum
level, conduction and valence band of HfO2 and the Fermi level are indicated

Fig. 12.11 Transmission and reflection spectra of woodpile photonic crystals with different
rod spacings

